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Roger Pardo-Maurer 

cc: Doug Feith 

SUBJECT: Options for Haiti 

Steve Herbits gave me a paper .-:,n Haiti, which i then gave to either Peter Rodman 

or Roger Pardo-Maurer. I forget who I gave it to. 

I would like it back, but I would like to know from whomever I gave it to what 

their opinion is about it, and whether or not there is anything we could do about it 

or whether Millennium Challenge would fit. 

Thanks. 
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INTERNATIONAL 
SECURITY AFFAIR$ 

FOR: 

THROUGH: 

FROM: 

INFOMEMO 
1-04-0164 94-WH 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

Peter W. Rodman, Assistant Secretary of ~F.JSt,.) {rV~-t 1lEC 290,t 

Roger Pardo-Maurer, DASD- Western H~mi~~~ 
SUBJECT: HATTI PROPOSAL EVALUATION (U) 

You asked for views on the attached proposal to help Haiti. 

Our analysis is immediately under, with a summary. These impressions are based 
on informal discussions with people at State, AID, and various Haiti experts. 

Attachment 
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Evaluation of Proposal 

(}S D Poe.<. (.u 
·; o J if o ·-1 

"An Initiative for the Revitalization of Haiti: an Interdisciplinary Project" 

Summary: 

The project carries a big price tag, and there is plenty of competition for donor 
funds. 

• On the plus side, it addresses the full spectrum of Haitian governance 
problems which are a high priority to international donors, and identifies 
credible experts to be recruited for execution. 

• The project would be more competitive if it had a narrower focus (e.g. on a 
region, or on the connection between security, investment, and the Diaspora). 

• A clearer statement of the mission, value-added, and benchmarks for success 
would also be helpful. 

• The interdisciplinary approach which is the basis of the proposal is an 
appropriate analytical tool, but in terms of implementation there is a risk of 
overstretch. 

• A more narrowly tailored interdisciplinary approach (e.g. public health + 
economic opportunity, education+ sanitation) might be more successful. 

Discussion: 

l. Relevance. There is increasing urgency in the international community on the 
need to help the Interim Government of Haiti overcome crippling personnel and 
policy weaknesses. These weaknesses are jeopardizing every aspect of the 
country's governance and of international programs to support Haiti, and may 
derai I the disbursement of approximately S 1.2 Billion pledged to support Haiti. 
This proposal, "Anlnitiativefor the Revitalization of Haiti", addresses the full 
spectrum of Haitian governance problems. including problems which are of 
critical interest to international donors, and identifies credible experts to be 
recruited for execution. 

The proposal needs to be considered in the context of existing efforts to improve 
conditions in Haiti. The US. and the international community draw on over four 
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hundred Haiti-focused NGOs, dozens of international donors, dedicated academic 
programs at various colleges and universities, and international institutional 
support from the United Nations, the Organization of American States (OAS), and 
others. 

There is little to specifically distinguish this proposal from scores of other 
projects, both completed and proposed, intended to provide expert advice on 
Haiti. New proposals, especially of this magnitude ($4 M budget), are far more 
likely to find sponsors if they have a clear comparative advantage by offering clear 
value-added and definite benchmarks for success. 

2. Timeliness. This proposal was evidently developed in early 2004 to respond to 
conditions prevailing under the Aristide regime, and would have to be updated in 
light of Haiti's current circumstances: including the rebellion, the fall of the 
Aristide government, the UN intervention forces (MIFH and MIN UST AH), the 
formation of Haiti's Interim Government, and the continuing lack of legitimate 
governance in the countryside. While many of Haiti's problems are endemic, and 
transcend regime change, any successful proposal must respond to current political 
and economic realities. 

3. Value-Added and Benchmarks. The proposal's likelihood of finding a 
sponsor would probably increase if it had a narrower focus. As examples (drawn 
from the proposal itself) one could suggest an initiative narrowly centered on: 

• 
• 
• 
• 

a regwn 
/and-tilling 
integrity in government 
the Diaspora 

The interdisciplinary approach which is the basis of the proposal is an appropriate 
analytical tool, but in terms of implementation runs a 1isk of overstretch. 

A more narrowly tailored interdisciplinary approach might be successful,e.g.: 

• public health+ economic opportunity 
• education+ sanitation 
• security+ investment+ the Diaspora. 

A clearer statement of the mission, value-added, and benchmarks for success 
would also be helpful. The proposal should be narrowed to address specific, 
measurable, programmatic goals. Instead of describing broad challenges to 
sustainable development- all of which are generally known-a successful 
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proposal must identify achievable outcomes and the unique qualifications of the 
project performers to pursue those objectives. "Features tell, but benefits sell''. 

Also, this proposal would likely be more competitive if it provided a more 
compelling methodology for dealing with the myriad practical challenges to a 
functioning, democratic Haiti. The "Plan Process" (p. 7) and "Task Force 
Projects" (p. 9) are a start; they need more detail. As outlined, they are menus 
from which the details of the project and associated methodologies would be 
determined after funding is secured. 

4. Sponsorship/Funding. The obvious source of funding for this proposal would 
be the Millennium Challenge account, which is intended to reward poor countries 
for attempting good governance. Unfortunately, this is not an option since Haiti 
does not yet qualify for such funding. The qualification process is a function of 
measurable steps a country is taking to improve governance. Haiti has yet to get 
on that treadmill. This in fact, suggests the usefulness of an initiative to advise 
Haiti on what it needs to do to qualify for Millennium Chal1enge funding. 

Nor in its current form would the project qualify for PEPFAR funding, since it 
does not focus on delivery of medical services, or other support services. A more 
narrowly crafted proposal might qualify for such funding. 

The goal of the initiative, ''todevelop a plan thar is comprehensive, 
interdisciplinary, and qf sufficient scale to be implemented for the purpose of 
revitalizing Haiti," is laudable, but far loo broad and diffuse either to produce 
deliverables for identifiable sectors in Haiti or sponsors in the donor community. 
For the same reason, various experts agreed that without substantial revisions it is 
unlikely to qualify for U.S. government funding as an unsolicited offer. 
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Vision 

Haiti is a country of vibrant, enthusiastic, optimistic, artistic people. 

It is also a nation of profound economic poverty and societal deprivation. 

Haiti is a democracy, according to its constitution, but most of its people are only free to 
subsist. 

The world's market democracies, which now encompass hundreds of mill ions of people 
possessed of trillions of dollars in wealth, should be able to prompt the creation of one more 
market democracy - a liberal democracy in Fareed Zakaria's words - in a place that occupies 
roughly half a Caribbean island and 8 million people. 

The incentives, if needed, begin with the humanitarian instinct - the comfortable millions 
will not abide children in slavery a few hundred miles from their shores. There is also the 
economic incentive - three centuries of growth around the world have surely taught the lesson 
that bringing humans into true productivity is the best wealth production engine available to 
serve all mankind. 

What is needed is a compelling strategy- a scheme to achieve what governments cannot 
order and dollars cannot purchase- to bring about a modem Haiti. 

Such a strategy can direct the many interests in preventing Haiti from continuing on its 
current course because those interests touch every element of the country's life. Te achievement 
should take less than a decade. 

The market economy in the new Haiti will not only end the humanitarian horror, best 
personified by children in slavery, but will create a source of productive manpower forthe 21st 
century that the West will sorely need. While Haiti may be the toughest case today, the lessons 
of a successful new model of international action will have an impact on comparablechallenges 
in the rest of the world. 
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Description of the current situation in Haiti 

Haiti's political system is frozen. 

Large numbers of citizens, protesting the 2002 election have promised not to 
participate in another election as called for by the Organization of American States unless 
there are sufficient safeguards to protect them and its accuracy. President Aristede is 
accused of supporting violence in response to the protesters and promises to remain in 
office until his term expires in 2006. The s.tability of the government is in question. 

There is both a governmental and an informal system of thuggery that keeps large 
segments of the population in fear and danger and diminishes the opportunity for 
democracy. 

Corruption is pervasive. Transparency International rates it the 3rd worse in the world, 
outdone only by Bangladesh and Nigeria. ( 12) 

The health and well-being of Haitians is calamitous - equal to the worse in the world. 

Unemployment may be as high as 70% (6)(12) 

More than half the population is illiterate ( 12) 

Wages are the equivalent to$ I a day (6), $375 per year. 

Life expectancy is the shortest in the Western Hemisphere;45 for males; 49 for females 

Infant Mortality is 8 I per 1000 births; 125 per thousand for those under 5 years old. 

Estimated AIDS cases at 300,000 (6) are the world's highest outside sub-Saharan Africa 
(12) 

There are an estimated 300,000child slaves in Haiti (3) 

Infrastructure and finances are not positioned to help cure Haiti's ills. 

Potable water is available to less than half the population 

Electricity is available to six percent of the population. ( 13) 

Haitian debt is estimates at $I. I billion, approximately 40% of GNP. 

The United States retains economic sanctions because of the political situation. 

Haiti may be responsible for at least 15% of the $60 billion in cocaine reaching the US. 
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History of US and International Efforts to Help Haiti 

Haiti is the world's oldest black republic and the second oldest republic in the Western 
Hemisphereafterthe United States. 

Since obtaining its independence from the French in 1807, Haiti has undergone 
continuingpolitical upheaval through to today. The United States military intervened in 1915 
and stayed until 1934. Following the dictatorship of the Duvalier family in 1991, a series of 
provisional governments ruled until a military take-over later that year. The United Nations 
Security Council authorized a multilateral force. The US-led force entered in September, 1994 
and restored civilian government. OAS-led efforts have not overcome the claims of election 
fraud accompanied by growing violence that exist today. The crises continues to grow. (For a 
more detailed description, please see Appendix C) 

Of note, US AID is widely distrusted in Haiti, with claims that the United States has 
consistently "pulled rug out from underneath" reconstruction efforts. Speci fie review of the 
history of US economic and humanitarian aid, as well as military and political intervention is 
warranted. 

For the purposes of this study, it is valuable to note that President Aristede' s first 
Administration ( early 90s) created a series of task forces to study Haiti's problems and make 
recommendations. 

Enormous pressures on Haiti continue: enormous power of US interests and international 
financial institutions, entrenched prerogatives of the elite and its corruption of the political class, 
and the rapidly rising expectations of the people and their champions among the intellectuals and 
NGOs." (6) 

For perspective, Haiti's problems are less than 250 years old. As the United States, they 
need not be entrenched, not endemic. We know how to create economic opportunity and find the 
people who want it. 

Goal of The Haiti Initiative 

The goal of this Initiative is to develop a plan that is comprehensive, interdisciplinary 
and of sufficient scale to be implemented for the purpose of revitalizing Haiti. The plan seeks to 
incorporate the collaborative efforts of international and multinational organizations, Western 
Hemisphere governments, and their private sectors, both for-profit and not-for-profit. 

Potential Proiect Sponsors/Co-Sponsors 

University of Miami (President Donna Shalala;UofM medical program in Haiti) 
Florida International University, Miami (President 

(Just signed partnership with Rand for Latin American Studies) (2) 
American Enterprise Institute, Washington, D.C. 
Freedom House 
Director, Net Assessments, DoD 
Florida Atlantic University (Boca Raton) 
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Guiding Principles 

The moment in history has arrived when it is time to generate a sustained effort to prompt 
a new Haiti. The principles of the strategy to be written are infomled by an understanding of the 
opportunity presented by that moment. Consider: 

There are no Cold War distractions or competitions. Cuba is nearby and yet irrelevant. 

The world's economies are rebounding and the long-term need for human resources in 
the West is about to mushroom. 

The importance of democracy to the world is in sharp relief. Ultimately all the world's 
people must be free in fact as well as in name. But it is particularly important that our country's 
first sphere of influence achieve that goal - now. 

And now is just when the role of freedom and the rule of law in tme, liberal democracy is 
gaining greater appreciation. Again, freedom will aITive in many places in the world after, in 
Secretary Rumsfeld' swords, "a hard slog." It should be simpler in Haiti 

In a brilliantly succinct history of liberal democratic developments since Constantine left 
Rome in A.D. 324 to create a new capital at the mouth of the Black Sea, Fru·eed Zakaria 
catalogues in his 2003 book, The Future a Freedom, the necessary elements for success in this 
venture. First and foremost, the book demonstrates that there must be competing centers of 
power in the society. 

Haiti has a culture that has been burdened by the absence of this competition. 

Colonialism was one obstacle to developing a civil society, but so was the military. And 
even in the yeru·s when the Haitian people were nominally free of authoritarians,political 
instability and unrest produced 32 governments in 70 years. Yet, there ru·e in this island nation a 
vibrant people proud of a history that has repelled colonial powers, rebelled against slavery, and 
formed the hemisphere's second independent nation. Akin to the eru·liest day of European civil 
societies, there is a strong church, a creative culture and an optimistic outlook. 

Today, we believe, a concerted strategy can be developed to introduce a variety of civil 
institutions among Haitians that can balance each other, competing and cooperating in the 
development of a free people, a democratic state and a liberal society. 

A set or ideas can change a country long before it changes its structure or govemance. 
While this has not happened often in the history of the world, it has happened: See Revolutions, 
America. 

The philosophical underpinning of a strategic plan for Haiti is to achieve long-term 
freedom, security, prosperity and health by creating mechanisms of opportunity rather than 
shorter-term treatment of victims and to do so in a comprehensive manner in order to achieve 
scale of effectiveness. 

As Zakaria continues,history teaches that building economic strength with its 
concomitant benefits to extending libe1ty provides a much greater likelihood that democracy 
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itself will succeed. A guiding principle of this plan will be to strengthen the economy of Haiti as 
the underpinning of its future. 

Maximizing private sector participation and minimizing government micromanagement, 
the model would seek to transform the poor into citizens with access to and ownership of capital, 
collateralizing opportunities and economic prospects. 

Enormous mechanisms of communications, even to and among the poorest, provide an 
opportunity to empower the bulk of the citizens to help shape their future. 
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Plan Process 

Phase I. Preparation/Development of the Plan outline (3 months) 

Phase one of the Planning Process develops a set of Project Descriptions designed 
to set in motion each of the projects. Development of each project descriptions would include an 
overview of the relevant conditions in Haiti and some thoughts about solution topics to be 
considered. The collection of these Project Descriptions will serve only as a starting point, but no 
limitation for each Project Task Force. 

During this period, members of each Task Force would be recruited. 

Phase 2. Task Force Proiects (8 months) 

Each Task Force will be chaired by an individual selected by the Project Director with 
the Advice of the Co-Chairs. 

Other members of the task force will be recruited as described in the Section on Project 
Participants. 

Each Task Force would be expected to: 

a. conduct a close analysis of the challenges facing Haiti relevant to the work of 
that Task Force. 

b. an inventory of current efforts addressing each issue 

c. draw up a range of recommendations for addressing those challenges 

d. evaluate those recommendations 

e. cost-out those recommendations 

f. produce a report and set of recommendations, with costs and priorities, for the larger 
project. 

Phase 3. Plan [ntegration (3 months) 

The combination of the Task Force Repoits would be melded into a larger Strategic Plan, 
including the following: 

a. a set of priorities 

b. proposed roles for those implementing the Plan 

c. a timetable for implementation 

d. costs associated with each Project 

e. resources available for funding each Project. 
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Phase 4. Government reviews (4 months) 

Upon completion of the draft Strategic Plan, it would be circulated for comment among a 
number of government experts covering a broad selection of country and multilateral agencies 
for further evaluation. 

Phase 5. Plan completion (2 months) 

The final draft or the plan would be prepared during this period. 

Potential pr~ject leaders/institutions and sponsors for its implementation would be 
identified. 

A Communication Plan will be developed. 

Phase 6. Communication Plan (4 months) 

A plan to communicate the results of the completed project to various audiences would 
be implemented with the goal of recruiting commitments for implementation. 

a. Project Implementers, e.g. corporations, government agencies, not-for-profits, etc. 

b. Publication: informing the media 

c. Presenting at Congressional Hearings, especially if US Government funds are sought 
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Task Force Proiects 

Specific projects are identified below. Additional projects may be added. 

A Task Force will be assigned to each. Over the eight months, each Task Force will 
develop a specific plan of action in its designated area, and include delineation of those steps 
required to implement the plan. The plan for each project must be delineated with sufficient 
precision to provide evaluators with enough information to assess its potential for being 
implemented and the identification of resources available for such implementation. In each 
instance, various sectors will be included where they have a role, e.g. governments, including 
multilateral organizations (OAS, IMF> World Bank, Inter American Development Bank, UN 
Agencies), the for-profit sector, and the not-for-profit sector. 

I. Private Ownership 

a. Explore the I 8 I 5 Property L1w and its consequences for individual property 
ownership 

b. Examine the progress of the Hernando DeSoto private property project in Haiti. 
(The Mystery of Capital> New York: Basic Books, 2000) 

c. If applicable, describe steps necessary to implement. 
d. Study related capital needs 

2. Commerce 

a. Review and update laws and regulations of commerce, including its judicial system, 
to bring them into line with other OECD nations. 

b. Review and update currency policies 
c. Review and update for foreign investment. 
d. Develop an export promotion program. 
e. Review banking structure, particularly related to new private ownership 

3. Infrastructure 

a. Enhance internal commerce by assuring adequate roadways throughout the nation. 
b. Enhance healthcare by assuring potable water to and proper sanitation for all citizens 

( I l ). Study rainfall patterns and questions of storage. 
c. Assure power generation throughout most of the country. Study altemati ve energy 

sources, including solar, wind, storage, transmission for long-tenn. 
d. Inventory Housing needs and prepare a plan for adequate housing. Pre-fab ( I 0) 

4. Agriculture 

a. Understand what is possible given the range of topography, from desert to mountains, 
from forest to beach 

b. Considerpossibilities given resources, water, education, arable land, consumer 
behavior, export opportunities 

c. Understand the constraints and opportunities with Haiti's tradition of private 
ownership of small plots of land. 

d. Study current crises in loss of arable land and deforestation. 
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5. Education 

a. Develop practical education programs for work-skills 
b. For K-12, develop a plan for implementation of a country-wide, all-student voucher 

system. 
C For higher education, develop a plan for creating partnerships with universities in 

other countries, whose exchange programs of students and faculty will benefit both 
institutions. 

d. Develop a "virtual" curriculum for students at all levels to both supplement and 
supplant other education. RADIO, TY, on-line (See India model) (7) 

e. Develop citizenship and "values" elements of curricula, including freedom, 
prosperity, safety, and individual responsibility. 

f. Develop a system of exchange for K9- 12 Diaspora students to return to Haiti to gain a 
sense of their own history and to contribute a broader perspective for students in 
Haiti. 

g. Consider plans to prevent brain drain of those most accomplished. 

6. Health 

a. Explore a new national model based on creative work now underway for restructuring 
the US healthcare system. Its fundamental ingredients include minimizing paperwork 
and administration, preventive education and care, adequate system of distribution for 
phamlaceutical and medical supplies. 

b. Develop a speci fie plan for attaching the HIV/ AIDS crises, referencing the recent 
experiences in Africa 

c. Consider resources such as: Project Medishare, U of M.(projcctmedishare.org); 
Haitian Health Foundation, (Jeremie, Haiti) (haitianhealthfoundation.org)~ Jefferson 
College of Health Professions (sister city between Cardenas, Cuba and Philadelphia) 

7. Security 

a. Screen and retrain a single national police force. 
b. Create a Special Crime Unit to investigate and prosecute instances of physical abuse 

by government employees or groups associated with the government or political 
parties 

c. Embargo private weapons importation 
d. Install an effective border police 
e. Examine program of the International Red Cross in non-lethal crime fighting tactics 

training. (8) 
f. Explore resources such as: Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, 

Washington, D.C.: Inter American Couit of Human Rights (OAS), Costa Rica; 
OAS Special Representative, David Lee: UN. Disarmament, Demobilization and 
Reintegration Program (Afghan); Bureau of International Advocates (BAT) (group of 
Haitian and international attorneys; assisting the judiciary with human rights cases. 
Brian Concannon (6) 
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8. Democracy 

a. Review the recent history of political institutions and the political process. 
a. Make recommendations to rebuild the operation of and confidence in the political 

process, utilizing outside supervision where necessary. 
c. Establish a program of teaching democracy 

9. Integrity in Govemment/Conuption 

a. The fight against cmruption is a necessary element in building an effective economy. 
Daniel Kaufmann (head of World Bank's anti-comtption drive) claims that research 
shows that "if a poor country with a high level of corruption manages to reduce 
con-uption to a median level, it will enjoy a 400% improvement in its per capita 
income." (I) 

b. Consider recent efforts: 

World Bank (Daniel Kaufmann), Integrity Pacts 
UN General Assembly's Convention Against CoITuption 

( 12/9- 11,2003. Mexico City signing) 
OECD Convention 
OAS Convention 
Council of Europe Convention 
African Union Convention 

c. Create a Special Investigative Unit and pair it with a special team from the OAS with 
subpoena power to strengthen the integrity of government officials. 

d. Create ajudicial watch and a system to remove judges. 
e. explore expertise: Transparency Intemational(US/Gennany) 

11. The Arts 

a. Examine the hypothesis that Haiti is among the highest producers of visual and 
performing art per capita in the Hemisphere. 

b. Examine possibilities of export 
c. Explore the US import of Haitian art teachers for our public schools 

12. Foreign Sanctions 

a. Study the impact of the cun-ent sanctions to the health and welfare of Haiti versus its 
achievement in its goals of political change. 
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Plan P: ticipants 

The Plan is designed to capitalize on a broad range of expertise. Starting with a small 
core -- a director, strategic advisors, administrator, writer, and clerical support - the project 
would search out and arrange for small teams to focus on specific projects. The Core would be 
full or part-time; the experts would be patt-time and would be paid stipends for their 
contributions. 

I. Project Management 

The Project would be directed by Stephen Herbits. 
Bill Roesing will be a consulting strategist. 
Bio' s attached. 

2. Co-Chairs 

Three leading Haitian or Haitian-Americans wi11 Chairthe project. 

Their responsibilities will be to assure that a broad spectrum of views is considered, to 
facilitate the attraction of expert participants, and to contribute as policy experts. 

3. The role of Haiti and its citizens 

Central to the project, of course, will be those members of the leadership community in 
Haiti who wish to participate. It is intended that each specific task force have at ]east one 
knowledgeable participant from Haiti. 

4. The role of the Haitian Diaspora 

The wealth of experience and knowledge among Haitians living in the United States 
provides anotherpoo] for project members. 

5. The role of academics 

Also participating wi11 be experts from academia and think-tanks. 

6. The role of international and regional governments 

Each international and regional organization that may have an interest or possible future 
role in implementation will be asked to participate as advisors to the project. 

7. The role of the business community 

Individual companies, trade associations and business organizations will be invited co 
support this project. They may perceive specific business opportunities in a strong 
Haitian economy or simply believe in the benefit of developing a strategic model for 
broad-scale national improvement. They will be invited to join as contributors to the 
planning process itself with a concomitant opportunity to participate in the project work. 
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8. The role of the not-for-profit community 

The not-for-profit community has much to offer any nation, any time. They bring skills, 
knowledge, personnel and support mechanisms for a wide variety of projects. Their 
participation in the project development would add value. It is important from the 
beginning, however, to understand that the strategic model being developed in this plan 
does not provide for institutionalizing a central role for not-for-profits over the long term. 

While there will always be a need for charitable activities; the plan would hope to 
capitalize on their contributionsprimarily for transitional purposes, with a draw-down as 
the economic benefits of the plan begin to become widespread. 

Candidate Particiaants 

Eric Behrmann (Kim Green) 
M. Bubishi (KG) 
Yolly Roberson (Fla. State Rep.) (KG) 
Aldy Castor, MD. (KG) 

President Human Resource Development Foundation (HRDF.org) 
Vice President, Haitian-American Republican Caucus(?) 

Mark Rogers(KG) 
Directorof Development, FAUACA.org 

Patrick Prosper (KG) 
Ambassador at large for war crimes 

Dr. Rudy Moise (KG) 
University of Miami 
Owns Radio Carnivale 

Dr.Laurence Pierre (KG) 
Center for Haitian Studies 

John Rendon, The Rendon Group (PR) (KG) 
Terry Rey 

Fill) Professor, Haitian Studies Class 

Gepsie M. Metellus, ED 
Sant La-Haitian Neigborhood Center 

Marleine Bastien 
Haitian American Women Foundation 

Tom Reeves, former director of the Caribbean Focus Program, professor of history at 
Roxbury Community College, Boston. Founding Member of the New England 
Observer delegations to Haiti on democracy. 

Jim Obestar(D. Minn. Former?) Peace Corps in Haiti. (NG) 
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• II: 1 Benefits of tll Initiative 

I. Were there to be a demonstrable improvement in its condition, other nations may be 
encouraged to take steps to address their own poverty. 

2. Haiti has a substantial expatriate community in the United States that can provide an 
important resource of advice, counsel, and perhaps relationships for future growth. 

3. The pervasiveness of poverty in a world that also contains incredible wealth begs for 
working models that address institutionalized or intractable poverty. It is the 
compassionate thing to do, because it will ultimately improve the populations economic 
well-being. It important for everyone's security, because it will diminish opportunities for 
radicalism and improve governance. 

4. As Haiti is neither white nor non-white Hispanic, a successful model may have 
application throughout black inner cities in the US and across Africa. 

5. Given its presence in the Caribbean, there may be regional entities - such as the 
Organization of American States-that will take the lead, rather than the United States 
Government, increasing chances that other regional organizations throughout the world 
can apply similar efforts. 

6. Haiti is of a size that enhances the opportunity to take risks. Most laws are both national 
and local simultaneously. 

7. Haiti's location is an invitation to substantial expert advice from around the Caribbean as 
well as the United States. 

8. A successful plan will reduce illegal emigration efforts and thereby reduce one of the 
largest illegal immigrant-seeking populations challenging the United States, thus 
reducing pressure on the US government's inconsistent policy towards Haitians and 
Cubans. 

The USG ties illegal Haitian immigration to tenorism. "If we are going to start to win 
that aspect of the war on terrorism we call the "war for minds," we should begin at home, 
with our own behavior, our ownjustice, our own Justice Department. I fear we are 
creating the motivation for terrorists; not educating the world of the incompatibility of 
teITorism and civilization. (4) 

9. Modem nation building: a necessary in the 21st century war on terrorism, including the 
reduction or elimination of ungovernable areas as hosts for terrorist bases and training. 

I 0. US Annual Assessment of the cooperation of m~jor drug producing and transiting 
countries (2003) says that Haiti had "failed demonstrably" to meet international 
obligations to fight drugs. (5) It is estimated that l 5%of the $60 billion worth of cocaine 
reaching the US is handled by Haitian traffickers and that Aristide himself earns from the 
process. ( 12) 

11. A successful effort will be a model for close-by Jamaica and Cuba. 
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Plan 1 Summary 

I . Phase I - Preparation/Development of the Plan outline 

2. Phase 2 - Task Force Projects 

3. Phase 3 - Plan Integration 

4. Phase 4 - Government Reviews 

5. Phase 5 - Plan Completion 

6. Phase 6 - Plan Communication 

Total time 

Plan Budget (24 Moo1 

Cash 

Director: 
Strategic Advisor 
Strategic Advisor 
Administrator: 
Writer: 
Clerical: 

Participant Stipends 
Co-Chairs (3) $2kx2 l 

Travel 

Task Force Chairs ( 12) $6x21 
Task Force Members ( 12x5) $5x8 

Other overhead, payroll taxes, etc. 
(phone, copier, supplies) 

Media Advisor (three months) 

Total Project 

In-Kind 

(To be provided by one of the sponsors) 

$600,000 
480,000 
360,000 
120,000 
50,000 
44,000 

126,000 
852,000 
48,000 

360,000 
480,000 

90,000 

$3,610,000 

3 months 

8 months 

3 months 

4 months 

2 months 

4 months 

24months 

Office suite, including two private offices, a clerical space, and conference room seating 
up to 12, parking 

Access to faculty; stipends to be paid by the project. 
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Appendix 1: A "ie\\ towa1 ds economic sanctii 

a. Study of the recent history of the role of sanctions towards Haiti by the United States, 
other governments and international organizations. 

b. Analyze their effectiveness 
c. Study other possible approaches 

I. flooding the nation with currency 
a. flooding the country with communications,e.g. satellite dishes and radios and 

programming; cell phones; web access; aid packed with messages. 
h. ruthless humiliation of leaders - at the UN and its organizations, in public, in 

communications above, use cell phone information collection; increase 
investment in intelligence 

4. Embargoing items that support the dictatorship, e.g. weapons importation. 
5. Encourage and support exile participation in their native country. 

Appendix 1.: A new model of foreign AID. 

a. governmental 
b. best-practices shared 
c. bureaucracy versus evaluation 
d. band-aids or cures 

Appendix 3: A Short History of US and International Efforts to Help Haiti 

Haiti is the world's oldest black republic and the second oldest republic in the Western 
Hemisphere after the United States. 

"The native Arawak Amerindians - who inhabited the island of Hispaniola when it was 
discovered by Columbus in 1492 • were virtually annihilated by Spanish settlers within 25 years. 
In the early 17th century, the French established a presence on Hispaniola, and in 1697, Spain 
ceded to the French the western third of the island - Haiti. The French colony, based on forestry 
and sugar-related industries, became one of the wealthiest in the Caribbean, but only through the 
heavy importation of African slaves and considerable environmental degradation. In the late 18th 
century, Haiti's nearly half million slaves revolted under ToussaintL'OWERTURE and after a 
prolonged struggle, became the first black republic to declare its independence in 1804." (13) 

From 1822 to 1844, Haiti occupied the entire Island until the Dominican Republican was 
formed. The following is an edited version of the US State Department Background Note on 
Haiti ( 14 ): "With 22 changes of government from 1843 to 1915, Haiti experienced numerous 
periods of intense political and economic disorder, prompting the United States military 
intervention of 1915. Following a 19-yearoccupation, U.S. military forces were withdrawn in 
1934, and Haiti regained sovereign rule. 

"From 1986--whenthe 29-year dictatorship of the Duvalier family ended--until 1991, 
Haiti was ruled by a series of provisional governments. In March 1987, a constitution was 
ratified that provides for an elected, bicameral parliament; an elected president that serves as 
head of state: and a prime minister, cabinet, ministers, and supreme court appointed by the 
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president with parliament's consent. The Haitian Constitution also provides for political 
decentralization through the election of mayors and administrative bodies responsible for local 
government. 

"In December 1990,Jean-Bertrand Aristide, a charismatic Roman Catholic priest, won 
67% of the vote in a presidential election that international observers deemed largely free and 
fair. Aristide took office on February 7, 1991, but was overthrown that September in a violent 
coup led by dissatisfied elements of the army and supported by many of the country's economic 
elite. Following the coup, Aristide began a 3-yearexile in the U.S. Several thousand Haitians 
may have been killed during the de facto military rule. The coup contributed to a large-scale 
exodus of Haitians by boat. The U.S. Coast Guard rescued a total of 41,342 Haitians at sea 
during 1991 and 1992, more than the number of rescued boat people from the previous IO years 
combined. 

"From October 1991 to September 1994an unconstitutional military de facto regime 
governed Haiti. Various OAS and UN initiatives to end the political crisis through the peaceful 
restoration of the constitutional1yelected government, including the Governor's Island 
Agreement of July 1993, failed. The military and de facto authorities couldn't agree on a return 
to constitutional government, even though the economy was collapsing and the country's 
infrastructure was deteriorating from neglect. 

"On July 3 1, 1994, the UN Security Council authorized member states to use all 
necessary means to restore Haiti's constitutionally elected government to power. 

"In the weeks that followed, the United States took the lead in forming a multinational 
force (MFN) to carry out the UN's mandate by means of a military intervention. In mid
September, with U.S. troops prepared to enter Haiti by force, President Clinton dispatched a 
negotiating team led by former President Jimmy Carter to persuade the de facto authorities to 
step aside and allow for the return of constitutional rule. With intervening troops already 
airborne, Gen. Raoul Cedras and other top leaders agreed to accept the intervention of the MNF. 
On September 19, 1994, the first contingents of what became a 21,000-member international 
force touched down in Haiti to oversee the end of military rule and the restoration of the 
constitutional government.By early October, the three de facto leaders--Cedras, Gen. Philippe 
Biamhy, and Police Chief Lt. Col. Michel FranCl)iS -and their families had departed Haiti. 
President Aristide and other elected officials in exile returned on October 15. 

"Under the watchful eyes of international peacekeepers, restored Haitian authorities 
organized nationwide local and parliamentary elections in June 1995. A pro-Aristide, multi-party 
coalition called the Lavalas Political Organization (OPL) swept into power at all levels. With his 
tem1 ending in February 1996and barred by the constitution from succeeding himself, President 
Aristide agreed to step aside and support a presidential election in December 1995. Rene Preval, 
a prominent Aristide political ally, who had been Aristide'sPrime Minister in 1991, took 88% of 
the vote, and was sworn in to a 5-year term on February 7, 1996, during what was Haiti' sfirst
ever transition between two democratically elected presidents. 

"In late 1996, former President Aristide broke from the OPL and created a new political 
party, the Lavalas Family (FL). Elections in April 1997 indicated victories for FL candidates in 
most races, but were plagued with allegations of fraud and not certified by most international 
observers. Partisan resulted in almost total governmental gridlock until early January 1999, when 
President Preval dismissed legislators whose terms had expired--the entire Chamber of Deputies 
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and all but nine members of the Senate--and converted local elected officials into state 
employees. The President and Prime Minister then ruled by decree. Following several delays, the 
first round of new elections took place on May 21, 2000. The election drew the participation of a 
multitude of candidates from a wide mray of political parties and a voter turnout of more than 
60%. Controversy mired the good start. Nonetheless, on August 28,2000, Haiti's new 
Parliament, including the contested Senators accorded victory under the flawed vote count, was 
convened. 

"Through a number of diplomatic missions by the OAS, the Caribbean Community 
(CARI COM), and the United States, the international community had sought to delay 
Parliament's seating until the electoral problems could be rectified. When these efforts were 
rebuffed, Haiti's main bi lateral donors announced the end of "business as usual." They moved to 
re-channel their assistance away from the government and announced they would not support or 
send observers to the November elections. ConcmTently, most opposition parties regrouped in an 
alliance that became the Democratic Convergence. The Convergence asserted that the May 
elections were so fraudulent that they should be annuJled and held again. Elections for President 
and nine Senators took place on November 26,2000. All major opposition parties boycotted 
these elections in which voter participation was estimated at 5%. Jean-Bertrand Aristide emerged 
as the easy victor of these controversial elections, and the candidates of his FL party swept all 
contested Senate seats. He was inaugurated on February 7,2001. 

"It did not, however, put an end to the political stalemate. OAS-mediated negotiations 
began in April 200 I to find a resolution, focusing on the on possible makeup of a new electoral 
council, a timetable for new elections, security for political parties, and other confidence
building measures. These negotiations made some progress, but were suspended in mid-July 
without a final agreement. On July 28,200 I, unknown gunmen attacked police facilities in Port
au-Prince and the provinces. A subsequent government crackdown on opposition party members 
and former soldiers further increased tensions between Lavalas and Convergence. On December 
17,200 I, unidentified gunmen attacked the National Palace in Port-au-Prince. Following the 
assault, pro-government groups attacked the offices and homes of several opposition leaders. 
One opposition member was killed. Negotiations between FL and Democratic Convergence, 
already on hold following the July violence, were suspended indefinitely. 

"In January 2002, the OAS Permanent Council adopted Resolution 806 on Haiti that 
called for government action to address the political stalemate, growing violence, and 
deterioration in respect for human rights. It also authorized OAS establishment of a Special 
Mission in Haiti to support implementation of steps called for in Resolution 806. The OAS 
Special Mission began operations in March 2002, working with the government on plans to 
strengthen Haiti's democratic institutions in security,justice, human rights, and governance. 
Nevertheless, the climate of security deteriorated and a rapidly weakening economy created risks 
of a humanitarian disaster. The OAS Pennanent Council adopted Resolution 822, September 4, 
2002, which set a new course for resolving the crisis by: committing the Haitian government to a 
series of steps leading to an improved climate of security for free and fair elections in 2003; 
supporting Haiti's resumption of normal relations with the International Financial Institutions; 
and strengthening the mandate of the OAS to monitor as well as support GOH efforts to comply 
with OAS resolutions. It also conferred new mandates related to conduct of elections and 
disarmament. 

"Protest strikes and attacks on opposition demonstrations by government-supported 
gangs between November 2002 and February 2003 hardened attitudes on both sides. The 
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opposition issued a public call for Aristide' s removal and announced plans for a transitional 
government. In March, 2003, a high-level joint delegation of the OAS and Caribbean 
Community (CAFUCOM) presented speci fie demands to President Aristide to restore public 
security and create confidence necessary to move toward elections: select new leadership for the 
Haitian National Police in consultation with the OAS; ruTest Amiot Metayer, a notorious gang 
leader: and disarm the security forces used by government politicians to intimidate opponents. 
Since then, a new police chief, appointed June 9 in consultation with the OAS, resigned and lled 
the country June 23 after being ordered to give up his authority over budget and personnel; 
government-paid thugs violently disrupted a civil society public ceremony July 12 in Cite Soleil; 
police attacked civil society marches in Cap Haitien August 30 and September 14and prevented 
an opposition march scheduled for October 5. Amiot Metayer was murdered September 21 (it is 
widely believed the government ordered the murder to prevent release of compromising 
information). The government announced August 13 that it was re-activating a defunct CEP in 
what many have interpreted as a move toward holding elections outside the framework of OAS 
Resolution 822. The OAS and other foreign observers, including the U.S., have denounced these 
steps. To re-invigorate the process envisioned in Resolution 822, the OAS designated a Special 
Envoy for Dialogue in Haiti, Terence Todman, a retired U.S. Career Ambassador. Todman, a 
native of the U.S. Virgin Islands, undertook three negotiating missions to Haiti in September
October 2003. The political stalemate and violence continues." (14) 
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TO: PeteF RG,::l!::q;:~n 
Rog¢t'P;1ntq-~1aurer 

CC: Doug Feith 

SUBJECT: Options for Haiti 

FOUO 

November 17 ,2004 

e-s-t4 35 
D-t /ol55'12 --E.S 

Steve Herbits gavc\n,.t ti paper on Haiti, which I then gave to either Peter Rodman 

or Roger Pardo-M:Wfrer. I for.get who I gave it to. 

I would like it bad:, but i Vv'o.uld like to know from who111ever I gave it to what 

their opinion is abotit it; art,dVvhether or not there is anything we could do about it 

or whether Millennium Challenge would fit. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
111704-l I 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ___ I v_/_2>"""'/.___0-'y.____ 

FOUO 

11-L-0559/CiSD/458.91 .... ·.,. . .·.: .. · 

. i:i· 2 · 14 cul 
1r..-\ t-04 . 1-· ·. 



~ . 

TABA 
C·~?1CE C}( T: ~t 

l;t,.c::::'.'::""."t·'N (·.~ r-.,~•.:;:• ir·.-v 1 <i,f 
V l ,._,,-··, ,! ''. -'•· .• :·,,;j. to 2 \ 

zmq c:r: 1 s PM 11: , o 
October 29, 2004 

TO: Gen Pete Pace 
J, ~ - '\::..l.~ 

I 

FROM: Donald Rwnsfeld 

SUBJECT: MP Training 

Please dig into this subject Da,id Chu comment~ on regarding MPs. I guess I 

want to be persuaded. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
9/27104 SerDefMemo to USD (P.&R)re: Trainin~ of MP$ 
10/22/04 USD (Js&R} Memo to SecDefre: Potential Further Consolidition of::vlilitary Poli<.-e Training 

DHtt.:ss 
l~JJ 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by tr / 1 v / 01 

Paul Buder 
,11~ 

Tab A 

~re.. 

~~ 

OSD 20182-011 
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THE VICE CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON,D .C.20318-9999 . ~-.. . 

lNFOMEMO 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: General Peter Pace, VCJCS vPp.1::... Ye·,. 11r:~~ ~ I 

SUBJECT: Military Police (MP) Training 

• . . ,. · -

CM-2236-04 
14 December 2004 

• Answer. In response to your question (TAB A), based :on tod~y's mi·ssions and 
force structul'e, I concur in Dr. Chu' s reply that the Services "lready benefit from 
joint training of MPs and pursuing further ·"jointness" in current MP training 
would likely not yield major benefits. However, we should explore 
standardization of MP skills across servi'ces. To ensure we are maximizing our 
common skills and training opportunities, we will establish a Joint Integrated 
Process Team to completely analyze tl1e issue. 

C00RD1NAT10N: TABB 

Attachments: 
As stated 

Prepared By: .Major General Jack J. Catton, Jr. , USA F; Director, J-7; .... !tb_)(_6_) __ __, 

OSP 2018 2. -04 
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TABA 

October 29,2004 

TO: Gen Pete Pace 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: MP Tr-dining 

Please dig into this subject David Chu comments on regarding MPs. I guess J 

want to be persuaded. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
9/27104 SecJ>d :Vlemo to USO (P&:R) re: Training uf MPs 
: 0!22!04 USD (P&R} Memo to Sec Def re: Potential Further Consolidation of Military Police Training 

DHR:ss 
102904-l 1 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by 11 { p, / Oi 

Tab A 
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PERSONNEL ANO 
READINESS 

_)rFOR: 

UNDER SECRETARY OPDEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PEITTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20301-4000 

INFO l\tlEMO 

October 22,2004 - 6:00 PM 

SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

~ FROM: DR DA YID S. C. CHU. UNDER S~RE. TARY OF DEFENSE 
(PERSONNEL AND READINESS)-tltb': .. lJ~ <.; c' '"v• ~-( i~ •r.r :I 

1. 

SUBJECT: Potential Further Consolidation of Military Police Training-

* 

• 

SNOWFLA KE (attached) 

We have already achieved substantial "jointness" in MP training 

Army and Marine Corp.)· train together at Fort Le()mwd Wood 

Air Force and Navy train together at Lackland Air Force Base 

• Guard and. Reserve train with their resp~ctive service at these joint locations 

• Skill sets for Army/Marine Cmps differ substantially from Air Force/Navy, 
since principal responsibility of Afr Force and Navy personnel is protection of 
"places." Curriculum overlap is only about 20 percent. 

• Unless it is decided to change the mission of Air Force and Navy personnel, 
fu1ther consolidation would not yield arty important benefits (and might 
engender some unnecessary complications). 

RECOMMENDATION: Information Only 

Attttchment: As stated 

Prepared by; Captain Stephen M. Wellockl._(b_)(_6)_-.J 

T~so. 

MASO 0 OSD 16867--04 
EXEC SEC~ 'f:ab A 
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September 27,2004 

TO: David Chu 

FROM: Donald Rum~f:!f<:~ J /L 
SUBJECT: Training of MPs 

Should we have a program to get all Miliiary Polfaejoint and trained all at the 

~.\i,i::{place with the same rnles? {Am1y,Na•,y, Mr Force, Marines, Guard, 

Reserve?) 

Thanks. 

DHR:ts 
092JOa·2! 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••'•6•i•e•; 

Please respond by Io/ 1-5 I Ot 

Paul Butler 
',j/'7.'1 
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Unit 

USA 

USN 

USAF 

USMC 

TABB 

COORDINATION PAGE 

Name Date 

COL John Chappell 4 November 2004 

CAPT Curt Goldacker 18 November 2004 

Col Shelby Ball 18 November 2004 

Col Anthony Van Dyke IO November 2004 
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TO: GEN Leon LaPorte 

CC: Gen Dick Myers 

1, •;,.:~
1 \,,\" 

TUU~ 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Progress 

The progress in South Korea is impressive. Congratulations! 

DHR:dh 
121504-2 

December 15, 2004 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ________ _ 

rOUO 
OSD 20189-04 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY 
HEADQUARTERS l,JNITED STATES MARINE CORPS 

3000 MARINE· CORPS PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON , DC 20350-3000 

INFORMATION PAPER 

FOR: SECRETARYOFDEFENSE 

,· 

t"r.l'l'" r . ~ 'I: •• : ' ~ , • r,- , 
. ~ ! , .1 .,_ _ !· ) 1) 

16 December 2004 

FROM: General M. W. HageeI Commandant of the Marine Corps~~ 

SUBJECT Response to Komatsu Snowflake 

• Komatsu ArmOTed vehicle 

• The Matine Corps has procured no armored vehicles from Komatsu Defense LTD. 

• However, the Komatsu armored vehicle (at Tab A) was considered twice as a 
candidate for procurement, once for a Convoy Escort Vehicle and the second time 
for a Hardened Engineer Vehicle. In both instances the vehicle was identified as a 
"developmental itemlt and therefore not considered a viable .candidate for urgent 
requirements that targeted fielding time lines of six months or less. 

• Of note, a third opportunity to evaluate the Korm1tsu is on going; a Request for 
Information was released for a Mine Resistant Ambush Protected vehicle 
requirement last Friday, 10 Dec. All vendor responses, domestic and foreign, are 
due NLT 15 Jan 05. Komatsu, along with other foreign vendors, will be made 
aware of the Mine Resistant Ambush Protected vehicle RFL 

• We will continue to investigate foreign products, like the Komatsu vehicle, that 
can be rapidly procured to support OlF requirements. 

• Organizing, Training, and Equipping the Forces 

• I MEF deployed to Iraq in March 2004 for OIF 11. This force was well prepared 
for operations - l 00% of its vehicles had armor protection and each Marine had 
the best personnel protective equlpment available. 

• Attached is an earlier memo from Assistant Secretary Young (Tab B) that 
highlights the successful efforts to equip Marine forces. 

Tabs: as stated 

Prepared by: Mr. Steven J. Manchester, Director, International Programs ... !(b_)_(6_) ____ _. 
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TAB (A)-KomatsuArmored Vehicle Photos 

Japan has gone to Iraq with a new armored vehicle called. the "Light Armored Combat Vehicle." The 4.5 
ton vehicle has been in development until recently. The vehicle is 13.8 feet long and normally carries 
four troops. It can mount a 12, 7mm machine-gun or an automatic 40mm grenade launcher. 
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December 14,2004 

TO: Secretary Rumsfeld / General Myers 

FROM: · JobnYoJ-h_ 

SUBJECT: MARIVcoJs VEHICLE ARMOR 

BEFORE the Marine Corps I MEF force crossed the line of departure into Iraq in 
March, 2004, the Marine Corps had armor for 100% of it's 3000+ vehicles. The armor, a 
quick fix application of 3/ 16" steel, was installed on 90% of the HMlvfWV's and 
MTVR's. The Marine Corps also had 37 up-armoredHMMWV's. The Marine Corps 
acquisition and logistics system assembled over 1,800 sets of the interim 3/ 16" armor kits 
within six weeks of receiving the execute order to provide armor for the MEF prior to it 
rolling across the line of departure. Similarly, all Marine Corps helicopters were 
equipped with Aircraft Survivability Equipment (ASE) countermeasures for deployment. 
Finally, every Marine in Iraq has, and has always had, personal protection gear 
(Outer Tactical Vests, Small Arms Protective Insert (SAP!) plates, ear plugs, and safety 
glasses). 

The Department next identified additional reprogramming funds and upgraded all 
vehicle armor kits to Marine depot built 3/8" rolled homogeneous armor (RHA) by 
September, 2004. We used an effort called Operation Respond, supplemented by the 
Marine Corps' Urgent Universal Needs Statement process, to identify the urgent needs of 
the Marines as well as to force the naval enterprise to identify funds. In excess of $520 
million was reprogrammed to meet over 120requirements for deployed Marines. These 
initiatives included additional annor kits, IED jamming devices, explosive ordnance 
disposal (EOD) robots, dogs for IED detection, gunner's shields, unmanned air and 
ground vehicles, ballistic goggles, body armor extensions for extremity protection, 
communications gear, and language translation equipment. Through dedicated leadership 
and Operation Respond, the naval acquisition team equipped the Marines with every 
needed, available solution. 

cc: Secretary England 
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• 
F61t OFFICIAL USE ONL7\r 

ACTION MEMO 

FOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Mira Ri~S~Ai'fug) 

~ ,-~ ·r • - ... 

lE I 2004 

DepSecDef 1 

' .! ,~. C• •• ~-!!~9 15 200 

cs-q1, 

SUBJECT: Discussing Operation of Initial Missile Defense System 

• You asked Policy to draft a declaratory policy to describe the operation of our initial 
missile defense capabilities once the current ~'shakedown period" has been completed. 

• Attached at Tab A is a draft declaratory policy which has been coordin~ted with the 
Missile Defense Agency, General Counsel, the Joint Staff, NORTH COM, PACOM, 
and STRATCOM. 

o Steve Cambone also offered a number of comments, each of which we .incorporated, 

o The draft declaratory policy is intended to put our missile defense 'efforts into 
' ' . 

context, to deter potential adversaries,, and to make clear that the U.S. is working 
with friends and allies. 

• You specifically asked us to consider how best to address the possibility of a missile 
attack under the guise of a pre-announced space launch. 

o The draft declaratory policy addresses this and other potential circumstances 
through use of a formulation that is dear, simple, and broad in its coverage: 

"The missile defense system is available to engage launches that we determine ate 
on a trajectory that threatens the United States or its deployed forces . Such events 
iuclude deliberate. unauthorized, or accidental launches." 

• In crafting this formulation~ we attempte-d to avoid phrases that could be viewed as 
overly muscular or mischaracter-ized·a~ a means of forcibly controlling access to space. 

-
• We expect itwitl be necessary-to updarelhis declaratory policy as we develop greater 

capabilities, and reach agreements on the circumstances under which other nations 
would receive protection and their respective cont1ibution. 

RECOMMENDATION: Review and approve draft declaratory policy attached at Tab A. 
Attachment: a/s S&CDEEDECfSION: 

APPROVED_·-----
DISAPPROVED:<_ .. , ___ _ 

Prcpitrc<l b.y: John R<:md, DASO fon.:cs Policyl(b)(6) ! 30 November W04 
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Introduction 

FOR OFFICIAL us~ ONLY 
DRAFT 

Missile Defense Declaratory Policy 

• Today, many nations, including some of the world's least responsible states, 
possess ballistic missiles of increasing range and complexity. 

ISP/forces. Policy 
30 November 2004 

• To address the growing threat of ballistic missile attack, President Bush directed 
the development and fielding of an initial set of missile defense capabilities that 
would begin operating in 2004. 

Description of Today's Capability 

• The U.S. has begun operating a set of missile defense capabilities. 

• The system's capability will be improved continually through additionaltesting 
and the insertion of additional or new capabilities as they become available and 
are needed to meet mission objectives. 

• The U.S. will continue a robust research, development, testing, and evaluation 
program while conducting operations of the missile defense system. 

o Through these continuous efforts and the fielding of additional capabilities, the 
performance of the initial system and its ability to defend against more 
complex threats will continue to improve. 

Purpose of the System 

• The purpose of the missile defense system is to deter and defend against a 
deliberate missile attack, as well as to counter unauthorized or accidental missile 
launches. 

• The Department of Defense is developing and deploying missile defenses capable 
of protecting not only the United States, but also our friends and allies, and is 
pursuing cooperative relationships with a number of countries. 

• As the President stated on June 17,2002, "(b]ccause these threats endanger our 
allies and friends around the world, it is essential that we work together to defend 
against them ... '~ 

• The participation of friends and allies will, over time, extend to them the benefits 
of missile defense. 

FOR OFFICIAL us~ ONLY 
DRAFT 
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Use of the System 

FOR OfffCIAL USE ONLY 
DRAFT 

• The missile defense system is available to engage launches that we determine are 
on a trajectory that threatens the United States or its deployed forces. Such events 
include deliberate, unauthorized, or accidental launches. 

• U.S. missile defenses will be integrated with offensive capabilities to improve the 
ability to defeat and defend against potential attacks, deter and dissuade potential 
foes, and assure the American people and allies. 

o Regardless of whether a missile attack is successfully intercepted, the United 
States will consider the full range of its response options in light of the 
circumstances surrounding such an event. 

• To ensure that peaceful launches are not construed as hostile acts, the United 
States encourages the public announcement of upcoming launches, as many 
countries do so today. 

Conclusion 

• We are fielding an initial missile defense system that will continue to evolve and 
become increasingly more capable over time. 

• We intend to continue to pursue the most promising technologies and basing 
modes to strengthen this system. 

• The message to potential adversaries is clear: We are determined to make the 
pursuit of ballistic missiles designed to threaten or deter the United States, its 
deployed forces, or friends and allies an increasingly costly and ineffective 
proposition. 

FOR Ot'F'ICIAL USE ONLY 
DRAFT 
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December 21,2004 

TO: Paul Butler 

FROM: Donald Rumsfel~ 

SUBJECT: Missile Defense Declaratory Policy 

Please make sure this declaratory policy ·is staffed out to Policy, Di Rita and 

Cambone. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
12/1/04ASD(ISP) memo to SecDefrc: Missile Defense D'cclaralory Policy 

DHR:dh 
1221 04-15 

·······························:;;,······································· 
Please respond by l / 13 lD S ~ 

( I -

F0lJO· 
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FOi( Of?f'iCIAL USE Of~LY 

••\\ ~~e·FOR SECRETARYOFDE·F· ENSE 
l~V '/ -tZ--t ~/" 
1'V\1µ FROM: Mira Ric el, ASD/ISP (Acting) 

DEC I 2004 

SUBJECT: Discussing Operation of Initial Missile Defense System 

• You asked Policy to draft a declaratory policy to describe the operation of our initial 
missile defense capabilities once the curre,nt "shakedown period" has been completed. 

• Attached at Tab A is a draft declaratory policy which has been coordinated with the 
Missile Defense Agency, General Counsel, the J.oint Staff, NORTHCOM, PACOM, 
and STRATCOM. 

o Steve Cambone also offered a number of comments, each of which we incorporated. 

a The draft declaratory policy is intended to put our missile. defense efforts into 
context, to deter potential ~dversaries, and to make clear that the U.S. is working 
with friends and allies. 

• You specifically asked us to consider how best to addtess the possibility of a missile 
attack under the guise of a pre-announced space launch. 

o The draft declaratory policy addresses this and other potential circumstances 
through use of a formulation that is clear, simple, and broad in its coverage; 

"The missile defense system is available to engage launches that we determine are 
on a trajectory that threatens the United States or its deployed forces. Such events. 
include deliberate, unauthorized, or accidental launches." 

• In crafting this formulation, we attempted to avoid phrases that cou Id be viewed as 
overly muscular or rnischaracterized as a means of forcibly controlling access to space. 

• We expect it will be necessary to update this declaratory policy as we develop greater 
capabilities, and reach agreements on the circumstances under which other nations 
would receive protection and their respective contribution. 

RECOMMEND A TTON: Review and approve draft declaratory policy attached at Tab A . 
Attachment: a/s ,, .. , 

$£CDEF PECtSIO~: 
APPROVED :.~~~~~-
DISAPPROVED __ : ____ _ 

15 200 
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Introduction 

FO:R OFFICIAL USE ONLY 
DRAFT 

Missile Defense Declaratory Policy 

• Today, many nations, including some of the world's least responsible states, 
possess ballistic missiles of increasing range and complexity. 

ISP/Forces Policy 
30 November 2004 

• To address the growing threat of ballistic missile attack, President Bush directed 
the development and fielding of an initial set of missile defense capabilities that 
would begin operating in 2004. 

Description of Today's Capability 

• The U.S. has begun operating a set of missile defense capabilities. 

• The system's capability will be improved continually through additional testing 
and the insertion of additional or new capabilities as they become available and 
are needed to meet mission objectives. 

• The U.S. will continue a robust research, development, testing, and evaluation 
program while conducting operations of the missile defense system. 

o Through these continuous efforts and the fielding of additional capabilities, the 
performance of the initial system and its ability to defend against more 
complex threats will continue to improve. 

Purpose of the System 

• The purpose of the missile defense system is to deter and defend against a 
deliberate missile attack, as well as to counter unauthorized or accidental missile 
launches. 

• The Department of Defense is developing and deploying missile defenses capable 
of protecting not only the United States, but also our tiiends and allies, and is 
pursuing cooperative relationships with a number of countries. 

• As the President stated on June J 7,2002, "[b]ecause these threats endanger our 
allies and tiiends around the world, it is essential that we work together to defend 
against them ... '' 

• The participation of friends and allies will, over time, extend to them the benefits 
of missile defense. 

FOK OffICIAL USE ONLY 
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Use of the System 

FOR Ot'FICIAL USt: ONLY 
DRAFT 

• The missile defense system is available to engage launches that we determine are 
on a trajectory that threatens the United States or its deployed forces. Such events 
include deliberate, unauthorized, or accidental launches. 

• U.S. missile defenses will be integrated with offensive capabilities to improve the 
ability to defeat and defend against potential attacks, deter and dissuade potential 
foes, and assure the American people and allies. 

o Regardless of whether a missile attack is successfully intercepted, the United 
States will consider the full range of its response options in light of the 
circumstances surrounding such an event. 

• To ensure that peaceful launches are not construed as hostile acts, the United 
States encourages the public announcement of upcoming launches, as many 
countries do so today. 

Conclusion 

• We are fielding an initial missile defense system that will continue to evolve and 
become increasingly more capable over time. 

• We intend to continue to pursue the most promising technologies and basing 
modes to strengthen this system. 

• The message to potential adversaries is clear: We are determined to make the 
pursuit of ballistic missiles designed to threaten or deter the United States, its 
deployed forces, or friends and allies an increasingly costly and ineffective 
proposition. 

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONL7/ 
DRAFT 
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TO: Gen Dick Myers 018 
cc: Paul \iVolfowitz 

Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ""' 

SUBJECT: War Phases 

We need to see that war plans have a 7..ero, as well as a four phase. What do you 

propose'? 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
110804-12 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by J"2, / S / O i: . 

FOUO Tab A 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WAS HI NG TON 

Mr. Michel Richard 
Citronelle 
3000 M Street,NW 
Washington, DC 20007 

Dear Mr. Richard, 

DEC 1 6 2004 

I understand that you participated in the USO "Holiday 
for the Troops" Dinner on December 13th. 

Thank you for your role in this special event. It was a 
fitting recognition of our fine U.S. forces. I do appreciate all 
the work that must have gone into that evening. 

Sincerely, 

11-L-0559/0SD/45910 0 SD 2 02 3 2 - OJ.i. 



THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON 

Mr. Bob Kinkead 
Kinkead's 
2000 Pennsylvania A venue, NW 
Washington, DC 20006 

Dear Mr. Kinkead, 

DEC 1 6 2004 

Thank you for the work you put into last week's USO 
"Holiday for the Troops" Dinner. 

You used your talents to make an important contribution 
to our service members, and I do appreciate it. 

Sincerely, 

OSD 20232-04 

11-L-0559/0SD/45911 



THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON 

Mr. Darren Jolley 
Fat Punk's Restaurant 
9103 Andrew Drive 
Manassas, VA 20111-8248 

Dear Mr. Jo11ey, 

DEC 1 6 2004 

Thanks for your efforts in the USO "Holiday for the 
Troops" Dinner. I hear that the troops thoroughly enjoyed the 
evemng. 

This event was a great morale builder, and I do 
appreciate your role in honoring these fine men and women. 

Sincerely, 

0SD 20232-04 
11-L-0559/0SD/45912 



THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON 

Mr. Christopher Clime 
Ceiba 
701 14th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20005 

Dear Mr. Clime, 

DEC 1 6 2004 

I understand that the "Holiday for the Troops" Dinner 
was a great success. 

Thank you for using your talents to brighten the season 
for these fine men and women. I do appreciate it. 

Sincerely, 

0SD 20232-04 
11-L-0559/0SD/45913 



THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON 

Mr. Todd Gray 
Equinox 
8 18 Connecticut A venue, NW 
Washington, DC 20006 

Dear Mr. Gray, 

DEC 1 6 2004 

Thank you for your role in the USO "Holiday for the 
Troops" Dinner last week. 

I understand that the evening was a great success, and I 
appreciate the work that you put into this event. 

Sincerely, 

O SD 20232-04 

11-L-0559/0SD/45914 
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December 3,2004 

TO: Paul Butler 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 9 
" SUBJECT: Note to Chefs 

Someorie:oil:ght to draft a nice note from me to the chefs of each of the restaurants ~·,· ....... ·. (-

listed on the attached invitation, thanking them for helping out the troops. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
12/13/04 Invitation lo USO Holiday for the Troops Dinner 

DHR:ss 
120304•7 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • f! • a 11?9 ••••,a;-.,.,..,,.,_ .. ••••• ,e • • • • • • 

Please respond by_~f~/ S /o 'f 

0 
' 

fOUO oso 20232-04 
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f ~ / · ) IF .:. ·~ '··',. " ' ·.14 I n A !(b){6) -. ........_......_____, 

We would like to cordie1lty invite you Qnd a guest to join the 
service membe.,.s from Wolter Reed Army Medico( Center end 

1he National Naval Medical Center at Bethesda f o r the 

Chefs from: 
tZ'i.lllr- . . : 

Cihmczlte· 

=Its' :·.~ 
.-.iads .: . "'\J-

l\!IarceI•s 
Melrose ~-JJJ~ 
Poste f rasser1e 
Rocklands BBQ 
Tosca 

Will be co a very special dinner on 

MONDAY DECEMBER 13TH 
6:00-9:00 R\11 

~ Mologne House Dining Ram 
Walter Reed Anny Medical Center 

Please RSVP io Lisa Marie at 703-696-071 7 

11-L-0559/0SD/45916 



If~ O-Bld,958 

of Metropolitan Washington 

Io : Jfonora.6fe <Dona/i(</(Jlmsft-ftf an.I gwst 

q:'~J{um6e~._(b_H_6) __ __. 

t£rom: <EfaiTU! <R.P9ers; fPr'esuknt, VSO of ::Metropolitan Wasn.metcn 

:J{um6tr of (J'"{jtS int:fw:iins CO'fJer Pase: z 

~usage: Mean puasetf t:.o .in vile you t:oceu6rate tfu lio[ufay season wit.i. our 
wountftti strvia ~m6ers. <Pf.ease !!.S'W>no fattrthlln (1)eum6er 8, 2004. '11iank.you! 

Jf}l rppyJfo£J(j)Jl tts 
11-L-0559/0SD/45917 



TO: Doug Feith 

CC: Gen Dick Myers 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: Indian Air Show 

... 

December 9, 2004 

T-0\.\ fol~ ~BB 
ES- \'-91..\ lo 

An issue has come up as to what kind of aircraft and what participation chc US 

should have at the lndian air show. We have to do it very fast. 

Arc you familiar with the issue? lf not, please get your bead into it • 

.. ~.~~························· ........................................ . 

11-L-0559/0SD/45918 

Sa~,, 
~u. "fl..ckl. 

~ /I 
t. f-~( £e,,,1d/ 
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TO: Ray DuBois 

FROM: Donald RumsfelcY\J\ 

SUBJECT: Don Haider 

Attached is a letter from an excellent person, Don Haider, w.hu5h!r a possibility for 

the Base Closing Commission. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
12/3/04 Letter from Do Haider to SecDef 

DHR:ss 
122104-6 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by I/ 2---o/ o( 

FOUO 
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JL Kellogg School of Management 
Centerior Nonprofit Management 
Donald P Jacobs Center 
2001 Sheridan Road 
Evanston lllinois60208·2001 

Phone 847-491 ·3416 
Fax 847-491 ·8525 
WNW kellogg.northwestern edu 

December 3,2004 

Donald H. Rurnsfel<l 

{,<°"".'! r-:, ~ 
-· : .. 

Secretary, U.S. Department of Defense 
Washington, DC 2030 l 

Dear Mr. Secretary: 

• ., ·,:. f\ I 

·., .., NORTHWESTERN 
UJ\IVERSITY 

Enjoyed seeing you at the Chicago Council on Foreign Relations in 
August where, once again, you were headed to Afghanistan. I do 
hope you have the energy and support to see us through this a while 
longer. We need you. 

I enjoyed my brief tenure on your DOD Financial Management 
Reform Study Team with Stephen Friedman so much that I an 
compelled to volunteer for more. Jf you have an opening on the 
Base Closing Commission and you would be so inclined to 
recommend me, I'll do whatever lifting is required at this end for 
support. l not only have the passion for this but also, I hope, the 
credentials. 

Best to you, Joyce and family for the holidays. Stay the course. 

/ " 

n Haider 
Pr fessor of Management 

OSD 2 03 5 5-04 
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.J.L. Kellogg School of Management 
Center for Nonprofit Management 
DoilaldP. Jacobs Center 
2001 Sheridan Road 

., ..... " 

Evanston, Illinois 60208-2001 NORTHWESTERN 

Phone 847491-3416 
Fax 847-491-8525 
www.k~ lcg}"c11hwe~:.,., e:1:1 

December 3,2004 

Donald H. Rumsf eld 
Secretary, U.S. Department of Defense 
Washington, DC 20301 

Dear Mr. Secretary: 

LNIVl-:l{SffY 

Enjoyed seeing you at the Chicago Council on Foreign Relations in 
August where, once again, you were headed to Afghanistan. I do 
hope you have the energy and support to see us through this a while 
longer. We need you. 

I enjoyed my brief tenure on your DOD Financial Management 
Reform Study Team with Stephen Friedman so much that I a:n 
compelled to volunteer for more. If you have an opening on the 
Base Closing Commission and you would be so inclined to 
recommend me, I'll do whatever lifting is required at this end for 
support. I not only have thepass.itm for this but also, I hope, the 
credentials. · 

Best to you, Joyce and family for the holidays. Stay the course. 

Sin rely, • 

. 1.{1~1 · In 'i'/t 
D n Haider 
Pr fessor of Management 

OSD 2 03 5 s-o• 

11-L-0559/0SD/45921 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON 

Mr. Don Haider 
Professor of Management 
J .L. Kellogg School of Management 
Northwestern University 
200 I Sheridan Road 
Evanston, IL 60208-2001 

Dear Don, 

DEC 2 1 2004 

Thanks so much for your note. I appreciate it and 
will feed that into the process. 

Best to you and your family for Christmas and the 
New Year. 

0 so 20355-04 

11-L-0559/0SD/45922 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Andy Marshal I 

Donald Rumsfcld ~ 
SUBJECT: Altemati ve Futures 

FOUO 

Septe.nber 7 ,2084 -

I wa5 just re-reading your February 24,2004 memo (attached). Have you gone 

ahead and attempted to flesh out several alternative futures? If so, I'd like to see 

them. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
02/24/04 Memo from Andy Marshall to Sec Def re: Assumptions for Next Two or Three Y cars 

DHRs~ 
090704.)4 

FOUO 

11-L-0559/0SD/45923 
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OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1920· DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1920 

DIRECTOR OF 
NET ASSESSMENT 24 February 2004 

3 

TO: SECRETARYOFDEFENSE 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 
Doug Feith 

FROM: Andy Marshall 

SUBJECT: Assumptions for Next Two or Three Years 

Herc arc my thoughts: 

l. Major geo-political structure of the world will be as it is now. A possible Economic/ 
banking crisis in China could affect its relative position some. Therefore, the main 
uncertainties that should be taken account of in DoD planning concern: 

- How the situations in Iraq, Afghanistan. N. Korea play out over the next few years. 

- The fate of Iran, Saudi Arabia, Pakistar., Indonesia, Philippines; where governments 
could change or internal unrest increase. Some changes could be very favorable and 
others create major problems. 

- Large casualty terror events in the U.S.,Western Europe. 

- Constant high rate of scientific and technological advance leading to some surprises. 

2. An effort to flesh out three to four alternative futures could be mounted. A team of 
people is needed to cover the wide range of knowledge necessary for intelligent speculation. 

0 
11-L-0559/0SD/45924 
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;. . . . . l: ... vV(ol~J..53·. 

Ill. 

Ir s- tJ 7'-. '/ 

OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 
Military A~istant 

14Sep04-0930 

MEMORANDUM FOR USD(P) 

SUBJECT: ln1qi calls to CbditiaiCountries 

Sir, 

Request proposed "Way Ahead'' for DSD to respond to the attached SD 
mowflake. 

I SUSPENSE 23 Sep 04 

cc: DJS 

I Scan E. o•connor 
Captain, USN 
Military Assistant to the 

Deputy Secretary of Defense 

~. 

-: . :.J , 
- ..:.: 
. -., 

•' 
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TO: Paul Wolfowitz 

SUBJECf: Iraqi calls to Coalition Countries 

•, ~-~· ,... . 
·'September 13,2004 

We need to fmd opportunities for the Iraqis to call all the Coalition countries and 

set up a pr~ whereby we can help them do it. They need to connect and say 

thark you - it is important 

'!banks .. 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ________ _ 

...... ; .. 

11-L-0559/0SD/45926 
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TO: Do'1s Feith ...... . .. 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: Ireland Result 

reuo 
~ "" . . .. . . .. . ·. 

'-· - - .. - I-OL\/ O\\,gl\ \C\ 
E.S-\S°le> 

. '. . ~... :-: 
· .. -December 6, 2004 

This is inexcusable that this woman caused $1.5 million in damage but docsn 't 
' 

have to pay for it. I think we ought to look for some alternative places to stop 

instead of Ireland. 

Thanks. 

Auach. 
AMEMBASSY DUBl.JN Cable O 0316132 DEC 04 

DHR:dll 
120$04-13 

...............................•........................................ , 
Please respond by /1,,//y fr,'f . 

I 
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SUBJECT: Exchange Program 

7 ') ,;;.:~) 
Y" 

FOUO 

r ....... ,r ~ · • 
l. ··-. - '. ,_; . ·- - . ~r: r ::- :---;- · .. : . . . - . . . . . ,. ... 

IJece·mber 20, 2004-

Zm,, ,-,-(' ,... ' r-•i -. •;. •. • .. : , ' ,.. .. t;'. t ' . 
\..,.1 • L· .. ,. :_ I : ,; -·· l V 

There's an exchange program Ted Stevens is involved in with Jim Billington. It is 

for young people who are interested in politics. We might want to think about 

inviting them to the Pentagon sometime and I could talk to them. 

DHR:ss 
122004-32 

FOUO 

11-L-0559/0SD/45928 
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DEC 211004 

TO: Dina Powe11 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Joe Rothenberg 

Dina, 

I don't know this fellow, Rothenberg, but here's a note from Pete Conrad's 

widow. Pete Conrad was a friend of mine from college and an astronaut, and his 

wifo)Nancy, wrote with this recommendation. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
12/17/04 Nancy Conrad Letter to SecDef 

DHR:ss 
122004-48 

rouo oso 20501-04 
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17 December 2004 

Dear Secretary RumsfeJd, 

The purpose of this note is to request your assistance. Let me begin by saying I believed 
in and admired NASA Administrator Sean O'Keefe, and am saddened by his resignation. 

There are several names being discussed for his replacemem. Among those being 
discussed is former Associate NASA Administrator for Space Flight Joe Rothenberg. Joe 
is an old friend or Pete's, and is currently serving as President or our company Universal 
Spacenet work. J know Pete discussed this company with you and it gives me great 
pleasure to tell you lhe company is alive and well and lhriving. I know Pete would want 
me to do everything possible to bring as much to bear on Joe's appoimment as possible. I 
wou]d therefore like to take this opportunity to briefly state why we (Pete and I) endorse 
the appointment of Joe Rothenberg. 

Joe has the right depth and breadth of NASA experience to deal with the Agencies 
currem challenges. He has the skills and capability to ensure lhat NASA pursues an 
appropriately baJanced scientific, exploration and aeronautics NASA program that is 
fiscally responsible, consislent with lhe Presidem's vision and gains support from a broad 
constilllency. He is a consensus builder and has the respect of the Congress as well as lhe 
NASA family and would make an outstanding Administrator. 

I appreciate your help in bringing Joe Rothenberg to the ,mention of the proper parties. 

Again thank you for your gracious help with Pete's book and have a wonderful holiday 
season. 

Best regards, 

Nancy Conrad 

11-L-0559/0SD/45931 



Joseph H Rothenberg 
President 

Universal Space Network 
1501 Quail Street, Sl! ite 102 
Newport Beach, CA 92660 

rothenbern@uspacenet.com 
Office 949 476 3402 
Mobil~(b)(6·) I 

Joseph H. Rothenberg\; 40-year career spans 2 I ye,u·s in industry and 19 yet1rs with NASA. 
Rothenberg is currently the President and a member of the Board of Directors .qf Universal Space 
Network (USN). He was elected to the Board :(.lf Directors in 2002 and nm~J.°Ri.~sident pf USN 
in February 2003, US.N is a commercial space operations company that .owi,~ fth,toperates global 
satellite tracking st,ttions for commercial and Government customers. In addition; Rothenberg 1s 
an Independent Consultahtproviding management consu]tihg services to NASA. Universities and 
Aerospace firms. 

Joseph H. Rothenberg retired from NASA in 2001 as the Associate Administrator for Space 
Flight, a position he held from January 1998. In this position he was responsible for establishing: 
the poJicies and direction of NASA's space flight and operations programs including the Space 
Shuttle and International Space Station, space communications, expendable launch services and 
hmt1an explorati<m of ~pace. In addition, he was responsible for the operation and oversight of 
NASA's Johnson- Space Center, Kennedy Space Center. Ste1111is Space Center and Marshall 
SpaceOightCenter. Under his tenure the International Space Station began orbital assembly and 
Human operations, a new Space Shuttle upgrade program was i,nitia~ed, M(l it Space Exploration 
Plan and Techno]ogy initfative was put in place. He in partnership with the Associate 
Administrator for Space Science co-directed the deve]opment:of a NASA Vision and Strategy for 
NASA':S robotic and Hum;m exploration of space in the 21st century which put in place a 
conceptual foundation for the 2004 Presidential initiative. 

Prior to his assignment as Associate Administrator for Space Flight be-was Director of the 
Goddard Space Flight Center. Rothenberg returned to NASA in April of 1995 as Deputy Director 
of the Goddard SpaceFlfght Center and was appointed the Director in July of 1995. He was 
responsible forthe space systems deve]opment, operations and the scientific research program 
execution for NASA's Earth orbiting science missions. During his tenure at Goddard he · 
deve.lo1)ed a new Strategic Plan for the Center and 'Jed the restructure of the Center to t.ransf orm 
Goddatdfrom an internaJly focused organization to a customer focused one. Under his leadership 
significant changes in organization structure, engineering. procurement and management 
practices which streamlinedthe way GoddardcaJTiedout it's mission were implemented. He 
directed a number of new mission technology 'initiatives including the next generation of Earth 
Science Satellites, and the Next Generation Space Telescope. ln addition he established a large 
number of new outreach activities which leverage NASA's programs to help increase the math 
and science literacy of America' students. 

Priortojoini11g Goddm·d in April 1995,Rothenberg.served as Executi ve Vice President of 
Computer Technology Associates, Inc.1 Space Systems Di vision1 McLean, Virginia, and a 
position he he'Jd from February or 1994 to April of 1995. Jn his short tenure at CT A he 
successfully led the effort to bqth acquire business and restructure CT A Spttce Systems to 
mmsfonn it from a Iow-tec.hnology satellite builder into a high-technology stttellitedeveloper. 
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f-irom 1990 lo 1994, he was Associale Direclor of Hight Projects for the Hubble Space Telescope 
(HST) al Goddard. In lhis posilion, he was responsible for directing all aspecls of lhe HST 
Project. He is widely recognized in lhe Aerospace and Space Science community for leading the 
development and execution of the highly successful first HST on-orbit servicing mission which 
con-ected lhe lelescope's flawed oplics. 

In 1983, Rothenbergjoined NASA's Goddard Space Flight Cenler as Operations Manager for the 
HST. He led the NASA team responsible for integrating the ground systems and developing the 
orbital operations of the HST. In April 1987, he was appointed Chief of the Mission Operations 
Division under lhe Mission Operations and Data Systems Directorate al Goddard. In September 
1989, he was appointed Deputy Direclor of Mission Opermions and Dala Systems al Goddard 
followed by the 1990 appointment as Associate Director for Flight Projects for the HST. In these 
positions, he was responsible for the development and operations of the ground and space 
operalional systems from NASA's Scientific Satellites. 

hom 1981 unlil 1983, Rothenberg was with Compuler Technology Associales where he 
managed all of the ground system test and operations systems engineering projects. These 
projects included HST, Solar Maximum Repair Mission, and Space Tracking and Data System 
Architecture projecls. 

Rothenberg was with Grumman Aerospace from I 964until 1981 where he held a variety of 
project engineering and management positions for hardware development, systems engineering, 
test and operations for spacecraft:, aircraft and submersible research vehicles. 

Rothenberg holds a Bachelor of Science degree in Engineering Science and a Master of Science 
degree in Engineering Management from C. W. Post College of the Long Island University. In 
addilion, in 1997 he was awarded an Honorary Doctorme in Engineering from Slevens lnslilute of 
Technology and in 1999~m Honorary Doctorate of Science from lhe C.W Post College. He is a 
member of the Ame1ican Instiwle of Aeronautics and Astronaulics and past pres idem of the Long 
Island Section of lhe Instrumem Society of America. He was recipiem of the NASA Exceptional 
Service Medal in 1990, in 1994 and 2000 he received NASA Distinguished Service Medals, and, 
in 1996and 200 I he received lhe NASA Outslanding Leadership Medal, in I 994and 2000 he 
received Senior Executive Service Presidential Rank Meritorious Executive Awards. In 1997, he 
received the Presidential Rank Dislinguished Executive Award. Rolhenberg has also received lhe 
National Aviation Association Collier Trophy, the AIAA Goddard Astronautics Award, the 
National Space Club's Nelson P. Jackson Award, and was inducled inlo lhe Smithsonian's 
Aviation Week and Space Technology Hall of Fame. 
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OEC 2 2 2DD4 

TO: Ambassador Zal Khalilzad 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1-J..-
SUBJECT: Art Laffer 

Art Laffer was in the other day, and he has certainly offered to be of assistance 

with economic advice in Afghanistan if you think that would be helpful. He is a 

brilliant economist who was, of course, the author of The Laffer Curve. His 

contact points are attached. 

Let me know if he can be helpful. 

Thanks. 

Attach 
Omtact information 

DIIR dh 
122104-12 

FOUO 
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TO: Ambassador John Negroponte 

CC: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Honorable Colin Powell 
Dr. Condoleezza Rice 

Donald Rumsfeld'\). ~ 
Art Laffer 

DEC 2 2 2004 

Art Laffer was in the other <lay, and he is wi1ling to assist in any way possible with 

economic advice in fraq. His contact points are Li~t}iched. He is a brilliant 

economist and, ofcourJc:, the well-known author of The Laffer Curve. 

Let me know if hr: can ,be helpful. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Contact information 

DIIR:<lh 
12 :!11)4-10 

fOUO 
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Dr. Art Laffer POC: Ian McDonough_!(b_)(ol_> __ _ 
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TO: Vice President Richard B. Cheney 

FROM: DonaldRumsfelcff)e~ 

SUBJECT: NID 

DEC 2 2-2004 

I think that Larry Silberman would be world-class as NTD. T don't know if he 

would do it, but he would be terrific. I believe Studeman is under consideration 

and is a good man, but Silberman has a background that is broader and deeper. 

DHR:ss 
122104-S 

fOUO 
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'.·_:_ ::\· Septerriber 13, 2004 
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. . . 

TO: V ADM Jim Stavridis 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Update on the Jenkins Case 

If I am meeting with the President this week, I will need an update on the Jenkins 

Case. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Jenkins Case with President, 09/07 /04 

DHR:ss 
091304-19 

0 SD 2 0 5 J O - 0 i 
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INFO MEMO 

FOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Peter W. Rodman, Assistant Secretary of Defense (ISA) 

SUBJECT: Update on SGT Jenkins 

• This responds to your September 13 request for an update. 

DepSecDef __ _ 
USD(P) __ 

I-04/012004-AP 

• SGT Jenkins voluntarily surrendered to military control at Camp Zama, Japan on 
September 11, accompanied by his family and his assigned military defense counsel. 

• In-processing is going smoothly. 

o No significant health issues have been noted during initial in-processing. 

o Jenkins and family have been provided temporary lodging on base. 

o Military intelligence officials are available to conduct debriefings. 

• Disposition of the charges against SGT Jenkins. 

o Charges against Jenkins for desertion, soliciting other service members to desert, 
aiding the enemy, and encouraging disloyalty will be ref erred to trial by court
martial this week. The trial date is unlikely to be before mid-October or early 
November. 

o Jenkins likely will attempt to negotiate a pre-trial agreement with the court-martial 
convening authority through his assigned counsel, or choose to contest the charges 
and stand trial. 

• Media interest in SGT Jenkins remains intense, primarily as a human interest story. 

o The public affairs line remains: 

• SGT Jenkins faces seri(?US charges; 

11-L-0559/0SD/45939 



• Charges against him wi11 be processed under the Qniform Code of Military 
Justice (UCMJ). 

• SGT Jenkins will be afforded all the benefits, rights, and privileges to which he 
is entitled. 

COORDINATION: OGC (pending) 

PDASD/ISA --
DUSO/AP 

Prepared by: Suzanne Basalla. 0SD/ISA-APJ(b)(6) 
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TO: Gen Dick Myers 
Gen Pete Pace 

cc: GEN John Abizaid 
GEN George Casey 
Fran Harvey 
GEN Pete Schoomaker 

/ ') .~:i{ 
'-{!:] 

iuoo 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld J). ~ 
SUBJECT: Armored Vehicles 

December 21,2004 

I would like a report at least three times a week, in writing, setting out what is 

being done to see that we don't have U.S. Military personnel driving around in 

Iraq, outside of protected compounds, with vehicles that are not properly armored 

and protected. The reports should state what the current situation is, what is being 

done to get to our goal, progress against the goal, and what help is needed to 

assure the urgency needed. 

We know that our troops are vulnerable in much of the country. That being the 

case, they need appropriate protection. If at any time, in any place, enough 

armored vehicles are not available, for whatever reason, it is the responsibility of 

the Commanders to change their tactics, techniques and procedures to fit the 

armored vehicles available. 

If it looks as if they will need more armored vehicles than are available at a given 

time, they should anticipate that to the extent possible and consider a variety of 

options, including: 

1) Putting together a large team of people -- from Iraq or elsewhere -- to bolt 

armor plate on every vehicle they will need to take outside a protected 

compound area. 

:rouo 

OSD 20554-04 
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2) Mounting a massive "Berlin Airlift"-type effort and move a much greater 

amount of material by air. 

3) Hiring many more contractors to convoy in materials that may be needed, 

etc. 

4) Reducing the number of locations that need to be supplied until the armored 

vehicles needed are available. 

5) If nothing else works or if there is a gap, then sharply changing tactics so 

that fewer vehicles are needed for that period of time. 

I am very uncomfo11able with the pace at which this is going. We know that 

vehicles are vulnerable and we know they are less vulnerable with armor. We 

have known it for some time. It is the task of commanders to adjust tactics, 

techniques, and procedures to fit the circumstance they find. It is the job of the 

Services to meet the Commanders' needs as they arise, as promptly as possible. 

And it is ourjob to see that we all do our jobs. 

I look forward to receiving the reports. I expect the effo11s to be significant and 

executed urgently. I need a date certain - soon - when no U.S. Forces will be 

traveling in Iraq, outside of protected compounds, in vehicles without appropriate 

armor. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
122004·16 

•............••••••••.. , ................................................ . 
Please respond by _j'-f ?1> /of: 

·02 
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TO: 

cc 

FROM: 

David Chu 

Gen Dick 1V1y.ers 
Gen Pete Pace A, J/ 
Jim Haynes ~ 

Donald Rumsfeld) ~ 
SUBJECT: Selective Service for the 21st Century 

-,·:,·~!,... 

· ·, November 5,2004 
6: I I 

Please take a good look at what they are doing with Selective Service1 including 

general registration, maintenance of specific skill lists, and anything else they ate 

doing. As we move forward, we may want to significantlychange the approach. 

Please show me some options, including ending it entirely. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
1019()4..19 

;;:~·: ;;;;~:~~~-..... ·;:;rr;·,~q ..................................... . 
F . I 

fOUO 

oso 20567-05 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

ADM Tom Fargo 

Gen Dick Myers 

!l..@j 

FOUO 

Gen Pete Pace .. _J;ll1 
Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
Philippine Relief Operations 

December 21, 2004 

Your folks have done some good work moving hundreds of thousands of pounds 

of relief supplies to the Philippines after the tropical storm and associated 

flooding. 

Please pass along my thanks to your team for a job well done. 

DHR:dh 
1221U4-:?0 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by--------------

oso 20617-04 

fiOUO 
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'[::.:.::~:~ .~~ .~ : ~:!,:: _,, .-.
UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFQ4.SE/ ~·.:' r_ ·. i.: .:.:·::.:.~; ._::. 

4000 DEFENSE. PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON, D .C. 20301-~q DEC 23 tl1 !Q: 41 

PERSONNEL ANO 
READINESS 

ACTIONMEMO 

December20, 2004, 12:30 PM 

FOR; ~CRETARY OF DEFENSE DepSec Action 

FRO~avid S. C. Chu Under Secretary of Defense (P&R) ~lfi/la.-P·"'f 
(Signature and date) 

SUBJECT: Managing Air Force Strength, and Supplemental Funding 

• Wanted to offer perspective regarding your October 7 snowflake (Tab A). I believe 
that a requirement for AF to effect accelerated drawdown would provoke intolerable 
risk in enlisted accessions (falling from 22K to 12K against a normal 34K intake). 

• We are continuing to work with AF to define a. range of imaginative programs to 
balance its force, including needed legislative authority (NDAA'06) to permit s haping 
of more senior cohorts (years of service 14 plus) approaching retirement. 

• Those aberrantly large senior cohorts are a legacy of the way AF executed its early
nineties defense reductions - a strategy that also depressed accessions in favor of 
careerists -- something we want to avoid in the management of this drawdown. 

• T believe that the Department should look for ways to assist the Air Force with 
financing its, end strength in FY 05, to permit a soft yet sure landing at end-FY 05, 
without further truncating recruiting and generating another legacy of imbalances for 
the AF of the future. 

RECOMMENDATION: Allow me, Tina Jonas, and the Air Force to work on funding to 
avoid the intolerable risk of shrinking enlisted accessions from 34K to 12K. 

Attachment 
As stated 

Prepared by: Mr. Bill Carr Acting DUSD (Military Personnel Policy), .... !fb_)(_6.) __ _, 

JMA.SO 

SECDEE D.f.CI.SI~: \. 0 EC. 3 0 2004 
APPROllfll. ~~--..&---~~ 
Dl~A? rK' c vro ---------
OTHM. _______ _ 

TSASC> 
EXEC SEC 
ESRMA 

0 OSD 20653-04 
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TO: Jim Roche 

cc: 

FROM: 

Gen John Jumper 

Gen Dick Myers 
David Chu 

Donald Rumsfeld rj;(L 
SUBJECT: USAF End Strength 

October 7 ,2004 

Please give me a monthly update on your efforts to reduce excess end strength, 

showing me how you are doing relative to the goals you have set for the months 

ahead. 

It would be hclpfid J~x me to see the progress on a regular basis. 

Thanks. 

DIIR:ss 
100704•12 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond bv ___ lt\~1>_Nffi_~\-'i~--

FOUO 
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October 7 ,2004 

TO: Jim Roche 
Gen John Jumper 

cc: Gen Dick Myers 
David Chu 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~fl 
SUBJECT: USAF End Strength 

Please give me a monthly update on your efforts to reduce excess end strength, 

showing me how you are doing relative to the goals you have set for the months 

ahead. 

It would be helpful for me to see the progress on a regular basis. 

Thanks. 

OHR:ss 
100704-12 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by M:oNT\-\\...'I 
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December 20,2004 

TO: V:Af)M Jtm Stavtidis lA-12.R-"'1 _D I ,2. \ ,..-J:\ 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: List ofSOM'd Items 

The list you gave me as to what we SOM did not include everything. Please get 

back to be with a complete list of everything we are SOMing) so I can decide 

whether or not I want to do that. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
122004-26 

.........................•.............................................. , 
Please respond by l'V I} VI Or 

[ 'IJ (! ~ 17. /-z:z.. 

~°f-~~-
1)oN6 

01\) '/0<1,_,f;9M:J-~ TN.~ 11\ 

c!4rf.~~ 

fi'OUO 

0 SD 2065 8-04 
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Decembe!i'!l, ~4 ;; n. ! _., 

TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

Gen Dick Myers 

Fran Harvey 
Gordon England 
GEN Pete Schoomaker 
Gen Mike Hagee 

Donald R'1n1:jfe1<9,k 

SUBJECT: Komatsu 

Attached is an article on Komatsu. It apparently has smAU ~mnored vehicles. 

Please look into it and get me an answer fast. 

I have obviously been laboring under the delusion that the Services were 

responsible for organizing, training and equipping the forces. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Brown, Peter. ''NeedAnnor Fast?'' Washington T1Me.t 

D~fR:dh 
1_:l:304-13 

~:Ri1••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••111111ee11e11•11 

Pf~'fJSe respond by fV { I b / Q ~ 

POUO 
Tab A 
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CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20318-9999 

INFO MEMO 

FOR: SECRETARYOFDEFENSE 

FROM: General Richard B. Myers, CJcsfl'l(lt/t,~ 
SUBJECT: Komatsu (SF 9 14) 

')('."'! !" - ' ':7 ! ' 1 ('l. 

CN-2248.!.()4 - ' ; ., ,,· I i) 
23- Deceabe·r 2004 

• Answer. In response to your issue (TAB A), the Anny (TABB) and Marine 
Corps er ABC) have examined several foreign armored vehicles, to include the. 
Komatsu light armored combat vehicle, for use in Operations IRAQT FREEDOM 
and ENDURING FREEDOM. 

• Analysis. During the review, the Komatsu vehicle was evaluated as a source for 
rapid procurement. The Army and Marine Corps conc.luded th-&t the vehicle was 
in its initial stages ofproduction and there was insufficient data to make an 
informed procurement decision. Foreign products will continue to be assessed-
including the Komatsu--forrapid procurement in ·support of USCENTCOM 
rcq uircmcnts. 

COORDINATION: TABD 

Attachments: 
As stated 

Prepared By: Lt Gen Duncan J. McNabb> USAF; Director, J-4; .... !(b_)(_6) ___ _, 

OSD 207 0 9-04 
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TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

Gen Dick Myers 

Fran Harvey 
Gordon England 
GEN Pete Schoomaker 
Gen Mike Hagee 

DonaJd Rumsfer~ .. 

SUBJECT: Komatsu 

TARA 

FOUO 
~: .. 

Atta~hedis tin article on Koniatsu. ]tappai·entlyh~ small annoredvehicles. 

Plea'i.elodk.lnto,it and get me. ah.answer fast 

I ha\ie,olWfouslybeen laboring under the delusion that the Services were 

responsible for organizing, training and equipping the forces. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Brown, Peter. ''Need Armor F~t?" Washi11gtoll Times 

DHR:dh 
121304-13 

..................................................................... ~~~. 
Please respond by fV { /111 / £! ~ 

FOUO 
Tab A 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
WASHINGTON DC 20310 

INFO MEMO 

December 22,2004, I :OOp.m. 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE /} .J IJA/?~_. 1 • 1 1.... ~IT_,,~ J.l,Jlfwf•'I 

FROM: Peter J. Schoomaker, General, Chief of Staff rmy 

THRU: Richard B. Myers, General, Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff 

SUBJECT: Peter Brown Article, "Need Armor Fast?" 

• The Army considers all known foreign and domestic sources in satisfying materiel 
solutions for needed capabilities. To date, we have not found a better alternative than 
the Ml 114 Up-Armored HMMWV (UAH) and Armored Security Vehicle (ASV) for 
the Convoy Protection Platform (CPP) and other selected roles. 

• The h>llowing vehicles have been/are being considered by the Army for their related 
mission essential roles: 

o Casspir, RG-3 I, and Meerkat; South Africa. Procured for cmTent operations. 
o Cougar and Buffalo; Canada. Procured for current operations. 
o Cobra; Turkey. Evaluated, but not used. 
o VBL; France. Evaluated, but not used. 
o Dingo, Mungo and Husky; Germany. Husky procured for cmTent operations. 

Information requested on Dingo and Mungo manufacturers. " 

• Limited information is available on the JGSDF (Japanese Ground Self Defense Force) 
Light Armored Vehicle (LAV) produced by Komatsu Ltd. The JGSDF LAV is in the 
early stages of production and its characteristics are unknown. The Army wi 11 
continue to pursue contacting Komatsu to properly assess the vehicle's capabilities. 

• PM Tactical Vehicles published an armor sources sought in the FedBizOps on 
October 1,2003. 

• Since October 2003, the Army has tested 207 different armor solutions from 40 
vendors. The Army evaluated and is producing 12 add-on-armor (AoA) kits for our 
Light, Medium, and Heavy truck fleet. The 12 kits are in production at six depots and 
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SUBJECT: Peter Brown Article.<'Need Armor Fast?" 

five corporate locations. As of December l 5,2004 we have produced 13.845 kits .. 1n 
addit1on, the Army projected production of 8, l 05 UAH vehicles by April2005 with 
the current production rate of 450 per month, Th.e recent modification to accelerate 
production to 550 per month provides additional UAH vehicles beginning in March. 

• In addition to armoring solutions, the Army .continues to modify tactics, techniques, 
and procedures to preclude Improvised Explosive Device (IED) attacks .. 

• Additional information regarding the other vehicles procured and those evaluated but 
not procured is provided as follews : 

o Casspir, RG-31 , and Meerkat; South Africa. One Casspir and one RG-3 1 have 
been purchased and are being evaluated by the Army's Rapid Equipping Force 
(REF). PM Close Combat Systems (PM CCS) is purchasing 148 RG-3ls as a 
medium mine protected vehide. There are 2 in Iraq, 5 in Afghanistan and 141 
systems yet to be produced. PM CCS is purchasing 39 Meerkat vehicles as the 
rnterim Vehicle Mounted Mine Detector (TVMMD). There are 6 in Iraq, 3 in 
Afghanistan and 30 systems yet to be produced. 

o Cougar and Buffalo; Canada. The USMC purchased l6Cougars. The PM CCS 
is purchasing 46 of the B'uffalo as the Ground Standoff Mine Detection System 
(GSTAMIDS Block 0). There are 11 in Iraq, 3 in Afghanistan and 32 systems 
yet to be produced. 

o Cobra; Turkey. The Cobra was formally evaluated for Special Operations. The 
vehicle did not meet payload and surv1vabilityrequirements and was not 
purchased. 

o VBL; France. The Army evaluated the VBL. The VBL was similar to the 
HMMWV. The VBL was evaluatec;l but dµe ~o human factor issues wasinot 
considered for additional analysis. 

• Dingo, and Mun_go;· Germany. The Army has contacted the Dingo and Mungo 
producers and requested information on these products. Textron~ under license from 
KWI, is going to produce a Dingo2 that they would like the U.S. Army to consider. 
However, Textron docs not yet have the production line up and running. The Mungo 
is a light armored airborne vehicle that would reqliire additional armor protection for 
US Army application. 

COORDINATION: None 

Prepared By: LTC Jeffrey Voigt, .... !(b_)(_6) __ _ 

CF: Secretary of the Army 
-2-
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TAB C 

DEPARTMENT OF TBE NAVY 
HEADQUARTERS UNITED STATES HA.RINK CORPS 

3000 MARINE CORPS PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON, DC 20350-3000 

INFORMATION PA PER 

16 December2004 

FOR; SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM~ GeneraJ M. W. Hagee, Commandantofthe Marine Corps~ \trl 
SUBJECT: Response to Komatsu Snowflake 

• Komatsu Annored vehicle 

• The Marine Corps has procm:ed no armored vehicles from Komat5u Defense LTD. 

• However, the Komatsu armored vehicle ( at Tab A) was considered twice as a 
candidate for procurement, once for a Convoy Escort Vehicle and the second time 
for a Hardened Engineer Vehicle. In both instances the vehicle was. identified as a 
"developmental item" and therefor~ not considered a viable candidate for urgent 
requirements that targeted fieldit,g time lines of six months or less. 

• Of note, a third opportunity to evaluate the Komatsu is on going; a Request for 
Information was released for a Mine Resistant Ambush Prote€ted vehicle 
requirement last Friday, 10 Dec. All vendor responses, domestic and foreign, are 
due NLT 15 Jan 05. Komatsu, along with other foreign vendors, wiJJ be tnade 
aware of the Mine Resistant Ambush Protected vehicle RFI. 

• We will continue to investigate foreign products~ like the Komatsu vehicle/that 
can be rapidly procured to support OIF requirements. 

• Organizing, Training, and Equipping the Forces. 

• l MEF deployed to Imq in March 20()4 for OIF It This force was. well prepared 
for operations - I 00% of its vehicles had armor protection and each Marine had 
the best personnel protective equipment available. 

• Attached is an earlier memo from Assistant Secretary Young (f ab B) that 
highlights the successful efforts to equip Marine forces. 

Tabs: as stated 

Prepared by: Mr. Steven J. Manchester ,.Director. International Programs1 .... !(b_)(_6_) ___ _, 

TabC 
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TAB (A) - Komatsu Armored Vehicle Photos 

Japan has gone to Iraq \\ith a new annorl'd vehicle called, the '' Light Armored Combat Vehicle.'' The 4.5 
ton vehicle has been in development until recently. lbe vehicle i~ 13.8 feet long and nonnally carries 
four troops. It can mount a 12.7mm machine.gun or anautomatic40mm grenade launcher. 

Tab C 
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December 14,2004 

TO: Secretary Rumsfeld / General Myers 

::::~T: =~ftl,EARMOR 
BEFORE the Marine Corps I MEF force crossed the line of departure into Iraq in 

March, 2004, the Marine Corps had armor for I 00% of it's 3000+ vehicles. The armor, a 
quick tix application of 3/ 16" steel, was installed on 90% of the ffi\,1M\VV' s and 
MTVR's. The Marine Corps also had 37 up-armoredHMMWV's. The Marine Corps 
acquisition and logistics system assembled over 1,800 sets of the interim 3/ 16" armor kits 
within six weeks of receiving the execute order to provide armor for the MEF prior to it 
rolling across the line of depatture. Similarly, all Marine Corps helicopters were 
equipped with Aircratt Survivability Equipment (ASE) countermeasures for deployment. 
Finally, every Marine in Traq has, and has always had, personal protection gear 
(OuterTactical Vests, Small Arms Protective lnsert(SAPI) plates, earplugs, and safety 
glasses). 

The Department next identified additional reprogramming funds and upgraded all 
vehicle armor kits to Marine depot built 3/8,, rolled homogeneous armor (RHA) by 
September, 2004. We used an effort called Operation Respond, supplemented by the 
Marine Corps' Urgent Universal Needs Statement process, to identify the urgent needs of 
the Marines as well as to force the naval enterprise to identify funds. In excess of $520 
million was reprogrammed to meet over I 20requirements for deployed Marines. These 
initiatives included additional armor kits, IED jamming devices, explosive ordnance_ 
disposal (EOD) robots, dogs for IED detection, gunner's shields, unmanned air and 
ground vehicles, ballistic goggles, body armor extensions for extremity protection, 
communications gear, and language translation equipment. Through dedicated leadership 
and Operation Respond, the naval acquisition team equipped the Marines with every 
needed, available solution. 

cc: Secretary England 

Tab C 
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Name Agency 

The Honorable Francis J. Harvey SECARMY 

General Schoomaker CSA 

General Hagee CMC 
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Date 

16 December 2004 

L 6 December 2004 

16 December 2004 
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TO: Doug Feith 

CC: Powell Moore 

FROM 

SUBJECT: C.ongr~onal Is:b':E' 

Please see if you can find out why l.antos and Shays sent this letter on Jordan to 

me instead ofto Colin Powell. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
12/3/04 Lantos and ShaysltrtoScd>ef 

DHR:db 
120904,.24 

.. 
. . . -· .... -

..•........•••.•..••. , ..•.•.............•.............................••• 
Please respond by t,J;,./ {(, fof 

( 1 

FOUO 
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INFO MEMO 

FOR:. SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

. ~r:.--r,--.-·-
.... - -· ... . . 

1 : .. · - -

, .. , r I' 7 :,, y ,: 

I-04/016724 
ES-1660 

~:i;~ 
. DEC 17 2004 

FROM: Peter W. Rodman, Assistant Secretary of Defense (ISA)f )rr It DEC 2004 

SUBJECT: Letter on Jordan from Congressmen Lantos and Shays 

• You asked us why Congressmen Lantos and Shays sent you a letter about additional 
funding for Jordan border security, instead of sending it to SecStatePowell. 

• Based on our discussions with Lantos' office and (previous discussions) with the 
Jordanian Embassy we understand that the letter was sent to you because the 
Jordanians believe that the most likely source of additional U.S. funding for the 
integrated border security program they seek (known as C4ISR) is the FY04 $25B 
Iraq Supplemental. 

• A similar letter may eventual1y be sent to SecStatePowell. 

os'D 
• We have been told by,tExecSec that a response to Congressmen Lantos m1d Shays is 

being drafted by ASD 'wells" office (Networks and Information Integration), · 

Prepared by: David Schenker, Levant Director,,_!(b_){_·6_) ___ __. 

DUS~ PDASD (ISA) ~EC 2 2 2004 
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TO: Doug Feith 

CC: Powell Moore 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: Congressional Letter 

Dec•lkff9, 2804;: 5: c.n 
I-ot.\ \O\~ 1~ L\ 

E <S- \~ll) 

Please see if you can f md out why Lantffi and Shays sent this letter on Jordan to 

me instead of to Chlin Powell. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
12/3/04 Lantos and Shays !tr to SecDef 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by t'J../ /(, f Df r t 

11-L-0559/0SD/45960 ... -· I ~: .. 
0SD ~07 86-0JJ 
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12/03/04 FRI 1S: 5~ f?\X 202 226 3581 EIRC DEil STAFF 

(ongtUs of tf,t ltntub 6tatn · ·-lgtOI. 1K 205 t5 

The Honorable Donald lL Rumsfold 
Secretary ofDe.fcnae 
Department of Defense 
The Pentagon 20301 

Dear ~reury Runufeld, 

°"°8mber 3. 2004 

/Js you know. Jordan is making outstandingeontrlbutiona to the war on tet!Oriam. 
Thank, to 1hese efforts- and to .its p~'alll5 d political,economic, aoo educational tefonn
Iotdan is emerging as a lV&ldle Sasrem model in fighting tem>r root-and- --,. We,tbc 
undersigned, are particularly impr~ed with Jordan,, initiatives to prevent terrorism on both 
its Iraqi and Imeli botden. 

Accordingly, 11e aredoepl) i~ii.i~~1. by reptn{~ ~ has beeu a1 incre.aae m 
arma-smuggling and terron,t ,nfsitr't..~I}.~ ~r.~ Jordan's ott.er borders this year and, moROver. 
that Jordan lacks adequatemcaus 'b:)i.ieal w:ith this probl~m as effectively as possible. 
Needless to say, tel?Orist infiltiatore into Jordan from these bo:rdcrs pose a serious duat to 
U.S. interests, whether transiting m theirway to Israel or $eddng to attack .hdatl itself. Ir 
would haidly be &wprising that ib:xlan' svery achievements.h the war on terrori&m would 
make the kingdom a desirable target for dest.abilizationby extrmnt$t$. The inddentlast April 
in which Jordanian security fo~cs jnterdieted Syria-on gin, ZarqaWi~affiliaicd terrorists 
plotting to attack multiple sites in Jordan, including the U.S. Embassy, is only the t.t-
kno'"n example of this problem. · 

As strong su~rters cf both Jordan and the war against terrorism. -we would like to 
urge that tho Unit~. Sfattes Government, and you personally. do :whatever is possible to assist 
Joidan in combatb~ tl:'iis grmling scomgc. In particular, we ~i ~ the U.S. help to 
secure Jordan's ooider.t by .supporting a comprehensive secwity ·apfmKid', including 
increased support for a\°l ongoing project to establish thetcclmt~:if)g:t,'cb~~~,integratcd border 
sccwity system knoo-n as C4ISR. 

1 
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,, 
12/03/04 FRI 15:55 FAX 202 %29 3581 

The Honorable Donald H.Rumuold 
December 3, 2004 
PageTwo 

EIRC DEil STAFF 

As you prepare to meet King Abdullah next week, we want you to know 1hat you 
have our enl'Otlragement and support to exercbe your authority to CJtpend such sums as 
necessary· and appropriate, con~istent with U.S. fntere&ts, in order to accomplishthia goal 
expeditiously. 

Thank you forc:onsideration. We would welcome the opportunitytowork with you 
on this issue. 

Sincerely, 

TOM LANTQS. MC. 

2 
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TO: Doug Feith 

CC: Gen Dick Myers 

FROM; 

SUBJECT: Trainers for NATO in Iraq 

I saw the Secretary General ofNATO. He said he wants 10 to 15 trainers for Iraq 

and have the US supply them. Would you please take a look into it and get back 

tome? 

Thanks. 

DHR:db 
120804-8 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by l 2., / '1 / Pl£ 

' 0SD 207 88-04 ~/~ 

1·-.=:-1·..,rO~ . .,_ -

11-L-0559/0SD/45963 
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________ 71(~•)]------------------

'l'O: Gen Dick Myers 

cc: 

FROM: 

F.l::a'l Harvey 
Gordon England 
Jin Roche 

Donald Rlmhfeld 

SUBJECT Troops and Equipment 

~TAB 

fi1Mf6' 

oEc·se• 

I'd like to have you recommend a team lte coold put together to continuously 

monitor whether the troops in the field have the equipment they need; 

It's the responsibility of the Services to organize, train and equip the troops. They 

need to see that it is done well. 

When fhe Pre8idtni askoo:thc Combatant Commanders if they had everything they 

needed and were prep.:i.redi they all answered that they.had everything they needed 

and wercµre9ared. 

If the ciro.,.-.auces on the. ground change and they nee<l additional ~' they 

need to say so, the Servkes need to respond, and you and I need to be told. 

Please let me krDf WEt you feel we should do to see that that happens. 

Thank you . 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by _ _.1 ...... 1-..... / ...... 2,_i.._./t._'f __ _ 

" 

Tab 

OSD 20815-04 
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SECRETARY OF THE 
WASHINGTON 

INFO MEMO 

. .-L~. -
ARMY"-- .. , __ fJ

4
~h-
. 1 .. ', .... l ' . 

December23, 2004, 7:00 a.m. 

DepSecDef Acti.ai ___ _ 

• Over the course of the Global War on Terrorism, the.Anny has developedamunbcr of 
complementary organuations and ~ociated processes to rapidly address the warfighter's 
critical Operationalnccds. Headquarters, Department of the Army (HQDA) aggressively 
solicit,;from deployed/deploying commanders their operational requirements. Field 
t'Ommanderssubmit these requirements t> HQDA and theiI etile chain-of-command 
utilizing OpcrationalNB:ls State1a1ts (ONS). 

• On a waekly basis, the Army ~ and Resourcing Board (AR2B), composed of 
Anny Staff3-starprincipal-,validates andprioritius rcquinmcntsfrom the field; 
inunediately develops resourcing strategies; and m::nitors execution. The AR2B has 
proc~cd 2,598 ONS since October 2002. 11r peacetime average is less than 12 a year. 

• The ARZB also provides the Anny's connectivity to the Joint Rapid Acquisition Cell, as this 
body works to address inunediatewarfighter needs. 

• The Army G-3/Sn chairs a \l&kl.y Secret Video-Teleconference, which brings together 
HQDA 3-star principal-, with the leadership of every Army Major Command and Central 
Command (CENTCOM). This senior leaderfonon clarifies theater wartighting issues and 
identifies emerging qe:atja:Bl J:Eq.1imlats. 

• Cotp].enenting this effort, HQDA has established liaison teams with deployed/deployiD8 
Army Divisions to pro,ide continuous communication with the Army Staff. These teams are 
responsible to insw:e die Anny addresses unit requirements.ma timely and effective manner. 

• Over the past several~, 1hc Army ha-, proceeded with a series ofinitiativcsto meet the 
field's requirements; 

o The Rapid Equipping Force (REP) has die broad charter of rapidly increasing the mission 
capability of the warfighter while reducing the risk to Soldiers and others. One half af 
the REF is forward in theater, with teams dispatched to every di.vjsia} in Iraq. They take 
their operational guidant-efrom the Army G-3/Sn and report directly to1he Vice Chief of 
S:affofthe Anny. 

11-L-0559/0SD/45965 OSD 2.081 s-04 



SUBJECT: Troops and Equipment, 20 Dcccmbcr2004 

o In October 2003, theArmyG-3 ~tablishedanArmy Improvised Explosive: Device (ED) 
Task Force to lead theAmtis effortagainstthe.IBD ~t. lbis Task Force fonn¢ the. 
basjs for the Joint 1ED Defeat 'la:k Force. Jt is heavily engaged in theater and is already 
providing significant solutions for Joint and Coalition forces .. 

o The Army established a Counter Rocket, Artillery, and Nlta:' (C-RAM)pn.>gram to 
<levelop an integrated s:>bticn to this p.rcblem 4ml dist,rib.te it to the for<;e: Qy the.2"" 
quarter of fis:a1 ye,ir 2005. 'lhis solution wll be hitegrate<lacros's exislf ng kmrJ, ~swell 
as Air Foree and~ comrnand and control systelil.9. " 

o T.he Rapid Fielding lnitim.ive(RFI) leverages currentprogrnms ,tnd commercial off-the
shelf technology to provide the Soldier with increased capabilities, The Anny has 
prior.itized the RFI equipment list directly fmn S>ldierfcedback. SinceJune.2004, all 
brigade c;ombat teams am.frearly 85% of other units are being fielded RJlr equ.iprnen( at 
home-~ 70-80 days prior to deployment 

a. The recently formed Armoring 'IaskE'tm:B, led by the Army G·B, ha~ the mif,sion Qf 
identifying and anticipatingannoring requirements, and then detenniningways to 
accelerateproduction/inst.allatioh of armor solutions. to inclui=! expanding the supplier 
1::ese.. 

• !n the last several m:nths, lhe Chief ofStaff 9fthe.Anny dim:te:ia te-.unofHQDA ~ 
principals, led by the Anny G~3tsn, to visit all divisions (Active and Reserve) as they 
prepare to deploy. The purpose of these visits is to ensure the Army Staff shares a rommon. 
o~ratingpicture of what equipnent, personnel, and command and control systemsthese 
1.lrits wi 11 recei vepnor to <leploymenl, and W'Et they will receive once they arri~ into 
theateL Capability g~ps identified ate-addressed .irmeii.atelywith the AR2B process. 

RECOMMENDATION SincetheArmy Requin3Tentsand ResourdngBoru-d (AR2B) i-sthe 
Army's synchronizingbody forthese multiple efforts th:i: c:xrll:in!xiusly·monitor what the Soldier 
in the field~, 1 rcconm1cnd this bo~rd should be the Anny elementm any jQint team-that is 
funned 

COORDINATION: NONE. 

PreparedBy, LTCAidis Z.Unde,.._!(b ...... K ..... 6) __ _. 

CF: Chairman, Jomt Chiefs of S:aff 

2 
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CHAIAMAN OF lHE JOINT' CHIEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON, O.C. 2031'8-9999 

lNFOMEMO 

FOR: SECRETARYOFDEFENSE 

FROM: General Richard B. Myers, cj<:s 1'J 

SUBJECT: Troops.and Equipment (SF 917) 

CH-2250-04 
27 December 2004 

• Answer. 1n response to your issue (TAB), and consistent with your 22 December 
meeting with J.,t Gen McNabb, the Director for Logistics/DJ-4 is forming a Fusion 
Cell/Engine Room to integrate the efforts of my staff, combatant commanders; 
Services and Defense agencies to rapid1y support urgent warfighti ng needs .. 

• Analysis. The new ce1l will achieve mission success by: 

• Integrating al I efforts to resource and protect deployed troops. 

• Reporting critical wartime ·requirements from identification through final 
resolution. 

• Ensuring a sense of urgency across all production and industrial base 
capabilities, technology initiatives, acquisition avenues, transportation assets 
and concepts of operation. 

COORDINATION: NONE .. 

Attachment: 
As stated 

Prepared By: Lieutenant General Duncan J. McNabb, USAF; Director, J-4;_!(b_)0_6) ___ _ 

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONL'l 
11--L-0559/0SD/45967 OSD 20815-04 
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'10: Gen Dick Myers 

CC: 

FROM: 

Fran Harvey 
Gordon England 
Jim Roche 

Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Troops and E:piptBt 

-TAB 
fflt,6 

DECI02aM 

rd Ii ke to have you recommend a team we could put together to continuc\Jsly 

monitor whether the troops in the field have the equipment they need. 

It's the responsibility of the Services to otganize, train and equip the troops. They 

need to see that it is done well. 

When the President asked the Combatant Commanders if they had evei:ythingthey 

needed and t.e:e prepared, they all answered that they had everything they needed 

and were prepared. 

If the circumstances on the groWld change and they need additional~, they 

need to s;ry so, the Services need to respond, and you and I need to be told. 

Please letne knowWEC you feel we should doto see thatthathappens. 

Thank you. 

DHR:u 
l:Z\3*29 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ___ l ..... 1 ... / ..... 1,_1.._/_1>-'/--

Tab 

OSD 20815-04 
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FOUO 

February 28,2005 

TO: Paul Buller 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld V(\. 
SUBJECT: Response to the Gavriels 

Please have someone draft an appropriate post-Iraqi election letter to the Gavriels, _.D 

if we have not already done so. W 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
12/12/04 Gavriel ltr to Sec Def [OSD 20826-04] 

DIIR:dh 
022805-10 

••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

FOUO 
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Chris ,& Penelope Gavriel 
(b )(6) 

December 12,2004 

Dear Mr. Secretary: 

Parents want to watch their children grow, mature, and create· their own legacy. Losing them 
along the way is almost an alien thought. 

In Dimitri, both his Mom and I were blessed to watch a smart, restive boy grow into a man of 
substance, a disciplined goal-setter, a loving son, a brother, a friend, an accomplished 
athlete, an occasional prankster, a lover of life and challeng,es, a poet, a dreamer, an 
intellectual, an idealist, a leader, a true patriot and now an American hero. 

Dimitriw.as accomplished. From an honor student and stellar athlete in high school, to an Ivy 
League and Division I wrestling, to the best in Wall Street, and finally Scmpr:•, .. "iiddiJ , the 
honor of the Marinesanq servic~ to our country, volunteered unselfishly in the·midstof two 
wars, triefo.rged his fegacy. 

As a first generation American, he wanted to give back to his. country for the blessings he 
and his tamiJy received. He became a marine's marine and'wanted to validate his courage, 
honor, and valor. He was affected by the September 11 attack, having lived it in New York 
City as itwas unfolding, losing fraternity brothers in the towers as they collapsed. Great 
honorwas bestowed upon him by our country and all who khe.w him for he proudly served us 
all and made the ultimate sacrifice. He was awarded two Purple Hearts. He is now forever 
in the Marines family and in our hearts; he will be missed. 

In this, the darkest time ot our lives, we are ever grateful for your ove.rwhelming support, 
thoughts, and kindness. Your letter provides solace to us for he has touched your heart. 

Please, keep Dimitri and all who have sacrificed for our country in your prayers. As parents 
of a fallen soldier, we look forward to see a Democratic Iraq become a reality, a noble cause 
worth'y of their sacrifice. As he never questioned the war but strongly felt the calling of his 
country in that mission, we can only hopethat it will become "mission.accomplished so that 
his and so many other souls sacrificed may rest in peace. 

Sincerely, / 
1 

C~~/ iz{, ·~ 
.,,L__ " \ : 

Chris & Pen'Jiope Gavriel 

oso 20826-04 
11:-L-0559/0SD/45970 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASH} NGTON 

l 
November 29,2004 

Mr. and Mrs. Chris Gavriel 
l(b)[6) 

Dear Mr. and :Nlrs. Gavriel, 

I am very sorry to learn of the loss of your son. There is 
nothing anyone can do or say to ease your pain, but please 
know that you are in my thoughts during this difficult time. 

Lance Corporal Dimitrios Gavriel made lasting 
contributions to the cause of freedom. He served his nation with 
honor. His devotion and integrity wil1 not be forgotten. 

I extend my heartfelt condolences. 

With deepest sympathy, 

OSD 19169-04 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON 

JON 2 8 3)05 

Mr. and Mrs. Chris Gavnel 

rb)(6) I 

Dear Mr. & Mrs. GavrieJ, 

Senator Kennedy was kind enough to send me a copy 
of the letter you wrote him about your son, Lance Corporal 
Di1nitri Gavriel. Lt is clear from your words that he was a 
remarkable young man who lived his life with integrity and 
honor, whether on Wall Street or on the battlefield. ~ : 

o() 
His efforts came at a most important moment in our 

history, Teminding us that America is free because so many 
are wilJing to serve. T count Lance Corpornl Gavriel among 
the noble ranks of those who fought to preserve and protect 0 
that freedom, and join a grateful nation in saluting him. ~ 

Please know that I continue to keep you and your 
family in my thonghts and prayers. 

Sincerely, 

OSD 01091-05 
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Mr. and Mrs. Chris Gavriel 

r b)(6) I 
Dear Mr, & Mrs. Gavriel, 

I know thaL lhis is a mosL difficull lime for you and 
your family~ and it was so thoughtful of you to send me a 
letter. 

As I said in my earlier correspondence, your son was 
an honorable man who was dedicated to the cause of 
freedom. Lance Corporal Dimitri Gavriel played an 
important pa1t in helping make it possible for Iraqis to vote 
in their first free elections in over three decades. Now, their 
nation is on the road to building a democracy. Your son's 
service has histo1·ic meaning, for with the spread of 
democracy comes the. promise of a safer world. His 
sacrifice was not made in vain. 

Please know that T continue to keep you and your 
family in my prayers. 

With my very best wishes, 

Sincerely, ... 
. - ' 

11-L-0559/0SD/45973 
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·.······~····· 
THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON 

The Honorable Edward M. Kennedy 
United States Senate 
Washington, DC 205 10 

Dear Ted: 

JAN 2 8 2005 

I received your note forwarding Chris and Penelope 
Gavriel' s letter about their son, Lance Corporal Dimitri Gavriel. 
Lance Corporal Gavriel was an outstanding young man and 
dedicated Marine -truly one of America's finest. 

Thank you for sharing it with me. 

{_ 

oso 01091-05 

11-L-0559/0SD/4597 4 
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Chris & Penelooe Gavriel 
(b)(6) 

December 12,2004 

Dear Mr. Secretary: 

Parents want to watch their Children grow, ma:ur.e, and create their own legacy. Losing them 
along the way is almost an alien thought. 

In Dimitri, both his Mom and I were blessed to watch a smart, restive boy grow into a man of 
SL!bstance, a disciplined goal-setter, a loving son, a brother, a friend, an accomplished 
athlete, an occasional prankster, a lover of life and challenges, a poet, a dreamer, an 
intell.ectual, an idealist, a leader, a true patriot and now an American hero. 

Dirnitriwas ~ccomplished. From an honor student and stellar athlete in high school; to an Ivy 
League and Division I wrestling, to the best in Wall Street, and finally Scmpet fi-uldh, the 
honor of the Marines and service to our country, volunteered unselfishly in the midst ot two 
wars, he forged his legacy. 

As a first generation Amedcan, he wanted to give back to his country for the blessings he 
and his tam ily received. He became a mari ne's marine and wanted to validate his courage, 
honor. and valor. He was affected by the September 11 attack, having lived it in New York 
City as it was unfolding, losing fraternity brothers in the towers as they coltapsed. Great 
honor was bestowed upon him by our country and all who knew him tor he proudly served us 
all and made the ultimate sacrifice. He was awarded two Purple Hearts. He is nowforever 
ih the Marines family and ln our hearts; he will be missed. 

In this, the darkest time of our lives, we are ever grateful for your overwhelming support, 
thoughts, and kindness. Your letter pr0vides solace to us for he has touched your heart. 

Please, keep Dimitri and all who have sacrificed for our country in your prayers. As parents 
of a fallen soldier, we look forward to see a Democratic Iraq become a reality, a noble cause 
worthy of their sacrifice. As he never questioned the war but strongly felt the calling of his 
country in that mission, we can only hope that it will become "missio11 accomplished" so that 
his and so many other souls sacrificed may rest in peace. 

1 

Sincyely, / · 
,,.. .. ; ~·~ -""\ 

(/'-... / \ 

Chris & Pendope Gavriel 

11-L-0559/0SD/45975 
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TO: 

FROM. 

SUBJECT: 

FOUO 

Vice ~ident Richard B. Cheney .JJI 
Donald RWll~feld1),. l,.......---" 
Richard McCormick 

DEC 2 8 2004 

I received this letter from Richard McCormick at CSIS. He is cleatly interest~ in 

doing something :in the Administration - T wouldn't know where, but he seems to 

feel that you know him. 

I'll leave it :m your hands. 

Thank you. 

Attach. 
I 0/04 McCormack Letter to SecDef 

DHlbs 
122704-8 

FOUO 

OSD 20863-04 
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Center tor Strategic & International Studies 
~on,DC 

The Hen-Donald Rumsfeld 

Oct, 2004 

Dear Don: 

Remembe~ing our trip to China together four years ago, 
I thought you might be interested in the ~esults of 
a Lrlp Lha~ Herman organized .in Augusl .involving 
KewL Glngrlch and myself. 

I laLer wenL lo Japan and Talwan and presenled Lhls 
repor~ a L CSIS. 

With every good wish; 

1chard.McCormack 

P.S. Thank you also for your pasL effor~s lo lnvolve 
me ln Lhe Adm.inls~~al.ion. Don, this·\,rill never happen 
unless it is handled direc~ly a~ the level of the 
Vlce Presldenl. Al Lhe lower levels, lhere are simply 
Loo many people prolecl.ive of Lhe s~alus quo. 

1800K 9:J:.&t: Northwest • Washington,DC 20006 • Telephone 2021887--0200 • fiAX 202/775·3199 • WEB: http://Www.csis.org/ 
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Presentation to CSIS Sept. 28,2004. 

Richard McConnack• 

UNCERTAINTIES IN CHINA'S ECONOMIC PROSPECTS AND THE 
BROADER PROBLEM OF GLOBAL IMBALANCES. 

SUMMARY 

Cl1ir:a' sproblcms and vuJncrabiliticscannot be understood un1css viewed in a broader 
economic and political context. 

Unsustainable economic imbalances, including those involving Chim, arc gradually 
increasing the dangers to the Jong-term health of the world economy. Other economic 
and {X)JitimJ problems, inc1uding rising ail prices and America's .700 billion do11ar annual 
trade deficit, add to these unce1tainties. Wise statesmanship and some important policy 
changes are needed. 

KEY ISSUES INVOL YING CHINA 

Earlier this spring, there was a Jot of discussion in Washington about whether China 
would experience a hard or soft. ]anding of its overheated economy. So to take a deeper 
look at this question, I visited Chira in August, with fomer speaker Newt Ging1ich, to 
talk with central bankers, members of the Centrnl Committee, key officials and investors. 

This was my 8th trip to China since 1983. To see the continua] improvement in ordinary 
peoples' lives since those early years is a heartening confirmation ofll81¥ hopes arxi the 
result of much hard work. both in Washington and much more importantly in Chim 
itself. The large number of hungry and ill-dressed children that you earlier saw in every 
city in China is now largely a thing of the past. All involved need to make sure it stays 
that way. 

After visiting China in early Au;Just, I traveled to Japan and 'lanal to meet with other 
senior people from the public and private sectors to learn how Chma' sprospects looked 
from the perspective of these neighboring locations. 

1800 K Street Northwest• Washington DC 20006 • Telephone202/887-0200 Fax: 2om7S-3 199• WEB: 
http//www .csis.org/ 
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The bottom line non these consultations suggested ttat China would, in fact, engineer a 
s::ift landing, with growth falling fiom its present 9-13 per cent rate, depending on whose 
numbers you believe, to somewhere near 7% in 2005. 

But many of these cxpc11s reported an unusually large number of downside possibilities 
that could result in a Chinese economic crash landing. I'm going to list some of these 
wild cards in the deck for your own evaluation. 

There are obvious strains in global oil markets. A spike in oil prices would cause serious 
problems for China. Olir.ahas only 15 days of reserve oil supplies, as opposed to 90 
days' reserve in the U.S.strategic stockpile. Any spike in global oil prices tlEt was 
sustained for any length of rime would obviously savage global equity markets, including 
those in the U.S., China's principal cxp011 market. For an economy so massively driven 
by foreign trade, the economic health of Chim.' soverscas markets will have a critical 
impact on China's economy. 

There arc serious tensions in_q1jna between the experts in the central bank and fmance 
IDinis:J:¥ and many of the regi.on.al political leaders over the pace and direction of the 
cooling off process. Leaders in the central and western parts of China, where living 
standards ate only about 1/IOthose of the richer coastal province, resent the pressure ftom 
Beijing ro cancel or delay their own investment and growth plans as part of the natialal 
campaign to prevent overheating and over capacity problems from spiraling out of 
control. The result of this tension has been a delay in the full i mplcmcntation of 
Beijing's overall economic program to address the overheating problem. 

Cllina doesn't have the financial instruments of more advanced economies, such as deep 
bond and other financial markets, to fine-tune economic growth. They have to depend 
up:>n reserve requirements in banks and credit allocation by category and by geographical 
area. They also have to rely on.compliance by unruly and sometimes corrupt regional 
leaders to cany out the edicts fiom the Center. But forbidden steel factories and golf 
courses are still emerging in China, according to Morgan Stanley's Andy Xie, which add 
up ro more credit and monetary creation tlm China's Cenrral Bank would like, 
generating more overheating and excess capacity problems. 

Statistics in Cllira. are not always reliable, although they are better than they were ten 
years ago, thanks to help fi-om the IMF and c:tmr experts mobilized by the Central B:lnk. 
The problem comes not just fiom bad news that the government considers a crime to 
report in the !IEdia, bur more pervasively, from the distortions that flow from reporring 
ft:on the provinces and arc collected at the center. Naturally, provincial authorities 
wishing to keep rheir jobs, like to report ro Beijing rhat edicts and goals are being fully 
complied -i.r.zith. Tliis, however, is often not tme. When you add up the individual 
inaccuracies and fudging, ro produce a national statistic on growth, or even monetary 
creation, you can get major distortions in your statistical base. 
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There are 150,000 State owned enterp1ises in aura.. If you thirk Enron' s books were not 
always models of probity, can you imagine the disparities between the published statistics 
on these companies, and the actual economic health of many of them? Can you also 
i magi nc what collective distortions appear when you multiply the fudging in the reports 
of individual companies by }50,000? This is particularly true of profit and loss 
statements, asset estimates, company debt and contingent liabilities, pension problems, 
elc. according to many close observers of the scene. This has important implications for 
China' shanks, which for decades have been providing loans to these state owned 
ente1vrises to keep them afloat. These bad loans continue to accumulate inside the 
Chinese banking syste:n. It is not clearthat the published statistics dealing with this 
problem are totally candid, nor that the problems involving Chira' s overall banking 
system are going to be improved a year or two from now, notwithstanding Chinese 
efforts to purge some of the bad loans fiom ce1tain categories of banks. 

IMPORTANTCURRENCY ISSUES 

The Chinese cun-ency has been pegged to the dollar at a fixed rate since 1995. This 
currency peg is favorable to China as an export platform, and linked as it is to ctmency 
regimes elsewhere in Asia, helps undermine the whole pm1)ose of the floating exchange 
rate system, which was to permit an orderly, giadual and automatic adjustment between 
surplus and deficit countries on trade accounts. By ~, Olir& 'spresent l'w:jlly 
competitive currency sit;natioo and its impact on other currencies is intensifying the 
global imbalances and creating an ultimately unsustainable situation. In the case of 
Chim, a dollar-linked cmrency,-combined with the inexpensive labor, has resulted in a 
massive annual increase in exports and foreign and domestic investment. Investment and 
expo its at this rate arc seen by the Chinese as ciitical to sustam China's over all economic 
growth and stability. Additional export-linked investment also increases the already 
existing dependence of this huge national economy on forci gn trade as the primary driver 
of China's growth. 

What are the problems with this rurnngement? 

Because of the central role of Olir& as the hub and assembly point for much of the East 
Asian economy, neighboring countries like Thailand are forced to intervene massively in 
the currency mru·kets to maintain their own de facto dollru·pegs. In Thailand's case, this 
is generating excess monetary creation. and growing inflation. Thai land is not an isolated 
example. 

Many of the countries of East Asia ru·e thus being pushed into a de facto cmTency bloc, 
regardless of the local economic circumstances in each of the different countries. Pri.cE 
competition in O:rlna' sinter and .:iJtra regional trade is incredibly fierce, and profit 
margins very narrow. Those countries now palt of the growing hub and spokes economic 
system built around China ate forced to toe the currency line imposed by Chi.ra.' s 
standard to keep their products competitive. Even Japan is not immune from this 
pressure and will be more so in the futUieas Chim produces more and more high 
technology products for the global market. China wll also inevitably gradually increase 
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its share ofvaJue added with the products now assembled fiom regional :inportsfor 
export market destinations. 

The l:d::tan line here is that any cmTency adjustments in Asia will have to begin with one 
involving China. Util that happens, mounting pressures may continue to build at a 
different rate in different paits ofthis Ouna.centered system. The great value of a 
floating exchange rate is that it allows pressures to be released at a gradual pace. 
Otherwise you have a pressure cooker-wittl the safety valve stuck, and this is a dangerous 
utensil, as history has repeatedly demonstraled. 

Distortions and monetary policy problems from the cuJTent dollar peg also impact O:dra 
directly. Last year over a l2 rrontb period, intervention by the Bank of China to sustain 
the dollar peg in the face of mark.et pressures exceeded 200 billion dollars. This eventually 
drew the wrath of the U.S.Treasmy, which became uncomfortable with the 
vulnerabilities of direct Central Bank intervention on :li.s scale. The Japanese Central 
Bank adopted similar tactics on a smlar scale. ln China, however, this massive Central 
Bank activity, which was not sterilized by contractions elsewhere, had the result of 
generating excessive monetary creation, withM2 exceeding25% for a period of time. 
This wis a sure recipe for overheating and potential future inflation. The Cenu·al Bank 
eventually found other market related means to sustain the dollar peg, namely 
encouraging local insurance companies and others with surplus cash or credit to invest 
abroad, or purchase such assets as commodities to soak up excess dollars. 

This favorable exchange rate has helped allow China to expand her exports by 46%, year 
on year fiom June of 2004. This massive compound annual increase in exports has 
continued at an ever-expanding pace for years. This explosive increase in exports 
contributes to both economic and political problems for China's main export destination 
country, namely the U.S. If President&lsh loses this presidential election, dissected, 
unemployed, and worried manufacturing workers and their families in places like Ohio 
and Pennsylvania will be an important reason for his defeat. If present relative cuJTency 
and compelitivenesscx:n:li.tiooscontinue, these economic and political pressures are 
unlikely to ea~c in the years ahead. That means future problems in Congressional and 
Presidential elections, and steady increases in the political pressure on Washington to 
deal with this situation. 

There arc safeguard provisions in China's WTO access agreement which could allow 
countries like the U.S.to limit the future pace of export expansion in some situations. 
Even the articles of the IMF have a balance of payments provision al lowing countries 
with dangerous payments problems to take special measures to correct the situation. 

China's overall trade is of course in balance. The problem is that neither China's oorthc 
Asian regional trade nor the rest of the world's trade with Ame1ica is balanced. This 
comes partly from the Chinese cuJTency linkage to the dollar that prevents China's 
competitors and component suppliers from allowingtheirown currencies to float. 
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SOARING AMERICAN TRADE DEACITS 

The U.S. cmTentaccount deficit is now approaching 700 billion dollars per year, nearly 6 
% of rurGNP( See attachment). That means rhe U.S.nust amacteach and every day 
two billion dollars in Joans and investmentsto fill the gap in its cmTent accounts. 
Concern over how much longer a current account deficit oft hi S magnitude is sustainable 
is rapidly rising around the world. What wi 11 happen to Oma' s growth and highly 
leveraged new exp011 oriented factories if a fu:ure Secretary of Treasury repeats what 
Secretary Baker did in 1985 when he deemed the then 90 billion dollarU.S.current 
accounts problem dangerous for the long term economic and political health of the 
uied states. 

Long term, massive, current accounts deficits create Jong term debt to foreigners that 
must be serviced, ultimately by exports of goods and services. President Reagan and 
Secretary Baker moved vigorously to implement a program to address this problem. 
They began by talkmg down the dollar and gradually added a number of important but 
controversial macro and micro economic measures aimed strengthening U.S. 
competitivenessand its current' account~osition. These measures and others, for a time, 
brought U.S. cmTent accounts into balance. There were also unintended consequences 
fiom pru1 of this major shift in policies, which inc1uded a linkage between G-7 monetary 
po] icies and relative currency rates that may have contributed to the 1987 stock market 
crash. During the decade that followed, a far worse long term deterioration resumed. 
After more than a decade of neglecting this problem, Ame1ica's net debt now arrountsto 
b::illims of dollars. New trade agreements provided little help, notwithstanding all the 
speeches to rhe contrary. 

Looking at this problem, officials from the Treasury Department and those f:tanthe 
White House Trade Office sometimes p1ivatcly point to each other as being mainly 
responsible for America's out of control trade deficits. The one side cites inappropriate 
macro economic and cmTency policies. The other points ro weakly enforced and poorly 
crafted trade deals. Many neutral observers believe that America needs both macro and 
micro economic remedial measures. 

At least ,oncun-ency ratios, the status quo seems very unlikely to continue much longer. 
Should a future dollar crisis develop, <hire is unlikely to be allowed to retain its current 
dollarpeg, forcing the full brunt of the adjLL'>tment onto the Euro and other currencies 
which freely float. 

1f existing relative competitive conditions continue, inc1uding currency ratios and 
inadequate enforcement of WTO mies, additional investment decisions relocating U.S. 
manufacturingplants and crating new exp011 faci1ities in Chir.aand elsewhere will 
undoubtedly occur. This means even more pressure on U.S.current accounts and more 
long term debt. When any eventual d:illarcrisis does come, perhaps triggered by loss of 
faith in future macro economic policies, or by a sudden economic shock of some kind, 
the adjustment difficulties for all involved could be very great indeed. 
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FACING THEPROBLEMS 

No one should underestimate for a moment the complications and difficulties that could 
accompany an cffo1t by officials to deal with global economic inbalances, including 
possibly some highly negative unintended consequences. At the very least, adjustment 
pain and transitional impact on finarr:::ialmarkets could be highly unsettling. It is, 
however, unlikely to be any less painful if we wait until the U.S. accumulates another 
tri11ion or two do11ars of net debt through continuation of the status quo. It just means 

. that the U.S. will have a deeper hole to dig out<:£, and more newly CXl1Stnd:ed. export 
facilities abroad will have to find other markets, or close. Additional production facilities 
to serve an unsustainable export market also makes more likely a finaJ burst of deflation 
in products with excess capacity. These and other adjustment problems that could fl.cw 
from an effort to deal with global imbalances and excess debt building up in the United 
States. may not fully unfold, but officials need to be mindful that they easily could. 

If policy measures addressing the U.S. relative competitive situation are implemented, 
there will undoubtedly be a new burst of investment in manufacturing in the U.S. itself. 
After the Baker reforms, for example, more and more foreign auto makers builr cars and 
carparts in America, rather than importing them. The same presumably would happen 
again. 

Other longer-term U.S. deficiencies may also need to be addressed if the longer term 
problems arc to be corrected. For example. afterthe shock of Sputnik in the Eisenhower 
and Kennedy years, the United States undertook a number of measures to make its young 
people more competitive in science and technology, including revamping the entire 
educationaJ system. The influence of this effort was felt in one degree or another in 
nearly every school in America. The intellectual capital which grew fiom those early 
government funded and encouraged cffo11s not only put a man on the moon in ten years. 
but America's entire economy profited :from the technological breakthroughs and spin 
offs that resulted. This histoiical expc1iencc should not be altogether forgotten as we 
address our cmTent problems. 

If we mobilize ourselves again to become more competitive internationally, and devote 
additional hundreds of billions of dollars in public and private funds to education, 
research and development, and science and technology, we wJl need to intensify our 
efforts to capitali1.e commercially on this national cffo1t. B3tt. of this must involvem::a:e 
effective curbing of out of control theft of intellectual property in nany parts of the world 
where potential markets exist, including<llira. No matter how much money you spend 
on research, and how innovative your scientists, if the product of your money and work is 
simply stolen and marketed by others, gradually the inventive for this activity will be 
drained away. 

The prefcn-ed solution to the problem of global cconomicimbalan~es by some academic 
economists is an explosion of new economic growth world-wide. In theory, this new 
growth could absorb additional production and inp)rtsfiom the U.S. and elsewhere. 
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Looking, however, at the all the political and economic obstacles likely to delay this 
wonderful day, causes others to conclude that a new dollar Ciisis is far more like I y to 
come long before the rest of the world restructures itself to permit new growth on the 
scale needed. Moreover, today economic growth in many parts of the world is largely 
export d1iven, and largely at the expense oflong term U.S.trnde deficits and debt. More 
of this kind of growth vill_ only make America's long-term adjustment difficulties even 
greater. 

Increasing oil prices will also serve to push any auromaric adjustment in global markets 
even farther into the future. More and more countries will be seeking additional export 
markets to cover their increased oil import costs. They will be looking firsl and foremost 
at the U.S. market to accomplish this. 

As one reflects u1X)n China's economy, it is important also to rememberthat while 
Oma' snominal per capita income is S 1()00, the internal purchasing power parity of t:hls 
$ICXX> is five times as great, namely equal to S5000 per person. This disparity is caused 
by many factors, including uneven conditions in the vast Chinese economy, the low price 
of services and wages, and son:ie.~dministeredp1ices. Someofthisresults in distorted 
market pricing signals. China imports less and exp011s more than otherwise would be the 
case. By internal purchasing power calculations, China is already the world's second 
largest economy. 

ENFORCING THE wro AGREEMENTS: 1HE PLEASURES AND PERILS 

There are other neuralgic elements involving China and her tradingpmtners that are 
1 ike ly to put additional political pressure on China's cmTent economic sibEtim. 
SecretaryofTreasury Snow told 500 membersoftheEconomicClubofNew York two 
weeks ago that Oma had passed the required laws to enrer the WTO, but was not 
enforcing many of them, including the intellectual prope11y related items. Enforcement 
problems worsen the farther you travel in China from Beijing. In some provincial cities, 
Beijing's writ on V(fO related matters barely exists. You can therefore expect increasing 
pressure fiom the WTO on China in the years ahead to carry out obligations. Failure to 
succeed in this effort could fatally discredit the WTO itself, and send global trade 
officials back to the drawing boards for other solutions. The other problem is that there 
are t:h::,usards of individual violations, ranging from Zippo lighter's trademark piracy lo 
far m::u:e complex issues. The entire WTO and the tiny Chinese legal structure assigned 
to handle such cases could be consumed for decades without making much of a denr in 
th is massive pattern of violations 

There arc also political problems for the Chinese Government in carrying out some of 
their WI'O commitments. Some of these WTO obligations, for example, provisions 
allowing much greater fu:ure access of cheap foreign agricultural imports to China, will 
generate more pressure on the rural economy in China, as happened with Mexico's com 
farmers after NAFTA. This is likely to accelerate an already serious demogrnphic shift in 
China of surplus people movingfiom Lhe farms to the cities looking forjcm. 
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Providingjobs for tens of millions of displaced f01meragricultural workers has been and 
will continue to be one of the regime's main preoccupations. Political stability in China 
hinges in part upon their success. But there may be both economic and political limits 
abroad to the degree to which these tens of mi.1.1.icm of new workers can be deployed in 
ever more export producing industries. This constitutes a serious policy dilemma for 
Ouna and her trading pai1ncrs. 

Coping with mgialal political opposition to other unpopular or inconvenientWTO 
commitments will also not be easy for Beijing. 

OTHER POTENTIAL TIME BOMBS 

The Communist Party has lost a great deal of its local reputation in recent years in part 
because of corruption problems. In some ways, the current Chinese system combines the 
worst evils of both socialism and capitalism: namely, the i nhercnt corruption problems of 
a vast bureaucratic establishment. plus exploitation of workers in some places on a scale 
that has not been seen since the darkest days of the industrial revolution in England. This 
too is potentially explosive. 

The overheated Chinese economy has also generated shortages of energy, water. port 
and transportation facilities and environmental systems that already act as a brake on 
future growth. Supply has to catch up with demand. This will take time and investment. 

Finally, China's leaders have painted themselves into a political comer, whereby if the 
Taiwanese ever declare full independence, Chinese leaders may have to go to war to 
avoid massive loss of face, and even their positions. Chinese leaders expressed to 
Gingrich and myselftheir great concern th3t. Taiwan's president would move toward 
independence later this year. 

Any conflict between Taiwan and China would be massively destabilizing to the 
economies ofbot:h places, and a meltdown of China's already strained fmancial system 
could esily be one consequence. Since much of the production is concentrated in China 
and Taiwan, shortage of computer chips could also impose real dislocations in the 
broader global economy, should any conflict over Taiwan get out of hand. There are 
already discussions in the U.S. about the need for more diversification of sources of 
supply of critical industrial and defense components, because of potential instabilities 
across the S:taitsofTaiwan. The ju& in time procurement policies of many companies, 
make this potential disruption even more worrisome to many thoughtful policy makers in 
Washington. 

Based on what I heard fiom my subsequent visit toTaiwan,.l doubt rhat present 
Taiwanese leaders will, in fact, go far enough in the year or two ahead with their 
independence aspirations to provoke Beijing into a military response. Today, however, 
Taiwan is a democracy and 85% of the people arc native Taiwanese. as opposed to only 
15%from the mainland. Many will not willingly allow absorption of Taiwan by China. 
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~ Taiwanese investors have placed perhaps as much as $140 billion cbllaI:s of 
investment in China. It is p:t.stially hostage to Beijing's good'will. 

Aware of these and other vulnerabilities, Taiwan is no longer the confident little island of 
ten years ago. There is a lot of nervousness among investors, those facing competition 
fiom China, and the ordinruy native Taiwanese who like their present liberty. These 
conflicting economic and political pressures wi 11 have to work their way out in 'la.na'l' s 
robust new democracy. No one can really predict how this tension will eventually end. 
Much depends upon Hong Kong's subsequent experience with the one state two systems 
situation, and the conclusions that the people of Taiwan draw from it. 

TI-IE UNPREDICTABLEFUTURE 

A few weeks before he died, former President Nixon assembled a couple dozen of 
Wa.sh:ingt.oo' s foreign policy expe11s at Jackson Place near the White House, to hear his 
views on Russia. He had just completed a trip there. He spoke for more tlm an hour 
without notes, which was his custom. Later during the question period, he was asked 
about his medium and long-term assessment of the direction Chira would take. He 
paused for a few seconds, and then said: "I an generally hopeful about long term trends 
in <lli.na, but I have only visited China seven or eight times. and I don't consider myself 
an expert on China." This was Nixon's way of tellirg us that there were huge 
complexities in China that made predicting the future difficult. 

I can only agree with the fonner President's assessment 

China's economy seems likely to continue its upward long tenn trend, producing higher 
living standards for the people of the country in the decades a,eac1 Presumably also the 
Tai wan/China issue will ultimately find a peaceful solution, since neither party has an 
interest in economic chaos. 

There arc, however, a lot of downside local, regional, and global risks at play just now, 
some political, some economic. Governments ru·e notoriously slow in dealing witt1 even 
obviously dangerous financial problems. This is pmtly because any major change in the 
smt.s quo inevitably inflicts pain on powerful domestic constituencies. For that reason, 
any m~jor change usually requires sufficient deterioration to generate a crisis of some 
kind to provide policy makers with the needed political cover. 

Current global imbalances, including U.S. fiscal policies, and the regional ones involving, 
China, pose trends that seem unsustainable to more and more informed people. Before 
they ru·e coITected, however, we may see once again the truth of tta: old Wall Street 
saying: "The bigger the bxm, the bigger the bust" 

----··---------···------------------
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In President Reagan's administrations, Mr. McCormack served as United States 
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Remarks by Vice Chairman Roger W. Ferguson, Jr. 
At the Conference on Trade and the Future of American Workers, Washington,D.C. 
October 7,2004 

Free Trade: What Do Economists Really Know? 

Argumentis against Free Trade 
If the benefits conferred by inte_mational trade are reasonably su·aightforward, how can we 
explain the apparent ambivalence toward trade picked up by recent surveys? Clearly, many 
people view the benefils of free trade as being outweighed by ils perceived costs. 

One concem about free trade may be that it has given rise to large trade and OUFteiit;acoount 
deficits, thereby adding Jo the natiai' sdebt and putting future prosperity at risk.Now at 
more hn 5 percent of GDP, the current account deficit is in record territory, it is growing, 
and it cannot be sustained indefinitely. We cannot foresee when the deficit will stop 
growing and return to more-suslainable levels, through what mechanisms this adjuslment 
wIL occur, or whether this adjustment will be smooth or disruptive for financial markets and 
the economy more generally. No matter how a correction of the external imbalance 

proceeds, however, it wIL involve a· r.ange of adjustments to investment, saving, and asset 
prices, both for the U.S. economy and for our trading partners. Research suggests that 
corrections of large external imbalances in industrial countries ene ave ocCWT 
without crisis. Whether or not this wJl remain the case, I an confident that protectionism 
is not the appropriate respogse to our growing ctm-ent account deficit. The amourt of 
current account adjustment that would be gained fiom a given tightening of import controls· 
is questionable. Y ct. it is certain 'that such actions would impose costs on the economy that 
would persist long after concerns about the deficit dissipated. 

Don: This statement is absolutely untrue. The eff / / ~- / 
the U.S. made to deal with our 90 billion dollar ~. 
payments deficit in 1985/86 led to~ mLouvre 

directly contributed to the 1987 er and the 
Agreement, and various Japanese p~la~asures which 

later disastrous Japanese bubble. ~ McCormack 

P.S. our current account problem today is 8 times 
the size of the 1985 problem that had Baker and Reagan 
so concerned about the longer term economic and 
political implications. 

11-L-0559/0SD/45989 
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TO: Peter Rodman 

CC: Doug Feith 

FROM; 

· SUBJECT: Bl Salvador and Nicaragua 
. . 

,.:.• .. 

Nov....,_J~20CM . -

I. ~c)l·{[clSee&! (; 
ES ... \~1B 

What can we do for El Salvador and Nicaragua in tams of helping ~ with their 

forces? 

Thanks. 

DHR. .. 
111204-7 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please rapond by __ I_,,/ __ , / ..... o-1--

OSD 208 64 -04 

11-L-0559/0SD/45991 15-11-04 OO:G8 IN 



POUO ·: -. -, ··: 

DEC J 9_2004 

TO: Lt Gen Duncan McNabb 

CC: 

FROM: 

Gen Dick Myers ~ .Xt\ M,i~·~ 
~~~ 
Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Steel to Iraq 

There has to be a way to push steel into the country faster. Please talk to Gen 

Casey about the briefing he gave me in the car and the importance of doing that. 

Thanks . 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by 1/ z1/o~ _ · · 

POUO 
0 SD 2 09 0 7 - 0 4 
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• .. 11 ,, OCT 1 5 2004 

TO: V ADM Jim Stavridis 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld1i-, 

SUBJECT: Notesftom Kicklighter 

Here a-e Che notes Kicklighter gave me m hls out-call. You should be sure 

someone is follo"~ingup on this. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
10/7/04 Kickligkef Notes: Iraq Tran$ition Follow-Up Issues 

Dlibl 
IOJ,40,4.2.S 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by _______ _ 

l'OUO 

0SD 20910-04 
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IRAO TRAl' OW ISSUES 
Notes from LTG(R) Kickliehter 

Integration ofMNF-I and U.S. Mission 
• tvn-.T·l / U.S Embassy cooperation and integration is strong, effective and a model 

for future operations. 
• MNF-1 has just completed an organizational reevaluation and is moving the main 

headquarters to co-locate with lhe U. S Embassy in the Palace. 
• The new MNF-T Campaign Plan is guiding the U.S. team. 
• "Strongest, most integratedDoDiState team that I have ever witnessed." 

Regional Embassy Offices & State Embedded Teams 
• IRK) plans to establish Reconstruction teams in Baghdad and ten ( 10) field 

locations: at the 4 REOs and 6 SETs. 
• The Tilait SET is the model to follow: 
• Recommend lRMO be given responsibility for integration and oversight of USG 

Regional Opcrotions. 

IJ!MQ & PCO Structure Changes 
• The Stale Dcpanmcnl decided to assign Program Management for reconstruction to 

IRMO; to accomplish this, PCO' s Strategic Analysis Office is being transferred to 
IRM:>. 

• Doth PCO &. IRMO are heavily cnmmitted. Any additional resources required for 
I~will have to come from other sources. 

• Mtm'-I is providing personnel to IRMO to strengthen its capability. MNF-l's Director 
of Engineers has been embedded within IRMO as the Deputy for Strategic Operations 
with responsibility for oversight of Regional Operations. 

• Commander, USACE Gulf Region Division (GRD), is now the Deputy for 
Construction at PCO. 

• When PCO phases down in the future. the GRD will take the lead in reconstruction. 
PCO is developing a phase-down plan. 

Stem to streamline the acauisition o=ocess 
• Acquisition process is slow, cumbersome and not based on the speed required in a 

combat zone. 
- PCO is required to use peacetime contractingrules in a wartime environment. 

• While in Iraq, received three suggestions for improvement (since then the Acquisition 
Comunity in Iraq has expanded the list to twenty): 

- Raise the Simplified Acquisition Threshold from S500,000 to $IM. Action 
unde1way. 

- Reduce the response times for federal acquisition activities as required under 
Federal Acquisition Regulations (FAR), Action unde1way. 

- Stream) ine the Exprnt License approval process for the transfer of critical 
military equipment to the 1rac; Security Forces. Action underway. 

- DoD & State have established ajoint team to oversee the 20 improvement 

rcconunendations. 

10/07/2004 4:18 PM Page lof2 
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Strateaic Communications 
• Inadequate staffing levels are hindering the effectiveness of the strategic 

wuuuunii.:atiurus etfort and straining team integration. 
- MNF-I staffing level: approximately 50% of newly approved JMD. 
- State Public Affairs Office (PAO) staffing level: approximatcly42%. 

• Staffigproblems arc hindering the USO's abili1y lu assist Lh1: lnte1im lrnqi 
Government in developing its strategic communication capability. 

• Recommend State's PAO &MNF-Ps Stratcomco-locateand integrate staff, as 
appropriate. 

u.S.Mjssjon 
• Recommend placement or U.S. Advisors within the Iraqi Ministry or Defense to 

include one with the experience and background to be Senior Advisor to the 
Iraqi Minister of Defense. 

Multi-National Security Transition Command- Iraa (MNSTC-l) 
• MNSTC-l is working hard to improve Iraqi leader selection and training for the Iraqi 

Security Forces, National Guard and local Police forces. 
• Staffing level is cuITcntly at 47% of approved JMD with a level of 75% expected by 

lateNov. 04. 

Reconstruction Operations Center 
• A Reconstrnction Operations Center (ROC) has been established to focus on logistics 

operations. 
• Logistics operations are rapidly approaching full capacity. 

- Warehouse capacity is strained. 
- The process for tracking material movement, which cu1Tentlyincludes truck 

transport, needs to expand to railroad, air and sea. 
- The reallocation of $1.88 from equipment and construction material to Iraqi 

Security Force expansion will increase demands on logistics capacity. 
- To manage the resulting logistics surge, there is a requirement of $70M for 

operations and 7-8 additional logislics management personnel. 
• Accountability of equipment and supplies must be maintained. 

- RecommendMNF-I's Deputy Chief of' Stall' for Sustainment partner with 
PCO and be given oversight responsibility for this huge logistical etrort. 

- A small logistics command may be required to coordinate this mission. 

10/07/2004 4: 18PM Page2 of2 
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OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON DC 20310-1000 

r·,· 

••! ! ! ......... . ·, 

OF.FF::'IISF. SUPPORT OFFICE-IRAQ 29 December 2004 

TO: 

FROM: 

SECRETARYOFDEFENSE '. b 
Director, Defense Support Office - Ira~ 

SUBJECT: Follow-up on Kicklighter Recommendations 

Listed are recommendations that L TG Kicklighter presented to you upon his 
departure. His principal recommendations with brief status updates are as follows: 

Recommendation: Give IRMO responsibilityfor integration and oversightfor 
Regional Embassy Operations (REO) in Iraq. 
• IRMO now has responsibility for REO integrative task. 
• IRMO established a 'Deputy for Operations' to provide integration and 

oversight over regional programs and is staffing twelve provincial coordination 
offices. Whether these organizations have real horsepower remains to be seen. 

Recommendation: Integrate MNF-l Strategic Communications and Embassy PAO. 
• Embassy and MNF -I Public Affairs Operations have co-located personnel and 

assets. MNF-1 StratCommremains a separate office within MNF-1, but MNF-1 
and State PAO do hold daily coordination meetings. 

Recommendation: Increase the number cf U.S. advisors within the Iraqi Ministry 
cf Defense, including one as Senior Advisor to the Iraqi Minister a Defense. 
• Remains an open issue: Only 9 of 22 IRMO MoD advisory positions are 

currently filled. US provides only two advisors. While willing to convert the 
position of Minister's Personal Secretary from British to US position, State 
Department appears to want the Senior Advisor position to remain a UK slot. 

• DSO-Iraq suggests considering the merit of a more traditional construct after 
January elections where DoD assumes from State the responsibility for 
operating the MoD advisory function and staffing it with DoD personnel and 
contractors. 

Recommendation: Assign responsibility for reconstruction logistics to ensure 
accountability cf equipment and supplies. · 
• Remains an open issue: Accountability, integration and sustainability for 

logistics operations require attention. 
• Assistant SecArmy and DSO-Iraq are attempting to define specific requirements 

for improvements. Formal meeting of all relevant players, including MNF-I and 
PCO, will be held January 5, 2005 at Logistics Management Institute (LMI). 

N 
.~ 
(l;':' 
~ 
~ 

""' 
~ 
~ r~ ., COORDINATION: NONE 

Attachments: As Stated c::: 
0SD 20910-04~ 
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V ADM Jim Stavridis 

Donald Rwnsfelcl1tv 
SC.BJtCf: Notes from Kicklighter 

' .;, OCT 1 5 2004 

Here are 1he notes K.ic.kligbter gave me in his out-call. You should be ~ 

someone is followingup on this. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
10/7/04 Kicklighter Noccs: Iraq Tr.wiuoo Follow-Up Ismes 

DHltaa 
JOl-404-JS 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by _______ _ 
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IRAQ TRANSITION FOLLOW-UP •SSJ JES 
Noles from LTG(R) Kicklighter 

Inte2ratjon of MNf-I andU.S.MissjQD 
• MNf ·l / U.S. Embassy cooperation Rnr1 integration is strong, effective and a model 

for fulure operations. 
• MNF-1 has just completed an organizationalreevaluationand is moving the main 

hcadqwu1c1-s to co-locate with the U. S .Embassy in the Palace. 
• The new MNF-1 Campaign Plan is guiding the U.S.team. 
• "Strongest. most integratedDoD/State team that I have ever witnessed.'' 

Regional Embassy Offices & Staie Embedded Teams 
• IRM:>plans to establish Reconstruction teams in Baghdad and ten ( 10) field 

locations: at the 4 REOs and 6 SETs. 
• The Tilait SET is the model to follow: 
• Recommend IRMO be given responsibility for integration and oversight of USG 

Regional Opcrotions. 

IRM:>& PCO Structure Changes 
• The State Department decided to assign Program Management for reconstruction to 

IRMO ;lo accomplish this, PCO's Stralegic Analysis Office is being transfe1Ted to 
IIM:.>. 
Doth PCO & IRMO are heavily cnmmilled. Any additional resources required for 
IRM) wi II have to come from other sources. 

• MNF-I is providing personnel lo IRMO to mengthenils capability. MNF-I's Director 
of Engineers has been embedded within IRMO as the Depuly for Strategic Operalions 
with responsibility for oversight of Regional Operations. 

• Commander, USACE Gulf Region Division (GRD), is now the Deputy for 
Construction at PCO. 

• When PCO phases down in the future, the GRD will take the lead in reconstrnction. 
PCO is developing a phase-down plan. 

sieos to str~aqiline lhe acquisition proce&s. 
• Acquisition process is slow, cumbersome and not based on the speed required in a 

combat zone. 
- PCO is required to use peacetime contractingrules in a wartime environment. 

• While in Iraq. received three suggestions for improvement (since then the Acquisition 
Community in Iraq hm:; expanded the list to twenty): 

- Raise the Simplified Acquisition Threshold from $500,000 to$ IM. Action 
underway. 

- Reduce the response times for federal acquisition activities as required under 
Federal Acquisition Regulations(FAR). Action underway. 

- Streamline the Export License approval process for the transfer of critical 
military equipment to the Tmqi Security Forces. Action underway. 

- DoD & State have established a joint team to oversee the 20 improvement 
recommendations. 

10/07/2004 4:18PM Page 1 of2 
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Strateaic Communications 
• Inadequate staffing levels are hindering the effectiveness of the strategic 

,011uuuni'4lioW! effo1t and straining team integration. 
- MNf-1 statling level: approximately 50% of newly approved JMD. 
- State Public Affairs Office (PAO) staffing level: approximately42%. 

• Staffigproblems arc hindering thcUSO's ability lo assist I.he= lnlt:rim • 
Government in developing its strategic communication capability. 

• Recommend State's PAO & MNF-l's Stratcomco-locateand integrate staff, as 
appropriate. 

U.SMission 
• Recommend placement of U.S. Advisors within the Iraqi Ministry of Defense to 

include one with the experience and background to be Senior Advisor to the 
Iraqi Minister of Defense. 

Multi-National SecuritvTransition Command- Iraa (MNSTC-I) 
• MNSTC-I is working hard to improve .1.racj leader selection and training for the Iraqi 

Security Forces, National Guard and local Poli(.'.c.: forces. 
• Staffing level is cuJTently at 47% of approved JMD with a level of 75% expected by 

late Nov. 04. 

Reconstruction Operations Center 
• A Reconstrnction Operations Center (ROC) has been established to focus on logistics 

operations. 
• Logistics operations are rapidly approaching full capacity. 

- Warehouse capacity is strained. 
- The process fortracking material movement, which cmrentlyincludes truck 

transport, needs to expand to railroad, air and sea. 
- The real location of $1. 88 from equipment and construction material to Iraqi 

Security Force expansion will increase demands on logistics capacity. 
- To manage the resulting logistics surge, there is a requirement of$70M for 

operations and 7-8 additional logistics management personnel. 
• Accountability of equipment and supplies must be maintained. 

- Recommend MNF-l's Deputy Chief of Staff for Sustainment partner with 
PCO and be given oversight responsibility for this huge logistical effort. 

- A small logistics command may be required to coordinate this mission. 

10/07/2004 4: L8PM Page2 of2 
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OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
The Military Assistant 

4-} anuary 2005 - t 1 15 Hours 

MEMORANDUM FOR: MR. HOW ARD BURRIS, DIRECTOR, DSO-IRAQ 

SUBJECT: Follow-up on Kicklighter Recommendations 

Sir: 

Please see Mr. Patterson's note to you on the attached: 

"Howard - Please take a look at this m1d provide 
a memo to the SD/DSD on how these reconunendations 
will be handled. Thanks, Dave" 

Thank you. 

I 
Attachment: 

OSD 20910-04 

ean E. O'Connor-----
Captain, USN 
Military Assistant to the 

Deputy Secretary of Defense 

Suspense: Monday, l~J anuary 2005 

11-L-0559/0SD/46000 

' <.... 
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OFFICE OF THE SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON DC 20310-1000 

c··.:--r·, \- r.; -;-; ~ .: 

SECJ;~: .: ·~ ~ (·~. ~~:~i·;~-..1~:;:: 

2rn,, " ...... ""'1 ')f 'I 35 U.J; t . .. :..· / {; ~ : 

•••::uPPORT""'~ETAR Y Of DEFENSE 
11

1.,_ ('J 
29 December 2004 

FROM: Director, Defense Support Office - Ira~"" 

SUBJECT: Follow-up on Kicklighter Recommendations 

Lisled are recommendalions that LTG Kicklighter presented to you upon his 
departure. His principal recommendations with brief status updates are as follows: 

Recommendation: Give IRMO responsibility/or integration and oversightfo r 
Regional Embassy Operarions (REO) in Iraq. 
• IRMO now has responsibility for REO integrative task. 
• IRMO established a 'Deputy for Operations' to provide integration and 

oversight over regional programs and is staffing twelve provincial coordination 
offices. Whether these organizations have real horsepower remains to be seen. 

Recommendation: lnregrate MNF-1 Strategic Communications and Embassy PA 0. 
• Embassy and MNF -I Public Affairs Operations have co-located personnel and 

assets. MNF-1 StratComm remains a separate office within MNF-1, but MNF .J 
and State PAO do hold daily coordination meetings. 

Recommendation: Increase the number of US. advisors within the Iraqi Ministry 
o,f Defense, including one as Senior Advisor to the Iraqi Minister o_fDefense. 
• Remains an open issue: Only 9 of 22 IRMO MoD advisory positions are 

currently filled. US provides only two advisors. While willing to convert the 
position of Minister's Personal Secretary from British to US position, State 
Department appears to want the Senior Advisor position to remain a UK slot. 

• DSO-Iraq suggests considering the merit of a more traditional construct after 
January elections where DoD assumes from State the responsibility for 
operating the MoD advisory function and staffing it with DoD personnel and 
contractors. 

Recommendation: Assign responsibility for reconsrruction logistics to ensure 
accountability c£ equipment and supphes. · 
• Remains an open issue: Accountability, integration and sustainability for 

logistics operations require attention. 
• Assistant Sec Army and DSO-Traq are attempting to define specific requirements 

for improvements. Formal meeting of all relevant players, including MNF-T and 
PCO, will be held January 5,2005 at Logistics Management Institute (LMI). 

COORDINATION: NONE 
Attachments: As Stated 

J,.iiii::::::;;::..,..._..j~;.;..;..;;;...;;.,;;;_._~.....,l','fll~foll;v\\1 

SD 20910-04 
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···=· OCT 1 5 2004 

'IO: V ADM Jim Stavridis 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld1~ 

SUBJECT: N:tes from Kicklighter 

Here are the notes Kicklighter gave me in his out-call. You should be &Ire 

someone i~ following up on this. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
10/7/04 Kickligbler Notes: ltaq Transition Follow·Up lssues 

OHR;• 
lC/l«H-lJ 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ________ _ 
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IRAO TRANSITION FOLLOW-UP ISSUES 

Nrues from LTG<R} Kickli~hter 

Integration ofMNF-1 and U.S. Mission 
MNr-I/ U.S.Embassy cooperation and integration is strong,effectiveand a model 
for future operations. 

• MNF-1 has just completed an organizational reevaluation and is moving the main 
headquarters to ~locate with the U.S. Embassy in the Palace. 

• The new MNF-T Campaign Plan is guiding the U.S.team. 
• "Strongest, most integrated DoD/State team that I have ever witnessed." 

Regional Embassv Offices & State Embedded Teams 
• IRMO plans to establish Reconstruction teams in Baghdad and ten ( IO) field 

locations: at the 4 REOs and 6 SB Ts. 
• The Tikrit SET is the model to follow: 
• Recommend IRMO be given responsibility for integration and oversight of USG 

Regional Operations. 

I~ PCO Slruclure Changes 
• The State Department decided to assign Program Management for reconstruction to 

IRMO ;to accomplish this, PCO's Strategic Analysis Office is being transfen-ed to 
JRMO. 
Doth PCO & IRMO are heavily committed. Any additional resources required for 
I:Rt«>will have to come from other sources. 

• MNF-1 is providing personnel to IRM:>to strengthen its capability. MNF·l's Director 
of Engineers has been embedded within IRMO as the Deputy for Strategic Operations 
with responsibility for oversight of Regional Operations. 

• Commander, USACE Gulf Region Division (GRD), is now the Deputy for 
Construction at PCO. 

• When PCO phases down in the future, the ORD wi 11 take the lead in reconstruction. 
PCO is developing a phase-down plan. 

Steps to .stre.amline the acauisitionprocess 
• Acquisition process is slow, cumbersome and not based on the speed required in a 

combat zone. 
- PCO is required to use peacetime contracting rules in a wartime environment. 

• While in Itaq, received three suggestions for improvement (since then the Acquisition 
Comunity in Iraq has expanded the list to twenty): 

- Raise the Simplified Acquisition Threshold from $500,000 to$ IM. Action 
underway. 

- Reduce the response times for federal acquisition activities as required under 
Federal Acquisition Regulations (FAR). Action underway. 

- Streamline the Export License approval process for the transfer of critical 
mililaryequipmentto the Traqi Security Forces. Action underway. 

- DoD & State have establishedajoint team lo oversee the 20 improvement 
recommendations. 

10/07/2004 4:18PM Page l of 2 
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Strategic Communications 
• Inadequate staffm:1 levels are hindering the effectiveness of the strategic 

t.:011u11unic.:atious efb.t and straining team integration. 
- MNF-1 staffing level: approximately50% of newly approved JMD. 
- State Public Affairs Office (PAO) staffing level: approximately 42%. 

• Staffing problems arc hindering tl1e uso•s ability to assist the Interim Iraqi 
Government in developing its strategic communication capability. 

• . Recommend State's PAO & MNF-l's Stratcom co-locate and integrate staff, as 
appropriate. 

U.S. Mission 
• Recommend placement of U.S. Advisors within the Iraqi Ministry of Defense to 

include one with the experience and background to be Senior Advisor to the 
Iraqi Minister or Defense. 

Multi-National Security Transition Command - Iraa <MNSTC-l} 
• MNSTC-I is working hard to improve Iraqi leader selection and training for the Iraqi 

Security Forces. National Guard and local Police forces. 
• Staffing level is crn,·ently at 47% of approved JMD with a level of 75% expected by 

late Nov. 04. 

Reconstruction Operations Center 
• A Reconstruction Operations Center (ROC) has been established to focus on logistics 

operations. 
Logistics operationsare rapidly approaching full capacity. 

- Warehouse capacity is strained. 
- The process for tracking material movement, which cuJTently includes tm::k 
~. needs to expand to railroad, air an<l sea 

- The reallocation of$J .8B from equipment and constrnction material to Iraqi 
Security Force expansion will increase demands on logistics capacity. 

- To manage the resulting logistics surge, there is a requirement of $70M for 
operations and 7-8 additional logi:.;tics management personnel. 

Accountabi Ii ty of equipment and supplies must be maintained. 
- Recommend MNF-l's Deputy Chief of' Staff' for Sustainment partner with 

PCO and be given oversight responsibility for this huge logistical effort. 
- A small logistics command may be required to coordinate this mission. 

10/07/2004 4: 18PM Page 2 of2 
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{}'.T:(I ~,~ /_:,':_, ,•,r CJ.t( Ol6 ct~ 

SEC'.';:~;:' .. ~:: . ·· ... :·n~iember 14, 2004 

zm~ n~c 29 Vit 12: 12 

TO: Mira Ricardel 

SUBJECT: Letter to Buckovski 

Shouldn't we write Buckovski of Macedonia a letter congratulating him? 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
121404-7 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ~.1,/pv-/-=o-'f'-----

fOUO DSD 20914-04 
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Policy Executive Secretaria!~oir.c 
29 

PH 
12

: 
12 

December28,2004 

Reference: I 21404-7, Letterto B uckovski 

Caplain Marrioll, 

Please find attached a congratulatory Jetter to 
Prime-Minister Buckovski that Policy/Mira Ricardel submitted 
separately. 

SecDef signed the letter on December 22. 

",_ ~~ 
J~ 
oi;;{ Di;;ctor 
Policy Executive Secretariat 

11-L-0559/0SD/46007 
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MEMO TO: Secretary Rwnsfeld . 

FROM: Paul Wolfowi~ 

FOUO 

DATE: Septemberl,2004-l"GiH 110 '1'h, 

SUBJECT: Redrafted Memo on USG Responsibilities for Homeland 
Security 

Don. 

I met with the recipients of the attached snowflake and we pr(iducfd the 
redraft you requested. 

I'm available to discuss it further if you wish. 

FOUO 

11-L-0559/0SD/46008 
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9/1/2004 7:59 PM 

I FOUO 
DRAFT' WORKING PAPERS 

SUBJECT: USG Responsibilities for Homeland Security 

Situation Today: 

Since September 11,200 I, the Administration has made substantial progress to 

protect America from terrorist attacks. Among other measures, we have established: 

- The Department cf Homeland Security. 

- A National Bio-Defense Strategy and stockpiles of biological vaccines. 

- United States Northern Command. 

- The Terrorist Threat Integration Center. 

As a result of these and other initiatives, America is safer today than it was prior to 

the 9/ l l attacks, although we must continue to improve America's homeland security. 

Homeland Security Roles and Responsibilities: 

However, in the event of another major terrorist attack, we will certainly ask 

ourselves what else we might have done to prevent it or mitigate its consequences. One 

issue that concerns me is that roles and responsibilities for homeland security are still not 

as clearly defined as they might be. Now that we have almost two years of experience 

with the Department of Homeland Security and the new USG organization for homeland 

DRAFT WORKING PAPERS 
FOUO-

11-L-0559/0SD/46009 
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DRAFT WORKING PAPERS 

security, it may be an appropriate time to evaluate the assignment of roles and 

responsibilities for homeland security. We also need to consider how we can better 

educate the American people about those roles and responsibilities. It is important for the 

American people to have realistic expectations about the role the U.S. Armed Forces 

might play in dealing with terrorist attacks inside the United States, as defined both by 

law and executive policy. I am reminded of the polls taken in the 1990s which showed 

that Americans believed erroneously that we have a capability to shoot down a ballistic 

missile targeting the U.S. There is a great deal the U.S. military can do in the event of a 

terrorist attack, but there are limits on that capability and-as a matter of law and 

policy-there may be things we should not do. 

Across the USG, there have been several major homeland security exercises over 

the past several years. We could use their results to evaluate where gaps may exist in the 

USG homeland security concept and determine if changes are warranted with respect to 
A •, ,. ~,11,....,., ;',•_.,.....,.,,._.lal"""-.,,,......., . .,••Y.'", ............ ~,,<>~ .......... _~ •• ,~~"~'-.• • ..... , .• _.._ ..... • ••• .--, ... ~: .. : -·-•"" :~•,, 

statutes, authorities, policies, missions, resources and training, etc. Evaluations, 

moreover, could help to identify any legal considerations that might limit the military 

from providing support to m1y Lead Federal Agency and that could impede effective 

command and control. 

Homeland security roles and responsibilities are spread among the Departments of 

Homeland Security, Justice, State, the FBI, the CIA and various other U.S agencies: 

• To stop terrorists from coming across our borders. 

• To stop terrorists from coming through U.S. ports. 

To stop terrorists from hijacking aircraft inside oc outside the United States. 

DRAFT WORKING PAPERS 
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• To seek out or arrest terrorists inside the United States. 

DOD does not have primary responsibility for an):'. of those functions. Its 

traditional role has been largely restricted to the following: 

- Defend the U.S. homeland against foreign threats and attacks from outside the 

U.S. (NORTHCOlv1/NORAD/PACOM). 

3 

- Protect U.S. DoD military forces and facilities located within the United States. 

Comment: 

Support designated lead federal agencies, as specifically directed by the 

President, to include: 

» "Render safe" a nuclear weapon Jocated inside the United States. 

> Provide support for designated "National Special Security Events," such as 

the G-8 Summit, Democratic and Republican Conventions, the Super Bowl, 

etc., and 

> Serve as a sector-specific agency for the U.S. defense industrial base in 

accordance with Homeland Security Presidential Directive-7. 

In the event of a catastrophic nuclear or biological attack on the temtory of the 

United States, the following would likely occur, as it did on September 11,2001: 

1) The first calls for help will be to DoD to immediately take action, but 

DRAFT WORKING PAPERS 
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technically not in the lead role, only in a supporting role. Specifically, DoD 

may be asked to undertake the very responsibilitiesDoD has not been assigned 

or funded to do, and therefore may not have organized, trained or equipped to 

do,and 

2) When the dust settles, the American people may well ask why DoD did not: 

~ Prevent the attack, even though that is the legal responsibility of others and 

it is not non·s assignment; 

~ Instantaneously respond to mitigate the attack after it occurs. 

Recommendation: 

Given this situation, the Administration may wish to undertake a quick review to 

provide recommendations for the following types of questions: 

- What might be done to better organize, allocate and rearrange responsibilities 

among USG agencies to ensure that the right capabilities and assets will 

address key problems? 

- Should we further organize, train and equip the National Guard and the 

reserves for homeland defense? 

- Has DoD allocated sufficient force structure to homeland defense, particularly 

to prevent or mitigate the consequences of a catastrophic attack? 

- What might be done to better infOim the Members of Congress, the press, and 

DRAFT WORKING PAPERS 
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the American people of the decided upon allocation of responsibilities. so the 

current confusion as to roles and responsibilities can be reduced? 
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' Aapat 27, 21N 

ro: Paul Woitowitz 
Gen. Dick Mylll. 
O..PetcPace 
Larry Di lU1a 
Powell Moen 
PaulMcHa 
Jial HayNI 

FROM: Donald Rumsfelcl (1, ,t. .,, 
(. 

SUB.JE.cT: DoD ~ibilidca Paper 

P1cuc take a look at the attached paper. It la I problem that .concems mes wl I 

don't know the answer,. If you have 1houp11 or IIJ8Pldoaa oa it, let am lmcnv. 

My thought ii to send it to lbe Vice Praj~ Andy Cant. Condi Rice and Praa 

Townsend to get them lhinkm1 about tbelc Ima. 

Let me bow what you dunk M>OD. 

Allaclt 
Department of~ a.poasibilldal 

DHl.,.-A 
..... JOU ,, , .. 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Pk•* r-,o,,tl t, ___ 4 .... / __ 1_,./....;;o;.....'f~----

11-L-0559/0SD/46015 
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' Anglllt 27, 2004 

• To 11ap temridl hlD "°'"ina aaw our borden. 

• To llap temmla hm coaama lbloua)l U.S. pcll1I. 

• To stop tmodlll ttom.hQadclaa akaaft fDIWe ar amide die Ul?,lled S... 

• To leek out•__. icmlriltl Inside die United s,,.,. ~-fbr ... IJlll:llcm .... wilbdle Dlplt1mlllt ofllameJmd 
~an .. SJ,~ ofJllstlce wl 1he FBI. the Dlpltbneal of S..... CIA md mom 

·u.s.~ 
Not..,, ... DOD--~ pfaiwa>' ~ Aw III af._ ftDL1hal,. 

11 Cipeuly Umfted by t1c1n1·1-w, 1Dclndlna die PGIN CnmJfatm Ad. Ima ~t 
D1111ICIINl ... la..,. U.S. law~ IOlivld-. -\-LC>-" ¥-

[_ DOO•l ra1e ui bilill, ai\l ,"t4~ ID 11111 llilJowlna: J 1,-wr<. 

• De&md 1he U.S. bamelad apfNt fcnip threata wl 811lcb 6am OUllide die 
U.& (NOR111COMINORADIPACOM) . · 

. ~. 

~<; .. 
0 

• Pratect U.S.. DoD mDhary t.. and tacWd• 'located .... tlMt UnJtecl S.... 

• Suppwt clotlpllcd 1ead t,daa1 apnclcl. • speciJlcaly directecl. by die 
PNII .... to lacladl: . 

- MJteilder ufe" a auclcar wupa11 locared fmldo die Uaited ..... 

- Provide suppolt b dalpeted -Wldoall Speclal Sccadty Bwmll. • tuda • 
the Q..I Sllfflllllt. Democradc amt Repul,Uca COIIWDdoal. .. Super Bowl. 

... ........ ·--·--· 

- Serve u a sedoMpOCiflc aa,,:,q fbr die U.S. cWcneo indusldal hue ID 
acc:onlucc wflb Hwland Security Praidendal Dlrecdw-7. 
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\. . . . . ~ . 

TO: Vice ~dent Richard B. Cheney 

FROM. ~ 
Donald ~~f~ ... 

SUBJECT _ ., Prin,Jp1 ~d/1 

Just to close the loop, I received a call from Tony Prindpi saying he really didn't 

think he should have lunch with me and talk, because he's decided to go outside. 

DHR:u 
122904-2(15) 

t'OUO 
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TO: President OCOJ'F W. Bush 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ?-,~,,_--~ 
SUBJECT: . Vehicle Arm.or 

Mr. President, 

I 1i.sta'8i to )WI' statementafter wr NSC meeting this morning. You were asked about 

rumor. You responded as indicated on the topofthisauadlCdi:ega. I checked with our 

folks, ard have a:l::ais.i more current infomatial. I I™ have the military committed to 

not having U.S. Servicemendriving any vehiclesjnlraq that do not have 1he appropriate 

armor after February 1Ss except for those vehicles rha! arc used solely withinpmtecied .. .. 
military compotmds. 

I'm pushing 1h3rTI to accelerate the Febniary 1 S d:d:e to Janumy 30. 

The way t.e are doing it is: 

1) To get mxe steel and nae people il Iraq to bolt the protective annJr on the 
vehicles; 

2) changing tactics, techniques and p.rocedurt'S, so fewer vehicles have to be out; -

3) reducingthe n.nnber of locations that materials have to be dispersed to ;and/or 
hiring:more .contact drivers. 

The long and the short of it .is, by February 15,2005, or sooner, the goal is to not have 

any U.S.military vehiclesin uaq, outside of a protected military a::np:ur:1,unless thay 

have appropriate armor. I'll keep you posted. 

Respectfully, 

FOUO 

OSD ·20959-04 
11-L-0559/0SD/46019 
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The statement made by the Pr811den ·at the pre.- conference ii fadualy° 
~ •• but Che amendment below offara a men complete YIN. . 

lHE PRESIDENT: .wen, I have looked at ht statistics on that, and we have . 
stepped up the production of annored HumvH$ slgnfflcantiy. The other tsso. Is 
the rearmament of exlst1119 - cf vehlc&e8 the!ll ace~ in theater, vehicles that 
require a different annament structure lt"9ft that which they initially were . 
manufac11.tred with_ ArKl I am tord that those vehJCtel d be anned ~ by mid
summer of 2005. Arr:/ vk& I know is, is that the Defense Department is working 
expeditiouslywidl private contractorsand with our mfUtafy 1D get these vehiclee 
armed up. 

A MORE~ STATEMENT 

THE PREStDENT; Well, I have looked at the statistics oo that, and SINCE MAY 
OF 2003 vie have stepped. up the pN)duclon cf armored Humvees significantly. 
The other ls.sue is the rearmament of exittl~ - of vehldes that.are now in 
theai&r. vehicles that requlr& a different annament structure 1han that which they 
initialy were manufacturedwtth. And l am told that thosevehlcle• WLL HA VE 
FACTORYSUft. T, INlEGRATEO ARMOR AND BALLISTIC GLASS ~e 8ARM 
up by mid-swnmercf 2005. JN THE INTERIM, BY1S FEB 050R SOONER, WE 
WILL ARMOR .... WITTf BOTH FACTORY BUILT AND LOCALLY INSTAt • ;ED 
ARMOR PLATE -ALL VEHICLES WHICH OP,ERATE OUTSIDE A 
PROTECTED COMPOUND. And what I know is, le 1hat the Defense Depar1ment 
is wol1<ing expeditiously with private contiac11n and with QU( mUltary to get these 
vehicles enned 1.4>-

11-L-0559/0SD/46020 



TO: 

FROM: 

FOtJO 

SE€RE'J: 
'QO(lk tli'>f fa ; 

Steve Cam bone 

Donald Rumsfeld ~IL 
SUBJECT: Defense Science Board Summer Project 

September 7 ,2004 

If you have not seen the Defense Science Board Summer Project) I think you 

should. (Sec page 33 of their briefing papers.) 

I think we should ask DIA to come back to us with a proposal as to how they are 

going to make better use of open source information. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
08/31/04t )efense Science Board Summer Project (page 33) 

DHR:ss 
090704-22 

..............................................•. ~ ...................... . 

SE€RE:r 
=-;1 r,na "'1• f lwi 

~ouo 
oso 20972-04 
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Transition to and from Hostilities 

111.C. Knowledge, Understanding, and 
Intelligence for the 21st Century 

,. . 
Recommendations: Open Source 

USD(I) designate DIA as Executive Agent for oversight, 
planning and (most) direct execution 
- Separately budget so that it does not compete with "core business" of the 

Executive Agent 
- Fund for the central procurement resolution of intellectual property rights 

Unclassified 

- Consider "industrial funding" model for open-source-analytic and other value-
added products; Executive Agent would qualify the vendors 

Fund demonstrations of linking and a-business paradigms on 
lntelink TS and S 

Change the lanes in the road so that every single source 
agency produces two-source integrated product ... e.g., SIGINT 
and open source, or geo-spatial aod open source 

Design the enterprise-wide data architecture to support and 
exploit linkages provided by open source 

Unclassified 
Defense Science Board 2004 Summer Study 

Fel,lil eJFFtetAL t;t,E ,tEJJVL '( 33 

11-L-0559/0SD/46022 
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September 7, 2004 

TO: Matt Latimer 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld Je.-
SUBJECT: Thoughts on Iraq Papers 

Here are some papers I have worked on. Please sort through them and, after 

talking with Larry and Tony, come back to me wij"&Art¢cornmendation as to what I 

should do with them, if anything. 

Attach. 
6/10/04 ASD(ISA) Memo to SecDef re; Thoiigt.fo,0\1 Iraq, 
'16/00./()4 Suggested Insert from Dr. W6itb.witz . . . 
Q6'.i7UQ4 memo from SecDef to Rodman re: Edits on.,th~~;h~i~~p:aq. 

DK..~:ss 
0,)7;0~4.1 
a'.: .• oi'it !Ii !I ••••••••••••• • •••••••••• •i·1<:~·:,(ifi'.~·,,..· .... ~.:~·~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

fiOl:fO 
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September 10, 2004 

TO: Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld rfJ}-
SUBJECT: Briefing Paper for POTUS 

We need to see that the President has a briefing paper before he meets with Prime 

Minister Koizumi showing what we are doing in Japan, and why the deterrent will 

not be weakened. 

Please read the attached. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
FBIS Report Re: Koizumi to discuss USFJ Realignment on 9/21 

DHR:ss 
091004-2 

········································-································ 
Please respond by---------

11-L-0559/0SD/46024 oso 20974-04 
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Text 
Japan: Koizumi Expected To Discuss USFJ Realignment With Bush in 

NY on 21 Sep 

JPP20040909000004 Tokyo Nikkei Telecom 21 WWW-Text in English 2056 GMT 08 
Sep04 
[Unattributed report: "Koizumi, Bush To Discuss US Base Issue in New York on 21 
September"; English version of report attributed to Tokyo Nihon Keizai Shimbun in 
Japanese 9 Sep 04 Morning Edition] 
[FBIS Transcribed Text] 

TOKYO (Nikkei) -- Prime Minister Junichiro Koizumi is expected to discuss the 
realignment of U.S. forces in Japan when he meets with U.S. President George W. 
Bush in New York on Sept. 21. 

Koizumi is scheduled to travel to New York to attend the annual U.N. General 
Assembly following_y_isits to Brazil and Mexico . 

....... ·· ..... . .. -··-·~-......... , 
. ' "' Specifically, Japan will seek to have local interests reflected in these plans through 

su measures as reducing th\ burden borne by communities hosting U.S. military 
ins llations. In addition, Koizu i will ask that U.S. military forces in Japan maintain 
thei deterrence capabilities. 

\ ------ ., In bilateral director-gene -.,. vet.discussions with foreign affairs and defense officials 
at the end of August, Japan expressed Its intention to present as early as this year a 
policy response to the planned U.S. military realignment. 

The meeting between Koizumi and Bush is expected to establish a foundation for 
discussions before the bilateral military realignment talks begin in earnest. 

On the expansion of the U.N. Security Council, Koizumi will explain Japan's bid to 
seek entry into the group without changing the country's war•renouncing Constitution. 
Koizumi hopes to win Bush's support on the matter. 

[Description of Source: Tokyo Nikkei Telecom 21 Text-WWW in English- on-line 
database service owned by Nihon Keizai Shimbun, Inc., containing flash news. the 
main Tokyo newspapers, business. technical, and regional newspapers, weekly 
magazines, plus various business-oriented databases] 

11-L-0559/0SD/46025 
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~ptember 16,2004 

TO: Les Brownlee 
Lt. Gen. Lovelace 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 7l 
SUBJECT: General Officer Memos of Reprimand 

At the detainee brief, you said there were 13 GO Memos of Reprimand. 

I would like more detail on the implications of the memos -- how many will be in 

service jackets and how those that are not in service jackets will affect the 

individual's careers. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
091604-14 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by 9 J 23 / 04 -

FOUO 

oso 20975·04 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE- ARMY 
WASHINGTON DC 20310-0200 

INFO MEMO 

September22, 2004, 9:00 AM 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: R.L. Brownlee, Acting Secretary of the~ 

SUBJECT: General Officer Memos of Reprjmand 

• You were informed that Headquarters, Department of the Army, has received reports 
of 13 administrative reprimands imposed in connection with incidents of detainee 
abuse·. Since that time, we have received rep011s of two additional administrative 
reprimands imposed for incidents of detainee abuse. Of these 1 5 reprimands, seven 
were imposed by general officers and eight were imposed by other officers. All of 
these reprimands were filed in local unit files, and may be considered by the 
recipient's commander when makjpg assignments, promotions, ors.election~ for 
schooling. 

• We have also received reports of two additional reprimands for related misconduct 
that were imposed by a general officer as nonjudicial punishment under the 
provisions of Article 15, Uniform Code of Mi l1tary Justice. Both of these actions 
will be filed in the Official Military Personnel Files (OMPF) of the recipients, which 
are maintained by the Depmtment of the Army . 

• ln addition, six Soldiers have been reprimanded by a general officer for dereliction of 
supervisory duties and simi lar neglects in connection With the .administration of the 
detention facility at Abu Ghraib. All of these reprimands were filed in the OMPF of 
the recipients. 

COORDINATION: NONE 

PREPARED BY: COL William Barto;,_!(b_)(_6) __ __. 

11- L-0559/0SD/46028 oso 20975-04 
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TO: 
cc·. 
FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

FOUO 

Gen. Pete Schoomaker 
Gd\. D,ul M~e,r-5 c-.1 .k. 
Donald Ruinsfeld -·~,_~'1 

Note from Newt Gingrich 

September 16,2004 

Here are some interesting e-mails from Newt Gingrich. I would appreciate it if 

you would talk to him sometime and explain what you are doing. He is interested 

and knowledgeable. I think it would be helpful. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
£~mails from Gingri~l) (6/4, 6/21, 7/9/04) 

DHR:ss 
091604·11 

············~--~························································· 
Please respond by ________ _ 

f'OUO 
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Cc Ga&.ocJf 
l(b)(6) !CIV,OSD ~ 

From: Di Rita, Larry, CIV, OSD-OASD-PA 

Sunday, June 20,2004 5:31 PM Sent: 

To: 'Thirdwave2@aol.cofl),..,,,'·..,..!(b~)._(6 ... ) __ _..!C....,I...,=, OSD; Di Rifa, Larry, CIV, OSO-OASD-PA; Craddock, 
John J, Lt Gen, 0SD;t(b)(6) J Patterson1 Jack D, CIV, OSD 

Cc: peter.pace@js.pentagon.mil; stephen.cambone@OSD .. mil; Thornhill, Paula, Col, JCS SJS 

Subject: RE: the army is too small-newt 

could it be. that the army is the right size, but too much of it is in the reserves? 

that's a much more transformational matter than simply adding bodies. 

for years, for all the right reasons at the time (maybe) we have been putting what has become critical capability 
into the reserves. 

it's time to change that. 

put another way, adding two new divisions and not fixing the imbalance will not solve the problem. 

i'm not stubborn on the point, but you shouldn't be, either. your comments suggest that you have not had the 
chance.to consider the matter as carefully as you might. 

-----Original Message-----
From: Thirdwave2@aol.com [mailto:Tt,'irdwave2@aol.com] 
Sent: Friday, June 04, 2004 8:27 AM 
To:!(b)(6) ~osd.pentagon.mil: Larry,DiRjta@osd,rntagon.mil; 
John.Craddock@OSD.Pentagon.mil; !(b )(6) jack.patterson@osd.mil 
Cc~ peter.pace@js.pe_ntagon .mil; stephen .cambone@OSD .. mil; paula.thornhill@js.pentagon.mil 
Subject: the army is too small-newt 

-: - . 

for secdef, depsecdef 
from newt 6/04/04 

it is untenable to argue the Army is. the right size 

it is a direct contradiction of the Secretary's warning at West Point that we 
are in the early stages of a long war 

it is impossible for average Americans to believe that the Army is the right 
size but we have to rely on reservists and guardsmen on a continuing 
basis and we now have to extend service involuntarily 

I do not care what the studies and higher ups are telling you as an Army 
brat who went through the Eisenhower reductions in forces in the late 
1950s as a child this combination of events is going 10 weaken the Army 

6121/2004 11-L-0559/0SD/46030 
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finally, it is impossible to explain to the American people why the Army is 
the right size when their neighbors are called up and service is 
involuntarily extended 

I cannot defend the current size and when asked I am going to say the 
Army should be larger 

Kerry will win this debate 

this is a repetition of the 1960 Nixon mistake of defending America's 
strength against Kennedy's charge of a missile gap--the country decided 
Kennedy was right even though he was wrong 

for the first time in decades Republicans are now on the weakness side of 
a defense issue and giving the Democrats an easy way to be on the pro
defense side of more strength. 

You should call for a significant increase in Army end strength and a 
significant increase in the Army budget to cover that cost without eating 
into the rest of the Army's program 

if this is a long war then let's start acting like its a real war and budget 
accordingly 

to repeat: I personally cannot defend the smaller Army position and I 
would support a substantial increase in both Army strength and the Army 
budget 

this is both a national security and a political issue and the adminstration 
is wrong on both 

6/21/2004 11-L-0559/0SD/46031 
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l(b )(6) 1c1v, OSD 

From: Thirdwave2@aol.com 

Sent: Monday,)une 21,2004 8:02 PM 

To: \ar · :diritc:1 osd. entagon.milJ-(b..,..)(--6)---~osd.pentagon.m·11; John.Craddock@osd.mil; 
(b )(6) Jack.Patterson@osd.mil 

Cc: peter.pace@js.pentagon.mil; slephen .cambone@OSD .. mil ; paula.thornhill@js.pentagon.mil 

Subject: Re: the army is too small-newt 

there is a theoretical army in which total manpower including resevres and national 
guard, mobilization depots, division overhead ,etc all can be converted to a lean 
fighting army 

we are in a war 

we are making decisions about troops in Korea and troops in Germany which may 
effect our long term influence in those regions forever 

we have an army which is very strained and in which we do not have enough area 
specialists with language skills, we do not have enough civill affairs units, we do not 
have enough information officers with even a minimum level of information strategy 
skills 

in a societal war against an embedded opponent the army will end up being the 
primary carrier of the war 

it is too small 

you are being told it is adequate only because we have imposed a budget cap on it 

if you asked the combatant commanders and the army to assess a long war 
strategy and the current tempo they would need a much bigger system 

this is not about divisions it is about rotatable units, sustaining the force , developing 
adequate specialties 

in peacetime we can wait until we reform the guardt reserve and overhead 

in a war we would insist on adequate troops and then try to reform 

which are we in? 
newL - -~ --

6/22/2004 11-L-0559/0SD/46032 
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_!(b_)(6_) __ _.!CIV, OSD 

L1) '5 ( e Sir l'IS<!.- +o 
N~-s e.ma: t 

From: Di Rita, Larry, CIV,OSO-OASD-PA 

Sent: Tuesday, ,June·~ ,2004 7:09AM 

To: 'Thin;lwave2@aol.com': Pi Rjta Larry CIY 0SD-OASD-PA:!(b)(6) !CIV, OSD; Craddock, 
John J, Lt Gen, OSD; !(b)(6} I _...._.. _____ _. 

Subject: RE: the army is too small-newt 

Because we are in a war we can do things we knew we needed to for a long time but always found a reason not 
to. 

This is not an argument against more end strength, although I am not persuaded that's the right answer and I only 
have to listen to the chief of staff of the army 011 that one. 

But if we did ·get an increase in end strength, we would lose some of the impetus to do the very thin.gs that we are 
doing because we never had an impetus until now. 

Restructuring in Europe and korea are good' things, and long overdue-

Restructuring the active and reserve balance is overdue, although we probably did not know that until now_ 

Getting our civil service system redesigned to make it more flexible and less dependent upon activity duty military 
is a good thing, although we never would have achieved that legislative initiative without t.he pressure on end 
strength_ 

l don't know if we need more end strength or not. If after we have done all these other things, we find we still do, 
tMen we should ask for it. But even. accepti11g yoLir argument that simply being in a war demands a !arger army, it 
is not clear to rne how we would use it lf we had it and I know that if we had it a lot of these other things might not 
happen. 

If your concern is our footprint in Europe and korea, then we just have a basic difference of views on whether it 
makes sense for us to continue maintain all those divisions so committed. That is a quite different consideration, 
it seems to me. 

-----Original Message-----
From: Thirdwave2@aol.com [ mailto:Thirdwave2@aol.com] 
Sent: Monday, June 2i , 2004 8:02 FM 
To: larry .dirita@.osd. pentagon .rnil;-!(b-}(_6_} ----[l;osd. pentagon.mil; John. Craddock@osd.mil; 
!(b)(6) ~ Jack.Patter-son@osd.mil 
Cc: peter .pace@js.pentagon.mil; stephen.carnbone@OSD .. mil; paula.thornhill@js.pentagon.mil 
Subject: Re: the army is too small-newt 

there is a theoretical army in which total manpower including resevres and 
national guard, mobilization depots, division overhead ,etc all can be 
converted to a lean fighting army 

we are in a war 

we are making decisions about troops in Korea and troops in Germany which 
may effect our long term influence in those regions forever 
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we have an army which is very strained and in which we do not have enough 
area specialists with language skills, we do not have enough civill affairs units, 
we do not have enough information officers with even a minimum level of 
information strategy skills 

in a societal war against an embedded opponent the army will end up being 
the primary carrier of the war 

it is too small 

you are being told it is adequate only because we have imposed a budget cap 
on it 

if you asked the combatant commanders and the army to assess a long war 
strategy and the current tempo they would need a much bigger system 

this is not about divisions it is about rotatable units, sustaining the force, 
developing adequate specialties 

in peacetime we can wait until we reform the guard, reserve and overhead 

in a war we would insist on adequate troops and then try to reform 

which are we in? 
newt 

6/22/2004 
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~l~_)(6_) ______ j_c_1v,os_o~~--...--~~-----""'=--~~~ 
From:- Thirdwave2@aol.com 

Sent: Friday, July 09,20~4-7:58 AM 

To: !~6) tyosd·.pentagon.mil; Larry.OiRita@osd.pentagon.mil; 
a.Craddock@0SD.Pentagon.mit;j(b)(6) Uack.patterson@osd.mil 

Cc: peter.pace@js.pentagon.mil; paula.thornhill@js.pentagon.mil 

Subject: the army is too small and it is starting to make 1.1, lookg • 

from newt 7/9/04 • 
army size 

the contortions we are going through with the Army are going to be politically very 
expensivethis tall 

it is impo.ss.ib~e to be doing all the different things the army is doing to hold itself 
together and argue that it is not too small 

involuntarily retaining people, involuntarily calling people back, reaching out to 
recruit from the other services 

everything indicates we are in a system that is too small and that is wear[ ng down' 

it is like watching a .company starting to kite .checks to cover cash flow problems 

there may be good management answers but politically the country is not going to 
believe the army is big enough 

the sooner we decide to expand the army the less it will cost us this fall in the 
debates 

7/9/2004 
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TO: David Chu 

CC: Gen. Dick Myers 
Gen. Pete Pace 

FOUO 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld -"y"-. 
SUBJECT: "Stress on the Force" Memo - Update 

September 17,2004 

I would like to see an update to our "Stress on the Force" Memo very soon. J\11y 

sense is that we have made some good progress and I am looking fr;i'vvard t-J 

hearing the specifics. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
091704,1 

;1:~~~ ~;;;:~~ ~~-.... g·, ·~;; 'i ~·t ...................................... ' 

FOUO 
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FOUO 

TO: Doug Feith 

September 20,2004 
t~-o~d,(, 

0<4 / C>!~S-: L'S 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Pakistan 

What more can we do for Pakistan on getting money for those madrasahs? 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
092004,31 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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TO: Paul McHale 

cc: Jim Haynes 

FROM: 

Gen Dick Myers 
Gen Pete Pace 
ADM Vern Clark 

Donald Rumsf eld 

.FOtJS-

f}/L 
SUBJECT: Navy -Coast Guard Authorities 

September 22,2004 

As we move forward toward creating a Maritime NORAD structure to deal with 

homeland security on the seas, it makes sense to sort out the specific authorities 

between the Navy and Coast Guard. 

Please do a thorough review of the CUITent relationship, with particular focus on 

homeland defense, and scn:d up proposals that make the most sense for both 

departments. We should also.look at the larger relationship between the Sea 

Services across the board - combat coordination, interaction overseas, acquisition, 

command and control arrangements and so forth. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
092204-.5 

•••••••r••••~~aa,•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by " I 3 0 I oy-

.FOUO 
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TO: COL Steve Bucci 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld?, 

SUBJECT: Satellite Photo of Iraq 

!l..@j 

FOUO 

September 23,2004 

Please get me a copy of a sate I lite photograph of Iraq before the war and a photo 

today. T would like to see an image taken at night, so we can see the difference in 

electricity generation from then to now. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
092304-2 

Sir, 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

The first photo is the average lights during a 11/2 month period 
before the war. The second is a one monthaverag~ after the 
war, The third is a one night image that shows the night after 
the attack on the oil line that closed down the Bayji Power plant. 
It shows how quickly the majority of power was restored. 

VIR, COL B 
, ' 

fOUO 
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TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

fOUO 

Ray DuBois 

Jim Haynes · . ~' fl 
Donald Rumsfe)d / I ~ 

SUBJECT: Overhead Costs for Penta!!on Memorial ~· 

September 23,2004 

I am a little worried about overhead costs related to the Pentagon Memorial 

fundraising effort. I think we better get a very good grip on exactly how much 

people are being paid to help raise money for the fund. 

As you know, there have been problems in New York over this issue, and it has 

been the case in other instances related to charitable activities. 

Once you tell me that, we may want to see if we agree that that is an appropriate 

percentage or amount. If it is not, we will want to fix it. If it is - it may be that we 

will want to get one or two people - possibly me - to pay all of the overhead, so 

we can say that every dollar anyone gives will go directly toward the Memorial, 

because the overhead has been covered separately. 

Let me know what you think. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
092304·6 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by I oJ B JQ!f 

FOUO 
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FOUO 

September 24,'.?004 

TO: Powell Moore 

FROM: Donald Rumsfe]d ~ 
SUBJECT: List of SASC and HASC Subcommittees 

Please give me a copy of the subcommittees of the House and Senate Armed 

Services Committees. I want to look at how they are organized. And maybe 

privately suggest some different organizations at some point to Duncan Hunter 

and John Warner. 

I have.a feeling they are organized for the way we used to look at the Department 

of Defense. instead of the way we ought to be looking at it Maybe that would 

help. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
092404-J 

···························································-············· 
Please respond by ___ l)___./ ....... 2_Y____._/....;;;..o__,'-{_ 

FOUO 

oso 20983-04 
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THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301 · 1300 

LEGISLATIVE 
;b<FFAIRS September24,2004 5:00 PM 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Powell A. Moore, Assistant Secretary of Defen se 
for Legislative Affair~(b)(6) I 

SUBJECT: Response to SECDEF Inquiry 

• Attached is the information you requested regarding SASC and HASC 
subcommittees. 

2 Attachments: 
l. SASC Full Comniittee and Subcommittees. 
2. HASC Full Committee and Subcommittees 

11:-L-0559/0SD/46042 
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SENA TE ARMED SERVICES COMMITTEE 

FULL COMMITTEE 

Jurisdiction: Defense and defense policy generally; aeronautical and space activities 
peculiar to or primarily associated with the development of weapons systems or military 
operations; the common defense; the Department of Defense, the Department of the Army, 
the Department of the Navy, and the Department of the Air Force, military research and 
development; national security aspects of nuclear energy; naval petroleum reserves, except 
those in Alaska; pay, promotion, retirement, and other benefits and privileges of members 
of the Armed Forces, including overseas education of civilian and military dependents; 
selective service system; and strategic and critical materials necessary for the common 
defense; comprehensive study and review of matters relating to the common defense policy 
of the United States. The chairman and ranking minority member are non-voting members 
ex officio of all subcommittees of which they are not regular members 

Republicans (13) 

John W. Warner, Va. - chairman 
John McCain, Ariz. 
James M. Inhofe, Okla. 
Pat Roberts, Kan. 
Wayne Allard, Colo. 
Jeff Sessions, Ala. 
Susan Collins, Maine 
John Ensign, Nev. 
Jim Talent, Mo. 
Saxby Chambliss, Ga. 
Lindsey Graham, S.C. 
Elizabeth Dole, N.C. 
John Cornyn, Texas 

Democrats ( 12) 

Carl Levin, Mich. • ranking member 
Edward M. Kennedy, Mass. 
Robert C. Byrd, W.Va. 
Joseph I. Lieberman, Conn. 
Jack Reed, R.T. 
Daniel K. Akaka, Hawaii 
Bill Nelson, Fla. 
Ben Nelson, Neb. 
Mark Dayton, Minn. 
Evan Bayh, Ind. 
Hillary Rodham Clinton, N.Y. 
Mark Pryor, Ark. 

Republican Staff Director: Judith A. Ansley 
Democratic Staff Director: Rick DeBobes 
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SUBCOMMITTEE ON AIRLAND 

Jurisdiction: All Army and Air Force acquisition programs (except strategic weapons and 
lift programs, special operations and information technology accounts); all Navy and 
Marine Corps aviation programs, National Guard and Army and Air Force reserve 
modernization, and ammunition programs. 

Republicans (7) 

Jeff Sessions, Ala. - chairman 
John McCain, Ariz. 
James M. Inhofe, Okla. 
Pat Roberts, Kan. 
Jim Talent, Mo. 
Saxby Chambliss, Ga. 
Elizabeth Dole, N .C. 

Democrats ( 6) 

Joseph L Lieberman, Conn. - ranking member 
Daniel K. Akaka, Hawaii 
Mark Dayton, Minn. 
Evan Bayh, Ind. 
Hillary Rodham Clinton, N.Y. 
Mark Pryor, Ark 

SUBCOMMITTEE ON EMERGING THREATS AND 
CAPABILITIES 

Jurisdiction: Policies and programs to counter emerging threats such as proliferation o 
weapons of mass destruction, terrorism, illegal drugs, and other asymmetric, threats, 
information warfare programs; technology base programs, special operations programs; 
emerging operational concepts; Foreign Military Sales (FMS); technology export policies; 
Nunn-Lugar issues; DOE non-proliferation programs; doctrine and R&D supporting non
traditional military operations, including peacekeeping and low-intensity conflict; budget 
accounts for technology base ROT &E for DOD and DOE counterterrorism and chemical 
and biological warfare defense; DOD funding for the Nunn-Lugar cooperative threat 
reduction program; DOE funding for non-proliferation programs; DOD command and 
agencies including Defense Advance Research Project Agency (DARPA); Defense Threat 
Reduction Agency (DTRA); Defense Security Cooperation Agency (SSCA); SOCOM 

Republicans (9) 

Pat Roberts, Kan. - chairman 
Wayne Allard, Colo. 
Susan Collins, Maine 
John Ensign, Nev. 
Jim Talent, Mo. 
Saxby Chambliss, Ga. 
Lindsey Graham, S.C. 
Elizabeth Dole, N.C. 
John Cornyn, Texas 

Democrats (8) 

Jack Reed, R.I. - ranking member 
Edward M. Kennedy, Mass. 
Robert C. Byrd, W.Va. 
Joseph I. Lieberman, Conn. 
Daniel K. Akaka, Hawaii 
Bill Nelson, Fla. 
Evan Bayh, Ind. 
Hillary Rodham Clinton, N.Y. 
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SUBCOMMITTEE ON PERSONNEL 

Jurisdiction: Policies and end strengths for military and civilian personnel; military 
health care; compensation; force structure; Morale, Welfare and Recreation; Professional 
Military Education; military nominations;DODDS/Section 6 schools, Civil-military 
programs; POW /MIA issues; family housing policy; Armed Forces Retirement Home; 
budget accounts for military personnel; military retirement; Defense Health Care; AAFES 

Republicans (4) Democrats (3) 

Saxby Chambliss, Ga. - chairman 
Susan Collins, Maine 

Ben Nelson, Neb. - ranking member 
Edward M. Kennedy, Mass. 

Elizabeth Dole, N .C. Mark Pryor, Ark. 
John Cornyn, Texas 

SUBCOMMITTEE ON READINESS AND MANAGEMENT SUPPORT 

Jurisdiction: Military readiness, training, logistics and maintenance issues and programs, 
all military construction, installations and family housing issues, including the base closure 
process. 

Republicans (9) 

John Ensign, Nev. - chairman 
John McCain, Ariz. 
James M. Inhofe, Okla. 
Pat Roberts, Kan. 
Wayne Allard, Colo. 
Jeff Sessions, Ala. 
Jim Talent, Mo. 
Saxby Chambliss, Ga. 
John Cornyn, Texas 

Democrats (8) 

Daniel K. Akaka, Hawaii - ranking member 
Robert C. Byrd, W.Va. 
Bill Nelson, Fla. 
Ben Nelson, Neb. 
Mark Dayton, Minn. 
Evan Bayh, Ind. 
Hillary Rodham Clinton, N.Y. 
Mark Pryor, Ark. 
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SUBCOMMITTEE ON SEAPOWER 

Jurisdiction: Naval and U.S. Marine Corps programs less tactical aviation; strategic lift 
programs; U.S. Coast Guard; maritime issues; TRANSCOM; budget accounts for USN; 
USMC procurement and RDT &E less tactical aviation; Army and Air Force strategic lift 
programs; National Defense Sealift Fund (NDSF). 

Republicans ( 4) 

Jim Talent, Mo. - chairman 
John McCain, Ariz. 
Susan Collins, Maine 
Lindsey Graham, S.C. 

Democrats (3) 

Edward M. Kennedy, Mass.· ranking member 
Joseph I. Lieberman, Conn. 
Jack Reed, R. 

SUBCOMMITTEE ON STRATEGIC FORCES 

Jurisdiction: All strategic forces (except deep strike systems), space programs, ballistic 
missile defense and Department of Energy national security programs (except non
proliferation programs). 

Republicans (6) 

Wayne Allard, Colo. - chairman 
James M. Inhofe, Okla. 
Jeff Sessions, Ala. 
John Ensign, Nev. 
Lindsey Graham, S.C. 
John Comyn, Texas 

Democrats ( 5) 

Bill Nelson, Fla.· ranking member 
Robert C. Byrd, W.Va. 
Jack Reed, R.T. 
Ben Nelson, Neb. 
Mark Dayton, Minn. 
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HOUSE ARMED SERVICES COMMITTEE 

FULL COMMITTEE 
Jurisdiction: Ammunition depots; Army, Navy, and Air Force reservations and establishments; 
conservation, development, and use of naval petroleum and oil shale reserves; Departments of 
the Army, Navy, and Air Force; Merchant Marine Academy, and State Maritime Academies; 
military applications of nuclear energy; tactical intelligence and DoD intelligence related 
activities; national security aspects of merchant marine, including financial assistance for the 
construction and operation of vessels, the maintenance of the U.S. shipbuilding and ship repair 
industrial base, cargo preference and merchant marine officers and seamen as these matters relate 
to the national security; all benefits and privileges of members of the armed forces; scientific 
research and development in support of the armed services; selective service; size and 
composition of the Army, Navy, Marine Corps, and Air Force; soldiers' and sailors' homes. 

Republicans (33) Democrats (28) 
Duncan Hunter, Calif. - chairman 
Curt Weldon, Pa. 
Joel Hefley, Colo. 
James Saxton, N .J. 
John M. McHugh, N.Y. 
Terry Everett, Ala. 
Roscoe G. Bartlett, Md. 
Howard P. "Buck" McKeon, Calif. 
William M. "Mac'' Thornben-y, Texas 
John Hostettler, Ind. 
Walter B. Jones, N.C. 
Jim Ryun, Kan. 
Jim Gibbons, Nev. 
Robin Hayes, N.C. 
Heather A. Wilson, N.M. 
Ken Calvert, Calif. 
Rob Simmons, Conn. 
Jo Ann Davis, Va. 
Ed Schrock, Va. 
Todd Akin, Mo. 
J. Randy Forbes, Va. 
Jeff Mi lier, Fla. 
Joe Wilson, S.C. 
Frank A. LoB iondo, N .J. 
Tom Cole, Okla. 
Jeb Bradley, N.H. 
Rob Bishop, Utah 
Michael R. Turner, Ohio 
John Kline, Minn. 
Candice S. Miller, Mich. 
Phil Gingrey, Ga. 
Mike D. Rogers, Ala. 
Trent Franks, Ariz. 

Republican Staff Director: Robert S.Rangel 
Democratic Counsel: Jim Schweiter 

Ike Skelton, Mo. - ranking member 
John M. SprattJr., S.C. 
Solomon P. Ortiz, Texas 
Lane Evans, IIJ. 
Gene Taylor, Miss. 
Neil Abercrombie, Hawaii 
Martin T. Meehan, Mass. 
SilvestreReyes, Texas 
Vic Snyder, Ark. 
Jim Turner, Texas 
Adam Smith, Wash. 
Loretta Sanchez, Calif. 
Mike Mclntyre,N.C. 
Ciro D. Rodriguez, Texas 
Ellen 0. Tauscher, Calif. 
Robert A. Brady, Pa. 
Baron P. Hill, Ind. 
John B. Larson, Conn. 
Susan A. Davis, Calif. 
Jim Langevin, R.J. 
Steve Israel, N.Y. 
Rick Larsen, Wash. 
Jim Cooper, Tenn. 
Jim Marshall, Ga. 
Kendrick B. Meek, Fla. 
Madeleine Z. Bordallo, Guam 
Tim Ryan, Ohio 
Charles W. Stenholm, Texas 
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SUBCOMMITTEE ON PROJECTION FORCES 

Jurisdiction: Navy and Marine Corps programs (except strategic weapons and space programs, 
special operations and information technology accounts), deep strike bombers and related 
systems, strategic lift programs and naval reserve equipment. 

Republicans (9) 

Roscoe G. Bartlett, Md. • chairman 
Rob Simmons, Conn. 
Jo Ann Davis, Va. 
Ed Schrock, Ya. 
James Saxton, N.J. 
John Hostettler, Ind. 
Ken Calvert, Calif. 
Jeb Bradley, N.H. 
John Kline, Minn. 

Democrats (7) 

Gene Taylor, Miss. • ranking member 
.t\eil Abercrombie, Hawaii 
Ellen 0. Tauscher, Calif. 
Jim Langevin, R.T. 
Steve Israel, N.Y. 
Jim Marshall, Ga. 
Charles W. Stenholm, Texas 

SUBCOMMITTEE ON TOTAL FORCE 

Jurisdiction: Military personnel policy, reserve component integration and employment issues, 
military health care, military education and POW/MIA issues. In addition, the subcommittee will 
be responsible for Morale, Welfare and Recreation issues and programs. 

Republicans (8) 

John M. McHugh, N.Y. • chairman 
Tom Cole, Okla. 
Candice S. Miller, Mich. 
Phil Gingrey, Ga. 
H. James Saxton, N.J. 
Jim Ryun, Kan. 
Ed Schrock, Ya. 
Robin Hayes, N.C. 

Democrats (6) 
------ --·~ ..... _ 

Vic Snyder, Ark. - ranking member 
Martin T. Meehan, Mass. 
Loretta Sanchez, Calif. 
Ellen 0. Tauscher, Calif. 
Jim Cooper, Tenn. 
Madeleine Z. Bordallo, Guam 
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SUBCOMMITTEE ON READINESS 

Jurisdiction: Military readiness, training, logistics and maintenance issues and programs, all 
military constmction, installations and family housing issues, including the base closure process. 

Republicans (16) 

Joel Hefley, Colo. - chairman 
Howard P. "Buck" McKean, Calif. 
John Hostettler, Ind. 
Walter B. Jones, N.C. 
Jim Ryun, Kan. 
Robin Hayes, N.C. 
Heather A. Wilson, N .M. 
Ken Calvert, Calif. 
J. Randy Forbes, Va. 
Jeff Miller, Fla. 
Tom Cole, Okla. 
Rob Bishop, Utah 
Candice S. Miller, Mich. 
Mike D. Rogers, Ala. 
Trent Franks, Ariz. 
John M. McHugh, N.Y. 

Democrats (14) 

Solomon P. Ortiz, Texas - ranking member 
Lane Evans, Ill. 
Gene Taylor, Miss. 
Neil Abercrombie, Hawaii 
Silvestre Reyes, Texas 
Vic Snyder, Ark. 
Ciro D. Rodriguez, Texas 
Robert A. Brady, Pa. 
Baron P. Hill, Ind. 
John B. Larson, Conn. 
Susan A. Davis, Calif. 
Rick Larsen, Wash. 
Jim ~arshall, Ga. 
Madeleine Z. Bordallo, Guam 

SUBCOMMITTEE ON STRATEGIC FORCES 

Jurisdiction: All strategic forces (except deep strike systems), space programs, ballistic missile 
defense and Department of Energy national security programs ( except non-proliferation 
programs). 

Republicans (8) 

Terry Everett, Ala. • chairman 
William M. "Mac" Thornberry, Texas 
Curt Weldon, Pa. 
Heather A. Wilson, N.M. 
Rob Bishop, Utah 
Michael R. Turner, Ohio 
Mike D. Rogers, Ala. 
Trent Franks, Ariz. 

Democrats (6) 

Silvestre Reyes, Texas - ranking member 
John M. Spratt Jr., S.C. 
Loretta Sanchez, Calif. 
Ellen 0. Tauscher, Calif. 
Kendrick B. Meek, Fla. 
Tim Ryan, Ohio 
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SUBCOMMITTEE ON TACTICAL AIR AND LAND FORCES 

Jurisdiction: All Army and Air Force acquisition programs (except strategic weapons and lift 
programs, special operations and information technology accounts); all Navy and Marine Corps 
aviation programs, National Guard and Army and Air Force reserve modernization, and 
ammunition programs. 

Republicans ( 16) 

Curt Weldon, Pa. - chairman 
Jim Gibbons, Nev. 
Todd Akin, Mo. 
Jeb Bradley, N.H. 
Michael R. Turner, Ohio 
Phil Gingrey, Ga. 
Terry Everett, Ala. 
Howard P. 11Buck" McKeon, Calif. 
Walter B. Jones, N.C. 
Jim Ryun, Kan. 
Rob Simmons, Conn. 
Ed Schrock, Va. 
J. Randy Forbes, Va. 
Joel Hefley, Colo. 
Joe Wilson, S.C. 
Frank A. LoBiondo, NJ. 

Democrats (14) 

Neil Abercrombie, Hawaii - ranking member 
Ike Skelton, Mo. 
John M. Spratt Jr., S.C. 
Solomon P. Ortiz, Texas 
Lane Evans, Ill. 
Jim Turner, Texas 
Adam Smith, Wash. 
Mike McIntyre, N .C. 
Robert A. Brady, Pa. 
John B. Larson, Conn. 
Steve Israel, N.Y. 
Jim Cooper, Tenn. 
Kendrick B. Meek, Fla. 
Charles W. Stenholm, Texas 

SUBCOMMITTEE ON TERRORISM, UNCONVENTIONAL THREATS 
AND CAPABILITIES 

Jurisdiction: Defense Department counterproliferation and counter terrorism programs and 
initiatives; Special Operations Forces, the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, 
information technology policy and programs, force protection policy and oversight, and related 
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10 DOWNING STRIIBT Print this page 

Statement on Butler Report 

Prime Minister Tony Blair has given his response to the Butler Review in the House of Commons. 

- Download the Butler Report on the Directgov website 

Read the Prime Minister's statement in full below. 

[check against delivery] 

Lord Butler's Report is comprehensive, thorough; and I thank the members of his Committee and their staff for all 
their hard work in compiling it. We accept fully the Report's conclusions. 

The Report provides an invaluable analysis of the general threat in respect of WMD; of the potential acquisition of 
WMD by terrorists; and though it devotes much of its analysis to Iraq, it also goes into detail on the WMO threat 
posed by Iran, Libya, North Korea and A Q Khan. Some of the intelligence disclosed is made available for the 
first time and gives some insight into the reasons for the judgements I and other Ministers have been making. I 
hope the House will understand if I deal with it in some detail. 

The hallmark of the Report is its balanced judgements. 

The Report specifically supports the conclusions of Lord Hutton's inquiry about the good faith of the intelligence 
services and the Government in compiling the September 2002 dossier. 

But it also makes specific findings that the dossier and the intelligence behind it should have been better 
presented, had more caveats attached to it, and been better validated. 

It reports doubts which have recently arisen on the 45 minute intelligence and says in any event it should have 
been included in the dossier in different terms; but it expressly supports the intelligence on Iraq's attempts to 
procure uranium from Niger in respect of Iraq's nuclear ambitions. 

The Report finds that there is little· if any - significant evidence of stockpiles of readily deployable weapons. 

But it also concludes that Saddam Hussein did indeed have: 

a. "the strategic intention of resuming the pursuit of prohibited weapons programmes, including if possible its 
nuclear weapons programme, when United Nations inspection regimes were relaxed and sanctions were 
eroded or lifted. 

b. In support of that goal, was carrying out illicit research and development, and procurement. activities, to 
seek to sustain its indigenous capabilities. 

c. Was developing ballistic missiles with a range longer than permitted under relevant United Nations Security 
Council resolutions;• 

Throughout the last 18 months, throughout the rage and ferment of the debate over Iraq, there have been two 
questions. 

One is an issue of good faith, of integrity. 

This is now the fourth exhaustive inquiry that has dealt with this issue. This report, like the Hutton inquiry, like the 
report of the ISC before it and of the FAC before that, has found the same thing. 
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No-one lied. No·one made up the intelligence. No-one inserted things into the dossier against the advice of the 
intelligence services. 

Everyone genuinely tried to do their best in good faith for the country in circumstances of acute difficulty. That 
issue of good faith should now be at an end. 

But there is another issue. We expected, I expected to find actual usable, chemical or biological weapons shortly 
after we entered Iraq. We even made significant contingency plans in respect of their use against our troops. UN 
Resolution 1441 in November 2002 was passed unanimously by the whole Security Council, including Syria, on 
the basis Iraq was a WMD threat. Lord Butler says in his report: 

"We believe that it would be a rash person who asserted at this stage that evidence of Iraqi possession of stocks 
of biological or chemical agents, or even of banned missiles, does not exist or will never be found." 

But I have to accept: as the months have passed, it seems increasingly clear that at the time of invasion Saddam 
did not have stockpiles of chemical or biological weapons ready to deploy. , 

The second issue is therefore this: even if we acted in perfectly good faith, is it now the case that in the absence 
of stockpiles of weapons ready to deploy, the threat was misconceived and therefore the war was unjustified? 

I have searched my conscience, not in a spirit of obstinacy; but in genuine reconsideration in the light of what we 
now know, in answer to that question. And my answer would be: that the evidence of Saddam's WMD was 
indeed less certain, less well-founded than was stated at the time. But I cannot go from there to the opposite 
extreme. On any basis he retained complete strategic intent on WMD and significant capability; the only reason 
he ever let the inspectors back into Iraq was that he had 180,000 US and British troops on his doorstep; he had 
no intention of ever co-operating fully with the inspectors; and he was going to start up again the moment the 
troops and the inspectors departed; or the sanctions eroded. And I say further: that had we backed down in 
respect of Saddam, we would never have taken the stand we needed to take on WMD, never have got the 
progress for example on Libya, that we achieved; and we would have left Saddam in charge of Iraq, with every 
malign intent and capability still in place and every dictator with the same intent everywhere immeasurably 
emboldened. 

As I shall say later: for any mistakes, made, as the Report finds, in good faith I of course take full responsibility, 
but I cannot honestly say I believe getting rid of Saddam was a mistake at all. Iraq, the region, the wider world is 
a better and safer place without Saddam. · 

The Report begins by an assessment of intelligence and its use in respect of countries other than Iraq. It points 
out that in respect of Libya, the intelligence has largely turned out to be accurate especi~lly in respect of its 
nuclear weapons programmes; and those are now being dismantled. In respect of Iran, the Report says Iran is 
now engaged with the IAEA, though there remain 'clearly outstanding issues about Iran's activities'. 

About North Korea, the Report concludes that it 'is now thought to be developing missiles capable of delivering 
nuclear weapons as far away as continental US and Europe'. 

The Report goes on at para 99: 'North Korea is a particular cause for concern because of its willingness to sell 
ballistic missiles to anyone prepared to pay in hard currency'. 

The Report also discloses the extent of the network of A Q Khan, the Pakistani former nuclear scientist. This 
network is now shut down largely through US and UK intelligence work, through Pakistani cooperation and 
through the dialogue with Libya. 

The Report then reveals for the first time the development of the intelligence in respect of the new global terrorism 
we face. In the early years, for example, in the JIC assessment of October 1994, the view was that the likelihood 
of terrorists acquiring or using chemical, biological or nuclear weapons was, whilst theoretically possible, highly 
unlikely. 

However, as the name and activities of Usama Bin Laden became better known, the JIC started to change its 
earlier assessment. In November 1998, it said: 

[UBL] has a long-standing interest in the potential terrorist use of CBR materials, and recent intelligence 
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suggest his ideas about using toxic materials are maturing and being developed in more detail. ... There 
is also secret reporting that he may have obtained some CB material • and that he is interested in nuclear 
materials. 

And in June 1999: 
Most of UBL's planned attacks would use conventional terrorist weapons. But he continues to seek 
chemical, biological, radiological and nuclear material and to develop a capability for its terrorist use. 

By mid-July 1999 this view hardened still further: 

There have been important developments in [lslamist extremist] terrorism. It has become clear that 
Usama Bin Laden has been seeking CBRN materials .... The significance of his possession of CB 
materials is that, in contrast to other terrorists interested in CB, he wishes to target US, British and other 
interests worldwide. 

A series of further assessments to the same effect issued in January 2000, again in August 2000, and in January 
2001. 

To anyone who wants to know why I have become increasingly focused on the link between terrorism and WMO, I 
recommend reading this part of the Report and the intelligence assessments received. 

It was against this background of what one witness to Lord Butler called the 'creeping tide of proliferation' that the 
events of September 11th 2001 should be considered. As the Report says, following September 11th, the 
calculus of the threat changed: 

I said in this House on the 14th September 2001: 
"We know, that the terrorists would, if they could, go further and use chemical or biological or even nuclear 
weapons of mass destruction. We have been warned by the events of 11 September. We should act on the 
warning." 

I took the view then and stand by it now that no Prime Minister faced with this evidence could responsibly afford to 
ignore it. After September 11th, it was time to take an active as opposed to reactive position on the whole 
question of WMO. We had to close down the capability of the rogue states • usually highly repressive and 
unstable - to develop such weapons; and the commercial networks such as those of A O Khan helping them. 

Again my clear view was that the country where we had to take a stand was Iraq. Why? 

Iraq was the one country to have used WMO recently. It had developed WMD capability and concealed it. Action 
by UN inspectors and the IAEA had by the mid to late 1990s reduced this threat significantly; but as the Butler 
Report shows at paras 180-182, by the time the inspectors were effectively blocked in Iraq (at the end of 1998) 
the JIC assessments were that some CW stocks remained hidden and that Iraq remained capable of a break-out 
chemical weapons capability within months; a biological weapons capability, also with probable stockpiles; and 
could have had ballistic missiles capability in breach of UN Resolutions within a year. 

This was the reason for military action, taken without a UN Resolution, in December 1998. 

Subsequent to that, the Report shows that we continued to receive the JIC assessments on Iraq's WMO 
capability. For example. in respect of chemical and biological weapons it said in April 2000: 

Our picture is limited. 

It is likely that Iraq is continuing to develop its offensive chemical wariare (CW) and biological warfare 
(BW) capabilities. 

In May 2001, the JIC assessed, in respect of nuclear weapons: 

Our knowledge of developments in Iraq's WMO and ballistic missile programmes since Desert Fox air 
operations in December 1998 is patchy. But intelligence gives grounds for concern and suggests that 
Iraq is becoming bolder in conducting activities prohibited by UNSCR 687. 

There is evidence of increased activity at Iraq's only remaining nuclear facility and a growing number of 
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reports on possible nuclear related procurement. 

In February 2002, the JIC said: 

Iraq ... if it has not already done so, could produce significant quantities of BW agent within days. 

The Report specifically endorses the March 2002 advice to Ministers which states that though containment had 
been partially successful and intelligence was patchy~ Iraq continues to develop WMD: 

Iraq has up to 20 650km range missiles left over from the Gulf War. These are capable of hitting Israel 
and the Gulf states. Design work for other ballistic missiles over the UN limit of 150km continues. Iraq 
continues with its BW and CW programmes and, if it has not already done so, could produce significant 
quantities of BW agents within days and CW agent within weeks of a decision to do so. We believe it 
could deliver CBW by a variety of means, including in ballistic missile warheads. There are also some 
indications of a continuing nuclear programme. 

The point I would make is simply this. The dossier of September 2002 did not reach any startling or radical 
conclusion. It said, in effect, what had been said for several years based not just on intelligence but on frequent 
UN and international reports. It was the same conclusion that led us to military action in 1998; to maintain 
sanctions; to demand the return of UN Inspectors. 

We published the dossier in response to the enormous Parliamentary and press clamour. It was not, as has been 
described, the case for war. But it was the case for enforcing the UN will. 

In retrospect it has achieved a fame it never achieved at the time. As the Report states at para 310: 

It is fair to say at the outset that the dossier attracted more attention after the war than it had done before 
it. When first published, it was regarded as cautious, and even dull. Some of the attention that it 
eventually received was the product of controversy over the Government's further dossier of February 
2003. Some of it arose over subsequent allegations that the intelligence in the September dossier had 
knowingly been embellished, and hence over the good faith of the Government. Lord Hutton dismissed 
those allegations. We should record that we, too, have seen no evidence that would support any such 
all~gations. 

The Report at para 333 states that in general the statements in the dossier reflected fairly the judgements of past 
JIC assessments. 

The Report, however, goes on to say that with hindsight making public that the authorship of the dossier was by 
the JIC was a mistake. It meant that more weight was put on the intelligence than it could bear; and put the JIC 
and its Chairman in a difficult position. 

It recommends in future a clear delineation between Government and JIC, perhaps by issuing two separate 
documents. I think this is wise, though I doubt it would have made much difference to the reception of the 
intelligence at the time. 

The Report also enlarges on the criticisms of the ISC in respect of the greater use of caveats about intelligence 
both in the dossier and in my foreword and we accept that entirely. 

The Report also states that significant parts of the intelligence have now been found by SIS to be in doubt. 

The Chief of SIS, Sir Richard Dearlove has told me that SIS accepts all the conclusions and recommendations of 
Lord Butler's report which concern the Service. SIS will fully address the recommendations which Lord Butler has 
made about their procedures and about the need for the Service properly to resource them. The Service has 
played, and will continue to play, a vital role in countering worldwide the tide of proliferation of weapons of mass 
destruction. Indeed, its successes are evident in Lord Butler's report. 

I accept the Report's conclusions in full. Any mistakes made should not be 1aid at the door of our intelligence and 
security community. They do a tremendous job for our country. 

I accept full personal responsibility for the way the issue was presented and therefore for any errors made. 
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As the Report indicates, there is no doubt that at the time it was genuinely believed by everyone that Saddam had 
both strategic intent in respect of WMD and actual weapons. 

I make this further point. On the sparse, generalised and highly fragmented intelligence about Al Qaida prior to 
September 11th, it is now widely said policy-makers should have foreseen the attacks that materialised on 
September 11th 2001 in New York. I only ask: had we ignored the specific intelligence about the threat from 
Iraq, backed up by a long history of international confrontation over it, and that threat later materialised, how 
would we have been judged? 

I know some will disagree with this. There are those who were opposed to the war, remain so now and will 
forever be in that position. 

I only hope that now, after two detailed Parliamentary Committee reports, a judicial inquiry more exhaustive than 
any has ever been in examining an allegation of impropriety against Government and now this voluminous report, 
people will not disrespect the other's point of view but will accept that those that agree and those that disagree 
with the war in Iraq, hold their views not because they are war-mongers on the one hand or closet supporters of 
Saddam on the other, but because of a genuine difference of judgement as to the right thing to have done. 

There was no conspiracy. There was no impropriety. 

The essential judgement and truth, as usual, does not lie in extremes. 

We all acknowledge Saddam was evil and his regime depraved. Whether or not actual stockpiles of weapons are 
found, there wasn't and isn't any doubt Saddam used WMD and retained every strategic intent to carry on 
developing them. The judgement is this: would it have been better or more practical to have contained him 
through continuing sanctions and weapons inspections; or was this inevitably going to be at some point a policy 
that failed? And was removing Saddam a diversion from pursuing the global terrorist threat; or part of it? 

I can honestly say I have never had to make a harder judgement. But in the end, my judgement was that after 
September 11th, we could no longer run the risk; that instead of waiting for the potential threat of terrorism and 
WMD to come together. we had to get out and get after it. One part was removing the training ground of Al Oaida 
in Afghanistan. The other was taking a stand on WMD; and the place to take that stand was Iraq, whose regime 
was the only one ever to have used WMD and was subject to 12 years of UN Resolutions and weapons 
inspections that turned out to be unsatisfactory. 

And though in neither case was the nature of the regime the reason for conflict, it was decisive for me in the 
judgement as to the balance of risk for action or inaction. 

Both countries now face an uncertain struggle for the future. But both at least now have a future. The one 
country in which you will find an overwhelming majority in favour of the removal of Saddam is Iraq. 

I am proud of this country and the part it played and especially our magnificent armed forces, in removing two vile 
dictatorships and giving people oppressed, almost enslaved, the prospect of democracy and liberty. 

This Report will not end the arguments about the war. But in its balance and common sense, it should at least 
help to set them in a more rational light; and tor that we should be grateful. 
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Attached is a paper from Newt Gingrich on strategic planning for 2004 and 

beyond. It is interesting and, in thinking about the Quadrennial Defense Review 

and our upcoming SLRG work, you folks ought to take these thoughts into 

account. 

Thanks. 
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I 2/ 13/03 Stntlcgic Planning for 2004 and beyond 
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from newt 12/13/03 

Strategic Planning for 2004 and beyond 

National Security planning should always begin with capabilities rather 
than intentions. 

After more than two years of intense effort there is much we still do not 
know about our opponents, their resourcesl their capabilitiesl and their 
organizational systems. 

We have made a lot of progress from 9/11 /01 if measured from where 
we were. 

We have an even longer way to go if measured against the scale of the 
opposition: 

the still growing Wahhabist-Deobandi movement in Islam, 
the continued spread of terrorism as a system of war, 
the existence of huge ungoverned areas, 
the continued growth of the Gray world of people smugglingl illegal 

trans po rtatio n, tradition al international crime, narcotics trafficking, and 
illegal arms dealing, 

the continued efforts of dictatorships to develop capabilities that 
threaten America and her allies (including North Koreal Libya, Syrial 
Iran), 

the instability of Pakistan with its implications both for Afghanistan 
and for nuclear weapons proliferation and use, 

the rise of societal warfare in both Iraq and Afghanistan, 
the continuing drift of European popular opinion and a number of 

European governments away from the US, 
the United Nations Secretariat's reluctance to cooperate with the US 
and the continuing evolution of weapons of mass murder and 

weapons of mass destruction. 

This is a formidable list of challenges and at the historic level of grand 
national strategy (to use the World War 2 term) it is not clear whether, 
with all our efforts, we are making progress toward real security or 
falling further behind the curve of the challenges. 

SEPTEMBER-OCTOBER 2004 
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Given the uncertainties, it is necessary to plan for a September
October 2004 which could be either violent and painful or peaceful and 
triumphant. We have no way of knowing which will happen although the 
uncertainties after 27 months effort make it more likely it will be violent 
and painful. 

This means we should be prepared to offer "blood, sweat toil and 
tears" (in Churchill's phrase) so that people are prepared to endure and 
prevail. 

This would require a much more sober and serious State of the Union 
outlining the long term scale of the conflict and the possibility that it will 
take a decade to two generations to fully achieve our goal of a safe1 
healthy, prosperous and free worlds in which America is relatively safe 
and secure. 

People need to be prepared for the possibility of much more violence 
and much more disruption over time. 

If we are measured against a goal of winning by Labor Day 2004, we 
will have a very difficult argument to make and be politically and in the 
news media on the defensive for the entire year. 

If we are measured against determination to prevail and an honest 
acceptance that this is hard and going to remain hard we will be able to 
put our critics on defense because their strategic vision is incompatible 
with modern reality. 

Put simply, if the American people have to choose between an 
embattled Eagle (even one that is occasionally wounded) and an 
Ostrich they will choose the Eagle. 

Daily and weekly events in Iraq, Afghanistan and elsewhere have to 
be consistently put in this larger, worldwide, and long term struggle 
against the forces that would destroy our way of life. 

PLANNING AND BUDGETING FOR WAR OR PEACE? 

One of the principles emerging from this grimmer1 longer range view 
is that both planning and budgeting have to evolve to take these 
challenges into account. 
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This war will last for at least a decade. Therefore supplemental 
budgeting is profoundly misleading. 

Planning on a campaign by campaign basis is also an inadequate 
basis for thinking through needed structures and needed funding. 

We desperately need planning for the entire war leading to strategies 
and structures appropriate to winning the larger, longer conflict. 

Budgeting should follow the strategies and structures and force 
priority setting after the initial thinking has been done. In war time 
budgeting cannot precede the planning and establish the boundaries of 
thoughtful planning. 

Maintaining a peacetime budgeting process sends the signal to 
everyone at mid level that it is business as usual despite the hawkish 
speeches by the political leadership. 

Even more dangerously1 budgeting within a peacetime framework 
means that the experts never show the political leadership what is really 
needed because the budget constraints inhibit planning and establish 
invisible boundaries of what is politically permissible and therefore what 
career officials will raise. 

We are on the edge of budgeting decisions in defense, intelligence, 
public information capabilities, and societal assistance that will lengthen 
the war, weaken our ability to win the war, and increase the risks we are 
running in the out years. These are peace time rather than war time 
calculations. 

BUDGETING AND AUDITING IN WARTIME 

The same peacetime attitudes in budgeting carry over to a system of 
red tape, auditing and micromanagementwhich will make victory in Iraq 
and elsewhere vastly more difficult. 

At the battle of lsandlwana in 1879'the Zulus massacred over 1500 
British and auxiliary troops because they ran out of ammunition. They 
ran out of ammunition because the quartermaster would not open the 
oak boxes in advance because they were afraid bullets would be 
wasted or lost and they would be audited and punished. 
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Wars are best won quickly and decisively. Societal wars require 
substantially different capabilities than professional military wars but the 
goal of winning as rapidly as possible persists. 

A societal war requires a lot of decentralized decisions including 
spending decisions. A lot of these spending decisions will inevitably be 
on non-military activities in a societal campaign. 

To the degree an isolated, entrenched bureaucracy can focus on 
process, paperwork, and audit trails it can destroy the decentralization, 
flexibility and application of localized judgment that is vital to winning 
a war. 

MOVING TO A SOCIETAL WARFARE STRATEGY IN IRAQ 

Our strategy in Iraq must shift to an Iraqi-centric strategy and a 
decentralized implementation system. 

Today we have an American-centric strategy and the CPA is trying to 
micromanage and to be 'fiscally prudent." 

These characteristics could lead to a catastrophic decline in support 
for the Americans during 2004. 

Societal wars have a dynamic which is always dangerous for the 
dominant force. 

The burden of safety is on the dominant force. 

The burden of prosperity and convenience is on the dominant force. 

The burden of psychological acceptance is on the dominant force. 

The insurgent simply has to survive to still potentially win and that 
victory could come with startling speed. 

The 'feel good' briefings on 'progress' are symptoms of sincere 
people who simply do not understand the historic dynamics of societal 
warfare. 

AFGHANISTAN 
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The strategy in Afghanistan is essentially right but under resourced. 

With adequate resourcing and continuing attention to the cross 
border sanctuary problem in Pakistan Afghanistan should be able to 
grow into a success story. 

The resourcing issue is important both to offset the damage done by 
the Taliban and to offset the growing illegal resources available through 
the increase in heroin production. 

The civilizing modernizing forces around Karzai have to have more 
resources than the warlords can aggregate illegally and have to have 
enough resources to drown the insurgency in the south. 

The strategy In Afghanistan is fine but without more resourcing it 
could still fail. 

A SOCIETAL WARFARE DOCTRINE 

Societal warfare is the natural response of a determined enemy who 
cannot compete in the professional military arena. 

The American military focuses so intently on winning high technology, 
high tempo theater campaigns that it has failed to develop a modern 
doctrine for societal wars. 

Societal warfare is inherently Integrated (see below) and operates at 
a different rhythm and pattern than professional military warfare. 

Developing and implementing a societal warfare doctrine should be 
one of the highest priorities for 2004. 

INTEGRATED OPERATIONS 

Integrated operations are those activities which reach beyond the 
military and involve other governmental and non-governmental actors in 
a systematic manner. 

Integrated operations are a much more explicit, coordinated, and 
accountable system than the current 'interagency process' which is 
failing to achieve the energy, drive, and decisiveness needed in winning 
wars. 
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Creating an Integrated Doctrine and getting it accepted by all the 
major players and implemented by them would be a major step forward 
in American capability to win societal wars. 

SOCIETAL TRANSFORMATION 
VERSUS 

STABILITY OPERATIONS 

The American Goal in many countries is not a 'stability operation'. 
The American goal is to transform the society. 

The President's calls for democracy in the Middle East are calls to 
transform civil society in every country in the region. 

American goals in subSaharan Africa, Afghanistan, Iraq, and a host 
of other places are to bring about profound change so people live in 
safety, health prosperity, and freedom. We need to develop a doctrine 
and system for 'societal transformation;' to replace the inadequate 
model of 'stability operations.' 

This requires combining the Societal Warfare Doctrine and the 
Integrated Doctrine with other needed attributes that will be discovered 
as our efforts progress in this field. 

URBAN WARFARE/POLICING 

One of the most consistent requirements of the future will be a level 
of sophisticated urban warfare and urban policing that is currently 
beyond our reach. 

Developing this doctrine and capability for urban warfare/policing 
should be a major goal of DoD in 2004. 

INFORMATIONAND PEOPLE TO PEOPLE OPERATIONS 

One of our greatest current strategic weaknesses is the inability to 
communicate our values and concerns to the world at large. 

A component of that inability is the absence of the kind of 
sophisticated people to people relationships which would take 
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advantage of the extraordinary diversity of American society (51,000 
Pashtun speaking Americans even more Iraqi Americas for example). 

In the age of the internet, cell phone, videoconference and jet 
airplane America could do stunningly more to mobilize our capabilities 
as a people and to communicate with and relate to the world. 

America is too powerful to ignore. 
I 

If America is not effectively communicating and networking, the world 
will assume the worst about our goals and intentions. 

This is one of the highest value areas which the White House should 
direct and which should bypass all the current bureaucracies to bring in 
civilian experts and move to a dynamic, high energy, long term strategy 
in both information and people to people networking. 

HOMELAND SECURITY 

Homeland Security remains an underestimated challenge. 

The rise of weapons of mass murder (largely biological) and the 
continuing spread of weapons of mass destruction (largely nuclear) 
makes it imperative that the intensity and drive for Homeland Security 
match that of combat operations overseas. 

It is a fact that we would be hit at home at any time. 

It is a fact that the weapons could be biological or nuclear and the 
casualty rates could be two or three orders of magnitude greater than 
9/11 or even higher. 

That means America could face losing hundreds of thousands or 
even millions of people in the very near future. 

There is no sense of urgency comparable to that threat. 

There are two areas in particular that need dramatic upgrading: 
responding to a nuclear event and responding to a biological event. 
Each should have its own focus and its own metrics for success. 
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In addition the Department of Homeland Security should be 
developing a much more high technology visa and visitation-work card 
system Secretary Ridge is absolutely on the right track but needs 
reinforcement to communicate urgency and very high standards of 
change to the bureaucracies he has now assembled into one agency. 

NUCLEAR REACTION AND RECOVERY 
IN THE UNITED STATES 

Some major decisions need to be made about the scale of a 
potential nuclear event or series of events and the standards of 
response and recovery we want to establish. There is a direct 
correlation between rigorous, grim realism before the event and the 
opportunity to save lives and accelerate the recovery. 

The most likely lead agency in this ;process is a restructured 
National Guard and Reserve force that has some forces dedicated to 
homeland security and some forces available for overseas use. 

The Defense Department is clearly trying to avoid this responsibility. 
If the President prefers to create new civilian capabilities reporting 

directly to Homeland Security that would be an acceptable solution. 
If the National Guard and Reserve are reshaped to ensure they can 

meet the crisis of one or more nuclear events that is an acceptable 
solution. 

Everyone should be uncomfortable about the current limited 
understanding of the amount of engineering, policing and medical 
resources that would be absorbed in nuclear events here at home. 

Lack of clarity in preparation, responsibility and developing the 
necessary forces will lead to many more American deaths if a nuclear 
event occurs. 

Every day that we fial to clarify this is a day Americans are at risk. 

BIOLOGICAL THREATS 

Biological threats are the greatest threats America faces. 

An engineered flu could potentially kill tens of millions of Americans. 
The 1918 flu epidemic killed more people than the First World War. 

There must be three major steps toward surviving a biological 
threat: 
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1. the health system including veterinarians and retired doctors 
and nurses must be connected into an information system in 
an investment modeled on Eisenhower's National Defense 
Interstate Highway system (but radically smaller in expense). 
This investment will dramatically help with every day health 
requirements and will both improve healthcare and lower 
costs. Far more important, this investment will make it possible 
to detect a biological attack at the earliest moment, analyze it 
in the shortest time, educate the nation's health personnel in 
virtually real time and minimize the loss of American life; 

2. There are currently two or three paths toward accelerating 
vaccine development and production. All should be invested in 
at the highest rate the research system can absorb the 
resources. A breakthrough in any of these areas would save a 
tremendous number of lives if an engineered virus were 
unleashed in the United States. 

3. There is a potential within a decade to develop a nanomaterial 
approach to vaccine production that would enable the United 
States to respond literally overnight to an attack by mass 
producing a vaccine in a manner now impossible. Because of 
the number of lives potentially at risk this should receive the 
highest possible funding priority and should be monitored at 
the highest levels in a manner reminiscent of the Manhattan 
Project (although with far fewer resources). 
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FOUO 

TO: John Rood 

cc: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Mira Ricardel 
Doug Feith 0 
Donald Rumsfcld-y. fL 
Progress in Missile Defense 

October 1,2004 

We've been seeing a great .deal of progress in Missile Defense over the past few 

months. The policy side of the work is moving along, especially with the working 

relationship you have established with the new Commander at STRATCOM. 

We're clearly on the cusp of doing some important things, and your work has been 

an important part of that - thanks. 

DHR:ss 
093004~5 

••••~a••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••' 

Please respond by ___ -_____ _ 

FOUO OSD 20989-01' 
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ro: 
FROM. 

Dr. Condoleeu.a Rice 

Donald Rumsfetd<;l 

SUBJECT: Draft Memo 

Condi, 

FOUO 

DEC 3 O 2.004 
... - ·~ ·~· .. -": - • + ,... -· 

: ; : ; 
•J • • - • 

Thanks for sending me the draft memo. Please hold up on it until I get back to 

yoo. I want to think through the bnplications of it, and how I would respond. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
122904-17(D) 

'· 

F0UO 
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.,. November 11,2004 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM. Donald RW1Neld ~. 

SUBJECT: u ller 

Saneonenay want to write this person Brendan McCluQey at Convent 9:2ca'l a 

letter. It is nice. 

Thanks. 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by It {# { • f 

·>W::~ .~~D 
; ;, 

::.,;;: .. :. =========·.-<i*l11•ar . 2 I - -..,~·· · 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON 

DEC 3 0 2004 

Mr. Brendan McCluskey 

Dear Mr. McCluskey, 

I saw your article in The Star-Ledger. It was top 
notch - thank you! Keep it up. 

Sincerely, 

w 
v 
~ 
() ' 

~i 

v 
2 

oso 20996 ... 04 _;L 
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TO: 

CC: 

(l~,VL 
May 17, 2004 

., 
., 

Steve Cambone ' ~1" 

Gen. Dick Myers ~~ Paul Wolfowitz 
Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld Vfl. 
SUBJECT: Future of the ISG 

General Dayton raised an interesting issue when we were in Baghdad. He asked 

what the future is of the ISG. 

When Duelfer leaves and it ends, could it be converted to something else? Is it a 

model that ought to be patterned for the future? Are there other problems he could 

turn his attention to? Will it belong to the multi-national force? That needs to be 

thought through. 

Please get with the right group and te11 me what you think. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
051704-17 ~1::·; ~;;;:~~ ~~-•'•'~it-~ Q ~ •' • • • • •' • • •' •' • • .. ' ''' • •' • • • •' • • •' •' • • •' 

--~ 
~ 
-X' 

C 

~ 
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~Hlli.., 
J,aa11a, y l9, 2004 

TO: David Chu 

cc : Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld~ 

SUBJECT: Statistics on Reserves 

I didn't want to take the paper at the breakfast meeting this morning because it is 

so complicated, and so poorly presented in terms of its utility and usability, that I 

didn't want to try to plow my way through it. 

Could you please take it and re-present it withjust the key 6, 8, IO or 12 points on 

a single piece of paper with bullet points-not on your letterhead, not with 

sentences, but just the key things we ought to know. 

I would also like you to do the same thing with the rebalancing the forces paper 

just produced by the DASO for Reserve Affairs, Readiness, Training and 

Mobiij:~atlon. There ought to be a way to take one or two pages and just have 

bullet points, so that it is usable in a hearing or a speech. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
0)2904-12 

_/ 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by __ z.a..-....i../..::....~---L/-=o_tf_,__ __ 

S 2 in·,··, 05 0 D 1..;:~.:..-
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FOR OFFICIAL USE ON·LY 
PRINCl'PAL DEPUTY UNDERSECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

2000 DEFENSE PENTAGON · · 
WASHING"JON, OC 20301·2000 

POLICY INFO MEMO 

FOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

SUBJECT: Defense Policy Board Members' Term Exp1tation Dates 

"-\. i't-, 

_:;. ,: / o'i 101,. s-7; 
DepSecDef 

USD(P)~~) 

ULV~-v 2004 

• As you consider the list of Defense Policy Board members, J have attached their term 
expiration dates for your information (Tab A). 

Attachment: 
As stated 

Prepared by: Anll Hansen, Defense Policy BoarJ(b )(6) 

FOR OFFICO USE ONLY 

11-L-OS-59/0SD/46075 
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12/13/2004 

Board Term 
DPB Member Expiration 

1 Dr. Kenneth Adelman Mav-05 
2 Hon Richard Allen May-05 
3 Dr. Martin Anderson Julv-05 
41 Dr. Garv Becker 
5 Dr. Barry Blechman November-05 
6 Dr. Harold Brown Julv-05 
71 Ms. Victoria Clarke June-061 
8 Dr. Eliot Cohen January-06 
9 Ms. Devon Cross Januarv-06 

10 Gen (Ret) Ronald Fogleman November-OS 
11 Honorable Thomas Foley January-06 
12 Honorable Tillie Fowler Mav-05 
1 31 Honorable Newt Ginarich 1 Januarv-061 
14 Gen (Ret) Chuck Horner November-OS 
15 Dr. Fred lkle November-OS 
16 ADM (Ret) David Jeremiah November-OS 
17 GEN (Ret) John M. Keane February-06 
18 Dr. Henry Kissinger November-OS 
19 Former VP Dan Quavle Mav-05 
201 Dr. James Schlesinaer Julv-051 
21 Dr. Kiron Skinner May-05 
22 Dr. Hal Sonnenfeldt November-OS 

24 Mr. Chris Williams June-05 
25 Honorable Pete Wilson Mav-05 

I 261 Hon R. James Woolsev I November-OS 

11-L-0559/0SD/46076 
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1?000 

December 9,2004 

'10: Doug Feith 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: Defense Policy Boanl 

Please send me the complete lb1 ofOefense Policy Board members. I wdllt to 

nake some changes. 

Thanks . 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by I '1,/ JD J_ fl '{: 

FOUO 
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November 24, 2004 

TO: Paul Wolfowitz 

. FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1)tl 

SUBJECT: Edits to Division of Labor Paper 

Please fax your edits to the.Division of Labor document to me this week. 

Thanks. 

Atlach. 
OiYU!on of'Labot Paper 

DHR:11 
112404--U .~ ........•..••..••••• ~ ................................. ~ .......... ~ .... . 
Please respond by _______ _ 

~tdhtkt 
. :r~~~~~.;11~ 
~ ~·i; P!l-1- € ~ Ji ~s-li{( 
ht v'L ('/ - . ~it • 

~10it) 
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DMSION OF LABOR- SECDEF & DEPSECDEF . '. 

SECDEF BOTH 

-~--__....-S-:::r-:tvilian Personnel 

Sr Military PersonneJ 

· · Contingenc:Y-~------J>lanning . ~ .,.../ 

POTIJS Interaction. 

COCOM Interaction 

SRO 

Deployment Orders. 

Pentagon Renovation 

GJoba] Posture 

Legislative Affairs 

Public Affairs 

Special Operations NSC Process 

DEPSECDEF 

Procurement · 

Inspector General 
1 

Budgep,.cquisition~ }/1R-'; _ • I 

Medical Affairs /Jh..u. ~':. 
Defense Agencies · ·_ 

Reserve Affairs 

Missile Defense 

Defense Business Board 

~telli~L...-----Ge-:~erai Counsel Defense Science Board 

PA&E 7 0MB DACOWITS 

Service Secretary Interaction Outreach Meetings AT&L 

Defense Policy Board · · Comptroller 

Homeland Defense Military ~mmissions 
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. 

!)HR/an 
911W3-TS 

DRAFT 

orde r· secretarv · ueDUN. 
1 CJCSNCJCSI Homeland Defense 

Combatant 
Commanders 

2 End Strength AT&L 

3 ContiJJseocy Plans Comptroller 

4 SRO PA&E 

s . DepJoyment Orders/ Air Force/NR.O 
· Foroe/.R.otatioirale 

! 

6 Anny Navy/ Marines 

7 Special Ops/SOLIC Medical Affairs 

8 ·Footprint NI2 

- A 

9 Intel - Steve Cambone . -< v~~/-
-

IO PC with Doug Feith u Military 
+1. Commissions 

11 Defense Business Detainees 
Council 

12 Inspector General 
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l:SUlRl:>PIR 
Ge.Qeral CoumeJ 

Iraq 

Public Affairs 

Legislative Atrairs 

SLRG 

Outreach Meetings 

Defense Policy 
Board 

Personnel 

0MB 

Defense Science 
Board 

Afghanistan 
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OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
The Military Assistant 

vffiMORANDUM FOR USD(P) 

iubject: MEK 

Sir, 

08 Jun 2004-1000 

The Deputy request that Dr. Luti take him through the briefings that have been 
)rovided on the MEK. Please call Stephanie to schedule a time for today. 

Thank You. 

Suspense: COB 8 Jun 04 

cc: DJS 
VCJCS EA 

Military Assistant to the 
Deputy Secretary of Defense 

oso 21139-05 

11-L-0559/0SD/46081 
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TO: 

cc: 

• 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Paul Wolfowitz 

Gen. Dick Myers ,-. /J 
Donald Rumsfeld (~ 

MEK 

June 7,2004 

Let's get hot on the MEK and figure out what to do. My instinct is to get them 

passed over to the Iraqis. 

Thanks. 

OHR:dh 
060704-1 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by (c, { l 8 / 0 f 
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\~ THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASH ING'rON 

\. 
\ 

His Excellency General Thammarak 
Isarangkun na Ayutthaya 

Minister of Defence 
Ministry of Defence 
Bangkok, Thailand 

Dear Minister Thammarak: 

JAN 2 am 

I offer my condolences on the deaths of the 'nm. 
soldiers killed in Karbala. We were saddened by the tragic 
loss in these recent terrorist attacks. 

Please convey my sympathies to the families of the 
victims. 

We are grateful for the continued commitment 
Thailand is making in the global war on terror and to the 
reconstruction efforts in Iraq. 

Nth deepest sympathy, 

Sincerely, 

11-L-0559/0SD/46083 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
· WASHINGTON 

The Honorable Nikolay Svinarov 
Minister of Defense 
Ministry of Defense 
Bulgaria l 000 Sofia 
3 Diakon Tgnatii St 

Dear Minister Svinarov: 

JAtJ 2 axK 

I offer my condolences on the deaths of the Bulgarian 
soldiers killed in Karbala. We are saddened by the tragic 
loss in these recent terrorist attacks. 

Please convey my sympathies to the families of those 
lost. They are in our thoughts during this difficult tine and 
we wish those who were injured a speedy recovery. 

We are grateful for the continued commitment 
Bulgaria is making in the global war on terror and to the 
reconstruction efforts in Iraq. 

With deepest sympathy, 

Sincerely, 

11-L-0559/0SD/46084 
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His Excellency General Thammarak 
Isarangkun na Ayutthaya 

Minister of Defence 
Ministry of Defence 
Bangkok,Thailand 

Dear Minister Thammarak: 

I offer my condolences on the deaths of the Thai 
soldiers killed m Karbala. We were saddened by ~ 0'3gic 
loss n these recent terrorist attacks. 

Please convey my sympathies to the families of the 
victims. 

With deepest sympathy, 

Sincerely, 

11-L-0559/0SD/46085 
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TO: 

CC: 

DougFei111 

Paul Wolfowi1Z 

December l7t JOOI 

FROM: Donald Runweld <f/ -~ \ 
S\JBJECT: LdlertoBulpianMo, ti.,~ IY. I' 

- --- ---- '/1, 
If we lost aomc Bulgarians in Iraq, I ous]lt to 1et a letta' off'to the Minister of 
Defense otBlllpria. 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
l'tMW 10JHJM • __ IJ. .... /._.f)o __ ,_I 1)3 _______ _ 

Polig E:secSes'• Note 
I)ecernber31,2003 

CDR Nosenzo, 

• The attached letter was fonvarded 
eJectronically to Bill Marriott and Monica 
Generous on 30 Dec 03 m req>0nse to this 
SecDef note. 

Colonel C. L, O'Connor, USMC 
Director, Policy Bxeaitive Secretariat 

11-L-0559/0SD/46086 
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Generous. Monica. CIV1 OSD 

From: 
Sant: 
To: 
Su~jcct: 

Marriott, William P, CAPT. OSD 
Tuesday, December 30,2003 5:57 PM 
Generous, Monica,CIV, OSD; lohse,JohnA, CIV, OSD 
FW: Bulgarian condolence 

John or Monica or Carrie Sue, please tum this into a good condolence letter-perUSD(P) for Mr O's 
approval ... thx, rn 

---Original Message---
From: Haber, Lauren, av, OSD-POUCY 
S.nt: Tuesday, December 30,2003 5:52 PM 
To: Generous, Monica, av, 050; Marriott, William P, CAPT, OSD 
Subject: Bulgarian condolence 

The Honor.:lb)c 
Nlkolay SW1arov ••• 

1 

11-L-0559/0SD/46087 



The Honorable Nikolay Svinarov 
Minister of Defense 
Ministry of Defense 
Bulgaria 1000 Sofia 
3 Diakon Ignatii St 

Dear Minister Svinarov: 

I affi:r my condolences on the deaths of the Bulgarian soldiers killed in 
Karbala. We are saddened by the tragic loss in these recent terrorist attacks. 

Please convey my sympathies to the families of those lost. They are in O\ll' 

thoughts during this difficult time and we wish those who were inj1Jred a speedy 
recovery. 

We ate grateful for the continued commitment Bulgaria is making in the 
global war on ts::mr and to the reconstruction efforts in Iraq. 

With deepest sympathy, 

Sincerely, 

11-L-0559/0SD/46088 



_ CNN.com - Karbala attacks kill 12, wound dozens-Dec. 27 ,2003 

The POWER 
of MobiHty 

Get $100 OFF Se1Kt Notebooks .... 
ftaturil\9 lmlPMobile Tedlooloa, F-

,.....,.."", 

Page I of2 
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Powe,ed by ,:4akabffity~ 

Karbala attacks kill 12, wound dozens 
Bulgarians, Thais sufferfirst deaths 

BAGHDAD, Iraq (CNN) ... 1nsurgentsstnd three targets in the holy city of Karbala in Iraq on Saturday, 
kiU.ing four Bulprian soldiers, two Thai army engineers and six civilians, and woundingdoi.em ct'troop 
and civiliam, c:oaHdon authorities said. 

At least YI troops, including five U.S. soldiers, were hurt in attacks that targeted a police station, the 
town's city hall and Karbala University, where the six killed soldiers were living in barracks, More 
than 100 civi Ii ans were injured in the closely coordinated strikes, coa1ition authorities said. 

The Bulgarian and 'llBi. troops, the first from those countries to be killed in the ln1qi war, were part of 
a Polish-Jed multinational coalition force patrolling south-central Ira:J. 

In Sofia, the Bulgarian Defense Ministry reported the four Bulgarian deaths and said several other 
soldiers were wounded. In Bangkok, a Thai military spokesman told CNN that two army engineers 
were killed. Thailand has a noncombatant force in Iraq. 

In Iraq. a Polish military spokesman said the attackers used four suicide car bombs, machine guns and 
Il'D±:am. The strikes hit two coalition compounds and the provincial governor's office. 

Brig. Gen. Mark IGnmitt., deputy chief of operations for U.S.forces, said the insurgency responsible 
for such attacks appears to be small, loosely coordinated cells throughout the country. 

"It takes a ve1y few number of people in the country to create the kind of damage we are seeing." said 
.Kimmitt. 

Local police and witnesses said they saw a booby-trapped truck carrying gasoline slamming into a 
Karmla University building at 12:30 p.m local time. There were many casualties, the Polish military 
headquru1ers in Kru-bala said. 

Police and witnesses said that IS minutes later, rockets were fired at the provincial governor's office, 
also referred to as city hall. It was packed with people on what is a regulru-business day in I:Iaq. 
Casualties were numerous, a witness told CNN. 

The city south a Baghdad had suffered under Saddam Hussein, who oppressed the Shiite community 

.. Jcpt?action=cpt&title=CNN.com+-+K.atbala+attacks+kill+l2%2C+wound+dozens+-+Dec.-12/29/2003 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON 

The Honorable Jim Rainstad 
United States House of Representatives 
Cannon House Office Bui1ding 
Washington, DC 20515-2303 

Dear Representative Ramstad: 

JAN 6 2004 

Thanks for the copy of your recent letter concerning 
the rest and recuperation leave program for U.S. forces 
serving in Iraq. 

You may know that Charles Abell, Principal 
Deputy for Personne1 and Readiness, signed the 
Memorandum on Funding Onward Transportation for Rest 
and Recuperation Leave on the 19th of December. 

Mr. Abel is available to brief you or your staff in 
greater detail if you desire. 

With 1ny best wishes, 

Sincerely, 

U21538 /03 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON 

The Honorable Dennis Moore 
United States House of Representatives 
Cannon House Office Building 
Washington, DC 20515-1603 

Dear Representative Moore: 

JAN 6 ID04 

Thanks for the copy of your recent letter concerning 
the rest and recuperation leave pro grain for U.S. forces 
serving in Iraq. 

You may know that Charles Abell, Principal 
Deputy for Personnel and Readiness, signed the 
Memorandum on Funding Onward Transportation for Rest 
and Recuperation Leave on the 191

h of December. 

Mr. Abel is available to brief you or your staff in 
greater detail if you desire. 

With my best wishes, 

U21538 /03 

11-L-0559/0SD/46091 
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TO: .... w,mie-Barfiw ~ b 'RC. 
cc: Paul Wolfowitz 

David Chu 
Powell Moore 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld~ 

SUBJECT: Expenses for Soldiers to Get Home 

December 11,2003 

At the President's Congressional Ball, one of these two Congressmen handed me 

the attached .. Dear Colleague" letter on soldiers still paying their own way home. 

Would you please read it, develop an appropriate answer, tell me if you think we 

ought to fix the law and then let's get back to them in an appropriate way. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
12/8/03 Congressional "Dear Colleague" letter signed by Ramstad and Moore 
12/ 12/03 letter to SecDef 

DHR:dh 
121103-16 
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.. 
Marriott. William P, CAPT, 050 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Harrison, Richard A. CPT, OSD 
Thursday, December rn,2003 1 :26 PM 
Marriott, William P, CAPT, OSD 

Subject: FW: snowflake: expenses for soldiers to get home 

Sir, 
Below is an update on the R&R travel snowflake from SD to Mr. l)i f-1ita. I'm.still awaiting tor a response on the policy 
memo that Mr. Abell will sign. More information to foll.ow. --= -cc' 

v/r 
Rich 

Richard A. Harrison 
CPT, USA 

Comm: (b)(6) DSNl(b)(6) I Office of t!~Secretarv:of Defrcnse, Executive Secretariat 

Room3D 

-----Original Message----
From: lro, Bradford~ CIV, OSD·P&R 
Sent: Wedciesday, December 17, 2003 5:09 PM 
To: Harrison. RichardA, CPT. OSD 
cc: E'.lli&;n, Lisa, CIV, OSD·P&R; Mack, PariscPLArmy Gl; Pendleton, Chris L,. CDR, OSD-P&R; Oarden-Ogbonnah, Chenetta Dr., .CIV, 

OSD·P&R 
Subject: snowflake: expensesfor soldiers to gel home 

cpt harrison, because my office has policy for leave and liberty , lisaellison passed me the 
snowflake for action for payment r&r travel. 

the short answer is the department of defense, iaw p.1. 108-·106, will start paying service 
members air fare from the aerial port of debarkation (apod) to the airport nearest the service 
member's leave destination. the policy memorandum will be sent today or tomorrow to mr abell, 
pdusd (p&r) for approv~I. 

the army is executive agent for the centcom r&r leave program and t o date, has not set the 
date fo r implementation -- but it will be sooner than later. 

if you need something more let me know. 

brad 
Acting Director, OEPM 
Room 282651 the Pentagon 

i~rb)(6) I 
(E) Bradford.Loo@osd.mil 

1 
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December 8,2003 

Dear Colleague: 

We arc sure you arc as concerned as we arc to find out that our soldiers arc still 
paying their own way home from Iraq and Afghanistan. This js especially con.;emi;lg 
after Congress amended the FY 2004 Iraqi supplemental appropriations bill (P.L. I 08-
106) to include $55 million in funding to reimburse soldiers who qualify for rest and 
recuperation (R&R) leave for their U.S. domestic travel. 

According to the Congressional Research Service (CRS) our "language is not law, 
and is permissive and not mandator in natuyc." But it docs allowth~ Department of 
Defense to provide assistance for travel-related expenses (such as emergency 
hotel accommodation for service members or travel to their homes) not otherwise 
specifically authorized in law. 

In a letter regarding R&R domestic travel Rep. Moore received November 4, 
2003, from Bradford Loo, Acting Director for Officer and Enlisted Personnel 
Management at DOD, "the unprogrammcd additional cost to the Army would be SI 6 
million." CRS, however, quoted an unnamed defense official as saying the R&R 
program total cost would be $ l billion. 

We need to make our intentions very clear to the Defense Department that we 
want our soldiers to be reimbursed for their domestic travel while on R&R. Please join 
us in sending the attached letter to Secretary Rumsfcld, respcctful1y requesting that our 
soldiers be rejrnbursed. 

This is not a Democratic idea or a Republican idea; it is just the right thing to do 
for the men and women of the Armed Forces who put their lives on the line for our 
country and our freedom. 

~0~'~! 
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V.s. J{ouse a Representatives 

December l 2,2003 

THEHONORAHLE DONALD H.RUMSFELD 
SECRETARY 

DEPART:V1ENT OF DEFENSE 

THE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON DC 20350-000 l 

Dear Mr. Secretary: 

We are wiiting today 10 clarify Congress' intent with regard to funding domestic travel 
for soldiers returning to the U.S. on rest and recuperation (R&R) leave from Iraq or Afghanistan. 

The intent of our recommendations in the FY 2004 Iraqi appropriations supplemental 
(P.L. l 08-106) is to reimburse soldiers who qualify for R&R leave for their domestic travel. 
This R&R reimbursement should also include those soldiers who have already taken qualified 
R&R Jcave. The reimbursement includes air travel, bus, train, ferry, and vchicJc rental expenses 
incurred in getting to and from the port-of-entry (Baltimore, Atlanta, Dallas, Frankfurt, or Los 
Angeles) to the soldier's choice of home-of-record or current military base of residence (i.e., 
wherever his or her spouse resides at this time). In addition, personal vehicle mileage may be 
paid for the distance between an airport, or a train or bus depot, and that home. If travel distance 
is longer than 50 miles and extends over meal times, reasonable per diem expenses should be 
reimbursed. If travel is overnight and requires a hotel stay, that should be reimbursed. 

Given that all the forms, procedures, and staff are already in place to reimburse soldiers, 
we sec no reason that this policy cannot be made effective immediately, and retroactive to 
October 1st. If the Department of Defense (DOD) wishes to create a procedure for directly 
buying plane tickets in the future, that is understandable. 

We appreciate that the DOD may have concerns about this program due to its significant 
change in leave policy, but we feel that our troops should not have to bear any more burdens -
financial or otherwise - than their extended service to our country already demands. It is our 
intention that the federal government covers al1 travel and transportation costs necessary to 
return military personnel to their homes and families. In a letter received on November 4,2003, 
Bradford Loo, Acting Director for Officer and Enlisted Personnel Management wrote, "the 
unprogrammed additional cost to the Army would be $16 milJion." Congress has provided $55 
million to assist soldiers in covering domestic travel expenses. We respectfully request that you 
to use those funds as we intended. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Very truly yours, 

cc: General Richard Meyer, Chairman Joint Chiefs of Staff 
cc: Anny Chief of Staff 
cc: Admiral Vernon E. Clark, Chief of Naval Operations 
cc: John P. Jumper, USAF Chief of Staff 
cc: Genera] Michael W. Hagee, Marine Corps Commandant 
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OFFICE OF THE UNDER SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 D£1'ENK PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON. D.C. ll030t-ACOO 

DEC 1 I 2003 

,.-~- ', . . I .. 
:' ) 1 
',. ·.' 
~· . "• 

I '<, . ' ' ' . . . 
. ...\~--~"' 

MEMORANDUM FOR COMMANDER, U.S.CENTRAL COMMAND 

SUBJECT: Funding Onward Tr.msportation for Rest and Recuperation (R&R) Leave 
Program 

RefetenQeS: (a) Congressional Conference Report 108-337, 300ctober2003. "Making 
Emergency Supplemental Appropriation& for Defense and for the 
Reconstn1etioo of Iraq and Afghanistan for the Fiscal Year Ending 
September 30, 2004,and for Other Purposes." 

(b) USD (P&Jt) Memoralldum, 29 September 2003. subject RefU: and 
Recuperation (R&R) Leave Pmgnun for USCENTCOM 

As recommended in reference (a), the R&R d~1ination for a military member m 
active duty (Active and Reserve Components) serving i na contingency loca1ion 
providing support to Operations ENDURING or JR.AQI FREEDOM is changed to the 
Aerial Port of Debarkation and then onward. to the airport nearest the member' sR&R. 
leave destination. 1bis change will also apply to a civiliaa authomedR&R leave in 
accordance with reference {b). 

. In ac~ with .rtference (b). as E>teculivc: Agent. the Army is -responsible for 
managing implemcntadon in coordination wleb the DoD Comptroller, Office of the Under 
Secretary of Defense (Personnel and Readiness), and the Joint Staff. 

0 
TOTAL P.82 
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The Honorable Jim Ramstad 
United States House of Representatives 
Cannon House Office Building 
Washington, DC 20515-2303 

Dear Representative Ramstad: 

Thanks for the copy of your recent letter concerning 
the rest and recuperation leave program for U.S. forces 
serving in Iraq. 

You may know that Charles Abell, Principal 
Deputy for Personnel and Readiness, signed the 
Memorandum on Funding Onward Transportation for Rest 
and Recuperation Leave on the 19th of December. 

Mr. Abel is available to brief you or your staff in 
greater detai I of you desire. 

With my best wishes, 

Sincerely, 

11-L-0559/0SD/46098 



The Honorable Dennis Moore 
United States House of Representatives 
Cannon House Office Building 
Washington, DC 205 15-1603 

Dear Representative Moore: 

Thanks for the copy of your recent letter concerning 
the rest and recuperation leave program for U.S. forces 
serving in Iraq. 

You may know that Charles Abell, Principal 
Deputy for Personnel and Readiness, signed the 
Memorandum on Funding Onward Transportation for Rest 
and Recuperation Leave on the 191

h of December. 

Mr. Abel is available to brief you or your staff in 
greater detail of you desire. 

With my best wishes, 

Sincerely, 

11-L-0559/0SD/46099 



The Honorable Jim Ramstad 
United States House of Representatives 
Cannon House Office Building 
Washington, DC 205 15-2303 

z. 

Dear Representative Ramstad, 
e:~~~ ;L ,,__,J cJ. ~x:._~-

Thanks for the copy of your recent letter eB P .L. l 08 106. A--· f "';~ l · .,,,_... 
Y~~ ~ 6~~· /U {rU.S f CM '~ 

.J am happj to,q,ea..that Charles Abell, Principal Deputy for . &' 
Personnel and Readiness, signed the Memorandum on Funding ..__ · 
Onward Transportation for Rest and Recuperation Leave on the 191

h of 

December. 
1 

. f,l_ ~ . . 11 J &? <~_[.j,.,t 

~~.~/;.~~'~ ~/Y.' . . ;.~ ~de;)'' J.,.'< With my best wishes, 

0 
.··~ La!fYOI~ 

Sincerely, 

' •. I 

•'/3J 

-. I( e-T R. 0 ri'e,/ IVG-

'{l·s c/,'t/ /Cl.1! )~/,e,,v. 
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The Honorable Dennis Moore 
United States House of Representatives 
Cannon House Office Building 
Washington. DC 205 15- 1603 

Dear Representative Moore, 

Thanks for the copy of your recent letter on P.L. 108-106. 

I am happy to report that Charles Abell, Principal Deputy for 
Personnel and Readiness, signed the Memorandum on Funding 
Onward Transportation for Rest and Recuperation Leave on the 19th of 
December. 

I appreciate your strong support of our troops. 

With my best wishes, 

Sincerely, 

11-L-0559/0SD/46101 
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CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20318-9999 

CM-1525-04 

...i.\ , r .. t n 
' ' J ~ ' t ._, 

INFO MEMO 
17 Febru~ry 2004 

FOR: SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: General Richard B. Myers. CJcsf/l'A ,/If 
SUBJECT; Getting Joint 

• Question. "Do you feel we are pursuing these 'geuingjoint' items I menlion in 
the attached memo? We. have to ngure a way to get joint earlier, to get 
responsibilities from the Joint Staff down to Joint Forces Command~ to develop 
initiatives and suggestions, and to instruct the Service Secretaries." (TAB A) 

• Answer. We have made significant progress in each of these areas, and are 
pursuing meaningful, relevant answers. "Gettingjoine' is the focus of on-going 
actions and initiatives in the Service headquarters, selected combatant commands .• 
and the Joint Staff. Specific details concerning on-going actions are contained in 
the information paper at TAB B . 

COORDINATION: TAB C 

A ttachmehts 
As stated 

Prepared By:· Lt Gen Norton A. Schwartz, USAF; Director J-3;,_!<b_)(_6) ___ _,, 

11-L-0559/0SD/46102 U22139 / 0} 



July 30,2002 7:05 AM 

SUBJECT: Getting Joint 

We have to figure out a way to get joint earlier. 

Some thought~: 

l. Get the joint responsibilities from the Joint Staff down to Joint Forces 

Command. 

2. Instruct 1he Service Secretaries. 

3. The bestjoint service is with the CINC, rather than 1he Joint Staff. 

4. Ask Cebrowski for initiatives. 

5. Ask Buck Kernan to give us a series of suggestions. 

l>HR:dh 
073002·1 
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28 January 2004 

Subject: Getting Joint 

TABB 

INffiRMATION PAPER 

I. Purpose. To provide additional information the SecDef's questions 
concerning "gettingjoint." 

2. Key Points 

• SecDef memo dated 30 July 2002 articulated a need to "figure out a way 
to getjoint earlier," and articulated several thoughts along those lines. 

• Pursuing meaningful, relevant answers to the "gettingjoint" items listed 
by the SecDef is the focus of related, on-going projects/ actions in the 
Secretariat, Service headquarters, selected combatant commands, and 
the Joint Staff. They include: 

US Strategic Command: Unified Command Plan (UCP)assumption 
of responsibility for Global Strike, C4ISR, integrated missile defense, 
and DOD Information Operations. 

US Special Operations Command: When approved, UCP assumption 
ct' responsibility as the supported combatant commander for 
planning selected global war on terrorism missions and for 
exercising command and control of missions in support of selected 
campaigns if directed to do so by the President or the Secretary of 
Defense. 

US Transportation Command: When approved, UCP assumption of 
responsibility for global patient movement, redeployment, terminal 
management andjoint distribution process ownership. 

US Joint Forces Command: 

Developing a capability to monitor and report to OSD the status 
of Operational Availability capability packages in support of 
providing immediate response, focused and conclusive campaign 
forces to the combatant commanders. This initiative directly 
supports the CJCS efforts on Global Force Management/Joint Force 
Manager. 

TabB 
11-L-0559/0SD/46104 



Standing Joint Force Headquarters. To improve combatant 
command joint warlighting capabilities, USJFCOM is fielding the 
Standing Joint Force Headquarters prototype to the five regional 
combatant commands by FY05, to include enabling prototypes for 
joint command and control that push jointness to operational level 
and below. 

Developing the Joint Manpower Exchange Program, a 
Permanent Change of Station exchange of officers and senior 
enlisted personnel among USJFCOM Service component operational 
headquarters (e.g., Marine Expeditionary Forces, Army Corps, Navy 
Fleets and numbered Air Forces), designed to improve joint expertise 
in training, planning, and operations, as well as provide a "jump 
start" in response to potential tasking to establish a Joint Task 
Force (JTF)headquarters. 

To further improve joint warfighting at the combatant command 
and lower levels, USJFCOM is undertaking a concerted effort to 
collect, assess and disseminate joint lessons learned from on-going 
operations. Once validated, joint lessons learned are utilized to 
improve concept development, training, integration, and deployment. 

USJFCOM UCP designation as: 

Lcadjoint force integrator, including responsibility for: 

Supporting the development and integration of fully 
interoperable C41SR systems and capabilities forjoint warfighting. 

Serving as the DOD executive agent for Joint Concept 
Development & Experimentation, including development and 
integration of Joint Operating Concepts and associated Joint 
Integrating Concepts that improve future joint warfighting and 
coordinate the joint experimentation efforts of the combatant 
commands and Services. 

Serving as the Joint Deployment Process Owner, 
responsible for maintaining the global capability for rapid and 
decisive military force power projection, including collaborative 
efforts to improve joint, multinational and interagency deployment 
operations. This initiative effectively moves responsibility forjoint 
deployment from the Joint Staff to USJFCOM. 

The lead agent for joint force training, including combatant 
command battlestaffs, JTF headquarters, JTF functional component 

2 
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commands and their staffs, as well as interoperability training of 
forces that are to operate as part of joint/ combined task forces 
(including interagency and multinational participation in current 
and future training). In 2004, USJFCOM wiJJ establish the Joint 
National Training Capability (JNTC) by linking previously 
independent Service ranges together in a network that can be used 
for joint training and experimentation. 

Joint force provider of assigned CONUS-based forces, 
responsible for deploying trained and ready joint forces in response 
to supported combatant command requirements. 

CJCS with Joint Chiefs 

Developing the Global Force Management (GFM)process that 
integrates apportionment, assignment, and allocation methodologies 
to better align planning and defense strategy requirements. 

Working the GFM-related effort to designate an organization 
as the single Joint Force Manager responsible for executing the 
GFM process. 

Developing force allocation processes based on articulating 
capabilities desired to achieve effects and outcomes rather than 
requests for troops or platforms. As these processes are developed, 
they will be codified through development of the Joint Capabilities 
Integration and Development System and CJCS Instruction 
3170.0lC. 

Developing and implementing changes in how we educate and 
train the joint force. This includes enhancements to Joint 
Professional Military Education, to include programs designed to 
foster an understanding of joint warfighting earlier in a Service 
member's career as well as programs to increase the number of 
senior officers skilled injoint operational art and campaign planning 
through the establishment of a Joint Advanced Warfighting School. 
Senior general/flag officer courses are also in development. 
Changes in joint force training include, in conjunction with 
USJFCOM, establishing the JNTC in FY04. 

Maintaining a robust Chairman's Exercise Program that directly 
supports combatant commandjoint exercises, and promotes joint, 
interagency, and--where possible--multilateral participation. 

3 
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Secretariat 

OSD(P&R): Developing the Defense Readiness Reporting System 
(DRRS)to establish a capabilities-based, adaptive, near real-time 
readiness reporting system. DRRS will have an initial operating 
capability in FY04, and full operating capability in FY07. 

Services 

Developing modular force design concepts that describe the 
Service capabilities required to drive modular design at appropriate 
levels within each Service and develop options for implementation 
and integration. 

• Pursuing answers and developing implementation plans for these 
multiple, crosscutting initiatives will inevitably create seams and friction 
points among the multiple stakeholders that are responsible for these 
actions. The Joint Chiefs are committed to minimizing these points of 
friction. 

• Full implementation of selected long-term solutions to these "getting 
joint" items may require statutory changes, regulatory changes, or 
delegation of Secretarial authority. 

4 
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TABA 

December 27,2003 

TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

Gen. Dick Myers 

Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsfeld ~. 

SUBJECT: Getting Joint 

Do you feel we are pursuing these "gettingjoint" items I mention in the attached 

memo? 

'lhanks. 

Attach. 
7/30/02 SecDefMFR l073002-l) 

DHR:db 
122703-lS (b c:omput•) 
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Please respond by __ ..;..l ..... /_3_1 L..J_o...,jj....._ _____ _ 
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' 
December 31, 2804 · 

TO: President George W. Bush 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld :.;2,__-~"4 fL ___ _,,-J,,.. 

SUBJECT: Article by Victor Davis Hanson 

Mr. President, 

Atta~bed is an article I hesitated to send to you, but when we talked on the phone 

yesterday, this subject came up. Fortunately, there are thoughtful folks who agree 

with what we are doing and are willing to put it down on paper with some 

historical context. 

I believe you read some of Victor Davis Hanson,s books. 

HappyNewYm. 

Respectfully, 

Aaacb.. . 
12/23/04. National Review ar.&le by Victor Daw Hamon 

DHR:s, 
1,23004.lS (1') 
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Victor Davis Hanson on Donald Rumsfeld on National Rcvjew Online Pagel of6 

: : 
Join us on the National Review 50th i~nniversary 

Cruise! 

Victor Davis Hanson A 
NffOc.,t,...., . ........ ~ 
December 2.'I. Z004, 8:21 •.m. 

Leave Rumsf eld Be 
Ke ;, Mt to blame (or ow diffiasltiei. 

The Wa3hington Post recently warned that doctors are urgina 
interested pattie, of all types to get their flu shots before the 
"scarce .. vaccine is thrown out But how is such a surfci1 possible 
when our oationaJ media scared us to deach just a few months ago 
with th~ specter of a national flu epidemic, co,pontc 
malfeasance, and Bush laxity? That perfect stonn of 
incompetence and skullduggery purponedJy combined to leave us 
vulnerable to maaa viral attack. So how can the P<Mt now 
characterize something aa "scarce" that is soon to be discarded 
for a want of takers? Was there too much or too little vaccine? 

The answer, of course, is the usual media-inspired flight from 
reason that overwhelms lhis ~Witry at various limca - hype 
playing on our fears and groupdiink to create a sudden story 
when there really is none. And now with the renewed attack on 
Donald Rumafeld ~ are back to more of the flu-shot hystaia 
1hat has bceD so common in this war. Remember the pseudo· 
crises of the put four years - the quagmire in week tbrcc in 
Afghanistan or the sandstorm bog-down in Iraq? 

Let us not forget either all the OrweUian logic: Clinton's paat 
deleterious military slashes that nevertheless explained the 
present win in Afghanistan, or hi, fonner appeasement of bin 
Laden that now accounts for the successful doctrine of fighting 
terror. Or recall the harebrained schemes we should have adopted 
- the uninvit.ed automatic airlifting of an entire divisi911 into the 
high peaks of Islamic, nuclear Pakistan to cut off the tribal 
fugitives m>~ Tora Bora? Or have we put out of our memories 

http://www.natioaa=view.com/hanson.lhanson2004 l 2230821.aap 
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. . 
~ictor Davis Hanson on Donald Rumsfeld on National Review Online 

the brilliant trial balloons of a Taliban coalition govemmena and 
the all Islamic post· Taliban occupation forces? 

So it is with the Jatat feeding•frmey over Donald Rumsfctd. His 
recent spur.of-dle-moment - but historically plauiblc ...... 
remarks to the effect that one goes to war with me anny one has 
rather than the army one wishes for angered even conservatives. 
The demand$ for his head are to be l&llaool off from an unserious 
Maureen Dowd - nmting on spec abollt die shadowy neocon 
triad of Wolfowitz, Feith. and Perle - but taken seriously from a 
livid Bill Kristol or Trenl Lott Rumsfeld is, of course. a blunt 
and proud man. and thus can say things off 1he cuff that 1J1 · 
studied retros))e4:t seem strilcinsJy callous rather than forthright. 

. No doubt he has chewed out officers who deserved better. And 
perhaps bis quip to the scripted, not-so--impromptu question was 
not his best moment. But his resignation would be a graw . 
mistake for this country 01 war, for- a variety of nOSOlfS. 

First. according to reports, the unit in question had 784 of its 804 
vehlc)cs up•annorcd. Humvees are nnsportadon and support 
assets that traditionally have never been so protected. That the 
fluid lines in lnq are different not just from those in World War 
Il or Ko,ea, but even Vietnam. Gulf War I, Mogadishu. and 
Afghanistan ~ame clec only over months. Yet it also in fact 
explains wby we arc seeing 80 to 90 percent of these nco•Jcq,s 
already retrofitted. In an anny replete with Bradleys and 
Abtaames, no one e<>\lld have known kfore Iraq 11w Hummers 
would need to beoome umored vehicles as well. Nevertheless all 
of them will be in a fteet of many thousands in Jess than 18 
months. Would that World War D Sherman tanks after three 
years in the field had enoush armor to stop a single Panzeefll1'3r. 
At war's end German teenagers with cheap proto.RPGs were still 
mcinaating Americans in their "Ronson Light«s ... 

Second, being unprepared in war ist tragicaUy, nolhing new. It 
now seems near crimmaJ that Ameriwls fought in Nonh Africa 
with medium Stuart tanks, whose 37-millimeter cannons ("pea
sboolffl .. or "squirrel guns") and thin skins ensued the deaths of 
hundreds of Gls. CJimbina into Devasta1or torpedo bomben was 
tantamount to a death sentence in 1942; when fully anned and 
flown into a headwind. these airbome relics wen! lucky to make 
100 .knots - not quite as bad as ~ding fabric Brewster 
Bujfalou up agaamt Zeros. Yet FDR and George M~hall. both 
m.ponsible for U.S.-milita,y preparedness; bad plenty of time to 
see what Japan and Germany were doing in the Sate 1930s. Under 
the present logic of recrospccti~ perfecti~ bolh bad years to 
ensure our boys adequate planes and tanks - and thus should 
have resigned when the death toll of tankm and pilots soared. 

Even by 194S both the Gepnans and the RlUsians still bad better 
armor than the Americans. ln the (mt months of~ oW' early 

htip://www.nationalreview.com/hanso~'2004;12230821.asp 
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Victor Davis Hanson on Donald Rumsfeld on NationaJ Review Online 

squadrons ofF-80s were no match for superior Mig-lSs. Early- . 
model M-16 rules jammed with tragic: frequency in Vietnam. The 
point is not to excuse the miliwy naivete and in-preparedness 
that WJnecessarily take lives, but to accept that the onslaught of 
wv is sometimes unforeseen and its unfolding course persistently 
unpredictable. Ask the Israelis about the opening days of the 
Yom Kippur War, when thciJ armor was devastated by band-held 
Soviet-made anti·tank guns and their vaWlted AmericaiHupplied 
air force almost neu1ralized by SAMa - laxity on the part <>f 
then perhaps th~ world's beat military a me~ six years after a 
pnvious run-in with Sovict-anned Arab enemies. 

Third, the demand for Rumsfetd's scalp is also predicated on 
supposodly too few uoops in the theater. Bw here too the picture 
is far mote oomplicaied. VietrlaDl was no more secure with 
530,000 American soldiers in 1968 than it wu with 24,000 in 
J 972. How troops ~ used, ralher than their sheer numbers, is the 
key to the proper force deployment - explaining why Alexander 
the Great could take a Persian empire of 2 million square miJc:s 
with an army Jess than S0,000, while earlier Xerxes with S00,000 
on land and sea could not subdue tiny Greece. one-fortieth of 
Persia's size. 

OfTeruuve action. not troop numbers alone. crcate'8 d.elarence; 
mere patrolling and garrison duty will always create an insatiable 
demand for ever more meo and an enormoUJly visible American 
military bureaucracy- and a perennial Iraqi dependency on 
aomeonc else to prolect the nucent dcmOCTIIC}'. Thus if the 
arsument can be made that Rwnsfeld was responsible for either 
disbanding the lnlqi army or lhe April stand-down from FaJlujah 
- the latter being the wont American miliwy decision &ince 
Mogadishu - then he de8Cl'Ves our blame. But so far, from what 
w~ know, the near-f&tal decision to pull·baclc: from Fa.llujah was 
made &om either above Rumsfeld (e.g .• 1hc election-eve White 
House) or below him (Paul Bfflmller and the Iraqi provisional 
government). 

lo uuth, the real troop problem transcends Iraq. Our shortages are 
caused by a military that was swhcd after the Cold War and ~U 
hasn't properly recouped to meet the global demands of the war 
against JsJamic fa&eism - resulting in rotation nightmares> 
National Guard emergencies, and stop-order controversjes, The 
amazing victoric, in Afghanimm and IRq noc ooly ae1 up 
WU'C8listir:: expcccatiom about the c:aac o( implementing posl• 

beUwn democracy among bibal Islamic societies, but also 
allowed the public, the Congress, and the president not to 
mobilize to confront Ute strategic challenges facing ~ United 
Statei that now pose a more serious threat than did the 1980s 
Soviet Union. 

We are left with an unhinged nuclear dictatorship in North Korea 

http://www.nationalrcvicw.com/banson/hamonl00412230821.asp 
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-.Victor Davis Hanson on Donakl Rumsfeld on National Review Online 
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threatening an increasingly appeasing muf pacifistic South. 
Taiwan could be swallowed up in days or destroyed in hours by a 
bullying. rcsourcc>hungry China staking out a new co.prosperity 
sphere in the Pacific, one every bi~ as ambitious as imperial 
Japan's. Iran's nukes will soon be able to hit a triangulating 
Europe, and lslamists seek our desauction at home while we 
implement liberal govemmencs in Iraq and Afghanistan.. 

AD 1bil peril came on us suddenly aad without waming- at a 
time of recession and following the vast asms cuts of the 1990s, a 
trillion in lost commerce and outright damage from 9/11, oil 
spikes, huae trade deficits, mcreased entitlements, and taX cuts. If 
Mr. Rumsfeld is responsible for all that. perhaps then we can ask 
him to step aside as culpable for our presenf absencc of enough 
soldiers in the U.S. milliary . 

. In reality, he bu carefully allotted troops in Iraq because he has 
few to spare elsewhere - and all for reasons beyond his concn,J. 
.if Senator Lott or kindred pundits fnt show us exaetly where the 
money is to come irom to enlarge the· military (CU hikes. cuts in 
new Medicare entitlements, or budgetary frceus?). and. second, 
that Mr. Rumsfeld oppo• expanding ow defense budact
"No, President Bush, I don't need any more money. since 1ho 
Clinton formula was about right for our present responsibilities" 
- then he should be held l'C$pODSiblc. So far thai has not 
happened. 

Fourth, we hear of purportedly misplaced aUocations of 
resources. Thus inadequate Humvees ate now the focus of our 
slun ...:.. our boys die while we are wasting money on pie-in-tho
sky ABMs. But next month the writs may be about our current 
obsession widi tactical minutiae - if Iran shoots off a test 
missile with a simultaneous annoamcement of nuclear acquisition. 
So then expect. "Why did Jtumsf cld rush to spend billions on 
Humvee armor, when miJJions of AmericaQS were left vulnerable 
to Iran's nuk:ca without a viable ABM system come to foU 
completion?"' 

Fifth. have we forgotten what Mr. Rumsfeld did right? Not just 
plenty, but pJenty of things that ahnost anyone else would not 
have done. Does anyone think the now~fwiet Crusader artillery 
platform would have saved tives in Iraq or helped to lower our 
profile in the streets of Baghdad? How did it happen that our 
forces in Iraq arc the first army in our history to wear practicable 
body armor? And why are over 9S percent of ow wounded 
suddenly surviving- at miracu.lous ,atc;s that far exceeded even
lho6e in the fim Gulf War? .lfthc secmary of Defense is to be 
blamed for renegade roguery at Abu Ghrm.1> or delays in up
anning Humvees, is he to be praised for the system of getting a 
ma.agJod Marine to Walter Recd in 36 hOUJS? 

http://www.nationalreview.com/haMonlhanson2004 l 2230821.asp 
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And who pushod to ~loy thousands of troops out of Europe, 
and to rc·station orhers in Korea? Or were we to keep ossified 
bases in perpetuity in the logic of the Cold War while 
triangulating allies grew cveNoore appeuing to om enemies and 
more snarly to us, their complaccnt protectors? 

The blame with this war falls not with Donald Rwnsfeld. We are 
more often the problem - OW' m~urial mood swings and 
demands for inswu perfection devoid of historical penpective 
about the tragic nature of god.awful war. Our miJjwy bas waged 
two brilliant campaigns io Afghanistan and Iraq. There bas been 
an even more inspired postwar success in Afghanistan where 
elections were held in a courury deemed a hopeless Darlc·Agc 
relic. A thousand brave Americans gave their lives in combat to 
ensure that the most wicked nation in the Middle .East might soon 
be Utt best, an4 the odds are thar those remarkable dead. not the 
coJumnists io New York. will be proven right- no thanks to 
post.facto huping from ~ousands of American academics and 
imjdcrs in chorus wiah that continent of appeasement Europe. 

Out of the ashe, of September 11, a workable war exegesis 
emerged because of students of war like Don Rwnsfeld: 
T morists do not operate alone, but only through the aid of rogue 
states; Jslamicists hate us for who we are, not the alleged 
griev~ outliocd in successive and always-metamorphosing 
loony fatwas; the temper of bin Laden's infomercials hinges only 
on how bad he is doing; and muhilateraJwn is not necessarily 
moral. but of\en an amonl excuse either to do nothing or to do 
bad - ask the U.N .. that watched Rwanda and lhe Balkans die or 
the dozens of profiteering nations who in concert robbed Iraq and 
enriched Saddam. 

Donald RumsfcJd ii no Les A.spin or William Cobm. bul a rare 
sett of secretary of the caliber of George Marshail. I wish be 
weR more media•savvy and could ape Bill Clinton1s lip-biting 
and furrowed brow. He should. but, aw, cannot Nevertheless, 
we will regret it immediately if we drive this proud and honest
spealcing visiona,y out of office, even as his bard work and 
insight are bringing us ever closer to victory. 

- Vi,·tor Dtn1i.t Ha,1$011 is u miJiia,:i.• his1orio1t aml 11 .teJaior 
fellow ,,1 the HO!lw.r h1sJj11Jtion a, S1a1!f<>rd U11ivcrsity. His 
wemil"- is !:is;i_orhan.ron,,o,n. 

• • • 

YOU'RE NOT A SUBSCRIBER TO NATIONAL RI.Vl£W1 Sip up 
righ& now! It's easy: Subscribe to NotiMtal Rmew ~. or to the digital 
vemon of the magazine bete. You can even order a subscriptioo as a gift~ 
mm or m&ilil! 
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December 31, 2004 

TO: · Gen Pete Pace 

CC: Gen Dick Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld "J)t. 
SUBJECT: Possibilities for the Team· 

I got a call from Antonio Martino, the MOD ofltaly. · He said he's got a retired 

three star who has been in Iraq, speaks perfect English. who is excellent, and he'd 

like to put him on the team. He also has a brigadier general who does not speak 

English, but is very good. He is Carabiniai and he's very good on the mafia 

aspect of it, and he thought maybe he should send both of them. Why don't you 

talk to Gary Luck and see what they think? 

I 
DHR:a 
12311>'-9 (ti) 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by _______ _ 

F8U6 

oso 00002-os 
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SUSAN M. COLLINS 
"AINE 

172 RUSSELL SENJ\ TE OrrlCE Ou•LOING 
WASHINGTO\I OC?05~(1 19(.14 

Uittrl states ~cnatc 
WASHINGTON, DC20510-1904 

December 15 ,2004 

The Honorable Donald H. Rumsfcld 
Secretary of Defense 
I 000 Defense Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-1000 

Dear Mr. Secretary, 

CCM\"T TEES. 
GOVFANMF\ITAI AFFAl~S. CHS..IMMAI\ 

AP.MFrl SFRVICFS 

Stll=Cl.ll,LCOMM11 rl::I= 
C\IAGING 

JOIN I E:.GCNOMIC 

During a Senate Armed Services Committee hearing on M::irch 2, 200471 expressed 
repeated concerns to Acting Secretary of the Army Brownlee about the shortages of body armor 
and fortified Humvees for military personnel in Iraq. While Mr. Brownlee asserted that progress 
had been made. I remain concerned that, more than eight months later, the Department of 
Defense still has been unable to ensure that our troops have the equipment they need to perfonn 
their mission as safely as possible. 

In his testimony, Acting Secretary Brownlee stated, ''The requirement for up-armored 
Humvees proportionally had never been that great, because their perfonnance is somewhat 
degraded by the heavy weight of the armor. So there wasn't a feeling that all Humvees should 
be up-armored." He continued saying the operational environment shifted and the Army realized 
all soldiers were potentially exposed to IED attacks, particularly against convoys. Mr. Brownlee 
admitted the operational environment required a much higher demand for Humvees than initially 
planned. After this admission, I am very concerned that it appears the Pentagon failed to do 
everything in its power to increase production of up-armored Humvees. 

During the town-hall style meeting with deployed troops in Kuwait last week, your 
response to a soldier's question about the lack of armor was troubling. You stated the Army is 
moving to produce as many armored Humvees as possible, yet apparently only after the soldier's 
complaint did the Army request Armor Holdings in Jacksonville to produce an additional 100 
Humvees a month. Thus far, the Pentagon has received only 5,910 of the 8, I05 of factory
armored Humvees commanders say they need. Why was this request not placed earlier to 
increase fully armored Humvee production from 450 to 550 a month at a time when many of us 
brought to the Pentagon's attention the shortages relayed to us by our constituent-troops and their 
families? 

Additionally, a company finishing a $30 million contract with. the Pentagon this month to 
make l ,500annor kits for Humvees is only working at 50 percent capacity and recently made 
the Pentagon aware it could produce much more. 

OSD 00039-05 
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Given that so American soldiers have died or been seriously injured in Iraq as a result of 
improvised explosive devices or in ambushes from rocket-propelled grenades, the urgent 
requirement for armor protection remains. Armored and up-armored vehicles, as well as body 
armor, are critical in protecting our men and women in unifonn while serving in this hostile 
environment. I look forward to hearing from you regarding the need for additional armored 
vehicles in Iraq. 

Sincerely, 

Susan M. Collins 
United States Senator 

11-L-0559/0SD/46117 



THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON 

The Honorable Susan M. Collins 
United States Senate 
Washington, DC 205 10 

Dear Senator Collins: 

January 4,2005 

I received your letter regarding the status of armor and 
protective equipment for troops deployed to Iraq. As you know, 
this is a matter the Department has addressed with a sense of 
urgency for more than a year. Senior officials in the Department 
have provided updates in the matter regularly to those in 
Congress who have inquired. I have enclosed a DoD fact sheet 
on the issues, as well as a transcript of a briefing offered by 
Senior Army planners. 

I have forwarded your letter to Dr. Francis J. Harvey, 
Secretary of the Army, and asked him to provide any additional 
information and respond to your specific questions on 
procurement as soon as possible. 

Sincerely, 

Enclosures 

oso 00039-05 
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SECRETARY OF THE ARMY 

WASHINGTON 

A/~ 1ml F'] -3 Ml 

January 24, 2005, l 0:00 am. 

-----'-

SUBJECT: Up·Armored HMM\iVV s and Body Annor 

• Senator Collins expressed concern over the production o(Up-Annored HMMWVs> 
Armor Kits and Body Annor. 

• The proposed response at TAB A identifie~ the Army's efforts to increase production? 
and where goals have been met, 

• Proposed response advises that the Amw is adaptine to meet the needs ofQllI Soldiers 
serving in support of Operations Enduring Freedom and Iraqi Freedom. -------------------"-

• Incoming letter from Senator Collins at TABB. 
• TAB 1> , S '"'n;tLtM. ~Po~ ~ 4 .J°~ 

RECOMMENDATION: That you approvethe draftresponse to Senator Collins at 
TAB A by initialing: Approve Disapprove_• ___ _ 

COORDINATION: Wo12e · J'i/> C 

J~-
~i, Ml~Jr 
~ :1:··:.!. '1 

Attachments: 
As stated 

Prepared By: Pau1 Shigeta, SALL~CIDJ,_(b_)(_6) __ _.! 
2 

9: 56 
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ORIGINAL . 
. . 

SECR~T ARY OF T.HE ARM)' 
WASHINGTON . . 

A:CTION MEMO 

January 24,2005, I 0:00 an. 

Dep Sec Action_· ---

........ .,. . . ~, 
s.uemcr: U'J:Almored HMMWVs and Body Armor 

• Senator Collib.1 c:x:preased concern ovct the proc.fw::sjan .of Up-Annored HMMWV s. 
Atm.C>r JCiu and Body Annor. . · · · 

• The pzcposed respon,e at TAB A i~tific:8 the .>.zmy•s effotts to in~ production, 
aQd where IJO!lb have~ met. 

• . ~ n:iJ)onte amise:t 1hai the·Army is adapting ro meet tbe:needs of our Solc:tim 
. · SClVfaa m support of C)pemjom Endurin,g F~ and Inqi Freedom. , 

• lnOOIIUDI 1~ from Senator Co.m.aa at TAB B, 
· ·"Tiei,.·,s ,..,~ ~ ~ "~ 

' . 
RECOMMENDATION: "That you approve the.draft respori9e to Scuator Collins at 
TAB A by mitialilir, Approve ' · Disapprove ___ _ 

COORDJNA TION: Nne µ/Jc . 

Prepamc{By: Paul Shigeta, SAU...cto,!(b)(6) I 

.a11~1 I ORIGINAL 

~·Q-~,~~~~-~ ~ 
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DRAFT 
The Honorable Susan M. Collins 
United States Senate 
Washington, D.C. 2051 O 

~ ~ f'J 1.s J 1-R.._ 

--- $ec~.e.- ~K'> b4-., u i, A~ (,qJ, f,; 
,f-w r.,'7 ~ "'1 A:. 

1 I 
Dear Senator Collins: tJ! bi~/~ 

~ank f8u_fm our lette~arding Up·Armored High Mobility Multipurpose 
Wheeled Vehicles, Armor l<it production and bod\' armor. Force protection is one 
of our top priorities and the Army has aggressively worked to provide the highest 
level of protection to our Soldiers as rapidly as possible. 

The Army remains committed to expediting the required force protection 
equipment to our Soldiers in the field. In fact the Army e 
to speed ac uisition of the necessa e ui ment. Up-armoring is not the 
orly solution to protect Soldiers from the improvised explosive device (IED) 
threat. The Army is aggressively integrating a host of capabilities and measures· 
in an effortto better protret: Soldiers and Tactical Wheeled Vehicles. Units .in 
theater have successfully employed IED countermeasures to reduce their 
vulnerability to IEDs. Units in theater are adapting and evolving their tactics, 
techniques and procedures to counter enemy IED tactics. All Army units conduct 
live, virtual and constructivepredeployment training at home station and at our 
training centers using the most current lessons learned provided by units 
currently operating in theater, Our commanders and Soldiers in theater not only 
rely on armor protection, but also realize that force protection requires the 
integration cf. a host of different capabilities. 

In the area of Up-Armored High Mobility Multipurpose Wheeled Vehicles 
(UAH), more than 6,400 cf. the required 8,275 UAHs have now been delivered to 
theater. In May 2003, the UAH production rate was 30 per month. As 
requirements were identified, validated, and funded, the Army pressed, in 
October 2003, for a rapid increase in UAH production. Initial estimates from / r, i, O'Gara Hess (ffiW) (nowowned by Armor Holdings) were that given sufficient 

1) . lead time (3-4 months) they could increase the production rate by 50 vehicles 
each month over tour months to achieve a maximum rate of 230 vehicles per 
month. After additional negotiations, in early February 2004, OGH and American 
Motors General (AM General) concluded that 450 vehicles was the maximum 
achievable production rate. AM General and OGH proceeded to achieve a 
production rate of 450 vehicles per month by September 2004, one month ahead 
of schedule. 

11-L-0559/0SD/46121 99% FEB-22-2005 15:23 
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lnmid-November 2004, the Army was made aware that Armor Holdings could 
increase their production capacity by another 100 vehicles per month. Secretary 
of the Army Harvey directed, on December 10, 2004, that the Armor Holdings' 
contract be modified, accordingly. Armor Holdings advised the Army that 
increased production to 550 vehicles per month will be achieved in March 2005. 

Regarding your question on Armor kits, Armor Works was contracted, on 
May 3,2004, to produce 1,490 troop carrier kits and on September 27, 2004, an 
additional 150 kits for the High Mobility Multipurpose Wheeled Vehicle, which 
was the total validated requirement for that specific kit. The final delivery of 
those kits will occur in February 2005. No additional purchase of that kit is 
planned at this time since the entire requirement will have been satisfied. 

Finally, in the area of Body Armor, on April 29, 2004, Coalition Forces Land 
Component Command reported that 1 oo percent of the requirementfoc 
Interceptor Body Armor (IBA) in both the Iraqi and Afghanistan theaters had been 
achieved. A set of Interceptor Body Armor (I BA) consists of an Outer Tactical 
Vest (OTV) and a set of ballistic inserts, often times referred to as Small Arms 
Protective Inserts (SAPI). An additional 10,000 plus sets of lBA are maintained 
in theater to support any contingency requirements. 

As of November30,2004, the Army has fielded 599,633 OTVs and 453,874 
SAPI sets across the Army. The Army has providedover 18,000 OTVs andSAPI 
sets to joint and interagency organizations in suppm1 of the Global War on 
Terrorism. The current Army Procurement Objective (APO}is 840,000 sets of 
IBA. Production increased to 25,000 sets of IBA per month starting in December 
2003, employing eight vendors, and has remained at that level ever since. 

1k,~d( ~i.~~~ 7/ The Army is rapidly adapting to protect Americanwe~t1i~ffleftt* 
engaged in Operation Enduring Freedomind Operation Iraqi Fraedom. Force 
protection of our troops in the field remains a top priority for the Army. Thank you 
for your continued interest in rur Soldiers as the Army fights the Global War on 
Terrorism. 

Sincerely, 

DRAFT 
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SECRETARY OF THE ARMY 
WASHINGTON 

I ·n-v ~ lL 

ACTION MEMO 

;I FOR: SECRETARY OF DEF NSEQ? fEB 2(J(lf 

~ FROM: Franci~ey, cretary e Army 

SUBJECT: Up-Armored HMMWYs and Body Armor 

Zm,. ,.....,. . ;.... Hf n. 56 '..~) ;-: q -j J.,, 7 · 

January 24,2005, 10:00 am. 

Dep Sec Action ____ _ 

• Senator Collins expressed concern over the production of Up-Armored HMMWVs, 
Annor Kits and Body Armor. 

• The proposed response at TAB A identifies the Army's efforts to increase production,. 
and where goals have been met. 

• Proposed response advises that the Anny is adapting to meet the needs of our Soldiers 
serving in support of Operations Enduring Freedom and Iraqi Freedom. 

• Incoming letter from Senator Collins at TAB B. 
• The 1> ,5 \t.J~M. ~Po~ ~ 't .:r~ 
RECOMMENDATION: That you approve the draft response to Senator Collins at 
TAB A by initialing: Approve . Ditmpprove;._· ___ _ 

COORDINATION: ~eRe 

Attachments: 
As stated 

Prepared By: Paul Shigeta, SALL-CID,,_!<b_H_6) ___ _ 

ESAMA 
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CEfSECDEF DECISION 
APPROVED:----
IIIJRl&) 
OTHER-· ______ _,. 
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SECRETARY OF THE ARMY 
WASHH4GTON . 

ACTIONMEMO 

January 24, 2005, l 0:00 an. 

;;t FOR: SECRETARY.,.?rF.i<~JC..J.<~- Dep Sec Actio~----

~ · '.fR,OM: F~is 1 ey~ . Army ,--

SUBJECT~ Up-AmlorcdHMMWVsandBody Ann9r 

• SenatorCollinsexpressedconcem Qvertheprodu.ction.ofUp-Armored HMMWVs. 
A,mor Kits and Body Allllor. 

• The pro~respome at TAB A identifies the Anny's efforts to increase production, 
and where goals have been met. 

• Proposed respon$eadvisesthat the·Amly is adapting tomeetthe needs of our Soldiers 
serving in support ofoperatt"onsEnduringFtecdom and I:aqiFreedom. 

• lnooming letter from SenatorCollinsat TABB. 
• ~ 1> ,s ,~t9w,\ ·tta5SP~ 11ot,,4 4 ~ 
· ~tOMMENDA'IlON: That you approve thc.dn.ft response to Senator Collins at 
·TAB A by initialing! Approve · Disapprove ___ _ 

COORDINATION: :bl1•e 

Attachments: 
As stated 

Prepated By:· Paul Shi&~ SALL-CID,._!(b_X6_) __ _.l 

11§1m_, _ j 
ORIGINAL 
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The Honorable Susan M. Collins 
United States Senate 
Washington, D.C. 2051 O 

Dear Senator Collins: 

DRAFT 

Thank you for your letter regarding Up-Armored High Mobility Multipurpose 
Wheeled Vehicles, Armor kit production and body armor. Force protection is one 
of our top priorities and the Army has aggressively worked to provide the highest 
level of protection to our Soldiers as rapidly as possible. 

The Army remains committed to expediting the required force protection 
equipment to our Soldiers in the field. In fact the Army has gone to great lengths 
to speed up the acquisition of the necessary equipment. Up-armoring is not the 
only solution to protect Soldiers from the improvised explosive device (IED) 
threat. The Army is aggressively integrating a host of capabilities and measures. 
in an effort to better protect Soldiers and Tactical Wheeled Vehicles. Un its in 
theater have successfully employed IE D countermeasures to reduce their 
vulnerability to IEDs. Units in theater are adapting and evolving their tactics, 
techniques and procedures to counter enemy IED tactics. All Army units conduct 
live, virtual and constructive predeployment training at home station and at our 
training centers using the most current lessons learned provided by units 
currently operating in theater. Our commanders and Soldiers in theater not only 
rely on armor protection, but also realize that force protection requires the 
integration of a host of different capabilities. 

In the area of Up-Armored High Mobility Multipurpose Wheeled Vehicles 
(UAH), more than 6,400 of the required 8,275 UAHs have now been delivered to 
theater. In May 2003, the UAH production rate was 30 per month. As 
requirements were identified, validated, and funded, the Army pressed, in 
October 2003, for a rapid increase in UAH production. Initial estimates from 
O'Gara Hess (OGH) (now owned by Armor Holdings) were that given sufficient 
lead time (3-4 months) they could increase the production rate by 50 vehicles 
each month over four months to achieve a maximum rate of 230 vehicles per 
month. After additional negotiations, in early February 2004, OGH and American 
Motors General (AM General) concluded that 450 vehicles was the maximum 
achievable production rate. AM General and OGH proceededto achieve a 
production rate of 450 vehicles per month by September 2004, one month ahead 
of schedule. 

11-L-0559/0SD/46126 
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ln mid-November 2004, the Army was made aware that Armor Holdings could 
increase their production capacity by another 100 vehicles per month. Secretary 
of the Army Harvey directed, on December 10, 2004, thatthe Armor Holdings' 
contract be modified, accordingly. Armor Holdings advised the Army that 
increased production to 550 vehicles per month will be achieved in March 2005. 

Regarding your question on Armor kits, Armor Works was contracted, on 
May 3, 2004, to produce 1,490 troop carrier kits and on September 27, 2004, an 
additional 150 kits for the High Mobility Multipurpose Wheeled Vehicle, which 
was the total validated requirement for that specific kit. The final delivery of 
those kits will occur in February 2005. No additional purchase of that kit is 
planned at this time since the entire requirement will have been satisfied. 

Finally, in the area of Body Armor, on April 29, 2004, Coalition Forces Land 
Component Command reported that, 00 percent of the requirement for 
Interceptor Body Armor (IBA) in both the Iraqi and Afghanistan theaters had been 
achieved. A set of Interceptor Body Armor (IBA) consists of an Outer Tactical 
Vest (OTV) and a set of ballistic inserts, often times referred to as Small Arms 
Protective Inserts (SAPI). An additional 10,000 plus sets of IBA are maintained 
in theater to support any contingency requirements. 

As of November 30,2004, the Army has fielded 599,633 OTVs and 453,874 
SAPI sets across the Army. The Army has provided over 18,000 OTVs and SAPI 
sets to joint and interagencyorganizations in support of the Global War on 
Terrorism. The current Army Procurement Objective (APO) is 840,000 sets of 
IBA. Production increased to 25,000 sets of IBA per month starting in December 
2003, employing eight vendors, and has remained at that level ever since. 

The Army is rapidly adapting to protect American lives and equipment 
engaged in Operation Enduring Freedom and Operation Iraqi Freedom. Force 
protection of our troops in the field remains a top priority for the Army. Thank you 
for your continued interest in our Soldiers as the Army fights the Global War on 
Terrorism. 

Sincerely, 

DRAFT 
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TO: Powell Moore 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld "\). 

SUBJECT: Letter from Senator Collins 

Please get me a copy of the letter fmn Susan Collins complaining about annor. I 

want to approve the answer to her. 

Thanks. 

OH!tss 
OI IOOS-12 
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SUSAN M. COLLINS -
1n -u,,e1,1, H"4Tr o•JCI tU&'9IO -,llljO'IDN,DC_,._,.,. 

~U .. l'N:I ..... ,..,. ... ., ... tlnittd ~tltts ~tnatc 
WASMINGTGI~. DC 20610-1904 

December 15,2004 

The Honorable Donald H .Rumsfeld 
Secretary ofDefcnse 
1000Defense Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-1000 

Dear Mr. Secretary, 

.. ':: , .. 

co-mus. 

NU•tci S,IMC!it 

"'~~n 
(IOI~ -~ 

During a Senate Armed Services Committee hearing on M;q'('!b 2, 2004) expressed 
repeated concerns to Acting Secretary of 1he Amy Brownlee ahout the shortag6B ofbody rn o r 
and fortified Humvees for military personnel in lraq. W1i.Je Mr. Brownlee asserted that progress 
had been made, I remain conccm1."tl that, note than eight naiths later, the Department of 
Defense still has been Wtable to ensure that o~· ::oops have the equipment they need to perfonn 
their mission as safely as possible. 

In his testinaiy, Acting Secretary Brmmlee stated, "The requirement for up-annored 
Humvees proportionally had never been lhat great, because their perfonnance is somewhat 
degraded.by the heavy weight of the armor. So lhcrc "8:ll'ta feeling that all Humveesshould 
be up-annored" Ha continued sa}ing the operational environment shifted and dle Anny reali7.ed 
a11 soldiers were potentially exposed to JED attacks, partiallarly against convoys . Mr. Brownlee 
admitted the operational environment required a muchhigherdemand for Humvees ban initially 
planned. After this admission, I am ver; concerned that it appears the Pentagon failed to. do 
eveQ1hing in ito, power to increa~e production of up-anrored Hwnvees. 

DJt:irg the town-hall style mcdinp with deployed troops in Kuwait last week, your 
response to a soldier's question about the lack of annor was troubling. You stated the Army is 
moving to produce as rcany armored Humvecs as possible, yet apparently only after the s:ili:lier' s 
complaint did the Army request Annor Holdings in Jacksomille to produce an additional 100 
Humvees a month. Thus Jar, the Pentagon has m:cived only 5,910 of the 8,105 orfamory
annored Humvees commanders say they need. Why was this request not placed earlier to 
increasefullyannoroo Humvee production fron450 to 550 a month at a timewbenmanyofus 
brought to the Pentagon' sattention 1he shortages relayed to us by ourconstituenMroops and their 
families? 

Additionally, a company finishi.rqa $30million contract with 1he Pentagon this month to, 
make 1,500armor kits for Humvees is only working at 50 percent capacity and recently nade 
the Pentagon aware it could producemt1ch more. 

oso 00039 .. 05 
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Given that so American soldiers have died or been seriously i~jured in Iraq as a result of' 
improvised explosive devices or in ambushes mm rocket-propelled grenades, the mgent 
re(1uirement for annor protection remains. Armored and up-at1110red vehicles, as well a.s body 
aimor, are critical in protecting our men and women in uniform while serving in this h~1ile 
environment I look fonvard to hearing from you regarding the need fir additional armored 
vehicles in Iraq. 

.. 

Sincerely, 

SusanM. Collins 
United States Senator 
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OFFICE OFTHE CHAIRMAN 
THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20311H1999 

INFOMEMO 

FOR: DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Lt Gen Norton A. Schwartz, Director, Joint Staff 
For the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff 

SUBJECT: Up-Armored HMMWVs and Body Armor 

,.,.., , .. - . 
. ' 

f ....... . , • ••• , 
,•i r ., ;N, ! + + . ~.. .• . --

• Answer. In response. to your request (TAB A), the Director.., J.4, and I have 
reviewed Secretary Harvey's response to Senator ColJins. 

• Analysis. The Joint Staff confinns that the Army's draft lcttcrto Senator Collins 
(TABB) is factuallycolTcct 

COORDlNATTON: NONE 

Attachments: 
As stated 

Prepared By: Lt Gen Duncan J. McNabb, USAF; Director,J•4; .... !(b_)(_6)_· __ _. 
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OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY SECRET ARV OF DEFENSE 
THE SPECIAL ASSISTANT 

6,µ1- J)cS~ - J- y µtzc/ 

fw~~l<-r 

Tab A 
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TABA 

OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
The Military Assistant 

14 February 2005 - I 035 Hours 

MEMORANDUM FOR: CAPTAIN MARRIOTT, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY 

SUBJECT: Up-Annored HMMWVs and Body Armor 

Sir: 

Please take action to obtain coordination requested by Mr. Patterson, 
per his snowflake which reads: 

"Get DJS/ J-4 Coordination - QUICKLY." 

Thank you. 

Attachment: 
OSD 00039-05 

ean E. O'Connor 
Captain, USN 
Military Assistantto the 

Deputy Secretary of Defense 

Suspense: Wednesdav, 16 Febrnarv 2005 

Tab A 
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The Honorable Susan M. Collins 
United States Senate 
Washington, D.C. 2051 O 

Dear Senator Collins: 

TABB 

DRAFT 

Thank you for your letter regarding Up-Armored High Mobility Multipurpose 
Wheeled Vehicles, Armor kit production and body armor. Force protection is one 
of our top priorities and the Army has aggressively worked to provide the highest 
level of protection to our Soldiers as rapidly as possible. 

The Army remains committed to expediting the required force protection 
equipment to our Soldiers in the field. In fact the Army has gone to great lengths 
to speed up the acquisition of the necessary equipment. Up-armoring is not the 
only solution to protect Soldiers from the improvised explosive device (IED) 
threat. The Army is aggressively integratinga host of capabilities and measures 
in an effortto better protect Soldiers and Tactical Wheeled Vehicles. Units in 
theater have successfully employed IEDcountermeasuresto reduce their 
vulnerability to IEDs. Units in theater are adapting and evolving their tactics, 
techniques and proceduresto counter.enemy IEDtactics. All Army units conduct 
live, virtual and constructive predeploymenttraining at home station and at our 
training centers using the most current lessons learned provided by units 
currently operating in theater. Our commanders and Soldiers in theater not only 
rely on armor protection, but also realize that force protection requires the 
integration of a host of different capabilities. 

In the area of Up-Armored High Mobility Multipurpose Wheeled Vehicles 
(UAH), more than 6,400 of the required 8, 275UAHs have now been delivered to 
theater. In May 2003, the UAH production rate was 30 per month. As 
requirements were identified, validated, and funded, the Army pressed, in 
October 2003,fora rapid increase in UAH production. Initial estimates from 
O'Gara Hess {OGH) (now owned by Armor Holdings) were that given sufficient 
lead time (3-4 months) they could increase the production rate by 50 vehicles 
each month over four months to achieve a maximum rate of 230 vehicles per 
month. After additional negotiations, in early February 2004, OGH and American 
Motors General (AM General) concluded that 450 vehicles was the maximum 
achievable production rate. AM General and OGH proceeded to achieve a 
production rate of 450 vehicles per month by September 2004, one month ahead 
of schedule. 

TabB 
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ln mid-November 2004, the Army was made aware that Armor Holdings could 
increase their production capacity by another 100 vehicles per month. Secretary 
of the Army Harvey directed, on December 10, 2004, that the Armor Holdings' 
contract be modified, accordingly. Armor Holdings advised the Army that 
increased production to 550 vehicles per month will be achieved in March 2005. 

Regarding your question on Armor kits, Armor Works was contracted, on 
May 3, 2004, to produce 1, 49Qroop carrier kits and on September 27, 2004 ,an 
additional 150 kits for the High Mobility Multipurpose Wheeled Vehicle, which 
was the total validated requirement for that specific kit. The final delivery of 
those kits will occur in February 2005. No additional purchase of that kit is 
planned at this time since the entire requirement will have been satisfied. 

Finally, in the area cf Body Armor, on April 29, 2004, Coalition Forces Land 
Component Command reported that 100 percent of the requirement for 
Interceptor Body Armor (IBA} in both the Iraqi and Afghanistan theaters had been 
achieved. A set of Interceptor Body Armor (IBA) consists of an Outer Tactical 
Vest {OTV) and a set of ballistic inserts, often times referred to as Small Arms 
Protective Inserts (SAPI). An additional 10,000 plus sets of IBA are maintained 
in theater to support any contingency requirements. 

As of November 30, 2004 fhe Army has fielded 599, 6330lVs and 453, 874 
SAPI sets across the Army. The Army has provided over 18,000 OTVs and SAPI 
sets to joint and interagencyorganizations in support of the Global War on 
Terrorism. The current Army Procurement Objective {APO) is 840,000 sets d 
IBA. Production increased to 25, OOOsets of IBA per month starting in December 
2003, employing eight vendors, and has remained at that level ever since. 

The Army is rapidly adapting to protect American I ives and equipment 
engaged in Operation Enduring Freedom and Operation Iraqi Freedom. Force 
protection of our troops in the field remains a top priority for the Army. Thank you 
for your continued interest in our Soldiers as the Army fights the Global War on 
Terrorism. 

Sincerely, 

DRAFT 

TabB 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON 

January 4,2005 

The Honorable Susan M. Collins 
United States Senate 
Washing ton, DC 205 10 

Dear SenatorCo11ins: 

I received your letter regarding the status of armor and 
protective equipment for troops deployed to Iraq. As you know, 
this is a matter the Department has addressed with a sense of 
urgency for more than a year. Senior officials in the Department 
have provided updates in the matter regularly to those in 
Congress who have inquired. I have enclosed a DoD fact sheet 
on the issues, as well as a transcript of a briefing offered by 
Senior Army planners. 

I have forwarded your Jetter to Dr. Francis J. Harvey, 
Secretary of the Anny, and asked him to provide any additional 
information and respond to your specific questions on 
procurement as soon as possible. 

Sincerely, 

Enclosures 

oso 00039-05 
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TABA 

OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
The Military Assistant 

14 February 2005 - I035 Hours 

MEMORANDUM FOR: CAPTAIN MARRIOTT, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY 

SUBJECT: Up-Armored HMMWVs and Body Annor 

Sir: 

Please take action to obtain coordination requested by Mr. Patterson, 
per his snowflake which reads: 

"Get DJS/ J-4 Coordination - QUICKLY." 

Thank you. 

Attachment: 
OSD 00039-05 

Captain. USN 
Military Assistant to the 

Deputy Secretary of Defense 

Suspense: Wednesdav. 16Februarv 2005 

Tab A 
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TO: Powell Moore 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1,) 
SUBJECT: Letter from Senator Collins 

Please get me a copy of the letter from Susan Collins complaining about annor. I 

want to approve the answer to her. 

Thanks. 

DHJl.:w 
01100Hl 
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OFFICE OF THE CHAIRMAN 
THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20318-NII 

TNFOMEMO 

FOR: DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Lt Gen Norton A Schwartz, Director. Joint Staff 
Forthe Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff 

SUBJECT: Up-Armored HMMWVs and Body Armor 

• Answer. In response to your request (TAB A), the Director, J-4, and I have 
reviewed Secretary Harvey1s response to Senator Collins. 

• Analysis. The Joint Staff confirms that the Annis draft letter to Senator Collins 
(TABB) is factuallycorrect. 

COORDTNATTON: NONE 

· Attac'ntn·ents: 
., As stated · 

Prepared By: Lt Gen Duncan J. McNabb, USAF; Director, J-4;._!(b_)(_6) ___ _. 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF LEGISLATIVE LIAISON 

1800 ARMY PENTAQON 
WASHINGTON DC 20310-1600 

January 24,2005 

The Honorable Susan Collins 
United States Senate 
Washington, D.C. 20510-1 904 

Dear Senator Collins; 
I I 

' 'I 

. . -· - ·-

Thank you fbr your ldtw to the Honorable Donald H. Rumsfeld, Secretary of 
Defense, concernlng,the armoring of Higb Mobility Multipurpose Wheeled 
Vehicles tor our Soldiers serving in support of Operation lnq Freedom. 

Your concerns on this very important subject are being reviewed. Once aD 
pertinent ·information has been considere.d, a final response will be sent to your 
office. If you hr,ve aov auestioorwhlle this matter is pending, please have your 
staff can me atl(b)(G) ------

Sincerely, 

~~A-~:~ 
Paul A. Shigeta 
Congressional Coordinator 
Special Actions Branch 

TQTRL,.. P. 82 

----.., 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
OFF1CE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE ARMY 

ACQUISITION LOGISTICS AND TECHNOLOGY 

The Honorable Susan M. Collins 
United States Senate 
Washington, D.C. 2051 O 

Dear Senator Collins: 

103 ARMY PENTAGON 
WASHINGTONDC 20310-0103 

O 2 ~UR 2005 zms IF? - 3 AM II: 2 0 

OF;: ICC GF i HE 
SECRET.:.-.::: 1 W DEFEN.;i: 

Secretary Ru msfeld asked me to fol low up on his January 4, 2005, reply to your 
letter of December 15, 2004, regarding Up-Armored High Mobility Multipurpose 
Wheeled Vehicles, Armor kit production and body armor. Force protection is one cf our 
top priorities and the Army has aggressively worked to provide the highest level of 
protection to our Soldiers as rapidly as possible. 

The Army remains committed to expediting the required force protection 
equipment to our Soldiers in the field. In fact, the Army has gone to great lengths to 
speed up the acquisition of the necessary equipment. 

In the area cf Up-Armored High Mobility Multipurpose Wheeled Vehictes (UAH), 
more than 6,400 cf the required 8,275 UAHs have now been delivered to theater. In 
May 2003, the UAH production rate was 30 per month. As requirements were 
identified, validated, and funded, the Army pressed, in October 2003, fir a rapid 
increase in UAH production. Initial estimates from O'Gara Hess (OGH) (now owned by 
Armor Holdings) if given sufficient lead time (3-4 months) they could increase the 
production rate by 50 vehicles each month, over four months, to achieve a maximum 
rate of 230 vehicles per month. After additional negotiations, in early February 2004, 
OGH and American Motors General (AM General) concluded that 450 vehicles was the 
maximum achievable production rate. AM General and'OGH proceeded to achieve a 
production rate of 450 vehicles per month by September 2004, one month ahead of 
schedule. 

In mid-November 2004, the Army was made aware that Armor Holdings could 
increase their production capacity by another 100 vehicles per month. The Secretary of 
the Army directed, on December 1 O, 2004, that the Armor Holdings' contract be 
modified, accordingly. Armor Holdings advised the Army that increased production to 
550 vehicles per month will be achieved in March 2005. 

Regarding your question on Armor kits, Armor Works was contracted, on 
May 3, 2004, to produce 1,490 troop carrier kits and on September 27, 2004, an 
additional 150 kits were ordered, which were the total validated requirement for that 
specific kit. The final delivery of the remaining kits will occur in March 2005. No 
additional purchase of the troop carrier kits is planned at this time. 

11-L-0559/0SD/46148 / 00019 -OS 
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Finally, in the area of Body Armor, on April 29, 2004, Coalition Forces Land 
Component Command reported that 100 percent of the requirement for Interceptor 
Body Armor (IBA) in both the Iraqi and Afghanistan theaters had been achieved. A set 
of Interceptor Body Armor (tBA) consists of an Outer Tactical Vest (OTV) and a set of 
ballistic inserts, often times referred to as Small Arms Protective Inserts (SAPI). An 
additional 10,000 plus sets ct· 18A is maintained in theater to support any contingency 
requiremerts. 

As of November 30,2004, the Army has fielded 599,633 OTVs and 453,874 SAP1 
sets across the Army. The Army has provided over 18,000 OTVs and SAPI sets to joint 
and interagency organizations in support of the Global War on Terrorism. The current 
Army Procurement Objective (APO) is 840,000 sets of IBA. Production increased to 
25,000 sets tf IBA per month starting in December 2003, employing eight vendors, and 
has remained at that level ever since. 

Up-armoring is not the only solution to protect Soldiers from the improvised 
explosive device (IED) threat. The Army is aggressively integrating a host (f 
capabilities and measures in an effort to better protect Soldiers and Tactical Wheeled 
Vehicles. Units in theater have successfully employed IED countermeasures to reduce 
their vulnerability to IEDs. Units in theater are adapting and evolving their tactics, 
techniques and procedures to counter enemy IED tactics. All Army units conduct live, 
virtual and constructive predeploymenttraining at home station and at our training 
centers using the most current lessons learned provided by units currently operating in 
theater. Our commanders and Soldiers in theater not only rely on armor protection, but 
also realize that force protection requires the integration d a host of different 
capabilities. 

The Army :s rapidly adapting to protect the lives d American service men and 
women and equipment engaged in Uperation Enduring Freedom and Operation Iraqi 
Freedom. Force protection of our troops in the field remains a top priority for the Army. 
Thank you for your continued interest in our Soldiers as the Army fights the Global War 
on Terrorism. 

Sincerely, 

i!fa-cc4\B~ f· Caude M,' olton, Jr. 
Assistant Secretary <:i the Army 

(Acquisition, Logistics and Technology) 
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CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON, O.C. 20318,,9999 

ACTION MEMO CM-2259-05 
3 January 20,05 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE d'Allfl/;. 
FROM: General Richard B. Myers, CJC~ · · · 

DepSec Action __ _ 

SUBJECT: Joint CON OPS (SF 905) 

• Answer. In response to your issue (TAB A), I agre·e on the importance of Joint 
CONOPS; however, Jam convinced that they have not "fa11en flat on their face." 
At your request, we developed the joint operations concepts (JOpsC), which you 
approved in November 2003. JOpsCresulted in the joint conununity (Joint Staff, 
USJFCOM, combatant commands, the Services and your staff) collaboratively 
producing fourjoint operating concepts, five joint functionalconcepts and five 
joint integrating concepts. To improve quality,T recently consolidated all joint 

... , -. . 

---. 

concepts under the Joint Staff/J-7. J-7 subsequently produced a Joint Concepts lJ 
Development and Revision Plan that provides dear guidance on purpose, scope, 4 
content and timing of the joint concepts for the entire concept development C) 
community. The latest concept, Integrated Air and Missile Defense, recently :S 
received accolades from the JCS '1S an example of how far joint CON OPS have 0 
progressed. U1 

• Analysis. The Joint Staff supports your vision to enact the capabiltties-based 
approach needed for the future joint force. An update on the progress of Joint 
CONOPS and the Joint Capabilities Integration and Development System can be 
provided to you at the next Combatant Commanders Conference. 

RECOMMENDATION: Joint Staff to provide an update on the progress of Joint 
CON OPS and the Joint Capabilities Integration and Development System at the next 
Combatant Commanders Conference. 

Approve ____ Disapprovc. ___ Othc1· ___ _ 

COORDINATION: TABB 

Attachments: 
As staJed 

Prepared By: Major General J. Catton, US AF; Director)~ 7 ;,_j(b_)_(6_) ___ _., 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Gen Dick Myers 

TABA 

rouo 

Donald Rumsfeld 7}/L 
SUBJECT: Joint CONOPs 

November 24,2004 

I'm deeply concerned that, for more than two years now, Joint CONOPs has fallen 

flat on its face. I' mconvinced it is needed, that it's the right thing. I'd like you to 

come up with several options as to how we might move it into the hands of people 

who will get it done. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
112404·2 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by _._15=.~_c_"_I/ __ _ 

fiOUO 

11-L-0559/0SD/46151 
Tab A 



D(OFT) 

OSD(P) 

TABB 

COORDINATION PAGE 

I "' ~ 

Dr. Thomas Hone 8 December 2004 

Mr. Mark Gunzinger 9 December 2004 

" 

TabB 
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TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

COL Steve Bucci 

Cathy Mainardi 

Donald Rumsfetd ~ 

FOUO 

January 5,2005 

SUBJECT: Joint CONOPS Memo and Phone Call to ADM Giambastiani 

Please fax this memo to ADM Giambastiani and then arrange a phone call for me 

with him to discuss Joint CONOPS. 

Thank you. 

Attach. 
01/03/05 CJCS Memo to SecDefre: Jo.frttCONOPS 

DHR:ss 
010505-13 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respo,uJ, by ________ _ 

FOUO 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Gen Dick Myers 

Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Joint CONOPs 

TABA 

FOUO 

November 24,2004 

I'm deeply concerned that, for more than two years now, Joint CONOPs has fallen 

tlat on its face. I'mconvinced it is needed, that it's the right thing. I'd like you to 

come up with several options as to how we might move it into the hands of people 

who will get it done. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
112404·2 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by __ ;_r_~_c_tJ_iV __ _ 

S,r, 
~S~le- alfrt~J. 

'FOUO 

11-L-0559/0SD/46154 

~1~,t/ 
1 JAN O 4 2005 
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CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHtEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20318-9999 

CM-2259-05 
3 January 2005 

FOR: SECRETARYOFDEF.ENSE . . /.. 
. ~Allft[> 

FROM: General Richard B. Myers, CJCSr,- -. 

DepSec Action __ _ 

SUBJECT: Joint CONOPS (SF 905) 

• Answer. In response to your issue (TAB A), I agree on the importance of Joint 
CON OPS; however, I am convinced that they have not "fallen flat on their face.'' 
At your request, we developed thejoint operations concepts (JOpsC), which you 
approved in November 2003. JOpsC resulted in the joint community (Joint Staff, 
USJFCOM; combatant commands,. the Services and your staft) collaboratively 
producing four joint operating concepts, five joint functional concepts and five 
joint integrating concepts. To improve quality, I recently consolidated all joint 
concepts under.the Joint Staff/ J-7. J-7 subsequently produced a Joint Concepts 
Development and Revision Plan that provides clear guidance on purpose, scope, 
content and timing of thejoint concepls for the entire concept development 
community. The latest concept, Integrated Air and Missile Defense, recently 
received accolades from the JCS as an example of how farjoi nl CONOPS have 
progressed. 

• Analysis. The Joint Staff supports your vision to enact the capabilities-based 
approach needed for the futurejoint force. An update on the progress of Jo.int 
CONOPS and the Joint Capabilities.Integration and Development System can be 
provided to you at the next Combatant Commanders Conference. 

RECOMMENDATION; Joint Staff to provide an update on the progress of Joint 
CON OPS and the Joint C((pabilitics Integration and DevcJoprnent System at the next 
Combatant Commanders Conference. 

Approve ____ Disapprove .. ____ Other ___ _ 

COORDINATION: TABB 

Attachments: 
As stated 

. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . , .. .. .... . . . . . . . . . . . . 

. . . . .... . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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TABB 
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Dr. Thomas Hone 8 December 2004 

Mr. Mark Gunzingcr 9 December 2004 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Gen Dick Myers 

TABA 

fflUO 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Joint CONOPs 

November 24,2004 

I'm deeply concerned that, for more than two years now, Joint CONOPs has fallen 

flat on its face. I'mconvinced it is needed, that it's the right thing. I'd like you to 

come up with several options as to how we might move it into the hands of people 

who will get it done. 

Thanks. 

DHR:s. 
112404·2 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by Is ~c ~'( ----------

FOUO 

11-L-0559/0SD/461)5.7 
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TO: 
a\ 
FROlVI: 

V ADM Jim Stavridis 
{'AL(c., 6.ff ~ 
Donald R~ield "-~ 

fOUO 

DEC t 8 2004 

SUBJECT: Art Cebrowski 

Please drctft a note to Art Cebrowski, then return this letter to. tne and let's talk 

about it at Roundtable some morning, how we ought to move fo1ward. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
12/22/04 Letter from A.K. Cebrowski to SecDef 

DHR;s., 
122704-11 

................... ,~9···· ············································~~ 

P6UO 

-4 ( ~. Jxz_~ 
QSD 00054-05 U 
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Vice Admiral Art Cebrowski, USN (Ret) 

Director, Office of Force Transformatinon 

Address 

Dear Art, 

With both regret for your departure and admiration for your 

accomplishments, I accept your request to be relieved of duties as 

Director of Force Transformation on 31 January 2005. 

You can be justifiably proud of all you have done for the 

Department and the Nation, and your work to embed the idea of 

transformation into the Department's efforts will endure -

especially your vision of Network-Centric Warfare. 

I wish you the very best in the time ahead, and thank you for ajob 

well done. 

11-L-0559/0SD/46159 



FORCE TRANSFORMATION 
OFFICE 

OFFICE OF THE SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1000 

December 22,2004 

Dear Mr. Secretary, 

This letter is to request that I be relieved of my duties as Director, Force 
Transformation as of 31 January, 2005. 

Working under your dedicated leadership in pursuing the President's 
transformation objectives has been rewarding and professionally satisfying. 
However, I must step aside due to personal commitments and health issues. 

The Office of Force Transfonnation is successful for several important 
reasons. First, without your personal strong commitment to leadership of 
transfonnation the task would be impossible. Second, we report directly to you 
and the Deputy, and you allow ll'> to work outside the normal course in an 
organizational arrangement that protects powerful ideas from bureaucratic 
tyranny. Finally, we have assembled a small, but talented inter-disciplinaryteam, 
both uniformed and civilian. And we have built a virtual team of vast dimensions. 
While there is much to be done, the accomplishmcntsof thc office arc what we 
had hoped from the beginning. For example: 

• Transfonnation is now integral to national strategy and DoD corporate 
strategy. 

• Network-Centric Waifare has emerged across the Department as the 
theory of war for the infonnati on-age and well supported by rigorous 
analysis. 

• The culture is changing. Transformational leadership chairs and 
research projects have been established across the 'tf8C' colleges and 
service academies 

0 SD O 00 5 4 -o 5 
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• Powerful new concepts arc in prototype or experimentation, including a 
new business model for space, Sense and Respond Logistics, controlling 
engagement timelines in urban combat, high speed distributed 
capabilities for naval forces, redirected energy for both lethal and non
lethal applications, cmd many others. 

Qr latest assessment of the TransfonnationRoadmaps is encouraging. I 
will provide you with an overall strategic transformation appraisal soon. 

My interest in advancing national security policy and the President's 
transformation agenda is enduring. I hope to be able to continue to contribute in 
some capacity. 

Sincerely, 

{)& {lJ,;UUlah' 
A. K. Cebrowski 
Director, Force Transformation 

cc: 
Deputy Secretary of Defense 

11-L-0559/0SD/46161 



THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON 

Vice Admiral Art Cebrowski, USN (Ret) 
Director, Office of Force Transformation 
Roo1n3A287 
1000 Defense Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301- 1000 

Dear Art, 

JAN 3 2005 

With both regret for your departure and admiration 
for your accomplishments, T accept your request to be 
relieved of duties as Director of Force Transformation on 
January 31,2005. 

You can justifiably be proud of all you have done 
for the Department and the Nation. Your work to embed 
the idea of transformation into the Department's efforts 
will endure - especially your vision of Network-Centric 
Warfare. 

I wish you the very best in the time ahead. Thank 
you for ajob well done. 

Sincerely, 

oso 00054-05 

11-L-0559/0SD/46162 



TO: Dou1 Feitb 

PllOM: , 

Pe~e 

'SECRET 

~ -05( OO'ffi2.S~E~ · 
Gf3,-&'1-E><o 

" 

. J ... 7,2005 

J continue to dunk we need to devdop some way to stop 1hc bicbriag. to who 

we tbmk the sc:aio, DoD l)CrlOll la in a country -whdbet it 1s tho Dc&me 

Attacbe, the Combatant Commander's rcpiaentative. er the, MAG Miaaion. or 
what Jaw you.. 

UPON REMOVAi.OF ~(I) 
DOCUMENT BECOMES UNa.AaslFIEO 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Ryan Henry 
Larry DiRita 

Donald Rumsfeld 

fi'OUO 

December 26, 2005 

T-C· S)C\~l\C \' 
E ') - .'-\C-Vl) 

SUBJECT: Briefing for Intellectuals and Academics on the QDR 

I think we ought to think about getting a big group of intellectuals and academics 

in, and tell them what we are doing on the QDR. 

DIIR.ss 
12260:i-20 

.....•.•................•.........•..•.••••••.••..•••....••..........••• , 
Please Respond By 01124/06 

FOl:~O 

DSD O 01 8 5 -0 6 
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:FOR OFf?lCIAL USR OP1LY 

INFO MEMO ... . . 

FOR: SECRETARYOFDEFENSE 

FROM: Ryan Henry, PD Under ,$ecretary of Defense for Policy 

SUBJECT Briefing for Tnte11ectuals and Academics on the QDR 

'":': ? ') 
,. -·" 

DSD 
5 USD(P) t£ JAN O. 200f 

I-05/016905-ES 
Es-1-,,3, 

. JAN O 4 2006 

o In your recent memo, you suggested we get a group of intellectuals an 
and tell them what we are doing on the QDR. 

• · I think that's an excellent idea. On Friday, 6 January, l will brief 23 members of the 
Defense Policy, Science and Business Boards in response to your suggestion. 

o TAB A lists the Board members who will attend the briefing here in the Pentagon. 

COORDINATION: None 

Prepared hy: Recd Grabowski, Col USMCR, Military Assist.ant for PDUSD 'P,._!(b_)(_6) __ _. 

EOR 01:iICU ls U~JL ON! Y 0 5
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fi'Olt Of'fi'ICIAL USE ONLY 

Defense Policy Board Members 
Ms. Victoria Clarke 
Hon Newt Gingrich 
GEN Jack Keane 
Dr. James Schlesinger 
Mr. Chris Williams 
Dr. RJt:1l Wedgwood 
Gov Pete Vvil/on 

Defense Science Board Members 
Dr. Bill Schneider 
Dr. Bill Graham 
ADM Bill Studeman 
GEN Bill Hartzog 
Mr. Rich Haver 
Mr. Larry Lynn 
Dr. Bob Hermann 
Mr. Bob Nesbit 
Dr. Johnny Foster 
GEN James McCarthy 
Mr. Vince Vitto 

Defense Business Board Members 
Mr. Denis Bovin 
Ms. Madelyn Je.nnings 
Mr. Bob Hale 
Mr. Michael Bayer 

At the request of Mr. Henry 
MG Bob Scales 

fi'Ok Ot?l"ICl:t\L USE ONLY 
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TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: l)onald Rumsfel~ 

SUBJECT: Note from Ed Wren 

fOUO 

January 5,2005 

Ed Wren is a PR person who used to work for Dick Cheney and me. Pt~i~li-cs:take a 

look at his letter and the clippings and see if we ought to do anything. 

Thanks. 

A11ad1. 
SecDef reply to Ed Wren 
12/17/04 Ed Wren letter to SecDef 

DHR:ss 
010505-18 

..•..........................••.................•....••.••.............. , 
Please respond by ________ _ 

FOUO 
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Mr. Ed Wren 
President 

THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON 

Wren & Associates 
1240 East Missouri A venue 
Phoenix, Arizona 85014 

Dear Ed, 

Thanks so much for your note and the clippings. 
l've asked Larry Di Rita to take a look at them and see 
what might be done, if anything. 

Year, 

1 look forward to seeing you at the inauguration. 

With my appreciation and best wishes for the New 

11-L-0559/0SD/46168 



..:----
--\Vi-fill & Associates 

• Gove~ment mta Pu'6'lic Relations 

December 17, 2004 

Mr. Donald Rumsfcld 
Secretary of Defense 
The Pentagon 
1000 Defense Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20310- lOOO 

Dear Mr. Secretary 

!f.,t.f. - JI "! (°l O,. ,. ,. fy "f it' 7': t 

1240 East Missouri Avenue 
Phoenix, Arizona 85014 

(602)264-5081 
Fax (602)230-7519 

Thanks for your recent Jetter. There is something that happened here that rea11y bothered 
me. Former Congressman Matt Salmon, who 1 supported significantly during his 
campaign for the Governorship which he barely lost to Janet Napolitano, is scheduled to 
be the new state Republican Chairman as Bob Fannin has decided to step down. But the 
enclosed set of newspaper clippings, in my opinion, cast doubt on Matt's loyalty to the 
Bush Administration. 

As you will note, he represents a local company which has a contract with your 
Department to supply armament for equipment in the war. While that is all well and 
good, I have told him that in my opinion while he obviously has the right to his opinion, 
his remarks about the war in general, not necessarily related to his client or the incident 
with the soldier, were not in keeping with someone who should be supporting the war 
effort. 

Again, I wanted you to have this information. I look forward to seeing you at the 
Inauguration and at the Vice President's home, if he has a reception the day after the 
swearing in ceremony as he did last year. 

Sincerely, 

~ 
Ed Wren 
Wren & Associates 

11-L-0559/0SD/46169 oso 00190-05 
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DUTY Debate aplenty on military program 
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nhl"il f,,r America? 

"Our ~o\lntq' IS :11 w:11 right 
11,...,, ." ,111:-:wt·r:,: S.11.·,·~· SOM, ;,1 
?~ .. :,.e:-.:): poH...:t heutena."'\t ,mJ 

t~~:;:·R;~~~~.,~.l~ ~ 1.~:/};;;~ 
:e:1Ct :ultt.;:haog,~ .. :.,~ plan.,; an.:;, 
fact ,,flife Thn· nteJ w "iuck it 
up :ind go co wt·,,.,_•· 

Soha src,1ks fwm ,:-.i1~~

ecce Hls Spteial Op.r•tions 
Tra~ Gmupw:ts<l<.·rl,,ycdt<, 
Afsh.lni<.tafl lrn :1 y,~:u whi:ll bis 
,;;,-1:e was "._.,·,~n nlun1h.,; p,·,~~
nJ.nl And it ,v,1s :-:<.'nt lO 1r:H.{ m.lt 
1~,nc aft~·r ~ "i\10 was }<l,,rn 

Silha s:,itl e:-.b~ :-:'!!f:':t Eon
tra,:1s ~re :1h,ul11ld\· 1:l._•ar 11'1 
1t-Uina ~r:-:on111.·l th8t S<f:"',iCt: 
ulay be ,~'.\lt~nch~tl during ";" 
Troops w)lll ne('d tc• 1..·,,mt· h1.llll(' 
fo, hardslup re.:.<..1::~ h;,n~ :111 
"Pf'<'"I ;rxe;i hcad,kd "But I 
1hrhl brin~ini a jaw,uit 1s t:r .. 
barras~ing," h(' said ··your 
country h:1~ ca:.:~ .. 

~1:i11~JH1111 l .y11tt, :111 artorn.ey 10 leave four montbs in, and t puted those findin@'s. Hr. &aid~ 
:.C lht~ k1kral lawsnil, 1.'- :uhoni! nherguy t,utalite his pla-c:.?.. en,Jtinl' and rett.nt•oo numbe~ 
th<1« who say Lot st<P J,,ss 1x,f HD:,n ll u,1 d " that fo1 fiscal 2003-0ol. wruch-en<kcl 
;,·y ,c,::a:es :ecr..::::,-.ec.: WI' ,1di, : . llJi ppen >:l io•J... in 5ep1eaibtr, wtrt a1107 r,·r· 
1,·ad:• :uut ~.:'·:"l~!":.':'J:e~ fraud be· :,g;n., in M."VPnd plac.e:!i Ole\ c.ent of goals. 
,:ause ~.-11.;.:er~ d.1.ln 't :-ea~ tht·,, tht:y l )ly bP M-1<1 tW'f':/ m ...,.. '°Tbe c )I 1V on ;,di • : 
;mi ,uhj,~.;.:1 tu invOluntl'l.t'Y e.X- called to dur)· with Mn"' ~n, that .stq,·106s i,.i.1J itt •ay; 
:,;;.s,or.s Out ~•arJll)le: "Ir. · t. t e· : o dfe<:I r..cruitina," he •~-

Hts d1~·nts l:':.: l'JC.e an An r,. 1 ) . enJi~tment Ul the '"'Bur it doe:ID't.'' 
zr:r~ Nt.?ionol <.ru:11 d ~~: ::~~=- armed fo ; ti: 9 six Tb Anny's l :y oertves 
fwm ('hitnJkr who~~ wit~ J t after tht war ends un- from a federal stetute- that s.ays: 
c'.c....T.! l'L't·1•11il1~,·~ wt~"~ deo,:..ep- less ii ls disrAn.tinued Ii> :II "'(T)he Pn .iii \ 1 ') 15 $J !t I 
t:vE ;t1 tt.t:: !ig:,-uppiel pte!idtal.' MY provi$ionof law r,,b,ting IO 

\\.'h.:nh1~• h11sh:u1tt.:~e;.r..!"~e<! Because of su;h caviaU. promotion. ntitement or s,e,pe· 
a, fohn v..t J ::. the C(,c:-: ootr.· m.roy military low "xp,,"s $>~ ra~ applicabl<: 10 any mem• 
plaint, inquired :1h~111( ~~ Af- the !ederaJ &Qit has littJf' chance ber ol tM ann4!'C"l forus who the 
llly'S ·~ CJne"rnlJ;rJ.lll. sh.:- Of iUCU! P, iid~t de1ennif ~ j; e:5.leD 
":tel. ""Th-.:v1uhl h~ 1h1~1·,~·.,, nc !kit, l,ejurt:H id1:. 4''M1 ti; 1< 1he nattonai ;r, f 
ob)ig~rjon. ··If)'ll\l dlln't :ike it. saidUJeftfl1e~vni. ... $)M)l~inG1t· ~ U ii i.stai .-
vnu·rc-Jonc-· self in cM foot •·.hco it ~es J'b rain t c1nJ :.ui! ~} 
' H(' \\ ,I" h;,ppy w t'll' lT'I th8 on Qtal:. wiU~ patdot•c. Am~ that languaae doe,; f)Ot addreM 
millwy ll1111h,•u h,· said, '01<, cans Alt 1gb stop-lo$! ma) wldi<rf whocnlisl ,.,. ,ht ·'Tky 
Ul\' lime Is done oow' • have thor ,rm fll)erational a<I One" program. which s~ up 

Lt Col. 11,yan Hilferty,"" vanieg<:>, rncl Sl'id, it •rode:,· A1111yNaliona!Guardmemberi 
Arn\}' $-f)Qke-,man -.-. Virginia, th~l'1~111a~rnf:;:1hilily ht:"e•~r.:.1: fo, :i I ~-rhon1h t;,.:..1 p•);rart.. 
s.a· . .: .ilo1)-lo~~ 1s ,·111r1~1l1ly 'J:-E'(! and 1.·11li:-:t ltth1.·r inldicro: 1.,:l,n ~l•flhc ci~hl lll.-iutiff:-.. iu
,,nlr .:;..1 the AfghauisLau-lraq ubv k:u si.r.:~:I.."' 1u~:11111,~nl. dudinu lht~ A1·imo;1.i11hli,~r.;mi 
conflict :wca. itnJonJy rocnslir(' /.. t~:~r.; .~~:-.:.: ,;::i-.:'. r'7esJ ~e,. i.> tlaat 1:at,~~rn y. 
1hac Auny :..,:--.:~s ar1~n·1shuttling "ic,\ found that. n:lliClmd<le. L,·nJ er.!QlowledgeJ thaL 
l\l'W. inexperienced J)l:rsonnd l\:1cio11al (i11:11d ,ig11-11p, wt~"~ e,:·~! m;,y lc~m 111\,:ud presi
::. h1 k,~y po~1h<JI\S ··lo Jr2iq, <111 12 111:n.:cnt .•dwn of th.: :-:-.i:.:, Jc-nti:11 (11)\\·Cr during times o( 
we n.i.illy w;111t ii platoon k:1<ler ta.ry's goal. But Hilforty dis- . nu/iu,,.~.: a.:.·ti1.l11: ··()hvitlU"il}'. 

1h,~n~ · ~ :111 d1~1)h:1111 in 1 ht~ 
kitch('II. which i!i tht· tcnJt·un· 
cf jml~L·~ I u .i;,y, ·\\/1~11. tl'.ere' t,~1 

war~·~ :..1.S OD!:"" 
Hc•wt''l'r.lK· "i:1id.courtsand 

the put,lic may also s.e stoi,-loss 
a, unfair and coun(erpro<lue· 
m·e l--ec,tu"i~' it s:1t'iot;H!l'S thl' ~ 
, ... i1 cl,~ co~p& uf trooPs 

··]f "011·1L•i{li..'"L§'1ohav-.: a n>l
untt·t·T servite," L}'n<I sajd, ~01.1 
hav-.: to 1)1;,y "11•:1itlH \\llh the 
J11;1.>pk ... \Vc·r1:gettj,ng~r...t.il.! 
11'u111 ill un~• lht~ wurltl saying, 
;l~t~Jt·in myu11i11Set:-c,,..~k btJ~· 

Hillerrfi the Army SJ'llk('s· 
man. ,aid ma1's hardly new,: •if 
a :-. :~t~·1 nnt (<:Otnplainin&l, 
he'$ 1101 MJ>PY, '' 

ohn ( > B a spo"kesman 
>rU\eJII. :i• I ~•1rdAssoc:ia-

1ion of ~ United Smes. aaid 
·1,o11, >ides ol tho : top,loss de
hal-.: haVL' nlt~r it. 

.. WhL·o i1 happ1~n.i h• you t's 
lik('. 'Uggh~ r.,:~ wam't r~an of 
m)" ph1n' But Wl" all raved l"lU' 
h:ultl.i :ultl took an oa1ti.·· c~ 
:,~nsacl. 

·\tv\~ d11n'c :.fi<e it Bnt s,·e ctr· 
1ain.ly u11Jt·r~t:111d t' 

Valley fun disputes Rumsfeld, is ready to supply Army armor 
I~· Jm,1,~ph A. Kc>cve$ 
~ A.ri2o,w,Rt'pubLic 

A VallL•y 1i, u1 lh;,I pm\·i•IL·~ 
1:1iti,·;1I arrho1•1111 n1ilit:11\' v-.:hi
cle:,: in Iraq i~,,penuing 3t·,,nJy 
h..-Jf . .;.op3C'~t')- <l,~,1)il1~ 1:urn
rlaint~ fnllll "iOIJia"i who s:1y 
th,·y :1rL' hdng :-c-nt i nhl Cllll\h:1t 
wilht,ut :11fo,11iak pn11t~diun. 

··\Ve ·,l. l--eL·n teUU1g the Pl·n· 
l:•:!orl fo, 111rn11h~ that w,~ hav-.: 
Lh'c ~i1padtr to cfout'lle our ~:'O
ductton."' .i:iid l1111n1~, 1J.s. JkJ). 
MaH Salmon. ;, ,·rn1,1111:uu 101 
Arnwrw,,rk:- ,,r T4!JR1?1111. 

"W1.:·n·r(':tJv. :111d wt· ha,·~·n'L 
h~·;wJ ii 1hin,c. :. 

Th.:- ~~wJe ~f aJ~·qu;1tc ;,mm1r 
rmtccti1.ln for mi1it.1ry ,·('hidc"i 
in r I aq hL•t::uh-.: 11'l11ll-1)a~,~ r1ew~ 
t'"'.:s w,~d. \\ ht~n a '.'Ja1 i1111al 
Guard soldier fr,,m T~·1ml'S~l·1.: 
;1=...·....:: ur at :1 u•wn haJI meeting 
in Km,:ai1 ;111d 1:11nll11111l~1I De
ft~rti,~ ~,~1:H~(:u y 1>1111:iltl R 11111, 
fdJ. . 

··\·Vh\• ,h• \,.:c soldi,:rs h:wc- to 
dig 1hr(,11gh Jo::aJ. l:u1tltilb. for 
pi1~1:,~, of .iL·1 :11) ~.e1L a.nd .::.Ctn· 
pn11nis,'.d hallis1i.;.: glau t, up
;11 nun our n~hid,~.i. ;,nd whv 
..kln't \\\" hJ.\'(' thll"i(' resources 
rl·:tJih· a\·,titahk tCl vs?" Annv 
~p1:. ·fh11111a, \1t:.J~x :1~k1~tl lh~~ 
scacL:1rv. 

V."'tlsoJl•~ .iUl'(U'i.ii 11~1 y hi 11111 
q_lll'Stion dr('\\' arplallSl' ff\'lll 
follow.inhli,~r,, ·,.:tr dff pn~p:u
ing lo lihir \'lit ff\'lll KU\\ :1il W 
Jr.,q. 

k111ltifoM ":1i1l lu~spoke Y<i1h 
2 ~,~n,~1al :11 1lh~ 1'1~nl:i~1111 ht~· 
forl' tr;ffdin~ w K11w.1it ;111d 
\\ :ti loM tht~ fflilit~: \\ :ti i :,:.:-.g 
it~ hes\ torw, iJe tn>Qp1 thc re,. 
sources lh(.'~ nc:c.:d. 

"'Jt. Ii ~'"iSCl)ti:1Lly :l ll\itt\er c.~· 
phy.ii,:s ... hL• ":1111. "II i.i11°1 ;, u1at
ter 1.lf nmnt·y. IL isl't..1 ~·.:.:-:er cm 
1ht~ ;.ar. of cht~ Auny 11f il,~,irt~. 
If~ :1 m:Ht~·r of pn-xlu..:U•)ti itnJ 
1:ap;,hil ity uf ilniog 11:· 

Salmon "i:lid that simply isn't 

1rn,~.bt 1~::1,-.1 t:. 1h1~ case of Ar, 
m,)rWllrk~. i.•;hich h:1s ii S.'=10 ::l:; 
Lio:. ,·rn11r:1d M pr,>,·ht~ c.:;r..· 
po!Jlt ,1rnwrki1~ th;,t a~e ri11«J 
cmtc• Hum,·c(' ,..e:Jc:e:: :!: de~ 
h111u.i hv ::.n·:..:..:trs :..-: 1h,~ tiL'l1J 

·111(' ·Pt·m:,gon rie,hc m•w. m 
n~ p,):-.etk'h:n:I ... ' ~pm. istJ'ylQg w 
ro!',\'t.'lce ,~, ,~, ylmL' 1h;,1 c.o!",· 
l(ilL:lllr:i iHI! ;:~·c;c:~;:-.~ .l1 fl'Cill,; 
t·;,pad1y:·s,1l1111111tohJ The An 
:miG Rtipub1i( .. In <.•ur ,a~e it's 
na1-ciut 11111 a.;.:i:ur :I((~., 

S;1l1111111. a c::r:~·:::"'.-at'.\·e Rc
nub!ic~ who nan·llWI\' )o!f the 
2002govemor·~ rai.:t:, fuis h..:-<::nil 
paid 1:uusnll;,11C hu A11nrn
\\.\lrks f,,r m1.we than a }'l'ilr 

I It~ $ad1h1~ hnr. i"9r(1du.:ir,j 
ilh\l\lt 300 ilrm,,r kit"i a nwnth 
~s.ily can .tt.hip ... ,v:~·e 1h•n 

Thi~ $.1,0 :nil:io~ ,·1m11'ad the 
Pt·11t:1~on ,1w:1r<le<l Armor• 
\Vo1k; Lt. ~-.:pk1oh1~1 1:albl fo1 
thl' ~ fa(torr tc• rwdu1..·c 
l,SOO arn1nr ~i~s hy J;,n11;11 y 

Salnion";id l,20Dal,<::.idv ha,·<:: 
been shipped, ho1 Armoi,•.:urk~ 
h.i"n·1 ':ttr. Mltl whc1hi::r i1 .\-L 
be ulTl·rcJa 111.~w 1.·11n1r~u:c 

··V1ic hon-c11·1 l:i<;c11 tnld <UI}"· 
th~n~ .ihnu1 wh,tt

0

:i@()tn1on.··h<:: 
~d 

""I ~":.ink a 1,)1 of tllli IS lh1.• 
riiht hand ~tllL'M1'1 l..11m, \\hal 
t~e left isdoioe" 
~ D<::panm..:-m t>l Jkfon:-c

isiOl~d il·,·1.·r~1 l 11cws n;lco.lst·s on 
its \Vi::h :.1ti:: Thur:id.tv 1.1 t:.e 
'J.ake of J{u11hfo1~r:,,. ·:-ti.,cl.."'kS 
imJ L'l't r;;nr~.~<;. f;ar.: tht· 
S.llCe:"! m Kuwa!! 

"-n.. :~s .. :e: sri~1ali5.t ·v::.1s.,:,: 
,L~~ a1 thl· lown k,11 r.:tH~..g 
:: Ktwai: r.; impoManl,' :c.ue
lcas(' n-ad °"1'bis ~~·• n.m~n, 
'Ake~ the mstter seriously ,rnd 
isadd.ress.inj Jl .1.i;gr('~:,:in·lr" 

A,11,1h1~1 u~kaM~ ";1 ii 1h(~ mil .. 
~ary i.s "producing r,)ughly -15() 
~ Mum"""" every 
~-Cid ",enc!iQ& lbta\ to 
~!nJn4.. .. . . · .. 
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E?":..; Rufl. ;.1 Di::fL'll~C' D~Jl<l1"1-
mcnt sp11kl'Sll1.t11. i ~lJ all ht1t 
ahtl\lt 4/)01) of thl' 19>()((1 H\.un, 
•ee, be in€ use<! by lhe U S ~. 
:ra: Cnmm~md :.n lr•n:i ~\fC •"P· 
.irnh)r<::tt or h.t\'t:: been modi!)t~ 
:111lh~ unitsl-.:n~I ~,!t. aclj-0::a:• 
IIHIJ' t.:~s· Ue lh4: ones pro
<1111:,~tt hv A1 rnurworks 

ThniC that arcn '1 ;.muon·d 
ye-( ilf,.;> :~:.~~ ... t".:! h) U!lllt 111:-Jtt ... , 
rnilitan, 1.·11111fmt111ds.ac..:-0rdin$ 
lo the Pcn!agon 

Salmon, lhl\\·t::,·<::f. piunt ... •dout 
that :u~t ~~x week.! ego. m~·m· 
h('J'X of an Arnw Re:-cn·c ;·~c.t· 
:c"';.las~e~ 1:11111(1:iny u~fu.it~il h1 
go un .- o:upJ•ly r:1;: ;:c,;. h1.~rauic 
1hi::y :i.ttt :r.e:r eqwpment Wit-i 
inadequate 

T!"',e i::t: lh;,I A1'JlU11•,1,:l11I,;, 
~r',)vidts r,,r thl' military are 
111:nk 11f :,:i~,~s:1:e 1:-.:1·:uni,: 
rather then steel, ·>-<·~.eh h,1s 
been 1bt cndil\ocMJ pro:e-:(·.,·e 
plaq tar miliWT ... ttJ~lei 
since World W.1. 

'·1-:lt sll·d wd,chli ~1:,.tl'.1rd~ 
U\<.''J'~ than <.lUr stuff," Salmon 
~aiiJ. "I( ,~:H:t~t~d~ Ch,~ paylo:td Cft• 
pacity on U.. oehlcles. Tbevehl· 
,:e~ ,~11il up h1'l~:d,i1lt! tlown or 
lo:..in~ 1lh~i 1' 111;111t~11, t~•;,hil ity. ·· 

rn addiliun .. iultli,~r.i h:1n~ 
11~,11~il th~ 1:L•1':11ni,: 1:unl(l11si11~ 
h.:uds w ahs,,rtl sJm1pnd ,,r ck· 
fl-.:L·1 i1, whil,~ .ikd ;u ulur u1kn 
,:rcJ.L('"i1.·n·11~·.c:-c <leadl,, Jll('tal 
Shards. · 

Sa.lmon~:1i1Jh1~)1)ine-d A1111rn
\Vork:- ilmid an t·;1rlicr con~ 
n~,:..,· wh-.:11 forhily rn1~1nh1~,, uf 
~oldi-.:r~in ha,l wi~u~ o:rnirgto 
th& Cllntp:rny Le• tluy ~rion.al 
bod}';11111" h1.~.;.:;u1"L' lht~ u1ili1:11·y 
Wil"ill 0t .ihie w pw, iJe :,J~·qu:,L~· 
,up1)lil~:... 

"Uofu, 1t111:1td y. r.:-r.s i .... <I,*• 
\"U ;,IJ un~I aqain,iMf1 i1:· $~ 
(l)I "i:1id. 

ReGch lhe Nil0'1« at 
;c,iepl'l.~~,izorlC' 
l<!PIAlli<.COITI or (6/J2J444•8t15 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON 

Mr. Ed Wren 
President 
Wren & Associates 
1240 East Missouri A venue 
Phoenix, Arizona 85014 

Dear Ed, 

NOV 1 8 2004 

How thoughtful you were to write before the 
e1ection. I remember, with great pleasure, our work 
together so many years ago. 

Since you wrote, the President and our mutual 
friend, the Vice President, have had a fine victory. 

I appreciate your kind thoughts, your words of 
support and your friendship. 

OSD 18284-04 
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Wren &_ Associates 
Government and Public Relations 

November I, 2004 

Mr. Donald Rumsfcld 
Secretary of Defense 
The Pentagon 
1000 Defense Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20310-1000 

Dear :Mr. Secretary: 

r. ·- r• • ,".,"' '.•. ~ ~ -. ·• ·, '.." .. '. ".' ·'• ,~: .... ~ ,: . . . -

1240 East Missouri A venue 
Phoenix,A1·izona 85014 

{602) 264-5081 
Fax (602) 230-7519 

It is one day before the election and,,despitc tbe media. ons:laughts, I believe that the 
Bush/Cheney ticket will again emerge as the v.1inncr. 

This despite the opposition, whichindudcs.not.onlythc obvious-Kerry and Edwards 
and the Democratic hierarchy, burthc dearly non~objcc.tivc media, Hollywood stars and 
starlets, traveling rock bands and movies. Jhave never seen anything like it during my 
many years in politics. And, I have also never seen a presidential campaign where people 
arc not voting for Kerry. but arc voting against the President. 

By the time you get this the election, hopefully, wi 11 be over. I just wanted to take this 
opportunity and tell you that it was a priviJcge to work for you more than 30 years ago. 
You have done an exemplary job in a difficult position. Keep up the good work and J 
hope to sec you at the January inaugural. 

Sincerely. 

·~ 

Ed Wren 

OSD 182 84-04· 
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Wren & Associates 
Government and Public Relations 

December 17, 2004 

Mr. Donald Rumsfeld 
Secretary of Defense 
The Pentagon 
1000 Defense Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20310-1000 

Dear Mr. Secretary 

----------~------------· -· 

2"'1\ fH1 - I! !.','I n. )~ ltJ..- •.. ·. ( '1 ,... 7· . -~ 

1240 East Missouri A venue 
Phoenix, Arizona 85014 

( 602)264-5081 
Fax (602)230-7519 

Thanks for your recent letter. There is something that happened lll1!re that really bothered 
me. Former Congressman Matt Salmon, who I supported significantly during his 
campaign for the Governorship which he barely lost to Janet Nap<>litano, is scheduled to 
be the new state Republican Chairman as Bob Fannin has decided to step down. But the 
enclosed set of newspaper clippings, in my opinion, cast doubt on Matt's loyalty to the 
Bush Administration. 

As you will note, he represents a local company which has a contract with your 
Department to supply annament for equipment in the war. While that is all well and 
good, I have told him that in my opinion while he obviously ha§ tre right to his opinion, 
his remarks about the war in general, not necessarily related to his client or the incident 
with the soldier, were not in keeping with someone who should be supporting the war 
effort. 

Again, I wanted you to have this information. I look forwanl to seeing you at the 
Inauguration and at the Vice President's home, if he has a rec¢ption the day after the 
swearing in ceremony as he did last year. 

Sincerely, 

~ 
Ed Wren 
Wren & Associates 
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P~lo/New Yortl Di$pe1ch 

John Waltz Jr •• 2, of Manchester, Pa., holds the hand of his father. Staff Sgt. 1st ass John Wattz, 
as troops from New York form up for a bus trip to fort Dix. NJ., where they wiU be trained before 
heading .to Iraq. · 

STAYING IN IRAQ 

Debate rages on policy 
extending military duty 

By Dennis Wagner 
The Arizona Rcpublk 

Tiie U.S. Army .says its stop
loss program is vital to ensur
ing that the Uoited States al
ways ha.c; trained, experienced 
soldiers on duty in war zones. 

But critics say the practice of 
forcing soldiers to remain de
ployed after they are supposed 
to be out of the service is not 
only unlawful but atrocious pol
icy for the Pent.agon. 

Thanks to a federal laws1..... 

filed by eight soldiers Monday. 
those argwnents likely are 10 be 
addressed by a District Court 
judge in Washington, D.C.,ifoot 
the U.S. Supreme Court. 

In the me.anti.me, however, 
the inVOIUDtary service of 
soldiers bas become grist for 
Starbucks discussion among 
troops, their families and the 
rest of America. 

Should soldiers who have 
completed their military obli-

~e0UTYPoQeA4 

Valley dlspales 
lbasteW's .... das 
Tempe-based ArmorWorks. 
which provid armor for 
military vehic es in Iraq. 
disputes dai!s by Secretary 
of Defense D nald Rumsfeld 
and says it ca provide the 
armor that soldiers need. A4 
Also inside . 
• The wife of 1m Arizona GI 
who is suing aver military 
extensions ~aks out. AS 

' Keep up with the latest out of Iraq at lraq.az~ 
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U.S. heeds 
Gls'plea to 
boost annor 
production 

By Mark .Mau.etti 
los Angeles limes 

WASHINGTON - The' Army 
moved Friday to boost produc
tion o( armored Humvees for 
American troops in Iraq by 100 
a month, abandoning recent as
sertions by Defense Secretary 
Donald Rumsfeld that soldiers 
could not be supplied. with 
safer vehides because Penta
gon officials could not procure 
them any faster. 

Steps to increase production 
came two days after Rumsfcl<l 
bluntly tol<l troops being sent 
to combat that assembly lines 
installing armor on lhc vehi
cles were already operating at 
maximum capacity. 

The developments could fur
ther embarrass the Bush ad
ministration. which has strug
gled for more than a year to 
provide equipment lo protect 
U.S. troops from a deadly Iraqi 
insurgency that war planners 
failed to anticipate. 

Pentagon officials con-
firmed that the Army had en-

See ARMOR Page A21 t 

ARMOR Production upped 
+fotHumvees needed in Iraq 

From Page Al 

tered negotiations to secure 
more armored Humvees but 
that they did not explain why 
officials <li<ln't realize before 
Friday that production could 
be increased. 

The military has abomS,900 
armored Humvces in Iraq. but 
U.S. commanders have lol<l 
Pentagon officials that they 
need 2.000 more. 

Meeting with troops in Ku
wait on Wednesday, Rumsfckl 
was asked by Tennessee Na
tional Guard Spc. Thomas 
Wilson why troops were 
l'orce<l to rummage through 
scrap yards to fin<l metal Lo 
protect their vehicles. 

Rumsfcld told the soldier 
that "a matter of physics'' pre
vented U.S. plants rrom step
ping uppro<luction or armored 
Humvees. 

It was later reported that a 
Chattanooga, Tenn., newspa
per reporter traveling with 
Wilson's uniL helped Wilson 
craft the question about the ar
mor. 

On Friday evening, Armor 
Holdings Inc., a Jacksonville. 
Fla.-based company that pro: 
duces an<l installs armor for 
Humvees, said ii had been con
tacted by the Army and would 
boost production to about 550 
armored Humvces per month, 
up from the 450now being pro-

duced. The company's state
ment came at the end of nego
tiations that began when Army 
Secretary Francis Harvey 
telephoned Armor Holdings 
President Robert Schiller on 
Friday morning. 

Additionally, The Arizona 
Republic reported Friday that 
a Valley firm capable of pro
viding armor for military ve
hicles isoperatingatonlyhalf
capacity, according lo former 
U.S. Rep. Matt Salmon, a con
sultant for Armorworks of 
Tempe. 

He said the firm is produc
ing about 300 armor kits a 
month but easily can ship 
twice that many. 

The$30million contract the 
Pentagon awarded Armor
Works in September called for 
€neTempe ractory to proauce 
l,!al armor kits by January. 
Salmon sai<l 1,200 already 
have been shipped, but Armor
Works hasn't been told 
whether il 'Nll. be offered a 
new contract. 

News about the increased 
production capacity Friday 
contradicted what Rumsfeld 
and lop military commanders 
told the troops on Wednesday 
and then re-emphasized at a 
news briefing Thursday. 

"It isn't a matter of money,'' 
Rumsfeld told the troops. "It 
isn ·1 a matter on the part or the 
Army of desire. It's a matter or 
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production and capability of 
doing it." 

The next <lay, the top U.S. 
commander in Kuwait echoed 
Rumsldd's remarks· about 
production constraints. ' 

Even with the boost in pro
duction or armored Humvtes, 
the Pentaeon still faces criti
cal shorta~ges of armor for its 
medium- and heavy-weight 
trucks that ferry food, fuel an<l 
supplies to troops in Iraq. 

According to the House 
Armed Services Committee, 
only 10 percent of the 4,814 
medium-weight transport 
trucks and 15 percent of 4,314 
heavy trucks are outfitted 
with bullet-resistant armor. 

In lieu of Pentagon-supplied 
armor, some troops in Iraq 
havejury-rigge<l their trucks 
w1tn sana bags ana even PlY· 
wood to protect themselves 
from gunfire 81).d explosions. 

In Iraq, the lack of armor on 
the heavy trucks has caused 
friction between troops and 
commanders. 

J n October, a logistics com
pany of Army reservists 1-e
fused an order to' carry out a 
resupply mission to a base in 
northern Iraq, saying that 
driving I arge unarmored vehi
c lcs on Iraq's <lea<lly highways 
amounted to a "suicide mis
sion.'· 

Staff contributed to this article. 
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. DUTY Debate aplenty on military program 
Fr\)111 Pag~ Al 

gations he forced TO remain in 
cnmhm zones as a patriotk 
dutv'' Or is the 11overnmen1 
ab,ising those whl>havc given 
mosr for America'' 

'\".).lr<.'ounrry is at war right 
now,'" answers Steve Soha, a 
Pht)eni.~ pulicc lieutenant an<l 
gunnery sergeant in the rvhlrine 
Ct)rps Reserves. ··1nrunvcn
icncc an<l changes in pl.111~ area 
fact of life. They need to sud ir 
up an<l gt) lo work:· 

Soha speaks from experi
ence. llis Special Operations 
Training Gfl)upwas Jcploye<l to 
Afghanistan fora yec'.t Vt·he~ !,~s 
wife was seven 1nc~nths pr,!'~· 
n,ull. And it was sent ;o l:,·,4 !1'), 
long after hi., son wir; h:m,. . 

Soha said enli.:.:11neni n,n
tracts arc absoiutel,; do::·,ir iii 
relling per.'-inr.:1t!I i'i1-~lr ~ervf<.'e 
may he cxtcn<lcJ . .Jur;ng w«r. 
Troops who ncco.l w ro.>11.\.:. b:,me 
for hard.ship rei\~or.s h3ve. ai1· 

appeal pn.>\!C!')~. ~lC ,·u.;dcd. ''ij11!·l 
think hringing. a li1w.suir is· em
h,u-r,1.'-ising .. " Ii;! s~~i,!. ·~~our 
country has r.olle,1," 

Staughton Lyn<l. :in allorney 
in the fe1ternl lawsuit. is amon11 
thnse who say the srop-lo.ss poi
icv vinlares recruitment con
tri1cb an<l ronstitutcs fraud be
muse soldiers<lon "t rc.olii.c thcv 
are subject to involuntary ex
ten~dons. 

His rlients inclmk an Ari• 
i.ona :"llarinnal Guard snlclie.
from Chandler who.se wife 
claims rc<.-ruita~ were Jerep
tivc in their sign-up spiel. 

When her hushand. idenritied 
a~ John Doc I in the court rum
plainr. inquired ahour the Ar-
1ny's ''Thy One .. program. she 
said. "Thev tnld him the.-e·s no 
oil!ig:,t:on.· 'if yo,1 1ton"1 lil:e it. 
VO~. re d;,,)Ot .. 
· ··1 k \',·.is h:ippy to he in the 
1i1ili1;11y Hm ihen he said. 'OK. 
lllY l::i!C ;, <.kinc·,iow."" 

··Lt . . C.iL H;·ya:1 llilferry. an 
,\i':u;.- sp(lke.,;111mr in Virginia. 
s11i<! slt,p-bs~ i~: ,:urrcntly u,c<l 
o,-,ly iri tt-,<: Af!•.i·1ani.s1an-lraq 
n,clf1ir:: ar~a . . an<l. only to ensure 
·ihJf :-nmy 111,;rs ,1rc11·t shurtHng 
,:cw. i,;e,,!)Cnc1icc.J pcrst)nncl 
!I! :ukcy j)Ositii,ns. "In Iraq. <lo 
u..'e re,tl:~, w,1nt a. ptaronn leacler 

to lea vc four months in. and an
other guy TO take hi.s place''" 

llilferry pointed out that 
sol<tiers sign pape.-s acknowl
edging in sevcr,,I ph1ccs that 
they may he helcl over or re
called TO 1tu1v without t·nn.sent. 
One Cll.mnplc: "In the l'.Vl'.nl t)f 
war. IIIY enlistment in the 
arme<I ·forces continues six 
mnnths after the wa.- ends un
k~~ it is Jiscontinucll by the 
p.-es i1tent :· 

Hecau.se of such caveats. 
nrnny 1nilit.try law experts say 
the federal suit has little chance 
t)f succes,. 

Hnt, legalities asi1te, l.yn<I 
said the Pcrllagon is shouting it
self in the fi)OI when it rcnc~cs 
on <teals with patriotic Ameri
cans. Althuugh stop.Jo,s nrny 
have short-term t)pcrational ad
vimrnges. l.ynd said. ir erncles 
the Pcrllagon'sability to rcnuil 
ant.I enlist tHhcr soldiers who 
mav fem· sjmilal' trearmei1r. 

1\ recent As~uci.ott'.ll Pr,.ss rt'.· 
view found tlwt, n.otionw°i<.lc. 
:-Jation.ol Guard sign-up,; w~:·: 
12 percent short of tile m:,i 
tary·s gual. But Hilfcrly ·di1,-

pult'.ll t:1osc : :1;d lr:gs. E c. ~aiLI re
cruir i ng and retention numher.~ 
for fiscal 2003-04, which ended 
in Sepremher. were al 107 per
cent of goub. 

"Tht'. runvcntit)nal wisdom is 
1ha1 sTOp-loss will (negatively) 
affect recrni1ing:· he adde1t. 
"But it doesn't" 

The Anny·., policy derives 
froma federal staltllethm si1ys: 
"(T)he Presillcnt 111.oy suspend 
any provision of law relating to 
promolion. re1iremen1 or sepa
rntion applicable to any mcm
he.- of the armed forces who I he 
President determines is c,sen
tial TO the national security of 
the l:ni1e1t S1ates:· • 

Plaintiffs in the civil suit say 
that language does nor adclres~~ 
soldiers who enlist via the "Try 
One" prognun. which signs up 
Army :"llarinnal (,nan! membe.-s 
for ,; 12-lllt)lllh trial prognun. 
Thre).' of the eight plaintiffs, in
~:~~:~j~~g.}~le Ari~ona soldier, are 
.Cl ,,w .. ·~ .• oegol')'. 

Ly,1J ackm)wk<lgcd that 
·=G·un:-- may lean toward pre.~i
f.ler?J.!<1~ pn\vel' during tin1es of 
military actiun: "Ohviously. 

there·, an clephmll in the 
kitchen. which is the tendencv 
ofju1tges rnsar ·well,rhe.-e·s ii 
war coinc on.· ' 

H().WC.;cr. he saill. mu rts an<l 
l he public uwy also sec stt)p-loss 
as unfair and counrerproduc-
1 ive hec,1use it sabotages the es
prit Jc curp~ t)f troops. 

"If you· rt'. guin~ to have a vol
unteei- se.-viL:-e_-· 1:vrnl said. '"vnu 
have to pl.oy straight with 'the 
pcopk ...... Wc'regt'.lting e-mails 
from all overrhe wnrld si\ying. 
·:l,fornleinmy unit isal rnck but
tnm: 

Hilferty. the Army spokes
man, s.oi<l tlmt'shardly news: "If 
a soldier., nnt (cnmplaining). 
he's 1101 h.oppy:· 

fohn Goheen, a spokcsmmi 
fort he Narinnal Guard As.socia
tion of the l:nite<l St.tics. saill 
hnth sides of the sTOp-loss 1te
hate have me.-it. 

'When it lmppcns to you it's 
lil:e. ·uggh' This wasn't pan of 
my pl.on: But we all rnisCll tHtr 
hands an<l took an t).oth," GQ
heen said. 

"We1ton'1 lil:e ir. Hnt we cer
tainly un<lcrstan<l it.'" 

Re~~listment language 
T.he U.S. Anny says 

,,:~·,!i!ier~(m·e given full nntice 
i!l ·re-•.:1~iis1mcnt f.'·onlntrb 
thafthev may have to serve 
involunrarily"atle.- thei.
expecte<l Jisch,orgt'. <late. 
Among the note, in a 
"l'imii1I Statemem of 
1-'xisring U.S. I .aws": 

• "As a member cf the 
rernly reserve I may he 
required to j~eifonn active 
1tury or activeclu\y.training 
\Vithour my cnn.~<:nt. ·· 

• "Whc11:.k,crmincll \'iy 
the p.-es 11l¢nt fhar ii r; · 
neccssmy lo support any 
operations mission. I m.oy 
he t)rllcre<l 10 at·tivc duty as 
prescribed ~ law ,r rm a 
member tf the sclcrtive 
reserve. 

• "111 the event ,f wa.-. 
my t'.nli~1mc111 in the armed 
fo.-ces cnminues ,ix monrhs 
after the war cn<ls unlc,s it 
is disconrinuecl hy the 
president.'" 

Valley firm disputes Rwnsfelcl, is ready to supply Anny annor 
Hy .lnseph A. Reaves 
ll:ie AriaeAJ Rape b:Hc 

A Valley firm 111111 provides 
nitic.ol armM for militarv vehi
cles in Iraq is operating ar only 
half-capacity 1tespite com
plaints from sul<licrs who say 
they are being sent inro cnmhllt 
without adequate protection. 

"Wc'"c been tdlin~ the Pen
tagon for u1onth~ th,ii we have 
the capacity TO double our prn
Juction." saill former U .. S.Rep. 
Matt Salmun, a consultant for 
AnnorWorks of Tempe. 

"We're.-eaclv. ancl we haven·, 
heard a thing.'· 

The isSLJe of adequate armor 
protection formilitary vehicles 
in Iraq became l"rnnl-pagcnew, 
this week when a :"llarinnal 
Guard soldier f rn m T cnnes~ee 
stood up at a town hall meeting 
in Kuwait and cnnfronre1t De
fcn,c Secretary Dt)nal<l Rums-
kid. .. 

"Why do we sul<licrs have to 
(lig tllrough Joca1 l.and!ills !or 
pieces of scrap metal ancl com
promised hallistit· ghtss to up
armor our vehicles. and whv 
<lt)n' I we have those n~~ou r-cc\ 
readilv available t,> us.,.. Anny 
Spc. Thomas WiJ:.,m askCll the 
secretary. 

Wilsnn·., surprisingly hlum 
question 111-ew applause from 
fellow soldiers. whoa re prepar
ing to ship out ffl)m Kuwait to 
Iraq. 

Rumsld<l said he spoke with 
a genernl al the Pentagon he
fore 1ravelin11 10 Kuwait ancl 
w<t~ told 1];e r;)?fiN,·ry was doing 
its best tf~ pff~vjd.e: 1Tonp.~ the re
sources th,~< r\s:c°i!; 

"Ifs es~;~~:H!,tU \' a uwucr of 
phy.sics,"he said.:"11 i.,n·rn mat
terofmonev.11 isn't a mailer on 
the p.irl of the Anny of desire. 
It's a m.itter of pru<luctiun an<l 
capahili1y of doing ir:· 

Sal mun said th.ii simply isn't 

true. at least in the case t)f Ar· 
mor.w.ot.ks., WJlidlll.as.l $JO m.iJ. .. 
lion contract to provide com
posite armnr kits rhar are fined 
ontt) Humvee vehicle~ in three 
hnnrs by soldiers in the fiel<t. 

"The·i'('Dl.tr.!<>11 right now. in 
itsp<>Sldeh;tek spin, i, trying to 
convince eve1ynne rhar con
nactors are operating ar peak 
cap.icily," Salmun tol<l The Ari· 
::onci l(cpuhlic. ··in our case ifs 
flat-out nnt accurnre:· 

Salmun, a conservative Re
publican who n.irrt)wly Io,t the 
~( K/2 governor· srnce. has heen a 
paid cousultant for Armor
Wmks for more than a vear. 

He s.oi<l the firm is pnlllucing 
abt)ul 300 armor kits a munth 
but easily can ship twice th.ii 
many. 

The $301nilliun rnntrat·t the 
Pent.ogon awarded Armor
Wmks in Septemher called for 
the Tempe facro.-y TO produce 
1.5()() armor kils by Janu.iry. 

Salmnn said I .20();1Jready have 
m:cn ~ but Anzw.rWor.kS 
h.is11·1 been tul<l whether it will 
he offered a new contract. 

"'We lwven't been told any
thingahout what'sgningon.·· l)e 
~,id. 

"l think a lot of this is the 
right lrnnd doesn·r l:nnw whm 
the left is 1toing:· 

The Department of Dcfcn~c 
issued several news releases on 
irs Weh sire Thursday in the 
wake of Rumsfeld's remarks 
:ind the ..:riticism from the 
snlclie.-.s in Kuwait. 

·The issue Specialist Wilson 
raised at the town 1Bll 111ec1ing 
in Kuwait is impt)rlant,"onc re
lease read. "This department 
takes the 11i.111cr seriously and 
is adclre.~sjng it aggressively." 

Anotht'.r rele.o~c said the mil
it.iry is "pn)<lucing roughly 450 
up-armnrecl Jlumvees every 
month ancl sending them m 
units in Iraq. 

E.-ic Ruff. a Defense Depart
mco.1 spokesman said all but 
ahout 4,000 <f the 19,000 Hum
vet'., bein~ used by the U.S. Cen
tral Ct)lll~1.in<l i11lra4 arc"up
armorc<l or have hccn mu<lifie<l 
ar 1he nnirs level with ad1t-onar
mm kits" like the ones prn
t.lucc<l bv ;\rmorWurks. 

Those that aren ·1 armored 
vet a.-e cnnfined 10 use in.side 
inilitary rnmpt)tlflds. accur<ling 
to the Pent.igon. 

Salmon, hnweve.-. pninrecl out 
that just six weeks ago. mcm
her.s of an Anny Reserve quar
terma.ster company refusecl TO 
gn on a supply mis.sion hecanse 
they saill lhcir cquipu1erll was 
in.ide4ua1e. 

The kits that ArmorWorks 
provides for the military a .. e 
made of cnmpo.sire ceramic 
rnthcr than steel. whidl has 
hccn the traditional prutcctivc 
plming for milirnry vehicles 
since Wurl<l War I. 

"The steel wcid1s twtHtiir<ls 
more 1llan ow- $CU!!,'" . .;>Sa111l11111l11i00111---------
said. '"IT exceeds the payloalka-
pacity on the vehicles. The vehi-
rlcs cn<l up hre.oking down or 
losing thei.- maneuverahility."" 

In all<litit)n. sult.licrs have 
noted the ce.-amic composite 
ten els 10 absorh sh.-apnel ,H de
fkct it, while slCt'.I armM olkn 
create., even more1teadlv mer al 
shards. • 

Salmnn si1id hejoine1l ,A~m1>r·· 
Wmks amid an earlie.r ·cof:rn
ve.-sy when family r,i~mivors of 
soldiers in Iraq were ('.o:.:lt;\~ 10 
the ru1npany to bltf p,r-,n,:.ii 
bu<ly army her.u"e th~ 111i1.i.t«:y 
w.a . .,;n ·table to pl'ovi<lc :.u!c(~ll'J':',~ 
supplies. · 

"l.)rifn!~unarely. rhi~ is de;a 
'".iiy.~~."<·t··,;r again. isn 'l i1.'· Si1lm
' ~ ~~ :.:?,h ·,. 

-····---·····---------
!'lea,;:-. t:1e reporter at 
jo$1>ph.rean$@-arizona 
republic.com or (602) 444-8125. 



Mr. Ed Wren 
President 

THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON 

JAN 7 2005 

Wren & Associates 
1240 East Missouri A venue 
Phoenix, Arizona 85014 

Dear Ed, 

Thanks so much for your note and the clippings. 
I've asked Larry Di Rita to take a look at them and see 
what might be done, if anything. 

Year, 

I look forward to seeing you at the Inauguration. 

With my appreciation and best wishes for the New 

OSD 00190-0s 
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GENERAL COUNSEL 

GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
1600 DE.FENSE PENT AGO-N 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20301-1600 

ACTION l\!IEMO 

FOR: 

l 2/19/20043:04 PM 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: William J. Haynes U, Genelial Counsel~ 

SUBJECT: Letter to Senator ·McCain Regarding Changes to Joint Ethics 
Regulation 

• Attached for your signature is a letter to Senator McCain describing 
the recent changes to the Joint Ethics Regulation to strengthen our 
programs to prevent violations of conflicts of interest statutes by 
personnel who are leav i:ngpub.lic service for employment by private 
enterprise. 

RECOMMENDATION: That you sign the letter 

COORDINATION: Legislative Affairs 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE DECISION: 
JAN 5 2005 

Approve and sign letter 

__ Disapprove 

Prepared by Steve Epstein .... !Cb_)(_6> ___ __, 

0 S D O 02 0 2 - 0 5 
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SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301·1000 

The Honorable John McCain 
United States Senate 
Washington, DC 20510 

t,.) 
Dear Senator McCain: ~' 

I am writing to apprise you of recf~1ges the Department of Defense has 
undertaken to strengthen our programs to t violation of conflicts of interest 
statutes, particularly those dealing with the transition of DoD personnel from public 
service to private enterprise. ~ 

On October 25,2004, the De~~f :Befense implemented changes to 
three sections of DoD Directive 5500.7-R,Joint Ethics Regulation. The first change 
requires all senior DoD personnel (civilian and military) who file the public financial 
disclosure report (SF 278) to certify annually that they are aware of the disqualification 
and employment restrictions of 18 U.S.C. 207 (which bars certain activities after leaving 
public service), 18 U.S.C.208 (which bars Federal personnel from participating in 
official actions that involve a private enterprise in which that employee is negotiating 
employment), and 41 U.S.C. 423 (the Procurement Integrity Act.) This certification, 
which is already in effect, also requires senior DoD officials to attest that they have not 
violated the above statutes. 

The second change modifies the requirements for annual ethics training: adding a 
new requirement to expand the training on post-Government service employment 
restrictions included in all annual ethics training, regardless of other topics presented in 
that training. 

The third change mandates that all DoD personnel, when leaving Federal service, 
receive guidance on post-Government service employment restrictions. Although many 
DoD commands and other organizations currently provide this guidance as part of their 
out-processing, this change in the Joint Ethics Regulation will require such guidance. 

J am enclosing a copy of the change to our regulation along with a copy of a 
recent press release discussing these initiatives. 

Sincerely, 

Encl: As stated 

0 
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ANNUAL CERTIFICATION 

As a member of the Department of Defense who files a public financial 
disclosure report (SF 278), DoD 5500.7-R, Joint Ethics Regulation (JER), requires 
you to certify each year that you are aware of the restrictions that three statutes 
place on you during your Federal service when you are negotiating employment and 
after you leave Federal service. You are also required to certify that you have not 
violated these statutes. 

The statutes, with brief definitions of terms, are summarized below. If you 
have any questions, please contact your ethics counselor. 

18 U.S.C. 208: Restrictions On Negotiating Employment: 

Federal employees are prohibited from participating personally and substantially 
in an official capacity in any particular matter in which, to their knowledge, they, or any 
person or organizalion with whom they are negolialing or have any a1rnngement 
concerning prospective employment, have a financial interest, if the particular matter will 
have a direct and predictable effect on that interest. 

"Particular Matter"· matters that involve deliberation, decision, or action that is 
focused on the interests of specific persons or a discrete and identifiable class of persons. 
These matters may include a contract, claim, application,judicial or other proceeding, 
request for a ruling or other delermination, controversy, investigation, or charge. A 
"particular matterH could even include legislation or policy-making that is nan-owly 
focused on the interests of a discrete and identifiable group of parties or organizations, 
e.g., DoD policy affecting only military aircraft manufacturers. 

"Personal and Substantial" Participation - To participate "personally" means to 
participate directly. It also includes the direct and active supervision of the participation 
of a subordinate. Participation is substantial if it is of significance to the matter, and may 
occur through decision, approval, recommendalion, investigation, or advice. One acl, 
such as approving a critical step, may be substantial, but an entire series of peripheral 
acts may not be. 

· "Direct and Predictable Effect"· a close, causal link between any action taken on 
the matter and any expected effect of the matter on the potential employer's financial 
interest, An effect may be direct even though it does not occur immediately, although 
effects on the general economy are not direct. There must also be a real, not speculative, 
possibility that the matter will affect the financial interest, but the size of the gain or loss 
is not relevant. 

"Negotiating"· any discussion or communications with the organization or an 
agent, with the mutual view of reaching an agreement regarding possible employment. It 
is not limited to just discussing specific terms and conditions of employment in a specific 
position. 

Please note that regulations place similar reslrictions when you are seeking 
employment. Please also note that your disqualification remains in effect until it may be 
withdrawn or your participation is authorized by appropriate authority. 
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41 U.S.C. 423: Restrictions On Seeking Employment: 

DoD personnel may not participate personally and substantially in a DoD 
procurement valued at more than $100,000 when seeking employment with a bidder or 
offerer. The rules require that personnel file written disqualification statements with the 
contracting officer, source selection authority, and immediate supervisor. They must 
identify the procurement, describe the nature and specific dates of participation in the 
procurement, and identify the bidder or offerer and describe its interest. 

DoD personnel must promptly report, in writing, to their supervisors and ethics 
officials, any employment contact with a bidder or offerer in a DoD procurement valued 
at more than $100,000, even when they promptly reject the employment contact. 

"Seeking employment" - includes inquiries regarding potential future 
employment, including negotiations, and responses, other than immediate and clear 
rejections, to unsolicited communications regarding possible employment. It does not 
include requesting a job application, but does include a 2-month period after forwarding 
a resume unJess the possibility of employment is rejected prior to that time. 

"DoD Procurement Valued at More Than $100,000"- DoD acquisition, using 
competitive procedures and appropriated funds, for a contract in excess of the simplified 
acquisition threshold, currently $ 100,000. 

"Personal and Substantial Participation" - active and significant involvement in 
any of the following activities directly related to the procurement: 

-drafting, reviewing, or approving the specification or statement of work; 
-preparing or developing the solicitation; 
-evaluating bids or proposals; 
-selecting a source; 
-negotiating price or terms and conditions; or 
-reviewing and approving the award. 

Unless and until you have received written authorization from the Head of the 
Contracting Authority, you will remain disqualified. 

18 U.S.C. 207: Post-Government Service Employment Restrictions: 

Senior Officials -
For 1 year after leaving a senior position, they may not make any communications 

or appearances on behalf of any other person before any officer or employee of the 
agency or agencies in which they served within 1 year prior to leaving the senior 
position, with the intent to influence in connection with any matter on which official 
action is sought by the other person. 

For 1 year after leaving a senior position, they may not aid, advise, or represent a 
foreign government or foreign political party with the intent to influence any officer or 
employee of any Federal department or agency, or Member of Congress. 

2 
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"Senior Officials" - flag and general officers, and civilian personnel whose basic 
rate of pay is at or above 86.5% of the basic rate for Executive Schedule Level II (at or 
above $136,757 in 2004). 

"Agency" -
For Presidentially-appointed, Senate-confirmed appointees: all ofDoD, including . 

the Military Departments and DoD Agencies. 

For general and flag officers and all other covered civilian personnel: their 
component within DoD: the Military Departments, DISA, DIA, DLA, NGA, NRO, 
DTRA, and NSA. For flag and general officers assigned outside of their Military 
Department, their agency will include their Military Department in addition to other 
components in which they served during the last year of service. 

Very Senior Official (Secretary of Defense) - additional 1-yearban on communications 
or appearances before all employees in positions on the Executive Schedule in all 
agencies of the executive branch. 

All Personnel -
Forever after terminating Federal service, they may not make a communication or appearance on behalf 

of any other person before any officer or employee of any Federal agency or court with 
the intent to influence in connection with a particular matter in which they personally and 
substantially participated, which involved a specific party at the time of the participation 
and representation, and in which the U.S. is a party or has a direct and substantial 
interest. 

"Specific Parties" - identifiable parties other than the Federal Government. 

For 2 years after terminating Government service, Government officers and 
employees may not make a communication or appearance on behalf of any other person 
before any officer or employee of any Federal agency or court with the intent to influence 
in connection with a particular matter which they reasonably should have known was 
actually pending under their official responsibility within 1 year before they left 
Government service, which involved a specific party at that time, and in which the U.S. 
is a party or has a direct and substantial interest. 

"Official Responsibility" - direct administrative or operating authority to approve, 
disapprove, or otherwise direct, Government actions. It includes a supervisor at any level 
having responsibility for the actions of a subordinate employee who actually participates 
in a matter. 

For 1 year after terminating Government service, they may not represent, aid, or 
advise someone else on the basis of covered information concerning any ongoing trade or 
treaty negotiation in which they participated personally and substantially in their last year 
of Government service. 
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4 
"Trade Negotiations" - those undertaken pursuant to the Omnibus Trade and 

Competitiveness Act of 1988 (19 U.S.C. 2902). 

"Treaties" - international agreements that require the advice and consent of the 
Senate. 

"Covered Information" - agency records accessible to the employee but exempt 
from disclosure under the Freedom of Information Act. 

There are exceptions to the restrictions of 18 U.S.C. 207. 

41 U.S.C. 423 Post-Government Service Employment Restrictions: 

For I year after a designated date, coveredDoD personnel may not accept 
compensation from the prime contractor on a DoD contract valued in excess of 
$10,000,000. 

"Designated Date for Covered Personnel" - Date of selection or award of contract 
for service by procuring contracting officers, source selection authorities, members of 
source selection evaluation boards, and chiefs of financial or technical evaluation teams; 

Last date of service on the contract for program managers, deputy program 
managers, and administrative contracting officers; 

Date of decision for officials who personally made any of the following decisions: 
I) to award contracts, subcontracts, or modifications of contracts or 
subcontracts, or task or delivery orders in excess of $10,000,000, 
2) to establish overhead or other rates valued in excess of $10,000,000, 
3) to approve issuance of a contract payment in excess of$ I 0,000,000, or 
4) to pay or settle a claim in excess of$ I 0,000,000. 

"Valued in Excess of $10,000,000"· 
contract, including all options: value or estimated value at the time of 
award 
indefinite-delivery/indefinite <1uantity or requirements contract: total 
estimated value of all.orders at the time of award . 
any multiple award schedule contract: estimate, unless contracting officer 
documents a lower estimate 
Basic Ordering Agreement: value of delivery order, task order or order 
claims: amount paid or to be paid in settlement 
negotiated overhead or other rates: estimated monetary value, when 
applied to the Government portion of the applicable al location base. 

They may accept compensation from any division or affiliate of the contractor 
that does not produce the same or similar products or services as the entity responsible 
for the contract. 

"Sarne or Similar"· a product or service must be "dissimilarenough" from that 
under the contract to warrant use of the exception. 
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"Same or Similar" - a product or service must be "dissimilar enough" from that under the 
contract to warrant use of the exception. 

I certify that I am aware of the restrictions set forth above. I further certify that I 
have not knowingly violated those statutes that apply to .Federal personnel while they are in 
Federal service. 

Donald H. Rumsfeld 
Printed Name 

] 
Signature 

fa. lo/ Zou ~ 
Date 

5 
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U.S. Departmentof Defense 
Office cf the Assistant Seaeta,y of Defense (Public Affairs) 

News Release 
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IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
No.1309-04 

December 20,2004 

Post-Government Service Employment Restriction Changes Announced 
The Department of Defense recently modified its ethics regulation to ensure DoD personnel, when 

leaving federal service, do not inadvertentlyviolate federal "revolving door" statutes. 

In a memorandum dated Oct 25, 2004. Deputy Secretary Paul Woitowitz directed three changes to the 
departmental ethics regulation, DoD Directive5500.7-R. 

The first change requires senior personnel, including admirals, generals, and senior civilian officials, to 
certify annually that they are aware of the requirements of three statutes. and have not violated them. The three 
statutes bar conflicts ci interests by procurement officials, a.i[ fedi.~rnl employees when negotiating for 
employment, and all federal employees after they leave tho det,'flrtment. 

The second change mandates that information on these post-governmentemployment restrictionsbe 
included in the annual ethics training program for OoO personnel. This amplifies the current requirementsfor 
annual training. 

The third element establishes a requirement that all DoD personnel who are leaving federal service 
receive guidance on the restrictions that will affect them during and after their transition. Many DoD 
organizations already provide this information as part of the personnel checkout process and briefings. 

According the William J. Haynes II, the general counsel and chief ethics officer of the department These 
changes should further strengthen our program of ethics education to help DoD personnel know and appreciate 
how our ethics laws apply to them." 

The modified regulation is available online at: http://WNW.defenselink.mil/dodgc/defense .. ethics/ 

.,.-.r._ 
~ Printer-friendly Version !~ Email A Copy 
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INFORMATION FOR PRESS RELEASE ON RECENT CHANGE TO DOD 
REGULATION INVOLVING POST-GOVERNMENT SERVICE EMPLOYMENT 

RESTRICTIONS 

POC:_ Steve Epstein, D~D St,rndards of Conduct Office. j(b)(6) 
epslems@.dodac.osd.mil ._ ____ __, 

The Depattment of Defense recently i:nodified its ethics regulation to ensure DoD 
personnel, wht;in leaving Federal ~·ervice, do not inadvertently violate Federal "revolving 
door" statutes. 

In a memorandum dated October25,2004, Deputy Secretary Paul Wolfowilz, 
directed three changes to the Depanmental elhics regulalion, DoD Directive 5500.7-R. 

The first change requires senior personnel, including admirals, generalsi and 
senior oivilian officials, to certify annually that they are aware of the requirements of 
three- statutes, and have not violated thern. The three statutes bar conflicts of interests by 
procurement officials, all Federal employees ~!)J~Jil negotiating for employment, and all 
Federal employees aftet they leave the Depanm~:tt( ' 

' .1•·1 •' 

The second change mandates that information on these post-Government 
employment restrictions-be included in the annual ethics training program for DoD 
personnel. This amplifies the current requirements for annual training. 

The third element establishes a requirement that all DoD personnel who are 
leaving Federal service. receive guidance on the restriction~ that will affect them during 
and after their transition. Many DoD organizations already provide this irtfotmation as 
part oflhe personnel check-out process and briefings. 

According lhe William J. Haynes II, the General Counsel and chief ethics officer 
of the Department, "These chang~s should farther strengd1en our program of ethics 
education to .help DoD personnel know and appreciate how our ethics laws apply to 
theni . .'1 
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DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1010 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301·101 0 

OCT 25 3lJ4 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETA.RlES OF TI-IE MILITARY DEPARTMENTS 
CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 
UNDER SECRETARIES OF DEFENSE 
ASSISTANT SECRETARIES OF DEFENSE 
GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
DIRECTOR, OPERATIONAL TEST AND EVALUATION 
INSPECTOR GENER.AL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
ASSISTANTS TO THE SECRETARYOFDEFENSE 
DIRECTOR, ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT 
DIRECTOR, PROGRAM ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION 
DIRECTOR, NET ASSESSMENT 
DIRECTOR, FORCE TRANSFORMATION 
DIRECTORS OF THE DEFENSE AGENCIBS 
DIRECTORS OF THE DOD FIELD ACTIVITIES 

SUBJECT: Prevention of Violations of Post-Government Service Employment 
Restrictions 

This directive-type memorandum establishes additional procedures to ensure that DoD 
personnel are aware of and comply with statutes and regulations that apply to their transition 
from Federal service to private employment. 

Annual Ce11ification: Starting immediately, DoD personnel who file Public Financial 
Disclosure Rp1ts (SF 278) shall ceitify annually that they are aware of the disqualification and 
employment restrictions of 18 U.S.C. 207 and 208, and 41 U.S.C. 423, and that they have not violated 
those restrictions. 

Annual Ethics Briefing: DoD Components shall include training on relevant Federal and 
DoD disqualificationand employment restrictions in Annual Ethics Briefings. 

Guidance for All Departing DoD Personnel: DoD Components shall provide guidance 
on relevant Federal and DoD post-Government service employment restrictions, as part of out
processing procedures, to all DoD personnel who are leaving Federal service. 

This memomndum is effectiveimmediately. Changes to DoDD 5500.7-R, Joint Ethics 
Regulation (JER), incorporating the substance of this memorandum, shall be issued within 180 
days. '1eJ:Ins used in this memorandum are defined in the JER. 

Attachments 
cc: Directive Division, C&D, WHS 

0 GSD 15517-04 
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DoD 5500. 7-R 

a. Civil Penalties. Individual violators may be subject to a civil fine not to 
exceed S l 00,000. Violators, other than individuals, may be subject to a civil fine not to exceed SI 
million. 

b. Administrative Sanctions. See subsection} 0-300 through l0-304of 
this Regulation. 

SECTION 4. Annual Certification 

8-400. Amwnl Cert};catian. DoD employees who file the Public Financial 
Disclosure Rep011 (SF 278) shall certiannually that they are aware of the disq11alification and 
employmentrestricti.ons of 18 U.S.C.207 and 208, a11d 41 U.S.C423 (references(b) and (c)). and that 
they have not violated those restrictions. 

SECOON 5. DoD GlJIDANCE 

8-500. ADOea1'811Ce;s. DoD employees shaJJ: 

a. Ensw·e that the prospect of employment does not affect tleperformance 
or non-performance of their official dlties; 

b. Ensure that they do not communicate inside information to a 
prospectiveemployer; and 

c. Avoid any activity that would affect the public's confidence in the 
integrity of the Ea::a:al Govenrcent, even ifit is not an actual violation of the law. 

8-501. Written Guidance. DoD employees may obtain counseling and written 
advice concerning restrictions on seeking other employment from their Ethics Counselor: 

# SecondAmesldment{Ch2, 3/2S/96) 109 
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DoD 5500. 7-R 

a. Although the counseling and advice are given by DoD attomeysand 
involve the inlerprelalion of law and regulation and rendering of legal opinion, no attomeyclient or 
otherconfidential relationship is created. Communications made to an Ethics Counselor in seeking 
such advice are not privileged. 

b. This counseling and advice is personal to the cuffent or fo1mer DoD 
employee. It does not extend to the individual'sblsiness, employer, or prospective employer. 

SECTION 6. REFERENCE$ 

8-600. References 

(a) Title 5, Code of Federal Regulations, Patt 2635, 11stadmisof Ethical 
Conduct for Employees of the Executive .Branch," cmrent edition 

(b) Title 18, United StatesCode, Sections207 and208 
(c) Title 41, United S:cbssCode, Sec:t:im423 
(d) Federal Acquisition Regulation, B£t 3.104,current edition 

# SecondA.mcndment(Ch2, 3/2S/96) 110 
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DoD 5500. 7-R 

Communications made to an Ethics Counselor in seeking such advice are not privileged. 

b. Ethics counseling and advice are personal to the current er 
fonner DoD employee. They cb not extend to anyone else, including his business, employer, 
or prospective employer. 

9-501. Dele12ation of Anthority. The DoD carponent DAEO may 
specifically delegate authority in writing for Ethics Counselors within the DoD Component to 
provide w::itte'l advice under 41 U.S.C. 423 (reference ( e) ). In any case where the local Ethics 
Counselor does not have the authmityby wrinen delegation, he shill.provide the counseling 
and d:::tain the request for advice and necessary supporting information from the DoD employee 
and forward it to the DoD Component DAEO or designee who has been specifically delegated 
the authority m writing to issue d1e written advice. 

9-502. GuidanceforDeparti11gDoDEmplgyees: DoD Componentsshall 
provide guidance on relevant Federal arid DoD post-Goven1ment service employment 
restricnons, as part of out-processing procedures, to DoD employees wlw are leaving 
Federal service. 

SECTION 6. RF..STRICl]ONS RF.sIJLTING FROM PROCUREMENT ACTIVITIES 

9-600. 41 U.S.C. 423 (reference(e)) 

a ResJrictions. This sb:ta:teteStrid:sa fonner DoD employee who 
lBS a procurement official with respect to a patticular procurement from knowingly: 

#First.Alnencment(Ch3, 12/12197} 119 
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DoD 5500. 7-R 

( l) Each DoD Component is encouraged to provide l hour of 
official duty time to review a W1inen AEB and ro supplement the written AEB, including but 
not limited to, verbal briefings, in person or by telecommunications, computer-based 
methods, or recorded means, and ethics :relatsi articles in command communications, 
newsletters, and ethics electronic bulletin board systems. 

(2) An IEO desctibed in subsection 11-300 .f., above, may 
satisfy the requirement for a written AEB for the same calerliryear in which given. 

(3) For DoD Components that verbally brief all of their other 
covered employees dming I year of a consecutive 3-year period, 1997 shall be the first year 
of such briefings. Thereafter, verbal briefings shall follow in 3-year increments; e.g., 2000, 
2003, 2006; etc. 

(4) The following exceptions to verbal AEBs may apply: 

(a) The DoD Component DAEO, or designee, may make 
a wrinen dete1minationthat it is impractical to provide a verbal AEB once every 3 calendar 
years, under m±im2638.704(d)(3)(ili)(A) of reference (a) in subsection 11-100., above, An 
IEO described in subsection 11-~00 .f., above, may satisfy the requirement for this exception 
for the same calendar year in which given. 

(b) DoD employees who are special Govemment 
employees, who are officers in the unifonned services who serve on active duty for 30 or 
fewer consecutive days, or who are designated employees (subsections 2638. 704(d)(3)(iii)(B), 
2638.704{d)(3)(ili)(C), and2638.704(d)(3)(iii)(D) of reference (a)), in subsection 11-100., 
above, may be given written AEBs, in accordance with section 2638. 704(d)(3)(i) of reference 
(a). An m:>describedin subsection 11-300.f., above, may satisfytherequirementforthis 
exception for the sne calendar year in which given. 

c. Each DoD Component shall maintain records to track that the 
requirements of section 2638 of reference (a) in SlbB±iat 11-100., above, including the 
method of training provided to covered employees, have been met. 

d. DoD Components shall include training on relevant Federal and 
DoD disqualificalion aruf employment restrictions in Annual Ethics 'Briefings. 

11-302. Annual Et.hies Tr~iP.g Plans. Each DoD Agency (seerlefinition of 
"Agency" in subsection 1-201., above) shall develop a written plan for armual ethics 
training for a calendar year by the beginning of tht j'eal', in compliance with secticn 
263 8. 702( c) of reference (a) in subs«tion 11-100., above. The Do0 Cooponents tht are 
not Agencies shall submit annual ethics training plans to DoD SOCO by December 31st of 
the prior year for approval and inclusion in SOCO's ethics training plan. 

#FirstAmeDdment(Ch3. 12/12/97) 143 
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·· ..... , FOUO 

TO: V ADM Jim Stavridis 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Status of Items 

December 17 ,2004 
...• .. ··: '': /!5 

Please fin::l out the status of these items Jim Haynes owes me. 

Thanks. 

Attac.h. 
~2.tW04 MFR 

DHR:1,s 
121704-7 

·~•~t~•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••a•G•~~-~••••••••••••••••••aat 
Please respond by ________ _ 

FOUO 
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December 9,2004 

SUBJECT: Ethics 

I am due from Jun Haynes the foil owing: 

o My ethics certification to sign. 

• A ~tatement from Larry Di Rita that has been released to the press about the 

changes made :m our ethics procedures. 

• A letter from me to John McCain enclosing the statement on changes in the 

ethics rules. 

DHR:dh 
12090442 

-R>UO 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301·1000 

The Honorable John McCain 
United States Senate 
Washington, DC 20510 

Dear Senator McCain: 

JAN s m 

I am writing to apprise you of recent changes the Department of Defense has 
undertaken to strengthen our programs to avoid violation of conflicts of interest statutes, 
particularly those dealing with the transition of DoD personnel fi-om public service to 
private enterprise. 

On October 25,2004, the Department implemented changes to three sections of 
DoD Directive 5500.7-R, Joint Ethics Regulation. The first change requires all senior 
DoD personnel ( civilian and military) who file the public financial disclosure report (SF 
278) to certify annua11y that they are aware of the disqualification and employment 
restrictions of 18 U.S.C. 207 (which bars certain activities after leaving public service), 
18 U.S.C. 208 (which bars Federal personnel from participating in official actions that 
involve a private enterprise in which that employee is negotiating employment), and 41 
U.S.C. 423 (the Procurement Integrity Act.) This certification, which is already in effect, 
also requires senior DoD officials to attest that they have not violated the above statutes. 

The second change modifies the requirements for annual ethics training: adding a 
new requirement to expand the training on post-Government service employment 
restrictions included in all annual ethics training, regardless of other topics presented in 
that training. 

The third change mandates that all DoD personnel, when leaving Federal service, 
receive guidance on post-Govemment service employment restrictions. Although many 
DoD commands and other organizations cmTently provide this guidance as part of their 
out-processing, this change in the Joint Ethics Regulation will require such guidance. 

I am enclosing a copy of the change to our regulation along with a copy of a recent 
press release discussing these initiatives. 

Attachment 
cc: Honorable John Warner 

Honorable Carl Levin 

Sincerely, 

0 SD O 02 0 2 -0 5 
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DRAFT 
Subject to changes based on PIB FY 2006 President's Budget Guidance Memo 

FY 2006/FY 2007 Biennial Budget Estimates 
Operation and Maintenance, Defense-Wide 
President's Budget Submission Guidance 

I. This guidance applies to the Operalion & Maintenance, Defense-Wide (O&M,D-W) 
agencies. 
a. It supplements the OUSD(C) Program/Budget memorandum, December 2,2004, 

Updates of the Procurement, Research, Development, Test and Evaluation (RDT &E), 
Construction, Operation and Maintenance (O&M), and Military Personnel Databases 
for the FY 2006/2007 President's Budget. 

b. The submission date for O&M,D-W agency exhibits, JANUARY 19,2005, is earlier 
than submission dates for other entities, to allow the O&M,D-W team time to review 
and compile the submission books for the total appropriation. This is in contrast to 
Army, Navy, and Air Force O&M appropriations, which prepare their consolidated 
books before submitting them to their OSD analysts. 

c. The O&M,D-W analysts at OSD will review, mark and return the exhibits to you for 
editing by February 4. Fully revised, FINAL version of all exhibits is due by 
February 11. The OSD team will assemble and send to the prinler by February 18, to 
meet the required March I delivery date to Congress. 

2. Use the four-year format (FY 2004 is prior year; FY 2005 is current year; FY 2006 is 
budget year; FY 2007 is budget year plus one). 
a. Include FY 2004 Supplemental in FY 2004 actuals. 
b. Include approved PBD actions (to include FY 2005 transfers identified in PBDs). 
c. Ensure transfers in and out are each identified on a separate transfer line. Do NOT 

show transfers as a program change. 

Volume I exhibits (PBA-19, OP-5, OP-32, PB-3 ID, PB-3 lR), as detailed below, are due 
to your analysl by close of business January 19. These are required for the OSD staff to 
prepare the appropriation summary and overview data. 

• Submit each exhibit as a separate Microsoft Word file, labeled as 
Agencyacronym FY 2006Exhibitname.doc ( e.g. DISA FY 2006 PBA-19.doc). 

• In the event that exhibits must be revised after initial submission, 
add a version number after the Exhibitname ( e.g. DISA FY 2006 PBA-19 v2.doc ). 

• Your submissions should be printer-ready. 

January 5,2005 

a. Obtain security clearance for the submission. Please scan in the clearance 
document and provide it electronically along with the exhibils. 

b. Please examine exhibits for line and page breaks, proper headers and footers, 
and alignments (left-align all text; right align all dollar amounts within 
columns). 

c. Delete all "POC" notations. There should be no individual's name, no phone 
number on any exhibit. 

d. Use Courier New 12 throughout all documents (with exceptions for use of 
Courier New JO when absolutely necessary to fit all columns on the page). 

C:\Documents and Scttings\glassner\Local Settings\Temp.:irary lntcrncl F::cs···.CL:(-!::)B'·.G~:dancc for DW Agencies.doc 
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DRAFT 
Subject to changes based on PIB FY 2006 President's Budget Guidance Memo 

e. Center your agency's acronym (e.g., DJSA) in the bottom margin. The 
O&M,D-W team will add the page numbers. 

a. PBA-19 Appropriation Highlights: 
i. This introductory statement should highlight key programmatic or thematic 

changes that warrant attention. Note that increases/decreases per se are shown on 
the OP-5 rather than on the PBA-19. 

11. The goal is one page that begins and ends with a "take-away" message 
emphasizing the role or value the agency contributes to national defense. 

iii. Footnote the amount of Supplemental funds received in FY 2004 and anticipated in 
FY 2005 at the bottom of the PBA-19 table. 

iv. Include Title IX Supplemental funds and approved FY 2005 Supplemental requests 
in FY 2005 column on the PBA-19. 

b. OP-5 Detail by Subactivity Group: 
,. Prepare a single OP-5 for each agency. Now that each agency reports its entire 

program in a single Budget Activity, your OP-5 should reflect all the subactivities 
your agency previously reported in separate OP-S's. 

11. Integrate and incorporate the same level of detail that has been presented in 
multiple OP-5s in previous years. 

111. Section L Description of Operations Financed: Include a summary of the key 
changes after the general paragraph. Group the changes if that will lead to a better 
understanding of what the proposed changes will accomplish. 

1v. Section 111. Financial Summary part A. Subactivity Group 
l. Ensure this section includes all the specific programs that have been presented in 

previous years, and fully accounts for your budget authority/request in all years. 
If there is a significant change in program funding between years, the change 
should be highlighted and explained in Section 1. Description of Operations 
Financed. 

2. For clarity, it may be useful to create "groups" that correspond to the breakouts 
presented in previous budget exhibits(e.g., DLA's OP-5, Section 111,Financial 
Summary part A. Subactivity Group list could be divided into Other Logistics 
Services, Other Logistics Programs, and Warstoppers. Each division has a 
complete list of subactivities within the division. For other agencies, there may 
be a Training division that coJTesponds to the old BA-3 OP-5, and an Operations 
and Administration division that corresponds to BA-4. Division titles are 
discretionary.) 

V. Section 111. Financial Summary part C. Reconciliation of Increases and Decreases 

January 5.2005 

l. Ensure that the trail includes, for each change, the previous year's baseline 
amount. This is a mandatory congressional requirement. 

2. Identify Supp funding separately for each change. 
3. Ensure that descriptions are communicative rather than cryptic. Spell out 

acronyms. One-liners are seldom satisfactory. Where possible, indicate the 
related OP-32 line number. 
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DRAFT 
Sub}ect to changes based on PIB FY 2006 President's Budget Guidance Memo 

v1. Be sure to identify program transfers and show them in the correct section. If 
transfers are included in the program increases/decreases section, Congressional 
staffers may incorrectly interpret them as program growth and make them targets 
for reduction. 

vii. Provide a measurable metric for each perfonnance criteria described in the 
Performance Criteria and Evaluation Summary. Provide analysis to indicate 
whether performance as measured is good, bad, improving, etc. 

v111. Since 0MB expects that each agency has a strategic plan from which goals and 
objectives flow, make reference to your agency's strategic plan as often as 
appropriate. 

c. OP-32 Appropriation Summary of Price/Program Growth: 
1. Consult 0MB Circular A- I I for general guidance: 

http://www. whitehouse.Qov/omb/circulars/a I 1/04toc.html 
11. Consult PBDs 604,606 and 426 for DoD-approved inflation, pay, and WCF rates. 

A table of approved rates will be provided separately for your convenience. 
111. Consult 0MB Circular A-I I regarding use of object classes. 
1v. Pay close attention to the definitions of subsets within object class 25 Other 

Contractual Services and crosswalk your contracts appropriately to the OP-32 
lines. 

January 5,2005 

I. OC 25.1 is also known as Contract Advisory and Assistance Services (CAAS) 
(OP-32 Lines 931 Contract Consultants, 932 Management& Professional 
Support Services, 933 Studies, Analysis, & Evaluation, and 934 Engineering & 
Technical Services). 
a. Include: 

1. Management and professional support services, 
11. Studies, analyses, and evaluation, and 

111. Engineering and technical services. 
b. EXCLUDE contracts for: 

1. Financial statement audits (OC 25.2), 
ii. Information technology consulting services that focus on large scale 

systems acquisition and integration or large scale software developmenl 
(OC 31.0), 

111. Personnel appointment and advisory committees (OC 11.3), 
iv. Operation and maintenance of information technology and 

telecommunicalion services (OC 25. 7), 
v. Architectural and engineering services as defined in the FAR, 

v1. Research on theoretical mathematics and basic medical, biological, 
physical, social, psychological, or other phenomena (OC 25.5), 

vn. Services classified in OC 25.2 Other contractual Services with non-Federal 
sources or 25.3 Other purchases of goods and services from Government 
accounls. 

2. Object Class 25 Other contractual Services also includes: 
1. OC 25.2 Other Services includes contractual services with non-Federal 

sources that are not otherwise classified in OC 25, such as financial 
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DRAFT 
Subject to changes based on PIB FY 2006 President's Budget Guiilamte Memo 

statement audits: performed by independent public auditors (OP-32 lines 
926,989,991 ~ and 998). ,i\gencies that report more than 15% of their total 
OC 25 budget under OC 25.2 must, per I OU.S.C. §2212, submit an 
itemized list of contracts with justification as backup material to the 
OUSD(C) O&M,D-W team. This input wi ll be used in explanations to 
congressional staffers; 

11. OC 25.3 Other purchases of goods and services from Government 
accounts fo:r purchases that are not otherwi·'se classified (OP-32 lines 600-
699, 70 I-770,90 1,902, 987). Do not use this object class if a more 
specific object class applies; 

111. OC 25.4 Operation and .maintenance of facilities when d011e by contract 
with the private sector or another federal account (OP-32 line 923); 

1v. QC 25.5 Research and development contracts for conduct of bask antj 
applied research and development(OP-32 line 989); 

V. OC 25 .6 Medical care for payments to contractors for medical care .(OP~32 
line 989); 

v, . OC 25. 7 Operation and mainte11ance of equipment when (lone by cQntr-acl 
with the private sector or another federal agency (OP-32 lines 922' and 
927-930); 

v11. OC 25 .8 Su bstistence and support of persons. for board, lodging, and care 
of perscms (OP-32 line 998). 

v. If applicable to your agency, show the foreign currency impact ifl a separate 
column. 

v1. Prepare a detailed listing that documents specifics of growth in 998 Other Costs 
and 989 Other Contracts lines. 

d. PR-31 R Perso;nel Sumntarv; follow guid. are rovided by Operations & Personnel 
point of contacq(b)(6) ban Soares, x (b) for civilian personnel or Kevin 
Lannon, x!(b)( !for military personnel). Note that there is a new CIS Report, Rl9 
Civilian FTE and Cost Display, that hsts the direct-funded and reimbursable-funded 
FTEs, the personnel compensation object class amounts, and then derives average 
costs for direct-funded and reimbursable-fun<ledFTEs. 

e . PB-31D Summary of Funding Incrtases and Decreases: where possible, identify 
the related program line shown in the OP-5 Section I 11. Financial Summary part A. 
Subactivity Group for each increase or decrease. 

f O -1 Operation & Maintenance Funding by Budget Activity will be submitted 
electronically IAW guidance provided by Program& Financial Control (POCs are 
Manju Goel and Paul White,!(b)(6) I 

4. Contact your analyst for additional information or explanation (table follows). 

January 5.2005 
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DRAFT 
Subject to changes based on PIB FY 2006 President's Budget Guidartce Mento 

Marcia Case Marcia.Case@osd.mil l(b )(6) 

AFIS American Forces Information Service & l Marcia Case .. 
DFAS Defense Finance& Accounting Service • l Marcia Case 0 

DHRA Defense Human Resources Activity ! l Marcia C3se 
DLSA Defense LeRfjl Services Agency Marcia Case 
DPMO Defense PO /MIA Office ! l Marcia Case 
SOCOM Special Operations Command. ! j Marcia Case 

Classified Aaencies " I Marcia Case 

Gretchen Anderson Gretchen.Anderson(osd.mil l(b)(6} I 
CMP Civil M111tary Programs & ~ 

Gretchen Anderson 0 ~ 

D.AU. Defense Acquisition University & 1 Gretchen Anderson ... 
DCAA Defense Contract Audit Agency E i Gretchen Anderson 
DCMA Defense Contract Management Agency ! l .. Gretchen Anderson 
DISA Defense Information Systems Agency g I Gretchen Anderson 0 

DLA Defense. Logistics Agency ! :. Gretchen Anderson 
DSCA Defense Security Cooperation Agency ! l Gretchen AndersoA 
DoDDE DoD Dependents' Education g I Gretchen Anderson ; 

NOU National Defense Univ,ersity E i Gretchen Anderson 
OEA Office of Economic Adjustment ! i Gretchen AndersoA 
TJS Joint Chiefs of Staff 8 5 Gretchen Anderson Q 

COURT U.S. Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces ! Gretchen Anderson 
QIG Office of the Inspector -General ~ Gretchen Anderson 
CD/CN Counternarcotics 8 Gretchen Anderson 

Keith Anderson Keith.Anderson@osd.mil l(b)(6) I 
DSS Defense Security Service g a Keith Anderson ;;; 

DTRA Defense Threat Reduction Agency E I Keith Anderson 
DTSA Defense Technology Security Ad min 8 ~ Keith Anderson . ;; .. 
OSD Office of the Secretary of Defense E I Keith Anderson 
WHS Washington Headquarters Services I I Keith Anderson 
CTR Conventional Threat Reduction -3 Keith Anderson 

::~jt1:.~!f.'g'pffl.J!i~i~J;~'l?ar•.At>ercromtite@osd;mll~:~:t/:rif:::::;;:;:j~:: .. ::~::.s,t;0.'. J~'::;~?'.\ ;,'1 (b)(6) 
V<11lume JI Data Book Exhibits -a-ra--e-r-c-ro-m-1e--
PB-310 Manpower Changes in FTEs Gara Abercrombie 
PB-22 Major D.oO Headquarters Activities Gara Abercrombie 
PB-55 lnternatlon~I Military Headquarters Gara Abercrombie 
PB-24 Professional Military Education Cara Abercrombie 
PB-15 Advisory and Assistance Services Gara Abercrombie 
OP-34 Appropriated Fund Support for MWR Activities 
Env-30A-C Defense Environmental Restoratron Program 
PB-28/28A Summary of Budgeted Environmental Projects 
PB-34A Revenue from Leasihg out DoO Assets 
P B-348 Proceeds from T ransfe.r or Dis osal of DoD Real Pro ert 

January 5,2005 
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)oD News: Post-Government Service Employment Restriction Changes Announced 

U.S. Department of Defense 
Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Public Affairs) 

News Release 

a, the Web: Public contact: 
t.Jl!.p.:J JvfW't! .(! ~f R.n_~s!_iP.k.rr:,.iJ/_cgl.:Qin.M!Qr!D1.@il http: 1/www .dod .m il/f aa/comment.html 
http,;JJ.l:YYl~ .. _c!e(el)s~!!~.!J1il/Ifle_a_~.l.nr~004122(U88),titrn! or +1 (703) 428-0711 
Media contact:-~ 1 (703) 697-5131 

IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Page 1 of 1 

No.1309-04 
December 20,2004 

Post·Government ;iervice Employment Restriction Changes Announced 
The Department of Defense recently modified its ethics regulaticnto ensure DoD personnel, when leaving federal service, do not 

inadvertentlyviolate federal "revolving door" statutes. 

In a memorandum dated Oct 25, 2004, Deputy Secretary PaulWolfowitz directed three changes to the departmental ethics regu!ation, 
DoD Directive 5500. 7-R. 

The first change requires senior personnel, including admirals, generals, and senior civilian officials, to certify annually that they artl 
aware of the requirements of three statutes, and have not violated them. The three statutes bar conflicts of interests by procurement officials, all 
federal employees when negotiating for employment, and all federal employees after they leave the department. 

The second change mandates that information on these post-government employment restrictions be included in the annual ethics 
training program for Do D personnel. This amplifies the current requirements for annual training. 

The third element establishes a requirement that all DoD personnel who are leaving federal service receive guidance on the restrictions 
that will affect them during and after their transition. Many DoD organizations already provide this information as part of the personnel checkout 
process and briefings. 

According the William J. Haynes II, the general counsel and chief ethics officer of the department, "These changes should further 
strengthen our program of ethics education to helpDoO personnel know and appreciate how our ethics laws apply to them." 

The modified reg u lationis available onli ne at: http://www. defenseli nk. mi I/ dodge/ defense_ ethics/ 

http://www.defenselink.mil/releases/2004/nr20041220-1882 .html 
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FOUO 

January 4,2005 

TO: President George W. Bush 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld~ 

SUBJECT: Ignatius Op-Ed on General Abizaid 

Mr. President-

In case yoH have not seen this op-ed by David Ignatim; on John Abizaid, I thought 

you might like to read it. 

Respectfully, 

AHach. 
Ignatius. Davis. "Achieving Real Viclory Could Take Decades," Washingto11Post, December 26~2004, 

p.Bl. 

DHR:dh 
010305-52 
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l(b)(6) 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
cc: 
Subject: 

!{b){6) t 

1c1v, OSD 

Rhynedance, George, COL; OASD-PA 
Thqrsdav Decemb~30,2004 7:00 AM 

!fb)(6) _ CN,OSD 
Di Rita, Larry, CIV, SD-OASD-PA 
Ignatius Article 

We received a snowflake asking for a copy of the Dave Ignatius article. I have copied it below in case you haven't seen it 
yet. 

GR 

Washington Post 
December 2.6,2004 
Pg. Bl 

Achieving Real Victory Could Take Decades 
By David Ignatius 

Gen. John Abizaid probably commands the most potent military force in history. The troops of his Central 
Command are arrayed across the jagged crescent of the Middle· East, from Egypt lo Pakistan, in an 
overwhelming projection of U.S. power. He travels with his own mini-government: a top State Department 
officerto manage diplomacy; a senior CIA officer to oversee intelligence; a retinue ofgenerals and admirals to 
supervise operatiorni and logistics. lf there is a modern Imperium Americanuin, Abizaid is its field general. 

T traveled this month with Abizaid as he visited Iraq and other areas of his command, Over several days, Theard 
him discuss his strategy for what he calls the "Long vVar" to contain Islamic extremism in Centcom's turbulent 
theater of operations. We talked aboqt the current front in Iraq, and the kmger~term proce_ss of change in the 
Middle East, which Abizaid views as the ultimate strategic challenge: 

' 'We controJ the air, the sea and the ground militarily," Abizaid told one audience, and in conventional terms, 
he's unquestionably right. From its- headquarters near the huge new U.S. airbase in Qatar, Centcom's military 
reach stretches in every direction: To the west, the U.S. Navy's 5th Fleet has its base in Bahrain; to the north, the 
aircraft carrier USS Harry Truman and its task force are steaming on patrol in the Persian Gulf; to the east, more 
than 17,000 troops are worl<ing to stabil izep.ostwar Afghanistan; lo the south, about 1,000troops are keeping a 
I id on the Horn of Africa. And to the northwest 1 ies the bloody batllel'i'eld of Traq, where nearly 150,000 of 
Abizaid's soldiers are fighting a determined insurgency. 

For all of America's military might, the Long War that has begun in the Middle East poses some tough strategic 
questions. What is the nature of the enemy?.If the United States is sopowe1ful, why is it having such difficulty 
in Jraq? What will victory look like, in "{r~q and elsewhere in {he Tslarnic world? And how long will the conl1ict 
take? · · 

The costs of war came home for Amei'ica this past week. On Monday, President Bush conceded that the li'aq 
insurgents ''are having an effect,'' and that U.S. efforts to train Iraqi security forces have had only "mixed" 
success. On Tuesday, a suicide bomber savaged a mess hall in Mosul in the deadliest single attack since the wm· 
began 21 months ago. On Wednesday, Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld tried to fend off calls for his 
resignation because of setbacks in lniq, 
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It was a week that focused attention on gut-level issues, reminiscent of the Vietnam War more than 30 years 
ago: Why are we in Iraq? What kind of conflict is the United States fighting there? How can we win it? Abizaid 
offers the best answers to these questions I've heard from any official in the U.S. government. In addition to 
being the military's top commander in the Middle East, he has an intellectual and emotional feel for the region. 
He's of Arab ancestry -- his forebears came to the United States from Lebanon in the 1870s -- and he learned to 
speak Arabic during a stint in Jordan 25 years ago. Like many of the best U.S. Army officers for generations, 
he's a well-read man who analyzes contemporary issues against the background of history. 

Abizaid believes that the Long War is only in its early stages. Victory will be hard to measure, he says, because 
the enemy won't wave a white flag and surrender one day. Success will instead be an incremental process of 
modernization of the Islamic world, which will gradually find its own accommodation with the global economy 
and open political systems. 

America's enemies in this Long War, he argues, are what he calls "Salafistjihadists." That's his term for the 
Muslim fundamentalists who use violent tactics to try to re-create what they imagine was the pure and perfect 
Islamic government of the era of the prophet Muhammad, who is sometimes called the "Salaf." Osama bin 
Laden is the best known of the Salafist extremists, but Abizaid argues that the movement is much broader and 
more diffuse than al Qaeda. It's a loose network of like-minded individuals who use 2 1st century-technology to 
spread their vision of a 7th-century paradise. 

Salafist preachers see themselves as part of a vanguard whose mission is to radicalize other Muslims to 
overthrow their leaders. Abizaid likens them to Lenin, Trotsky and the other Bolshevik leaders. During a 
gathering of foreign-policy experts in Washington last October, he posed a haunting question: What would you 
have done in l890if you had known the ruin this Bolshevik vanguard would bring? At another point, he urged 
the audience to think of today's Islamic world, wracked by waves of violence, as akin to Europe in the 
revolutionary year of 1848. The Arab world's spasms of anarchy and terror, like those in Europe l 50years ago, 
are part of a process of social change-- in which an old order is crumbling, and a new one is struggling to be 
bom. 

Abizaid's historical analogies are helpful because they stretch our thinking. People tend to see current problems 
as unique and overwhelming, and that has been especially true for America in the traumatic years since Sept. 11, 
2001. But through the long lens of history, contemporary problems come into better focus. The wealthy Saudi 
j ihadist bin Laden begins to seem a bit like I 9th-century anarchist Prince Peter Kropotkin, who similarly wanted 
to use revolutiomuy violence to purge what he viewed as a coJTupt order. On this broad canvas of historical 
change, the time horizon isn't years, but decades. 

Abizaid didn't draw for me any specific lessons from this history, but several conclusions seem obvious: If the 
United States is fighting an ideological vanguard similar to the Bolsheviks -- whose leaders will never surrender 
or negotiate -- then it will have to capture or kill them. That suggests a dirty, drawn-out conflict in which each 
side tests the other's will and staying power. It's not the sort of war that democracies are usually good at fighting, 
but among Abizaid's team of advisers, you hear the same phrase repeated over and over: "A lot of bad guys m-e 
going to have to die." 

Yet because the battlefield is society itself, the United States cannot think of the struggle in purely military 
terms. Centcom's I ,OOOtroops who are digging wells and perfonning other reconstruction tasks in the Hom of 
Africa may be a better model for success than the 150,000 soldiers hunkered down in Iraq. And because it is a 
war of transformation, comparable to Europe's hundred-year process of modernization in the 19th century, the 
United States must above all be patient. 

Abizaid :ugues that this enemy is especially dangerous because it has fused an atavistic Salafist ideology with 
the most modem tools of technology. "The enemy has a virtual connectivity we haven't seen before with 
gue1Tillagroups," he says. "They use the Intemetto pass along techniques, tactics, procedures, advice." He 
believes the jihadists have been clever in using the global media -- both to spread their message among 
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followers and to intimidate adversaries. Indeed, the media are their best weapon. 

The Salafistvanguard seeks victory tluough what Abizaid calls "weapons of mass effect" -- the 9/l 1 attacks, the 
suicide bombings in Baghdad, the gruesome beheadings in Fallujah -- which seek to destabilize the United 
States and its allies through the media. "We have nothing to fear from this enemy other than its ability to create 
panic," he argues. "This enemy is like water -- it seeks an unguarded path. They'll go for the place they can use a 
weapon of mass effect -- and gain a media victory." 

Given the importance of the media front, Abizaid is frustrated that Arab journalists haven't provided a more 
critical picture of life in places where Islamic insurgents have gained control, such as Fallujah. He's convinced 
that if ordinary Arabs could see the cruelty and repression of these TaJiban-stylejihadists, they would reject 
them. Indeed, at several stops during our trip, he urged his listeners to push Arab media to report more about the 
insurgents' brutal tactics. 

"They are the most despicable enemy I've ever seen," he told European and Arab leaders who gathered in 
Bahrain to talk about Persian Gulf security. "They operate from mosques, they behead people, they have killed 
far more Muslims than non-Muslims." 

Abizaid believes the winning strategy, in Iraq and across the Islamic world, is to isolate the Salafist vangmu·d 
fiom ordinary Muslims who want the better, freer life that prosperity and connectedness can bring. That means 
breaching the gaps between rich nations and poor ones, and preventing teITorists fiom establishing bases of 
operations, in the way bin Laden did in Afghanistan. "The clear military lesson of Afghanistan is that we cannot 
allow the enemy to establish a safe haven anywhere," he says. 

One of Abizaid's top deputies, Vice Adm. David Nichols, summarizes the nature of the Salafistthreat. Nichols, 
who commands the 5th Fleet, asserts that the enemy is mounting 11a cultural, not just a physical attack." For 
enemy leaders, the clash of civilizations is the organizing principle of life, Nichols argues. They tell Muslims 
that there are only two camps, and that "peaceful coexistence is not possible." The goal of America and its 
allies, says Nichols, must be to convince the average Muslim that the jihadists are wrong. It's not "us" vs. 
"them," but a connected world in which everyone will gain by isolating and destroying the extremist fringe. 

This strategy of isolating the religious extremists has been embraced by Iraq's interim prime minister, Ayad 
Allawi ·· to the point of making contact with Baathists who were pmt of Saddam Hussein's regime and are now 
on the fringes of the insurgency. It reflects a judgment by Allawi -- one that Abizaid would certainly share -
that the Baathists in the Jong nm wilJ make an accommodation with America and the modem world. The 
Salafist extremists, in contrast, will never do so. 

My travels with Abizaid ended with a stop in Mosul, at the same camp hit by a suicide bomber last week. Mosul 
is a case study in what America is facing in lraq, and in the Long War. Over the past year, the city ha~ gone from 
a model of stability to a new Fallujah, where insurgents have used teITortactics to halt collaboration with U.S. 
forces. The measure of success here wiJJ be the return of normal life. "It won't ever be over completely, where 
you wake up one morning and the enemy has su1Tendered," says Abizaid. "But one day you'll wake up and there 
will be more food, more security, more stability." 

That's what victory would Jook like in Abizaid's Long War, too. ln the broad arc of the world where Centcom 
operates, life would feel modern, connected, fiee, relaxed, ordinary. It would feel like a hand that is no longer 
clenched in a fist. lt's a fight where the Muslims masses would win, without the United States losing. But this 
past week, those images of connectedness and success seemed a long, long way off. 

David Ignatius isa columnist for The Post, 
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fiOUO 

January 4,2005 

TO: GEN John Abizaid 

cc: Gen Dick Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Ignatius Piece 

I saw the piece by Ignatius. I thoughl you did a very goodjob with him. 

Thanks. 

DIIR:dh 
01030.5-53 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by -

fOUO OSD 00257-05 
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FOlJO 

JAN 4 21m 

TO: ADM Tom Fargo 

cc: Gen Dick Myers 

FROM: 

Gen Pete Pace . )IJ 
Donald Rumsfelct'}~ 

SUBJECT: Tsunami Relief Efforts 

From everything I can see back here, you and your folks are doing fine work in 

responding to the massive humanitarian crisis around the littoral of the Indian 

Ocean. 

Your briefing here for me was particularly helpful, and it is clear PACOM is 

helping tens of thousands of people in desperate need - well done. 

Thanks for all you are doing. 

DIIR:dh 
010305-23 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~••••••••••••••••••a••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by __ -__ -_____ _ 
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TO: 

FROM: 

FOUO 

Ambassador Evan G. Galbraith 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Capitalizing NA TO 

Van-

January 4,2005 

Thanks for your note about capitalizing NATO. It is interesting. I'll noodle it. 

Best wishes to you for the New Year! 

DHR:dh 
010305-36 
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FOUO 

January 4, 200S 

TO: President George W. Bush 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~z---.,,lr, 6\---_,,?.,-' 
SUBJECT: Summary of Kaplan Talk 

Mr. President-

Attached is a piece about a talk Robert Kaplan gave that is quite interesting. I 

know you've read some books by him. 

Respectfilly, 

Attach. 
Fon:ign Policy Research lnslilute, "Robert Kaplan on the New Middle East," December 17,2004 

DHR:dh 
010305-54 
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Bucci, Steven, COL, OSD 

From: Nesheiwat, Julia [JNN@WMD.GOV) 

Sent: Monday, December 20,2004 12:36 PM 

Subject: Robert Kaplan on The New Middle East 

Kaplan once again lays out a very interesting and intriguing view of the Middle East below. As a . 
compliment to this article, another very enlightening paper done by the l st Marine Division G2 last 
May, titled "Marines are from Mars, Iraqis are from Venus''. 

R/ Julia 

Foreign Policy Research Institute 
A Catalyst for Ideas 
www.fpri.org 

ROBERT KAPLAN ON THE NEW MIDDLE EAST 
December 17 ,2004 

Robert D. Kaplan is contributing editor to the Atlantic Monthly and a long-time FPRI Associate. His books 
include Warrior Politics (2001 ); Eastward to Tartary: Travels in the Balkans, the Middle East, and the Caucasus 
(2000); Soldiers of God: With Islamic Warriors in Afghanistan and Pakistan (first published in 1990, 
republished in 2001 with a new introduction); and Surrender or Starve: Travels in Ethiopia, Sudan, Somalia, 
and Eritrea (first published in 1988; republished in paperback in 2003). He is writing a series of books about 
the American military. 

Kaplan delivered this talk as the keynote in FPRl's two-day History Institute for Teachers on the Middle East 
held October 16-17, 2004. Other speakers included Beth Baron, City University of New York; Eric Davis, 
Rutgers University; Michael S. Doran, Princeton University; Najib Ghadbian, University of Arkansas; Bernard 
Munk, FPRI; and Harvey Sicherman, FPRI. Dr. Paul Dickier, a Senior Fellow of FPRl's Marvin Wachman 
Fund for International Education and a history teacher at Neshaminy High School, provided "tips for teachers." 
Videofiles of selected lectures will be posted on www.fpri.org. The conference was supported by grants from 
Mason Crest Publishers, Mr. and Mrs. Robert A. Fox, and the Annenberg Foundation. 

ROBERT KAPLAN ON THE NEW MIDDLE EAST 
Summary byTrudy Kuehner 

Mr. Kaplan addressed the challenges that the U.S. military 
is facing in the greater Middle East and elsewhere, basing . 
his comments on his experience over the past eighteen months 
as an embedded journalist with U.S. Army Special Forces, the 
Marines, and other military units in Iraq and Afghanistan, 
Colombia, the Philippines, the Horn of Africa, and other 
areas. 

The sad tactical truth, he observed, is that the war on 
terrorism after 9/11 began too soon. The American military 
was not far enough along at that time in its transition from 
an industrial-age beast suited to fighting big world wars 
with mass infantry invasions, to a light and lethal force 
suited to dealing with unconventional insurgencies and 
hunting down small clusters of combatants. The age of mass 
infantry warfare is coming to a close. Operation Iraqi 
Freedom in March 2003 merely shaped the battlefield for the 
real war, which began afterward. The diplomatic and 

12/20/2004 
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political requirements of invading a country with over 
100,000 troops in an age of global mass media is now so 
great that it will happen less and less as time goes on. 

INDIAN COUNTRY 
In essence, he said, the U.S. military is back to the days 
of fighting the Indians. In the second half of the 19th 
century, the U. S Army had to fight large numbers of Indian 
groups -· from different tribes and with different 
languages and cultures-- of which there were almost as many 
as there were ethnic groups around the world. It had the job 
of hunting them down and fighting them in small numbers and 
unconventional conditions. Success was wrought by people who 
knew the language and understood the culture: the 
pathfinders and mountain men. 

The pathfinders and mountain men, Kaplan noted, proved that 
before you could defeat an enemy, you had to understand them 
and their culture and speak their language. The U.S.Army 
never really learned how to defeat the Indians this way, by 
making itself a light and lethal force, but won thanks to 
the railroads and other factors. Its large groups of horse
drawn cavalry were the equivalent of Humvees today, 
bristling with weaponry that were easily immobilized by 
small clusters of Indians on foot, or just one lone bicycle 
bomber in the case of Iraq. Around the world today we face 
not uniform conventional armies, but small clusters of 
combatants hiding out in big third-world cities, jungles, 
and deserts who no longer require an economy of scale to 
produce and deploy a WMD. Combating these adversaries 
involves intelligence and linguistic work, among other 
things. 

"Indian country" is a term our armed forces use a lot, and 
very specifically, Kaplan noted. They not only mean no 
disrespect to Native Americans, but greatly admire them, 
hence their radio call signs such as "Black Hawk," 
"Comanche," "Apache," "Red Cloud," and "Sitting Bull." 
"Indian country" is set to expand, because as dictators pass 
from the scene, particularly in the Middle East, what are 
left are weak, neither/nor democracies. In the Middle East, 
the emerging generation of leaders will not have the luxury 
of ruling as autocratically as the passing generation, after 
fifty years of tremendous economic, social, and demographic 
change. In the 1940s and '50s, the Middle East was largely a 
rural desert society. Today, its mega-cities -- Cairo, 
Tunis, Casablanca, Damascus-- have many millions of people 
and sprawling suburbs. 

Urbanization is inseparable from the rise of extremism, 
Kaplan noted. As large numbers of people migrated into these 
cities in the 1960s, '70s and '80s, their sons in particular 
suddenly faced all the challenges of urban environments that 
lacked police, street lighting, sewage, and water. There 
were ample incentives for juvenile delinquency, and yet the 
Muslim Middle East remained nonviolent in terms of common 
random crime. This was because the society adapted by 
intensifying to a more austere, ideological religiosity 
designed to deal with an impersonal urban environment. This 
alas had the unintended consequence of creating a fertile 
breeding-ground for the emergence of terrorist groups. 
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Over the years, various "enlightened dictators" kept a lid 
on this boiling pot. But, as modern middle classes emerge, 
the greater Middle East is on the brink of epic political 
change, which has not kept up with all the economic and 
social change. Most countries are ruled by the same systems 
they've had since the 1950s. Egypt, for instance, is still 
governed by the emergency law passed in 1954, when Gamal 
Abdul Nasser came to power. Political change has to catch 
up, and it will do so very dramatically and tumultuously. 

That will lead initially to an upsurge in terrorism. When a 
system collapses, there is an initial security vacuum. In 
the Muslim part of Southeast Asia--the Indonesian 
archipelago, the southern half of the Philippines, the 
island of Borneo in Malaysia--the passing of military 
regimes such as Marcos and Suharto has led to the emergence 
of terrorist groups such as Jemaah lslamiyya and Abu Sayyif 
that have taken advantage of the security vacuum created by 
the passing of these regimes. 

Counterintuitive as it might seem, then, Kaplan predicted 
that the initial liberalization of the Middle East will lead 
to more terrorism rather than less, until these newly 
emerging systems gather the institutional strength that the 
passing dictatorships had. In Russia and South Africa, where 
oppressive systems collapsed, for the first 5-8 years there 
was a tremendous upsurge in violent crime. In the Middle 
East, the collapse provides new oxygen for the terrorist 
groups. There's no easy path to liberalization. And so 
"Indian country" as the U. S .military defines it is going to 
intensify and enlarge. 

GLOBAL MEDIA 
The insurgency in Iraq signifies political and military 
failure on Washington's part, Kaplan said, but in this day 
and age, there's something else that also signifies 
political and military failure, which is the arrival of the 
global media. Because the aim of the US. military around 
the world--particularly in Colombia, the Philippines, the 
horn of Africa--is to deal with problems before they get 
onto page 1 of the newspapers. As soon as something becomes 
a page-1 problem, the "rules of engagement" are restricted 
under the klieg light of the global media. 

Kaplan spent last spring in Fallujah with the Marines. Last 
April, the Marines were given the order to assault and take 
the city, after four American contractors were brutally 
killed. However, about six days later, afler the Marines 
were inside the city about only a day or so away from taking 
it, a ceasefire was announced. The administration called a 
halt just as the Marines were about to be victorious. This 
was policy incoherence at the highest level, and it shows 
the effect the global media had on Fallujah. Everything had 
unraveled exactly as planned, with the Marines taking the 
city street by street, picking their shots. Because the 
Marines were so professional, the level of civilian 
casualties was extremely low. But the few civilian 
casualties were exactly what the global media put all their 
focus on. This put political pressure on the Iraqi 
authorities, so that the administration had to pull the plug 
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on the operation. 

Could the administration have foreseen this? Yes. But the 
point is that the elements of the global media such as Al
Arabiya and Al-Jazeera that concentrated on, even 
exaggerated, the civilian casualties are products of the 
liberalization of the Middle East. When countries begin to 
liberalize and get independent television and radio 
stations, these independent news organizations cannot be 
expected to think the way we do. Their prejudices, passions, 
and insecurities will emerge out of their own historical and 
geographical experience. Just as we could all argue about 
what the prejudices of Fox News or CNN are, the Middle 
East's television stations reflect the conspiracy theories, 
hopes, dreams, and exaggerations of their respective 
societies. The irony is that the more liberal the Middle 
East becomes or the less dictatorial, the more restricted 
the U.S. military is in how it can behave. 

This change is inevitable. It can't be stopped or put on a 
different course. Therefore, Kaplan said, the U.S. military 
increasingly must win without firing a shot, by the time
tested rule used by the British, French, Romans, and others, 
which is to operate indirectly. You train the indigenous 
army and let them do the work. You're right behind them, 
crediting them for any successes. You stay in the 
background. Their own militaries gain legitimacy, which 
helps the state arise, which helps the newly emerging 
democratic state gain legitimacy. 

FORMING SOCIAL BONDS 
One of the many things that went wrong in Iraq was that soon 
after the occupation, much of the training of the new Iraqi, 
security forces was put in the hands of private defense 
contractors, who trained them in an impersonal way in large 
camps, then put them on buses and sent them out to the 
villages, where they promptly deserted whenever there was a 
hint of trouble. Months ago, we went back to the time-tested 
Green Beret/ Marine way of training, which is to embrace your 
Indian brothers. You train with them all day, watch videos 
with them at night, go out with them, and sleep in the same 
hootch for months. This bonding is why the Iraqi special 
forces performed so well in Ramadi in October. Ramadi was 
the first specific sign we had that there are Iraqi security 
forces coming off line who really can fight, be disciplined, 
go into sensitive situations like mosques without killing 
civilians, and accomplish their mission. This is one 
positive narrative occurring in Iraq. 

Based on his own observations, Kaplan said that the smaller 
the U.S. military deployment, the more successful it tends 
to be. The smaller the number of troops and the size of the 
unit, the more low-profile, the more we tend to get done, 
from Mongolia to Somalia and Colombia to the southern 
Philippines. The 1 O,OOOtroops in Afghanistan have treaded 
water very well, and finally we have a success with the 
presidential elections. In Iraq, 138,000 have not prevented 
a deteriorating situation. 

That is because the U.S. military as a whole .:is still 
organized for fighting an industrial·agewar. The deployment 
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constellation of bases around Iraq is better suited for 
Korea or World War II, while the adversary that we're 
fighting has been fighting like the Indians or the Viet 
Cong. In the future, we're going to have to operate in the 
Middle East the way we've been operating in the horn of 
Africa, which is more like Lewis & Clark in the French
Indian Wars than it is like World Wars I and II and Desert 
Storm combined. You send out small groups of highly trained 
officers to go into small villages here and there and just 
explore. Find out what the citizenry wants, needs, and 
fears, any foreigners who have been taking up residence, you 
drum up intelligence even as you draw up plans for 
humanitarian aid projects. 

The best, most actionable intelligence is generally obtained 
when some form of humanitarian assistance is involved, 
Kaplan remarked. People will tell a lot to someone who is 
treating their children for malaria, scabies, and other 
diseases and establishing a positive social relationship 
with them. The main point is that you use small units, 
forward deployed, making decisions on their own, finding 
things out, totally immersed in the local environment, 
because the enemy is no longer ten thousand troops with 
tanks. 

This means that the State Department and the Defense 
Departmentwill have to effectively collapse into each 
other. The tasks they face break down the barriers between 
what the State Department does and what the Pentagon does. 
The biggest enemy Washington has is its rigid bureaucratic 
divisions. We cannot afford a Defense Secretary's riding 
roughshod over a Secretary of State or vice versa. The two 
really have to work in tandem at all levels. 

PROSPECTS 
Mr. Kaplan concluded by addressing how he sees Iraq 
influencing Iran and other places. Iraq, he said, may have 
been the bridge too far in America's post-Cold War, imperial 
democratic progress. We started off in Central Europe after 
the Berlin Wall fell and easily democratized nations such as 
Poland, Hungary, and Czechoslovakia. Those nations were heir 
to the Habsburg and German enlightenments and had large 
industrial bases and significant middle classes prior to the 
ravages of Nazism and communism. With high literacy rates 
and low birth rates, the only problem those countries had 
was that the Red Army was deployed on their soil. 

The Balkans were more troublesome, because they were not 
heir to any enlightenment. They were run by the poor, 
chaotic Ottoman/Turkish empire, which on the eve of World 
War I had feeble, small middle classes, vast peasantries, 
and little industrial development. Even their communist 
regimes were more oppressive, less developed 
bureaucratically, and more corrupt than the communist 
regimes in north-central Europe. So it made sense that the 
Balkans' transition to democracy would be more troublesome 
than Central Europe's. Yugoslavia collapsed, and Romania, 
Albania, and Bulgaria all had difficult transitions 
bordering on anarchy at times. The outlook now is better but 
for some fifteen years it was touch and go. 
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In Iraq, we've taken on the poorest portion of the former 
Ottoman empire, an area that's even more geographically and 
historically challenging. The Balkans were next door to 
Central Europe, a logical place for the expansion of NATO 
and the EU; Iraq is surrounded by Iran, Syria, Kuwait, 
Jordan, Saudi Arabia, and the poorest part of Turkey. 

In the most troublesome third of the country, the Sunni 
Triangle, in early October, we saw one big city, Samara, 
retaken by mainly Iraqi special forces, with a very low 
casualty rate. It was the easiest city to retake, but it was 
a starting point. We have begun to divide the resistance in 
Fallujah, because the more that Shiites come together to 
form political parties for elections, the more pressure 
there is on the Sunnis in the Triangle to do the same, or 
else they're going to lose out. 

But already, the northern third of Iraq, Kurdistan, is no 
longer in the news, because it's a success story. The 
southern third, the Shiite south, is less and less in the 
news, because we're succeeding there. The work that the Army 
and Marines did in Shiite cities such as Najav and Karbala 
recently has been astounding. They created a military 
situation that forced one group of Shiites to take the other 
Shiites in hand. So that the Shiites are forming political 
parties. they're getting ready for elections. This is a 
narrative that is palpable, it's developing, and yet the 
media has not reported it and Washington hasn't laid it out. 
AD the public sees is the car bombs. Beyond the static of 
specific incidents of violence, they're not seeing any 
positive picture emerge. 

Iran is the big elephant in the Middle East for the next few 
years. Iran is not a regime that you topple with an 
invasion. ll's a whole developed system with different 
centers of power. Iraq has 23 million people, Iran 69 
million. It's much more urbanized. Iran may be one of the 
only countries in the world where student demonstrations are 
implicitly pro-American. Almost any political change in Iran 
would be positive for us. The Iranian regime is not unlike 
the Soviet Union under Brezhnev and Chernenko: it's old, 
calcified, out of touch with its population, and narrowly 
based. There will be political evolution in Iran, and the 
best way we can fast-forward that is by concentrating on 
consolidating Iraq. The principal job of the next 
administration is going to be to consolidate Iraq. Then a 
lot of other situations will improve. The better Iraq looks, 
the better change is going to look in countries such as 
Syria, Iran, and Egypt. 

When the shah fell, Iran was a very centralized state, and 
his regime was replaced by another centralized state. The 
Shiite clerisy was finely developed and had an impressive 
bureaucratic structure. But this may be the last really 
strong, centralized Iranian state. Whatever ultimately 
replaces it is likely to be much more decentralized, and 
that will let the genie out of the bottle for the 26 million 
Azeris in northwestern Iran to realize their ethnic 
identity, for Turkomans to do the same; the evolution of all 
the Muslim lands of Central Asia will be affected. 
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Central Asia is still in a Soviet phase. Its rulers are ex· 
Brezhnev-era central committeemen who have reinvented 
themselves as independent khans. But these are still very 
repressive, Soviet-style states. When you're in Central 
Asia, the closest truly sophisticated, aesthetic urban area 
is Iran, which holds a powerful cultural attraction for 
these people. But the current political system in Iran 
repels Central Asians. As the system begins to change, we're 
starting to enter a period of epic movements. 

As to whether history will judge the invasion of Iraq as 
having been the right or wrong thing to do, Kaplan noted 
that a close reading of the Duelfer Report convinces one 
that we should have invaded, while a partial reading 
suggests otherwise. Ultimately, the invasion will be judged 
positively or negatively based on how it affects change in 
the larger and more important Iran. If Iraq can be semi
stabilized and that that stabilization leads to internal 
change in Iran, the invasion of Iraq is going to look very 
good historically. 

In north Africa, Kaplan noted, Algeria is improving and 
Morocco is evolving. Tunisia has lagged behind, but it has a 
large middle-class and no ethnic disputes, so when the 
Tunisian government opens up, impressive change should be 
seen there. Of course, this more open society is leading to 
a greater terrorist threat in the Sahara region: the opening 
of societies throughout the African Sahel, the Sahara and 
north Africa is creating new oxygen systems for terrorists. 

Kaplan concluded by noting that in its activities throughout 
the Middle East and all over the world, the U.S. military 
has been given one of most thankless tasks of any military 
in history: providing the security armature for an emerging 
global civil society. The more it succeeds, the less 
respected and acknowledged it will be by the very society it 
has created. If it weren't for the military's backing up 
America's security guarantee, none of the liberalization in 
places like Qatar and other Gulf sheikdoms that allowed for 
the creation of Al Jazeera in the first place would have 
happened. So the job of the American military empire--using 
the word "empire" because the only historical comparisons 
are with great powers in the past who had global 
responsibility--isto seek its own obsolescence. The closer 
it gets to that, the less appreciated it is going to be by 
people around the world, particularly in the Middle East. 
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CHAIRMAN OF THE J01NT CHIEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTOH, D.C. 20316,9999 
,.-
' __ , 

INFO 1\!IEIVIO 

FOR; SECRETARYOFDEFENSE 

FROM: General Richard B. Myers, CJCS(1Jtlf i / '{ 

SUBJECT: Strategic Communications Paper 

CM-12263-05 
., . ,, .. };/. It! ' 
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• Answer. In response to your request (TAB A), I reviewed the. subject document. 
The paper coJTectly addresses communicati<imsshortcom.ings, but itr.; solution is 
too conservative. The Heritage paper proposes a RAND-ltke, private~sector 
company to do necessary analysis. The Iong-tenn answer is a new agency that has 
the responsibility, clout and resources to attack larger communications issues. It 
should include robust, well-trained career public diplomacy professionals 
deployed worldwide to tell the US story in the local dialec~ and analyze the 
feedback. Re.commend the agency's leader hold a positio)) on the National 
SecurityCounciJ and have.an independent voice to the Pr~ident. 

• Analysis. Currently, there is an NSC advisor for communications who has his 
hands ful] doing i nteragency work. The proposed senior agency group is unlikely 
to make any difference, as two already exist: PCC for Strategic Communications 
and the Muslim WorJd Outreach PCC. The private sector currently spends more 
tlm $6 billion a year on overseas marketing; the USG spends about $5 miUion on 
opinion surveys. This is far too little, and without definitive evidence, it is a guess 
as to what the US message should be. Information paper at TAB B provides more 
details. 

COORDINATION: NONE 

Attachment<.;: 
As stated 

Prepared By: Mr. Paul Ha,nley, OCJCS, Director of Strategic Ccnununications, 
l'(b)(6) I 
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TABB 

l L December 200, 

INFORMATION PAPER 

Subject: Review of "Private Report to the Secretary of Defe1 se" on Strategic 
Communications 

I. Purpose. To provide comments and recommendations o L subject 
document. 

2. The report's fundamental premise is that the United Sta es Government 
(USG)must do a better job of assessing foreign public opini in and using that 
data in message development. The report makes two prima y 
recommendations: 

Establish a corporation for foreign opinion analysis t · "listen, ask 
questions and analyze foreign public opinion as well is test the 
effectiveness of various USG messages." 

Prepare the government bureaucracy to apply inform ltion by providing 
senior policy makers "with immediate input so they ( re aware of the 
effect an impending policy action or statement will hi ve on foreign 
public opinion." 

3. To implement the second recommendation, the report re :ommends creating 
a new staff position on the National Security Council (NSC) :o coordinate the 
USG overall communications strategy. Tt also recommends :reating a Senior 
Interagency Group (SIG)that brings the NSC with the Unde Secretary of State 
for Public Diplomacy, Under Secretary of Defense for Policy: representatives 
from the United States Agency for International Developmei t and other 
relevant members to encourage closer cooperation and to ht Ip implement 'the 
USG long-term communications strategy. 

4. Policy comments: 

General: Concur in the report's premise that the che ]enge of shaping 
the opinions and behaviors of foreign publics is a viti I and central 
component to the WOT--and that this challenge "lies at the very core c.f 
America's own vital national interest." The USG sho1 Id greatly increase 
the amount of resources applied to strategic commu1 ication activities, to 
include foreign opinion polling. It is critical that the JSG must view the 
dialog between America and the rest of the world as: long-term 
commitment and respond with strength of purpose e lUal to the 
information efforts of the Cold War. 
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Corporation for Foreign Opinion Analysis. While E. 1y new organization 
that focuses on solving America's image problem i: better than none at 
all, the recommended Defense Science Board (DSE Center for Strategic 
Communications (CSC) is a better concept than th ~ Center for Foreign 
Opinion Analysis (CFOA)recommended in this rep rt. The CSC is much 
broader in scope, while the CFOA is focused prime ily on foreign public 
opinion polling-something that could be achieved by increasing the 
State Department's Bureau of Intelligence and Res :arch (INR) polling 
budget and scope cf work. The CFOA, like the CS1 -, would be a 
nonprofit, bipartisan, federally-funded independer : organization similar 
to RAND Corporation. However, the DSB report re ~ommends the CSC 
conduct polling, analysis and assessment and alsc develop mandated 
self-initiated plans, themes, products and prograrr 3 (such as children's 
1V series and video games). The CSC would also, ork closely with the 
private sector and nongovernment organizations, f ,ster cross-cultural 
exchanges, mobilize nongovernment initiatives, rec :uit private sector 
experts for short-term assignments and deploy ten porary 
communications teams. The solution to improvel nerica's image 
abroad must be matched to the magnitude of the J roblem-a robust 
CSC is the best option. 

Senior Tnteragency Group. Establishing the SIG a recommended in 
this report is appropriate. There is great need for: uch a group that has 
authority to speak for its organizations, set strateg c communications 
objectives and priorities, commit resources and qu ckly adjudicate new 
proposals for programs and products. 

NSC Communications Staff Position. In November 2003, the NSC 
created a new position for the Deputy National Sec 1rity Advisor for 
Communications. Therefore, the position recomm, nded in the report 
already exists. However, the duties of this individl al must be more 
focused on strategic, international issues, not with tactical or domestic 
political issues lo be effective in the areas describe l in the report. 

TabB 
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FOR: 

FROM: 

UNCLASSIFIED 

INFOMEMO 

November08,2005 7~30 PM 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

Daniel R. Stanley, Assistant Secretary of Defense 
for Legislative Affairs 

SUBJECT: National Defense Authorization Act Amendments 

• You asked to see·the amendments pending consideration in the. 
Senate. The agreed list is divided 12 Majority and 12 Minority. 
Submitted or potential amendments are hsted below. 

• We have not received the language of all amendments. Those 
underlined are tabbed. 

Majority: 
o Train and E~uip: to build the Partnership Securitv Capacity of 

Foreign military and Security forces; agreed on by voice vote -
Inhofe(R-OK) (TAB-8) 

o To establish Retirement Benefits for workers at Rocky Flats 
Environmental Technology Site: a pension issue unrelated to 
DoD; defeated 38-53- Allard (R-CO) (TAB-1) 

o To create unifonn standards for inten-ogations and urohibition on 
cruel. inhuman. or degrading CEtainee treatment; agreed. on by 
voice vote.McCain (R-AZ) (TAB-2} 

o To mandate reporting on the us.e of riot control a~ents bv the 
Atmed Forces - Ensign (R ~ NV) (T AB-3) 

o To require Secretarv of Defense to transfer property, located at 
BRAC'd military installations. at no consideration: defeated 36-
.62- Snowe (R-ME) (TAB-9) 

o To reduce retired pay eli gibllity age for formerly mobilized 
Reserve veterans - Chambliss (R-GA) (T AB-10) 

o To directSecretarv ofDefenseto submitnrocedures for Combatant 
Status Review Tribunals and Administrative Review Boards t-u 
detennine GTMO detainees' status - Graham (R-SC) (T AB-4) 

Prepared by: CAPT J.M. Cathey, Director SenateAffair~ .... (b_)(_6)_~ 
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Minority: 

o 2nd Demee to T AB-13 Harkin Amendment. Sense of the Senate. 
allowing Seoretarv of Defense to establish an Ombudsman pos.ition 
and to commend the Armed Forces Radio Network D~ 55-43-
lnhofe (R-OK} (TAB-14) 

o Medical .Isotopes - Schumer (D-NY) 
o To transfer Robust N uc1ear Earth Penetrator (RNEP) funds to the 

DCArmv National Guard- Kennedy(D-MA) (TAB-12) 
o Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) -Salazar (D-CO) 
o To ensure Federal employees taking leave without pay to serve 

will not receive an overall cut in pay-Durbin (D-IL) (TAB.-11) 
o To provide concurrentrecei.pt for veterans with service-connected 

disabilities- Reid (D·NV) 
o To repeal reduction of Survivor Benefit Plan annuities by 

Dependency and Tndemnity Compensation; Da~oo 93-5 - Nels<:m 
(D-FL) {TAB-5) 

o To establish a Detainee Commission: defeated. 43-55 - Levin @ -

MI)( TA W 
o Increase the Cooperative Threat Reduction Program and decrease 

Missile Defense funding:. defeated 37-60- Reed (D-RI) (TAB-7) 
o Toreauirebalanced Ametican ForcesNetworkpolitical 

programming artd to establish an Ombudsman position: defeated 
44-54-Harkin (D-IA) (TAB-13) 

o 'lb authorize a feasibility study on the creation of a Deputv 
Secretacy of Defense for Management to oversee spending and 
financial management at the Defense Department; passed 97-0-
Byrd (D-WV) (T AB-15) 

Prepared by:· CAPT J.M. Cathey, Director Senate A ff air.._!(b_)(_6) __ _, 
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Attachments: 
1. Allard Amendrnent#2423 
'2. McCain Amendment #2425 
3. Ensign Amendrnentmmumbered 
4. Graham Draft Amenchnent wmumbered 
5. NelsonAmendment#2424 
6. Levin Amendment #2430 
7. Reed Amendment #2427 
8'~ Iohofe Amendment #2432 
9 .. SnoweAmendment#2436 
10. Chambliss Amendment #2433 
11. Durbin Amendment #1571 
12.Kennedy An1endment # 1415 
13,Harkin Amendrnent#2438 
14.Inbofe Amendment #2439 
15.Byrd Amendment #2442 
16.Reid Amendment#244 l 

Prepared by:· CAPf J.M. Cathey, Director Senate Aff'ainl._~ __ )( __ 6) _ ___. 
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.A1'\IE~DMEXT ~O. Calendar ~o . 

Pnq>ose: 'I'o c1utho1ize nclditional uses of riot (iOHt1·ol ag·cnt8 
by members of t.h(• Armed Fon~cs, and for otlwi· pm·· 
poses. 

lNTHE SENATE OF THE UNITED STA1ES-109th Cong., 1st Sess. 

S.1042 

To authorize appropriations for fiscal year 2006 for military 
activities of the Department of Defense, for military 
construction, and for defense activities of the Depart
ment of Energy, to prescribe personnel strengths for 
such fisca1 year for the Armed Forces, and for other 
purposes. 

Referred to the Committee on and 
ordered to be printed 

Ordered to lie on the table and to be printed 

1U1ENDMEN'T intended to be proposed by Mr. ENSIGN 

'{1'• 
":iz: 

1 On page 286, het\:vcen lines 7 and 8, insert the fol· 

2 lowing: 

3 SEC. 1073. RIOT CONTROL AGENTS. 

4 (a) Rg8TA'l'E~1E~T OF PoLICY.-It is the policy of 

5 tlic United States, as prcnidcd in Executive Order 11850 

6 (40 F'('d. Re~ 16187) and affirmed h,\· tlic Scnnt<' in tlic 

7 1·es0Jntion of ratification of the Chemieal \Veapom; ('on-

11-L-0559/0SD/46232 
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l Yl'nt.iou. that riot <·onfrol ltg-ent:-: Hr(' not ehemieal \Yea.pow: 

2 hut an' ll·~itimate. Jpg:;-11, mul nou-lethal nlter1wtin-::-; to th<.' 

3 us<' of lethal forrl' that. nrny hC' employl'd hy m<.m1lwl's of 

4 thl' Armcd F'm'('<.'s in war in defon8tYC' militm;: mo<le.~ to 

5 snvC' lives, iuclmlinµ: for illu!itrat1vr purpose!-- eit<.'<l in Exe<'· 

6 utivt' Order 118;>0. 

7 (b) REPOHT REQlTIRED.-

8 ( 1) IN GEXERA.L.-Not. later than 180 days 

9 after the date of the enactment of this Act, the 

10 President, shall submit to Congress a report on the 

11 use of riot control agents by members of the Armed 

12 Forces. 

13 {2) Co~TEN'l'.-The report required by para-

14 graph ( 1) shall inclu<le-

15 (A) a description of all regulations, doc-

16 trines, training materials, and any other infor-

17 mation related to the use of riot control agents 

18 by mcmbcr·s of the Annecl Forces; 

19 (B) a description of the doctrinal publica-

20 tions, training, and other resources provide<l or 

21 11xailahlc to members of the ... 1\rmed Forces on 

22 an annual basis with regard to the tactical em-

23 ploymcnt of riot control agents; 

24 (C) a description of how the material de~ 

25 sel'ihcd i11 subparag-raphs (A) and (E) is e<m-

11-L-0559/0SD/46233 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

1 1 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

siste11t nith Uuikd States poliC'.,· 011 the us<.' or 
riot c·ontml ag-euts; 

(1)) a de~eription of th1..~ aYailahibty of riot 

eoutrol agents. aml tht' mean!-; to emplo~· them, 

to members of th<:> .Armed },orees deployed in 

Iraq and Atghani~tan; 

(E) a de~cription of tlic frequency of use of 

riot control agents since ,January 1. 1992, and 

a summarv of views held bv militarv com-~· . ... .. 

manders about the utility of the employing riot 

control agents by members of the Armed 

Forces; 

(F) ~ general descriptioii of steps taken or 

to be taken by the Department of Defense to 

clarify the circumstances under which riot con

trol agents may be used by members of the 

Armed Forces· and 
' 

(G) a11 assessment of the, legality of Execu

tive Order 11850 ~ including an explanation why 

Executive Order 11850 remains valid under 

United States law. 

(3) Fmnr.-rl'he report. required br paragraph 

( 1 )shall be submitted in unclassified form, hut may 

include a classified an11cx. 

11-L-0559/0SD/46234 
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1 t<·) .APTIIOHlTY FOH }J)l)ITin;\"AL lJ.sE::-: OF RIOT 

2 (~O~TROL A<rn~T~.-

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

IO 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

(1) AlTIIORITY.-The Pr<.\sidcnt. or tht) See

retur~· of Defense nrn.y, for 1n.u·poses of ~a:\i.nµ· inno

((<mt. live~ or the lives of members of the Anncd 

Forces, <1uthori1.e members of tlic .Armed Forces to 

use riot. control agents as follows: 

(A) In war in modes other than defensive 

military modes. 

(B) In operations other than war-

(i) in defensive military modes~ and 

(ii) in modes other than defensive 

military modes . 

(2) CONSTR1:CTJON.-The authority in para.

graph ( l )to use riot control agents is in addition to 

any other authorit;v to use riot control agents under 

law, including authroity under Executive Order 

11850. 

(<l) DEFI~ITIO;'\S.-!n this section: 

( 1 ) CHEMICAL WEAPON~ C'ONVE~TIO~ .-The 

term "Chemical Weapons Convention" means the 

Convention on clic Prohibitions of Development, Pro

duction, Stockpiling and Use of Chemical Weapons 

and on Their De~t.rnetion, \\ith annexes, <lono at 

11-L-0559/0SD/46235 
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( Paris. ,JamHu·y t:L l9!l:3. ancl ('ttkn.•d into for<'{' 

'"> .April :.!H. 11)97 ('l' . Dew. lOa-~I) . 

3 (~ ) HE80LlTT10~ Of' H .. \TIFICA'I'JO:\' OF 'I'HF. 

4 ('IIE:\IIC.,\L WE..\J'ON'i-- CO~'\'"ENTIO~.-Tli<· tt•rm "rt·~-

5 olu tion nf ratifieatiou of the Clwmical \V ca pou~ Con-

6 vcntion" mcani-; S. Res. 7 f> , 105th Con~rress, u~re<.'d 

7 to April 24, 1997, a.clvising- and conscntin~ to th\.' 

8 l'atificat ion of the Chemical Weapons Convention. 

/ " 
I 

\ 
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AMENDMENTNO. 2432... Calendar No. 

Purpose: Relating to the partnership security capacity of 
foreign military and security forces and security and 
stabilization assistance. 

:m THE SENATE OF TUE UNITED STATES-109th G::nJ., 1st Sess.. 

S.1042 

To; AMENDMENT No. 2432 
By .-r- / f . -~-----
'lb:-------~. /,/ ~ ..p_-:i_ 

----------

£ .................... . 
Page(s) 

Referred to the Commit.tee on 

imilitary 
'military 
:Dey>art
gths for 
or other 

------------
and ordered to be printed 

Ordered to lie on the table and to be printed 

AMENDMENT intended to be proposed by Mr. INHOFE 
I 

vi: I ;).r £ 

November 8.2005 

1 At the end of title XII, add the following: 

2 SEC. _. BUll.tDING THE PARTNERSBIP SECURITY CAPAC· 

3 ITY OF FOREIGN MILITARY AND SECURITY 

4 FORCES. 

5 (a) AUTHORITY.-The President may authorize 

6 building the caJJacity of partner nations' military or secu-

7 rity forces to disrupt or destroy terrorist networks, close 

11-L-0559/0SD/46237 
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() -
safe havens. or participate in or support United States. 

2 coalition, or international military or stability operations. 

3 (b) TYPES OF PARTNERSHIP SECURITY CAPACI'l'Y 

4 BUILDING.-"rhe partnership security capacity building 

5 authorized under subsection (a) may include the provision 

6 of equipment, supplies, services, training, and funding. 

7 (c) AVAILABILITY OF FUNDS.-The Secretary of De• 

8 fense may, at the request of the Secretary of State, sup-

9 port partnership security capacity building as authorized 

10 under subsection (a) by transferring funds available to the 

11 Department of Defense to the Department of State. Any 

12 funds so transferred shall remain available until expended. 

13 The amount of such partnership security capacity building 

14 support provided by the Department of Defense under this 

15 section may not exceed $750,000,000 in any fiscal year. 

16 (d) CONGRESSIONAL NOTIFICATION.-Before build-

17 ing partnership security capacity under this section, the 

18 Secretaries of State and Defense shall submit to their con-

19 gressional oversight committees a notification of the na-

20 tions designated by the President wi1h which partnership 

21 security capacity will be built under this section and the 

22 nature and amounts of security capacity building to occur. 

23 AJiy such notification shall be submitted not less than 15 

24 days before the provision of such partnership security Ca· 

25 pacity building. 

Novembers. 2005 11-L-0559/0SD/46238 
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( e) Co 1'1PLEMEN'r ARY AU'l'HORlTY .-The authority to 

2 support partnership security capacitr building under this 

3 section is in addition to any other authority of the Depart-

4 ment of Defense to provide assistauce to a foreign country. 

5 (f) APPLICABLE LAw.-The authorities and 1imita-

6 tions in the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 and the For-

7 eign Operations, Export Financing, and Related Programs 

8 Appropriations Act, 2006 shall be applicable to assistance 

9 provided and funds transferred under the authority of this 

10 section. 

11 (g) MILITARY AND SECURITY FORCES DEFINED.-

12 In this section, the term "military and security forces" 

13 includes armies, guard, border security, civil defense, in-

14 frastructure protection, and police forces. 

15 (h) ExPIRATION.-The authority in this section shall 

16 expire on September 30,2007. 

17 SEC._. SECURITY AND STABILIZATION ~ISTANCE 

18 (a) IN GENER.AL.-Notwithstanding any other provi-

19 sion of law, upon a request from the Secretary of State, 

20 with the agreement of the Secretary of Defense and upon 

21 a determination by the President that an unforeseen emer-

22 gency exists that requires immediate reconstruction, secu-

23 rity, or stabilization assistance to a foreign country for 

24 the purpose of restoring or maintaining peace and security 

25 in that country~ and that the provision of such assistance 

November 8, 2005 11-L-0559/0SD/46239 
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1 is in the national security interests of the United States. 

2 the Secretary of Defense may authorize the use or trn.nsfer 

3 of defense articles, services, training or other support, in-

4 eluding support acquired by contract or otherwise, to pro-

5 vide such assistance. 

6 (b) AVAILABILITY OF FUNDS.-Suhjeet to subsection 

7 (a),the Secretary of Defense may transfer funds available 

8 to the Department of Defense to the Department of S:a:e 

9 or to any other Federal agency to carry out the purposes 

10 of this section, and funds so transfeITBd shall remain 
,, 

11 available until expended. 

12 (c) LIMIT.ATION.-The aggregate value of assistance 

13 provided or funds transferred under the authority of this 

14 section may not exceed $200,000,000. 

15 (d) COMPLEMENTARY AlJil-lORIIY.-Tiie authority 

16 to provide assistance under this section is in addition to 

17 any other authority of the Department of Defense to pro

] 8 vide assistance to a foreign country. 

19 (e) NOTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS.-Before the ex• 

20 ercise of the authority in this section, the President shall 

21 notify Congress of the exercise of such authority in accord-

22 ance with the procedures set forth in section 652 of the 

23 Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 (22 U.S.C. 2411 ). 

24 (f) APPLICABLELA.W.-( 1 )The authorities and limi-

25 tat.ions in the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 and the 

Novembers, 2005 11-L-0559/0SD/46240 
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l Foreign Operations, Export Financing. and Related Pro-

2 grams Appropriations Act. 2006 shall be applicable to as-

3 sistance provided and funds transferred under the author-

4 ity of this section. 

5 ( 2 )Any authority available to the President to waive 

6 a provision of law referred to in paragraph (I) may be 

7 exercised by the President in a written document executed 

8 pursuant to subsection (a). 

9 (g) EXPIRATION.-The authority in this section shall 

10 expize on September 30,2007. 
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AMENDMENT NO. 
"----

Calendar No. ---
Purpose: Relating to t:re.American Forces Network. 

lNTP· SENATE OF Tim tJNITBD STA.TB~lOlttb Coq., lit 8aM. 

··.\j<:;./~~ ·- - . 
4, . ·· ~,.· .. ~~ .... , t~ , < n 

~.on 
.. 

Ordered to lie on the table and to be printed 

AMENDMENT intended to be _prol)()Sed by Mr. RaR1DN (for 
mmself and Mr. L>ORGAN} 

VlZ~ 

1 At the end of subtitle A of t::.tle IX, a±l the following: 

2 SIC. 908. AIIDICAN FORCB8 t(BTWORlt 

3 (E) M.laslON.-TheAmeriea.n Forees Network (.AFN) 

4 shall provide members of -:he Armed Forces, civilian. em-

5 ployees of the Depaitment of Defense, and their ·families 

6 stat:iam outside th? continenta l United S:a:es and at sea 

7 with the same type and quality d. .Ammaa.n radio a.nd tale

s vision news, information, sports, and entertainm&nt as is 

9 available it the continental United States. 

11-L-0559/0SD/46242 
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2 

( 1 (b) POLI'l'ICAL PRoGB.AMMING.-

2 ·(l)F.AIRNE88 .AND 13.ALANOE.-All political pro-

3 gramroing of the American Fonrs Network shall be 

4 characterized by its fairness and balance. 

5 (2) FREE FLOW OF PROOR.U!MING.-The· 

6 American Foroes Network shaD. pl'OVide iu h pro-

7 gramroing a-free flow of politieal progral))Jl)ing from 

8 United St~ oo,nniercial and public radlo and tele-

9 visic:>n stations. 

10 (c) OMBUDSMAN OF THE .AMIDmCAN FORCESNlll'l'-

11 WOBK.-

12 (1) ESTABLISBMENT.-There is hereby estab .. 

13 Jished the Office of the Ombudsman of the .Allilerican 

14 For~es Network. 

15 (2} H:1w) OF OFFICE.-

16 (A)OMBUD$MAN.-The l:ead c£ the Office 

17 cf the Qnb...dsman cf the Ainerios.n Forces 

18 Network eba1l be the Ombudsman af the Arner-

19 ican Forces Network (in this subsection re-

20 feJTed to a.a too uombudaman"), wit() shall be 

21 appointed by the Secretary cE Defense. 

22 (B) QWLIFICATIONS.-A.ny individual 

23 nominated for appointment. to the position of 

24 Ombudsman shall have reoognized expertise m 

11 ~L-0559/0SD/46243 
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14 
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17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 
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the field of mass communication&) print media, 

or broadcast media. 

(C) PART-TIME STATUS.-The position of 

Ombudsman shall he a part.time position. 

(D)TE&M.-Tbfl term of officeoftlle Om

budsman shall be five yea.rs. 

(E)B.EMovAL.-The Ombudsman may be 

removed from office by the Seereta.r:r only for 

lbalfeasanoe. 

(3)DuTms.-

(A) IN QENBRAL.-The Ombudsman shall 

ensure that t.he .American Forces Network a.d-r 

hetes to the standards and practices of the Net

work h its programming. 

(B) p ARTICULAR DUTIBs.-ln carrying out 

the duties of the Ombndsma.n under this para

graph, the Ombudsman~ 

(i) initiate and conduct, with !& fre~ 

~ as tb·e Ombudsman eonaiders ap

propriate, reviews oft he integrity, fairness, 

and ha.Ian~ d the progtamming a the 

American Forces Network; 

(ti) initiate and conduct, upon the re

quest of Congress or members of the a d -

11 ~L-0559/0SD/46244 
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'2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

·7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

SLC. 

4 

ence of tlE .American Forces Network, re

vn <t' the programming cf the Neb«>rk: 

(iii) identify, pursuant to reviews 

under clause (i) or (ii) or othe.mise, cir• 

eumstances il which tr_e American Forces 

Network ·has not adhered to the stmd&rds 

arxi practices of the Network i1 ita pro

gramming, including circumeta.noes in 

which the programmiDg of the Network 

lacked in~tyj fairness, or balance; and 

(iv) make reconunendations to the 

American Forces Network on mea.ns of 

correcting the lack of adherence identified 

pursuant to clause: (iii). 

( C) LOOT.A.TION.-ln carrying c.Jt the du-

16 ties of the Ombudsman urrl:T this pan:1graph, 

17 the: OrbJdsrcan may not eng~ge in any pl'(;-

18 broadcast censorship or pre,.broadcast review of 

19 the programming of the American Forces Net-

20 work. 

21 ( 4) '.REsoTJBCES.-· The Secretary of' Defense 

22 sba.ll provide the Office of the Ombudsman of the 

23 American Forces Network su:h personnel and other 

24 resources as the Secretary and the Ombudsman 

25 jointly determine appropriate to permit the Ombuds-

11-L-0559/0SD/46245 
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man to Barry out the duties of the Ombudsman 

2 under paragraph (3). 

3 (5) llIDEPENDENOE.-Tbe Secretary shall take 

4 appropriate attioos to ensure the complete independ-

S enee of tie Ombudsman and the Office of the Om-

6 budsuum ot the. Ameri.ean FoNes NetWOlX within 

7 the Department of Defense. 

8 (6) ANNUAL MPOBTS,-

9· (A) 1N Ol!lNERAL.-The Omhndaman shall 

10 submit t.o the Secre1:a.ry of Defense and the con-

11 greBSional defense committees ~ch year a xe-

12 p011 m the. activities of the Office of· the Om-

13 budsman of the American Fo~s Network dur-

14 

15 

ingthe preceding year. 

(B).AVAILABILlTY 'l'O PUBLIO.-The Om-

16 budsman sh.all make available to th_e pttblic each 

17 report submitted under subpar&g.t!'ph (A) 

18 through. the Internet website of t:re Office of 

19 the Ombudsman of the American Forces Net-

20 work and. by such other means as the Ombnds-

21 man considers appropriate. 
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.Al>-IENDMENT NO. Calendar No. 

Purpose: To propose a substitute. 

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES-109th Cong., 1st Sess. 

To ai 
€ 
( 

r 

S.1042 
. )o.,r.,." r 

v.J .fO r AMENDMENT No. 

By __ :£," h ~-·-· 

2439 

------
, ':,j· red AJ .-;~s~ n,:~,..,.~+' , •~-· =-~ :_::_:'"'---' _____ ,a 

.j. 104:J.... 
________ tw __ ,, __ ,._,. ___ ._, ___ ,,_ •• --.. -

(p 
Page(s) 

Referred to the Committee on 
ordered to be printed 

itary 
itary 
)art· 
: for 
>ther 

and 

Ordered to lie on the table and to be printed 

AMENDMENTintended to be proposed by Mr. lNHOFE to 
the amendment (No.J pq proposed bj; .Mr. HARKIN 

2CfjF 
Viz: 11 . +;·H(,. ,y 

..A+ +J..<.. ~~~ 0 .,: $-.,1:,+;H~" o./: ; 
I .kl liea E:>f the matte-P-proposed t& be inse~, insert 

2 the following: 

3 SEC._. AMERICAN FORCES NETWORK. 

4 (a) FINDINGS.-The Senate makes the following 

5 findings: 

6 (1) The mission of the American Forces Radio 

7 and Television Service (AFR.TS) and its American 

8 Forces Network (AFN), a worldwide radio and tele-
. ' 
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2 

C) -
vision broadcast network 1 is to deliver command in

formation by providing United States militar,r com-

3 manders overseas and at sea with a broadcast media 

4 that effectively communicates information to per-

5 sonnel under their commands, including information 

6 from the Department of Defense, infonnation from 

7 the Anned Forces, and information unique t,o the 

8 theater and localities in which such personnel are 

9 stationed or deployed. 

10 (2) The American Forces Radio and Television 

11 Service and the American Forces Network provide a 

12 "touch of home" to members cf the Am1ed Forces, 

13 civilian employees of the Department cf Defense, 

14 and their families stationed at bases and at embas-

15 sies and consulates in more than 179 countries, as 

16 well as Navy, Coast Guard, and Military Sealift 

17 Command ships at sea, by providing the same type 

18 and quality of radio and television programming (in-

19 eluding news, information, sports, and entertain-

20 ment) that would be available in the continental 

21 United States. Additionally, the American Forces 

22 Network plays an important role in enabling military 

23 commanders to disseminate official information to 

24 members of the Armed Forces and their families, 

25 ~us making popularity and acceptance keg' factors 
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3 

m ensuring effective communication, ~_._,,,_Ill:. t f * 
(3) It is American Forces Radio and Television 

Service and American Forces Network policy that, 

except for the Pentagon Channel service, program

ming is acquired from distributors of the most pop

ular television program airing in the continental 

United States. Much of the programming is provided 

at no cost to the United States Government. The re

mainder of the programming is provided at less

than-market rates to cover distributors' costs and 

obligations. Depending on the audience segment or 

demographic targeted, programs that perform well 

are acquired and scheduled to maximize audiences 

for internal and command inforwation exposure. 

( 4) American Forces Radio and Television 

Service and American Forces Network select pro

gramming that represents a cross-section of popular 

American radio and television, tailored toward the 

worldwide audience of the American Forces Radio 

and Television Service and the American Forces 

Network. Schedules emulate programming practices 

in the United States, and programs are aired in ac

cordance with network broadcast standards. Specifi

cally, policy on programming seeks-
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(A) to provide balance and diversity; 

(B) to deliver a cross-section of popular 

programmmg; 

(C) to target appropriate demographics; 

and 

(D) to maintain network broadcast stand

ards. 

(5) The "Voice Channel'', or radio program

ming, of the American Forces Radio and Television 

Service and American Forces Network is chosen to 

address requirements specified by the military 

broadcasting services and the detachment com

manders of their affiliate radio stations. American 

Forces Network Radio makes a best faith effort to 

obtain the top-rated program of its sort at the time 

of selection, at no cost to the United States Govern

ment. American Forces Network Radio usually re

tains a scheduled program until it is no longer pro

duced, too few American Forces Network affiliates 

choose to schedule the program locally, or a similar 

program so thoroughly dominates its audience in the 

United States that the American Forces Radio and 

Television Service switches to this program to offer 

the higher rated show to the overseas audience. 
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( 6) American Forces Network Radio personnel 

revie\Y the. major trade publications to monitor an

nouncements of new programs, follow the ratings of 

established programs, and keep aware of program

ming trends. When a program addressing a need 

identified by a Military Broadcasting Service or an 

American Forces Network affiliate becomes available 

to the American Forces Network, or a program 

seems especially worthy of consideration, American 

Forces Network Radio informs the affiliates and 

supplies samples to gauge affiliate interest. If affili

ates commit to broadcasting the new show, Amer

ican Forces Network Radio seeks to schedule it. 

( 7) The managers of the American Forces 

Radio and Television Service continually update 

their programming options and, in November 2005, 

decided to include additional programs that meet the 

criteria that American Forces Radio and Television 

Service managers apply to such decisions, and that, 

consistent with American Forces Radio and Tele

vision Service and American Forces Network proce

dures, local programmers at 33 locations around the 

globe decide which programs actually are broadcast. 

American Forces Radio and Television Service have 
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1 consistently sought to provide a broad. high quality 

2 range of choices for local station managers. 

3 (b) SENSE OF SENATE.-lt is the sense of the Senate 

4 that-

s (l)the men and women of the American Forces 

6 Radio and Television Service and the Armed Forces 

7 Network should be commended for providing a vital 

8 service to the military community worldwide; and 

9 (2) the programmmg m1ss1on, themes, and 

10 practices of the Department of Defense with respect 

11 to its television and radio programming have fairly 

12 and responsively f\1lfilled their mission of providing 

13 a "touch of home" to members of the Armed Forces 

14 and their families around the world and have con-

15 tributed immeasurably to high morale and quality of 

16 life in the Armed Forces. 

17 (c) AUTHORITY To APPOINT OMBUDSMAN J>S lNTER-

18 MEDIARY.-The Secretary of Defense may appoint an in-

19 dividual to serve as ombudsman of the American Forces 

20 Network. Any ombudsman so appointed shall act as an 

21 intermediary between the staff of the American Forces 

22 Network and the Department of Defense, military com-

23 manders, and listeners to the programming of the Amer-

24 ican Forces Network. 
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U / 08/lOGS U:12 l'AX..._!(b.._)(_.,6) __ __, 'VICE PRESIDENT"S OFFlCB 

8,.I,.0. 

AMENDMENT NO._ Ca.lelldar No. _ 

Pw.-pose: To establish the position of Deputy Secretary of 
Defense far ~m,ein. 

8.1042 

' To · 
. . ., . ·. . ' . . 

Al1BNDllllrf.He. I 2,td' • .. _lilitary 
.. u;.. . • _ 

... · 13_.,,.j/-.;,;. lltfte:·,~- .- · -~ ;t 
-~ -·· ~_ : --~ -~~··M;i·· · : .~::~. ~ .-'., .. :.: ha for 

. . . . . . . ..... ..... ..... otb.er 

. : ... 
$ 

' · .. .. yg, . 
I 

. . ~ .,_ .. 
• 

. • •j " 

. . . . , 

Ref.erred to the Committee on--------
and ordered to be ;rioted 

[IOOJ 

Qrdered ~ lie on the table and to be printed 

AliBNDJlaNT int.ewd W be propaaad by Mr. BmD ({x. If 1114~1 . y\1r. ~ / 
Vis, . 4,w{ i'lr. f.ook.i~) 
· 1 At the end of subtitle .A. ot title IX, ad1 the followmg; 

2 

3 Dlli:NT. -

4 (a) EST.ABI,ISBNJCN'l'.-

5 (l) PosrrtON AND DlJ'l'IJDS.-

6 (A) Chapter 4: of title 10, United Stat.ea 

7 J.~!,)de, is amended-
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S.L:C.. 

2 
. ' 

1 (i) in sect.ion 131(b), by striking para-

· 2 rraph (1) and blserting the following new 

3 paragraph: 

4 ''(1) Two Depqw Secretari8s of Defensa, u A,} .. 

s }OWi! 

6 "'(A) The Deputy Secretary of DefeJl88. 

7 "(B) The Deputy Secretary of Defense for 

8 ~t'•;and 

9 (ii)' inserting after Aeetion 132 the 

10 following new eection 132a: 

11 "f 112a. Deputy Secreiu7 ot. Defeue for Maraapmeat 

12 "(a) ESTBilS.IDIBN'l',--(1) There ia a Depo.ty Sea-

13 retary of Defense tor Mattagement, ~ from civiti&u 

14 liE ~ the Presid~ by ~lrith the.&.imee nnd eo11S011t 

ts of th& Senate. from 8lnOllg persons who have-

16 ' ' (A) extensrte aeeutml 18961 aperlence in 

17 leaderahip and management in the ~e or· ~ 

18 aeetor, 

19 "(B) anbatantiaJ. uperifm.ce in the reloi"Ill o-! ac-

20 counting or finanei&l ~ant ~ in.-l&rlf8 

21 orpmlaticms; 

22 "(C} A dem.oDStratecf ability to manage large 

23 and e:omPla orgwzaticms; and 
. . 

24 4'(D) a recard of aehieving poaititle oper&tional 

25 results. 

11 ~L-0559/0SD/46254 
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3 

1 "(2) A person may not be appointed u Deputy Sec-

2 reta.ry or ~f~ tor Management within· 10 years after 

3 relief ftom ~ d~ty a.s. a ooinmissioned offi.(er of a 1'81· 

4 ul&r component of an armed force. 

S "(3) The Deputy~ of Defense for Manage,-

6 ment shall serve tor a term of sewn~ 

7 "(b) G'&Ni!l:aaL Aumo:atrr.-{l) The Del)1lty Sec--

8 l'@tvy of Def.enae for 14anagement-

9 ° (A} serves as the Chief ~ut Oftir,er, of 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

t:bfJ Department of Detense; 

"{B} is the principal adviser t.o the Secretary of 

Defense on matters relating to the m&l:lBgeD1mlt of 

the Department of Defense, including defense bum-

. ttes.9 activities, to ~ depe.rtmentwide ca.pability 

t(} oa.ny out the strategic plan of the Depa.rtmant ()f 

Delense in SQPPOrt of national soourit.y ol.;deetives;, 

and 

•'(C) performs such additional do.ties and txer

cis.- such ot.her paw8?$ -as the Secretary m&y pr&

scribe .. 

22 ment takes precedence in the Department. ot Defense im· 

23 m•t.etr after the Dtpnty Seeretary of Defeuse. 
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B.L.O. 

4 

"(3)(.A) The Deputy Secref.aly of~ for~-

2 a.gement shall act for, a.nd e:ercise the pOWer8. of, the Se~ 

3 retary of DeteJJa& when-

4 ''(i} ~ Setnt.a.ty is disabled or there is nc, ~ 

S ·ntary ot Defeose; a.nd 

6 "(ii} ~ Deputy Sec-retary of Defense 'is dia-

7 abled or there is no Deputy Secretary of Detenae. 

8 "(B) The Deputy Secretary of Defense for Manace--
9 ment shall act for, and emrcl8e the powers ri, tie Deputy 

10 ~ of Defense when the Deputy Secretvy is di.9-

11 abled or t here is .no Deputy Secretary of Def.enae. 

12 °(o) !ruN.As-»DNT DlJ"l'IBs.-TQ 811pport the eco-

13 nomical, effi~ and effeetm execution of the natiooal 

14 defense objectiwa, policies, and plans of the Department 

15 of. Defenaet the Depu.ty Secretary of Defense for Manaae,-

16 inent sball be responsible to the~ of Defense for 

17 the developnient, appl'0'981, implem.entation, integration. 

18 and oversight cf. policies, procedures, pr()Oe888S, and aya-

19 18ms for the management of t:be.Departmel\t c£ De6nae 

20 that relate t.o permrma.nee of the following funel-iona: 

21 "(1) Pluming mi budpting, innluding per--

22 formance tne&8Ql'elllent. 

23 "(2) k.qmaition. 

24 "(3) Logistic&. 

25. " ( 4) li'acilities, mat.aµationa; a.nd enviramnent. 
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5 

"(5) Finaneia.1 management. 
"(6) Human reaoarces and penonuel. 

''(7) M.an:agement of infi>rmaticm re~. in

cluding information technology, networb, and t#Je.. 

5 · oommunicationa fmsoticms. 

· 6 (tCd) DBnNn BUS'INUS Rl!IPoBK.-FOl.· the mno-
7 tiona specif5ed in anbsection ( c), the Depaty Seeretazy of 

8 Def'enle for ?ilanapment tb•U 

9 "(1) de,,eJap and maintabi a. departmantwide 

JO management stratecui plan for buaineaa retorm. and 

11 mut, key ~ to be ·uadertaken by \he De-

12 partment and ita oomporumta, toptbar with re.1ated 

J3 

14 

1S 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

; 

rc(2) establish ~ goals and meuurea 

for isn-prqving aud 8'8luating ~ economy. em-
' 

ciezu~. and~ 

"(3) monitor aad measure the iropea of~ 

Department of Defsn1e a.nd its component., in meet

inf eet.abliwd pedomwaoe goals !or impnn:ing 

eoonom,, etficienoy, and effllctivmea; ami 

''(4} review and a.pprow plans and budgets for 

. buaiMG reform, incmding e.uy propoaed cbanpa to 

policies, :procedures, prooesses, &nd ~ .. to &

~ the oompatibili~-al. those plans and budpta 

with-
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6 

"(A) the overall strategic pJan and hIJg(t 

<:£ the Department of Defense; 
1'(B) tlE strategic plan for bllsineaa reform 

of the Department of Defeffle; aod 

.. (0) ·aclliewm~nt a the integra.tion of 

buaineu activities ~t the Vepa:tanent 

of Deleme. 

"(e) Dnumt Bll&[NU8 SYsnMs.-(1) ln carrying 

9 ai: the duties of 1be position imder this aaection, tle Dep-

10 uf,iY Seoretary of Def en~ for Management shall omaee 

11· the implementation of a defense bnain&sa s:,atezDa mod-

12 erniw.ion pn:,gram includirlg the GSBttti!)IL of any fonda 

13 approp1ia1ed for maintsming legacsy systems a:nd for mod-

14 mi.izing defense lmsiness systierns. 

IS "(2) The Deputy Secretary of Defenae fo1• Manaae-
16 ment shall-

17 "(A) oveiaee tbe dsvelopmADt of, and sha// >:e-

18 view and approve, all budget reqw:m tor. defew 

19 bosineea ~ meluding the iuformation tA>. be 

20 . 8\lbmitwd to Cong:reu under seetfun 2222(h) of this 

21 title; and 

22 "(B) subject to the authority, direction, and 

23 control of the Secretary of Def&nset perform the re-

al aponei.bilities of the Secre~ under section 2222 of 

25 this title. 

( 
,, ~-1.i<IJ5 
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1 u(a). In this subsection, the tenns 'def8D.8e b~ 

2 system' and 'def60Se bwnneas system modemiation' have 

3 -the mea.nings given to those terms in seotlon 22'42(:i) of 

4 thia title. 

s U(f) Rm...A.TIONSBlP' . '10 OmBB DJIPJINSB Onr-

6 CWAB,--{l) Th& Deputy Secretary ol Detenae I.or Mulqe. 

7 · ment eD?Cisea th.a authority of tba Secretary ot Defense 

. '· 8 in the .performance of the dntiaa of t.M Depn.\y Secretary 

9 uuder this seation. ·suloeei t.() the authority, ~ a.nd 

10 control of the~-

11 ~'(2) The Secretaries of the ~ depa.rtmant.s and 

12 ~ heads of the other elemente of tbs Depart.\nent of De-

13 le.nae are saqject. to the authority, direction, &u.d control 

14' ol the Deput;y ~ in the perfoJ'lDuoe of tbeir dutiea 

lS with respect to matters within the Bllthority of the Depa~ 

16 Secreta.ly, and tile aercise of that at,uthority by .the Dep· 

11 ui1 Seatetary is binrting on the mili1:ary department., and 

18 so.di othm' element.a. 

19 "(g) CoNSUl/1'.A.'l'ION vrns O'l'milt °"1rfmue -Jn 

20 earr.,ing out tbe duties of the posit.ion lUlder this section, 

21 the Deputy Secretaey of Defense for Managemept ahall 

22 consult on e. 'eontinuing basis with the De}>uty Se~ 

23 ot· Defense, 'the Secietaries dt tbe nulit.aly deparunezit.&, 

24 and the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs ()f St.a.ff-

'·.. QdillOM J1, -
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1 "(1) to wppori eoonoroioal, efJieient, and dee- · 

z tive performauce of the miaaions of. the D,epartment 

3 of Delenaa; and 

4 "(2) to support each of those official&-

S "(.A.) in the im,plementation of the mtional 

6 defense stntegy and the strategic plan of the 

7 Department-Of Defense; ~ 

8 ''(B) in the administration of rela.iied pro· 

9 grama, plans, operatio~, and aetivitiea. 

10 "(h) Pl:mllolOQNCB AND EVALUATION.-{1) The 

11 Deputy 8ecre1ary of Defense fot Mauacement ah.all ent.er 

12 into an ammal performallce aanenient wi'th the Becretaty 

13 of. Defense each. year. The agreement shall set forth meaa-. . . -
14 urah1e individual and organiza.ti-Onal ~ th&t &n1 COJi-

1S aistent with the goals a.nd ~ estahliahed under i'llb-

16' .edion (d) of this section. The agreement shall be &'fail-

17 able lar pnblio ctiseloame. 
' . 

18 a(2) The 8earet&ry of Defense shall ev&m&t-6 the per-

19 fol'DWlce of tlle Deputy Seeret.&ry-ot Defense 6>r 11.anap-
. 

20 ment ~ year and shall determiue as pan of ea.ch such 

21 evaluation whether the Deputy Secretary baa ms.de aaua,. 

22. fattor;y p:ogresa wward achieving the goals set out in tl1e 

23 performance q,:eement .for that ye&r ,mder ~ 

24 (l)!' . 
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2 

BLC. 

9 

CB) The table ·of sections at the· begiIJlling · 

of 8UCb. ~ is amended. by inwtmg &ft.er 

3 the item relating to seation 132 the followina 

4 nsw itan: 

s 
6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

.. 
title 5, Umted at.tea Code,. is ~ended by insertiDg 

after- ' 'Depo.t, Seoretacy of Defense,, the followill,r: 

"Deputy Secretuy of. Defsnse for Kanage.. 

me:nt!'. 

11 FIINSII MANAGlfONT CollOffllTBBS.-

12 

13 

14 

1S 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

. (1) i'tMANOltJJ KANAG'BDN'l' .. MODBB.NIZATION 

IDlDOUTlVll OOMMITTBB.-Beatio'n 185(a) of title 10, 

United St.at.es Code> i.e amend~. 

(A) in paragtAph (2)-

' {i} by red~t.fml aubpa.racraphs 
' 

(.A), CB}, (C), (D). and (E) aa sabpea-

graphs CB), { C), CD), (E), a.ud (F), respec.. 

~ 
, (ii) by insertma after "eompoaeo. of · 

the wllowi:ng:" the following nsw subpara

graph. (.A.): 

"{A) The Depu1l Secretaiy of De&mae ~ 

Management, who ehall 'be the chairman of the com· 

mittee. "; and 
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l 

2 

3 

4 

s 
6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

S.L.O. 

· 10 

{ili) in snbpuagra.ph (B), ' 1& redesig .. 

nated by cla;oae {i), by striking ", who shall · 

be the chairman of the committee••. and 

(B) in paragraph {3), by insertmg "ibe 

Deputy ~ecretary of Defenee for Mallapmen\'' 

after ''the Deputy Seoretary of Defense,". 

(2} DlllFJDl88 BUSINJISS BYSTBM MANAGBXUT 

OOKMITTD.-Section 186 a£ mob title is amended 

by striking ''Deputy Searetary of Defeue" eaeh 

place it appa.rs m rul>eeet.ions (a)(I) and {b) and :in 

serting ' 'Deputy Secnrtary- of Defense for Manage

ment'~. 

13 (o) ADJ:US'l1dli1NT8 TO Du'l'JlllS AND PuCBDBNOB OF 

14 01mm Onrow:.B.-

IS 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

(1) UHDim SB01UllTilY 01f l>BP.BNSfl Jl'OR .fOL. 

IOY.-&ction 134 of title 10, United StAtea Code, ii 

~-
(A) :in aibseetion (b)(2), by striking "See• 

retary of Defenae.--1
' a.nd inserting ''Secretary 

Qf Defense and the Deputq Secretary of 

Defm.use-'' · and • • J 

(B) in .Stlbseetion ( e), W inserti.na "the 

Depaty Seareta.ry of. Defemie for Mauagement.," 

after ''the Deputy~ of Ddenae/'. 
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1 (2) UNDER SBCRBTARY .OF DBPBNSB POR AC-

2 . Qmm·1·10N, TIIOBNOLOGY, .A.NI) LOGIBTIOS.-Secti.on 

3 13S(e) ol. such title is amended-

4 (A) in paragraph (1), by atriki:ng "md the 

S Deputy Seeretary of ·netense0 ~ inserting ", 

6 the Deputy Secret&?t of D~ and the Dep· 

7 'uty Secretary of Defense f.or Manapment"; aid 

8 CB) in pat"a,raph (2), by inaerting "the 

9 D€puty SeoretiUy of Defense for lfaoagemeutt 

10 after· "the Deputy Secretary of Defense,''. 

11 (3) DllPUTY' UNDER SSIOBETABY CW lJ1Q'.INS11 

12 FOR LOGJSTIC8 AND KATBB.tl!:L JUWl~.-Sec-

13 tion 13Sb(e)(2) of such title ic3 amended cy inaertmg 
.. 

14 ''the Deputy Secretary d Defens& for M.&napment," 

15 after ''the De~ty Searetary ofDafenaet. 

16 (4) DlUIOTOR OB' 0~ TlDBT AND 

17 IIV'.&LUA'l'ION.--Beetion 139 of such title :s 
18 amended-

19 (A) .in au.bseetion (b }-

20 Ci) in paragraph (2), by ·striking "and 

21 the Under Setvet.ary of ~ for Acqui-

.22 sition, T.echnology> and I,ogistics" and in-

23 .serting r:,? the Deputy Seeretary of n. 
- 24 fense, the Deputy Secretmy of Defense for 

25 !lanagement, the Under Secretary of De-

11 ~L-0559/0SD/46263 
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4 

s 
6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

SL.C. 

12 

fenae for A.A!qUisiti.cm, Technology, au.d Lo-

gislim:'; and 

(ii) in paragnph (5 ), by inser.ting 1
\ 

the Deputy Searetary of Defense, and the 

Deputy Secretary of Defense for Manep .. 

ment11 alts .ut.be _Searetary of Defense"; 

a.nd 

(B) in lllhleation (e}, by atrikmg l'and ihe 

Deputy Searetary of Defense•' in the .&st sen.

times and .inserting ''. the Deputy Secretary ot 

Defanae •. &nd tha Deputy Searetary of Defense 

for .Ms.nagemmtu. 
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( Amendment intended to be proposed by Mr. Byrd (for bimself,Mr. Warner, · 
\ :Mr. Ensign, IIMI.Mr . .Akaka} L ~ . 

~ . aJ Mf. ~v~ ~ 
· ~ Sec __ . Report on Establishment of a Deputy Secretary of Defense for 
· ~·,) Management 

(a) Not laterthan 15 days after the ena.ctment of this Act, the Secretary of 
Defense shall select two Federally Funded Research and Development 
~ers to conduct independent stulies afthe feasibility and advisability of 
est:ablisnrg a Deputy Secreta.ry of Defense for Management. Each study 
under this ea:timsball be delivered m the S!»f aq and the co~onal _; · 
defense committees not later than March 15 , 2006. 

1 
(b) Content of Studies. - Each study required by this section sbrul address -

(1) the extent to which the establishment of a Deputy Secretary of 
Defense for Management would: · 

(A) improve the managen1ent of the Department of Defense; 
(B) expedite the process of management refo1m in the 

Department;and· 
(C) enhance the implementation of business systems 

~zatjpp,,in the Department~ 
_lllt~~W\ 

(2) the appropriate relationship of the llp.cy Secretary of Defei:ise for 
Management to other Department of Defense officials; 
(3) the appropriate iJ3m of service for a 1lp t:JJ Secretary of Defense 
for Management; and 
(4) the experience er any other fErl.na1 agencies ttiat have instituted 
similar management positions. 

( c) For die purposes of this section, a Deputy Secretary of Defense for 
Management is an official who -

( l) serves as the Chief Management Officer of the Department of 
Defeme; 

(2) is the principtldadvisor to the Secretary of Defense on matters 
relating to the managen1ent of the ntarbrat. of Defense, including 

11-L-0559/0SD/46265 
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def ensebusiness activities, to ensure department-wide capability to 
carry aut the strategic plan of the Department ofDef-ense n support of 
national security objectives; and 
(3) takes precedence in the nta I net of Defense immediately after 
thetl:pty ~ofDefense, 
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AMENDMENT NO _ 7 Cale 

~: 'lb provide thf,lt vete1·aa~ with service-connected dis
abilities rated .as total by v·irtue of unemployability shall 
be covered by the termination of the phase-in of eo:acu.r· 
mt receipt of retired pay and veterans diaability !}Om• 
pensation for military retirees. 

s._ 
To 

--------------
' ;J.,_ 
~{•) 

Referred r.o the Committee on __________ _ 

and ordered to be printed 

Ordered to lie on the table and to be printed 

.AMENDlONT intended to be proposed by Mr, Rstn 

Viz: 

1 At the &l)propnate place m title VI, add the following: 
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UC._, INCLUSION OF VE'l'ERAJ'(S WITH ,SB:BVICE-CON· 

NECTEO DI8ABILlTIES RATED AB ·l'OTAL BY 

~ON OF UN.BMPLOYABUlTY .U?IDER T.b

MIN.i\TlON OF PIIASE·IN OP OONCURRZNT U. 

CEIP'l' OF U'l'IRED PAY AND_: ~1~ DIS-
-ABIL1TY COMPEN8A'l10N. 

-: 

(~) INCLUSION OF VETJ,RA.i.'lS.-&etion i!14(a.)(1) 

of title 10, United States Code, is amended :Ty inserting 

"or a qualified ret1ree t.e:e.iv:irg veterans' disability com

pensa:\ion for a disability rated as total (wi.thinthe mean

ing of 3uhsection (e)(3)(B)}" after "rated~ 100 permmt" . 

(b) EFFECTIVE Da'I'E.-Tbe amendment made by 

rrubsection. (a)shall take effect on December 31,2004. 
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FOR: 

From: 

f?OUO 
GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

1600DEFENSEPENTAGON 
WASHINGTON, D.C.20301-1600 

INFO MEMO 

January4> 2005, 9:00 Ah4 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

William J. Haynes II, General Coun~~ 

SUBJECT: Ensign Amendment on Riot Control Agents (RCAs) 

• You asked (Tab A) for views on the Ensign amendment, which is in the 
National Defense Authorization Act as passed by Congress (Tab B). 

• The amendment roughly restates U.S. policy under Executive Order (E.0.) 
11850 ( 1975) (Tab C) and consistent with the Chemical Weapons Convention 
(CWC), that RCAs may be employed by members of the Armed Forces in war 
in defensive military modes to save lives, including the illustrative purposes 
stated in E.O. I 1850. 

• Thus, the amendment does not change applicable law (CWC) or policy (E.O. 
11850) regarding authorized use of RCAs. 

o In commenting on the amendment, Senators Warner, Lugar and Biden 
noted that it confonns to E.O. 11850 and the CWC. Senator Warner 
specifically conditionedhis vote on that understanding (Tab D). 

• An earlier version of the amendment contained language that would 
have pennitted authorization of use of RCAs in war in offensive modes. 
This would have been in conflict with U.S. obligations under the CWC. 

• The amendment requires within 180 days of enactment a report on RCA use, 
including "a general desctiption of steps taken or to be taken by the 
Department of Defense to clarify the circumstances under which riot control 
agents may be used by members of the Armed Forces." 

• Policy (ISP) is working with the Joint Staff (J-5) to gather information fi:om 
the Combatant Commanders and to determine what steps, if any, need be taken 
to ensure clear guidance is provided to the field on pe,missible uses of RCAs. 

fi'OUO 

' 1= 34 
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... -~mv 1 o 2005 

To: Jim Haynes 

FROM: Donald R~feld,t\ 

SUBJECT Ensign Amendment 

Please read h attached Ensign Amendment and tell ne where you think, and 

where we ought to be standing oo it. 

Thanks. 

,Attach! 11/8/05 .ASD LA memoio SecDef 

.................................••...•......•..••..••.......••......... , 
Please· Respond lJy November 22, 2005 

p,03 
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H.R.1815 

National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2006 (Engrossed 
Amendment as Agreed to by Senate) 

SEC. 1080. RIOT CONTROL AGENTS. 

(a) Restatement of Policy- It is the policy of the United States that riot control 
agents are not chemical weapons and that the president may authorize their use as 
legitimate, legal, and non-lethal alternatives to the use of force that, as provided in 
Executive Order 11850 (40 Fed. Reg. 16187) and consistent with the resolution of 
ratification of the Chemical Weapons convention, may be employed by members of 
the Armed Forces in war in defensive military modes to save lives, including the 
illustrative purposes cited in Executive Order 11850. 

(b) Report Required-

(1) IN GENERAL- Notlater than 180 days after the date of the enactment of 
this Act, the President shall submit to Congress a report on the use of riot 
control agents by members of the Armed Forces. 

(2) CONTENT- The report required by paragraph (1) shall include--

(A) a description of all regulations, doctrines, training materials, and any 
other information related to the use of riot control agents by members 
of the Armed Forces; 

(BJ a description of the doctrinal publications, training, and other 
resources provided or available to members of the Armed Forces on an 
annual basis with regard to the tactical employment of riot control 
agents; 

(C) a description of how the material described in subparagraphs (A) 
and (B) is consistent with United States policy on the use of riot control 
agents; 

(D) a description of the availability of riot control agents, and the means 

http://thomas.loc.gov/cgi-bin/query/F?cl09:4:Jtemp/-cl09iy VYRrn:e725623: 
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to employ them, to members of the Armed Forces deployed in Iraq and 
Afghanistan; 

(E) a description of the frequency of use of riot control agents since 
January 1, 1992, and a summary of views held by military commanders 
about the utility of the employing riot control agents by members of the 
Armed Forces; 

(F) a general description of steps taken or to be taken by the 
Department of Defense to clarify the circumstances under which riot 
control agents may be used by members of the Armed Forces; and 

(G) an assessment of the legality of Executive Order 11850, including an 
explanation why Executive Order 11850 remains valid under United 
States law. 

(3) FORM- The report required by paragraph (1) shall be submitted in 
unclassified form, but may include a classified annex. 

(c) Definitions- In this section: 

( 1) CHEMICAL WEAFONS CONVENTION- The term 'Chemical Weapons 
Convention' means the Convention on the Prohibitions of Development, 
Production, Stockpiling and Use of Chemical Weapons and on Their 
Destruction, with annexes, done at Paris, January 13, 1993, and entered into 
force April 29, 1997(T. Doc. 103-21). 

(2) RESOLUTION OF RATIFICATION OF THE CHEMICAL WEAFONS 
CONVENTION- The term 'resolution of ratification of the Chemical Weapons 
Convention' means S. Res. 75, 105th Congress, agreed to April 24, 1997, 
advising and consenting to the ratification of the Chemical Weapons 
Corvention. 

SEC. 1081. DRUG TRAFFICKING DETERRENCE. 

( a) Findings-

( 1) According to the Department of State, drug trafficking organizations 
shipped approximately nine tons of cocaine to the United States through the 
Dominican Republic in 2004, and are increasingly using small, high-speed 
watercraft. 

(2) Drug traffickers use the Caribbean corridor to smuggle narcotics to the 
United States via Puerto Rico and the Dominican Republic. This route is ideal 
for drug trafficking because of its geographic expanse, numerous law 
enforcement jurisdictions and fragmented investigative efforts. 

(3) The tethered aerostat system in Lajas, Puerto Rico contributes to deterring 
and detecting smugglers moving illicit drugs into Puerto Rico. The aerostat's 
range and operational capabilities allow it to provide surveillance coverage of 

http:/ /thanas.loc.gov/ap.-bin/quety/F?cl09:4: ./w.rp/-c 109iyVYRm:e725623: 
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THE U.S. NATIONAL ARCHIVES & RECORDS ADMINISTRATION 
www.archives.gov Wednesday,. January 4,2006 

Executive Order 11850--Ren unciation of certain uses in war of chemical herbicides and 
riot control agents 

Source: The provisions of Executive Order 11850 of Apr. 8, 1975, appear at 40 FR 16187, 3 
CFR, 1971-1975 Comp., p. 980, unless otherwise noted. 

The United States renounces, as a matter of national policy, first use of herbicides in war except 
use, under regulations applicable to their domestic use, for control of vegetation within US. 
bases and installations or around their immediate defensive perimeters, and first use of riot 
control agents in war except in defensive military modes to save lives such as: 
(a) Use of riot control agents in riot control situations in areas under direct and distinct US. 
military control, to include controlling rioting prisoners of war. 
(b) Use of riot control agents in situations in which civilians are used to mask or screen attacks 
and civilian casualties can be reduced or avoided. 
(c) Use of riot control agents in rescue missions in remotely isolated areas, of downed aircrews 
and passengers, and escaping prisoners. 
(d) Use of riot control agents in rear echelon areas outside the zone of immediate combat to 
protect convoys from civil disturbances, terrorists and paramilitary organizations. 

T have determined that the provisions and procedures prescribed by this Order are necessary to 
ensure proper implementation and observance of such national policy. 

NOW. THEREFORE. by virtue of the authority vested in me as President of the United States of 
America by the Constitution and laws of the United States and as Commander-in-Chief of the 
Armed Forces of the United States, it is hereby ordered as follows: 

Section 1. The Secretary of Defense shall take all necessary measures to ensure that the use by 
the Armed Forces of the United States of any riot control agents and chemical herbicides in war is 
prohibited unless such use has Presidential approval. in advance. 

Sec. 2. The Secretary of Defense shall prescribe the rules and regulations he deems necessary to 
ensure that the national policy herein announced shall be observed by the Armed Forces of the 
United States. 

Page URL: http:f!www.archives.gov/federaHegister/codification/executive-order/t 1850 .html 

The U.S.11,a:ior.aJ Archives and Records Administration 
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FOR: 

From: 

FOUO 
GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

1600DEFENSEPENTAGON 
WASHINGTON, D.C.20301-1600 

INFO MEMO 

January 4, 2005, 9:00 AM 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WilliamJ. Haynes 11,General Coun~ 

SUBJECT: Ensign Amendment on Riot Control Agents (RCAs) 

• You asked (Tab A) for views on the Ensign amendment, which is in the 
National Defense Authorization Act as passed by Congress (Tab B). 

• The amendment roughly restates U.S. policy under Executive Order (E.0.) 
11850(1975) (Tab C) and consistent with the Chemical Weapons Convention 
(CWC), that RCAs may be employed by members of the Armed Forces in war 
in defensive military modes to save lives, including the illustrative purposes 
stated in E.O. 11850. 

• Thus, the amendment does not change applicable law (CWC) or policy (E.0. 
11850) regarding authorized use of RCAs. 

o In commenting on the amendment, Senators Warner, Lugar and Bidcn 
noted that it conforms to E.O. 11850 and the CWC. Senator Warner 
specifically conditioned his vote on that understanding (Tab D). 

• An earlier version of the amendment contained language that would 
have permitted authorization of use of RCAs in war in offensive modes. 
This would have been in conflict with U.S. obligations under the CWC. 

• The amendment requires within 180 days of enactment a report on RCA use, 
including "a general description of steps taken or to be taken by the 
Department of Defense to clarify the circumstances under which riot control 
agents may be used by members of the Anned Forces." 

• Policy (ISP) is working with the Joint Staff (J-5) to gather information from 
the Combatant Commanders and to determine what steps, if any, need be taken 
to ensure clear guidance is provided to the field on permissible uses of RCAs. 
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TO: Jim Hay,:ies 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld/f\ 

SUBJECT: Ensign Amendment 

Please read 1he attached 1itsigl A1nendment and tell me where you think. and 

where we ought to be standing on it. 

Thanks. 

Attach: 1118/05 ASD LA memo to SecDef 
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H.R.1815 

National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2006 (Engrossed 
Amendment as Agreed to by Senate) 

SEC. 1. 080. RIOT CONTROL AGENTS. 

( a) Restatement of Policy- It is the policy of the United States that riot control 
agents are not chemical weapons and that the president may authorize their use as 
legitimate, legal, and non-lethal alternatives to the use of force that, as provided in 
Executive Order 11850 ( 40 Fed. Reg. 16187) and consistent with the resolution of 
ratification of the Chemical Weapons convention, may be employed by members of 
the Armed Forces in war in defensive military modes to save lives, including the 
illustrative purposes cited in Executive Order 11850. 

(b) Report Required-

( 1) IN GENERAL- Not later than 180 days after the date of the enactment of 
this Act, the President shall submit to Congress a report on the use of riot 
control agents by members of the Armed Forces. 

(2) CONTENT- The report required by paragraph (1) shall include-

(A) a description of all regulations, doctrines, training materials, and any 
other information related to the use of riot control agents by members 
of the Armed Forces; 

(B) a description of the doctrinal publications, training, and other 
resources provided or available to members of the Armed Forces on an 
annual basis with regard to the tactical employment of riot control 
agents; 

(C) a description of how the material described in subparagraphs (A) 
and (B) is consistent with United States policy on the use of riot control 
agents; 

(D) a description of the availability of riot control agents, and the means 

http://thomas.loc.gov/cgi-bin/qucry/F? cl09:4:Jtcmp/-cl09iy VYRm:c725623: 12/29/2005 
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to employ them, to members of the Armed Forces deployed in Iraq and 
Afghanistan; 

(E) a description of the frequency of use of riot control agents since 
January 1, 1992, and a summary of views held by military commanders 
about the utility of the employing riot control agents by members of the 
Armed Forces; 

(F) a general description of steps taken or to be taken by the 
Department of Defense to clarify the circumstances under which riot 
control agents may be used by members of the Armed Forces; and 

(G) an assessment of the legality of Executive Order 11850, including an 
explanation why Executive Order 11850 remains valid under United 
States/aw. 

{ 3) FORM- The report required by paragraph ( 1) shall be submitted in 
unclassified form, but may include a classified annex. 

{c) Definitions- In this section: 

( 1) CHEMICAL WEAPONS CONVENTION- The term 'Chemical Weapons 
Convention' means the Convention on the Prohibitions of Development, 
Production, Stockpiling and Use of Chemical Weapons and on Their 
Destruction, with annexes, done at Paris, January 13, 1993, and entered into 
force April 29, 1997 (T. Doc. 103-21 ). 

(2) RESOLUTION OF RATIFICATION OF THE CHEMICAL WEAPONS 
CONVENTION- The term 'resolution of ratification of the Chemical Weapons 
Convention' means S. Res. 75, 105th Congress, agreed to April 24, 1997, 
advising and consenting to the ratification of the Chemical Weapons 
Convention. 

SEC. 1081. DRUG TRAFFICKING DETERRENCE. 

( a) Findings-

( 1) According to the Department of State, drug trafficking organizations 
shipped approximately nine tons of cocaine to the United States through the 
Dominican Republic in 2004, and are increasingly using small, high-speed 
watercraft. 

(2) Drug traffickers use the Caribbean corridor to smuggle narcotics to the 
United States via Puerto Rico and the Dominican Republic. This route is ideal 
for drug trafficking because of its geographic expanse, numerous law 
enforcement jurisdictions and fragmented investigative efforts. 

(3) The tethered aerostat system in Lajas, Puerto Rico contributes to deterring 
and detecting smugglers moving illicit drugs into Puerto Rico. The aerostat's 
range and operational capabilities allow it to provide surveillance coverage of 

http://tharas.loc.gov/a;µ.i.-bin/queiyiF?cl09:4: ./terrp/I09iyVYRm:e725623: 
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www.archives.gov Wednesday,. January 4, 2006 

Executive Order 11850--Renunciation of certain uses in war of chemical herbicides and 
riot control agents 

Source: The provisions of Executive Order 11850 of Apr. 8, 1975, appear at 40 FR 16187, 3 
CFR, 1971-1975 Comp., p. 980, unless otherwise noted. 

The United States renounces, as a matter of national policy, first use of herbicides in war except 
use, under regulations applicable to their domestic use, for control of vegetation within U.S. 
bases and installations or around their immediate defensive perimeters, and first use of riot 
control agents in war except in defensive military modes to save lives such as: 
(a) Use of riot control agents in riot control situations in areas under direct and distinct US. 
military control, to include controlling rioting prisoners of war. 
(b) Use of riot control agents in situations in which civilians are used to mask or screen attacks 
and civilian casualties can be reduced or avoided. 
(c) Use of riot control agents in rescue missions in remotely isolated areas, of downed aircrews 
and passengers, and escaping prisoners. 
(d) Use of riot control agents in rear echelon areas outside the zone of immediate combat to 
protect convoys from civil disturbances, terrorists and paramilitary organizations. 

I have determined that the provisions and procedures prescribed by this Order are necessary to 
ensure proper implementation and observance of such national policy. 

NOW, THEREFORE, by virtue of the authority vested in me as President of the United States of 
America by the Constitution and laws of the United States and as Commander-in-Chief of the 
Armed Forces of the United States, it is hereby ordered as loliows: 

Section 1_ The Secretary of Defense shaii take all necessary measures to ensure that the use by 
the Armed Forces of the United States of any riot control agents and chemical herbicides in war is 
prohibited unless such use has Presidential approval, in advance. 

Sec. 2. The Secretary of Defense shall prescribe the rules and regulations he deems necessary to 
ensure that the national policy herein announced shall be observed by the Armed Forces of the 
United States. 
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NOT VOTING--1 

The amendment (No. 2440), as modified, was agreed to. 

Mr. WARNER. Mr. President, I move to reconsider the vote. 

Mr. DODD. I move to lay that motion on the table. 

The motion to lay on the table was agreed to. 

Mr. WARNER. Mr. President, it is my understanding that we have a second vote as 
ordered. 

AMENDMENT NO. 2443 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The next question is on the Ensign amendment. 

There are 2 minutes equally divided. Who yields time? 

Mr. ENSIGN. Mr. President, lask that Senator Allard be added as cosponsor to my 
amendment. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered. 

Mr. ENSIGN. Mr. President, very simply, this amendment seeks to clarify what the 

http://thomas.loc.gov/cgi-bin/query/F?rl09:3:./temp/-r109egEARs:e150l l7: 12/16/2005 
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policy of the United States has been since 1975, that our military would be able to use 
riot control agents--in this case tear gas--for defensive purposes. That has been the 
policy of the United States. But because of some interpretations, our military is not able 
to use tear gas. They do not take it with them, they do not train with it, and in many 
cases tear gas--just as police forces use it all over the world--would save civilian lives as 
well as lives of the members of our military. 

This is absolutely a critical amendment to save lives of Americans and for those 
civilians who, when our military kills them--and unfortunately these things happen--it 
makes us look bad as a country. 

This is a critical amendment that we need to adopt. 

Mr. WARNER. Mr. President, lwish to indicate to my colleagues that l have carefully 
studied this. lsupport the Ensign amendment. ldefer to my colleague, Senator Levin. 

Mr. LEVIN. Mr. President, the Senator from Nevada has assured the Senate that this 
amendment does not seek, in any way, to change current policy, including Executive 
Order 11850, relative to the use of riot control agents. lnote that the President has 
provided the Presidential approval required by that Executive order for use of riot control 
agents in Iraq. We look forward to consulting with the administration. The amendment of 
the Senator from Nevada is an appropriate amendment. It could be very helpful, and we 
support the amendment. 

Mr. WARNER. Mr. President, as lstated on the floor yesterday, lam able to support 
Senator Ensign's amendment because it now includes several important modifications 
that were requested by the administration. As a result of those modifications, the 
amendment more accurately reflects current U.S. policy and law regarding the use of riot 
control agents by members of the Armed Forces. I thank Senator ENSIGN for agreeing 
to those modifications. lwill take into account the views and recommendations of the 
administration as we continue our work on this issue and the bill in conference. 

The resolution of ratification for the Chemical Weapons Convention, ewe, passed by 
this body contained a condition requiring the President to certify that the United States is 
not restricted by the ewe in its use of riot control agents in certain specified 
circumstances. In addition, the condition required the President not to eliminate or alter 
Executive Order 11850, which prohibits the use of riot control agents in war ' 'except in 
defensive military modes to save lives." 

In response to questions from myself and Senator Levin on the floor yesterday and 
today, Senator Ensign confirmed that he does not seek through this amendment to 
amend, expand or reinterpret Executive Order 11850 in any way. It is on that 
understanding that I can support his amendment. 

The Senator from Nevada has raised the question of whether the U.S. Armed Forces 
currently have sufficiently clear authority with respect to riot control agents. lhave 
looked into this matter and consulted with representatives of the Department of Defense, 
including representatives of our commanders in the field. 

They have informed me and my staff that, in their view, the use of riot control agents 
is a very complex matter. It is not clear that commanders in the field want to use 

11-L-0559/0SD/46280 
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'RCAs .. widely. However, there are a number of cases where RCAs could be very useful 
to avoid unnecessary loss of life. l have been assured that, consistent with the Executive 
Order, U.S. Armed Forces have authority to use riot control agents. Furthermore, I am 
informed that DoD will examine whether any confusion exists about RCA use, and will 
take all steps necessary to ensure that U.S. Armed Forces have the clear guidance that 
they need and deserve. 

I am confident that the DoD and the administration will ensure that our men and 
women in uniform have every tool available to them consistent with U.S. and 
international law. 

Mr. LUGAR. Mr. President, I rise today to share my views on the amendment offered 
by Senator Ensign regarding the use of riot control agents, RCAs, by members of our 
Armed Forces in war. As one of the principal proponents of Senate ratification of the 
CWC, along with my ranking member, Senator Biden, I feel it important to provide my 
views in relation to this amendment. 

I will vote in favor this amendment, and I do so because I believe that it in no way 
modifies, changes, reinterprets, or otherwise revises the laws of the United States 
regarding the use of RCAs in war to save lives, nor in any way affects U.S. compliance 
with our international obligations. This amendment creates no new law, and changes no 
U.S. policy. 

When the Senate approved a resolution of advice and consent to ratification of the 
Convention on the Prohibition of Development, Production, Stockpiling and Use of 
Chemical Weapons and on Their Destruction--The Chemical Weapons Convention or ewe 
in 1997, it made the conditional on maintaining U.S. law in effect at that time. Condition 
26(8) of that resolution of ratification stated: 

The President shall take no measure, and prescribe no rule or regulation, which would 
alter or eliminate Executive Order 11850 of April 8, 1975. 

Senator Ensign's amendment mentions both this Executive order and the Senate
approved condition. 

Senator Ensign's amendment cannot modify that condition, and because it merely 
restates authority the President already has regarding the use of RCAs in war, l believe 
that voting for the amendment will not harm U.S. leadership in preventing the 
proliferation of chemical weapons nor will it reverse the will of the Senate at the ti me it 
approved the ewe. I look forward to working with Chairman Warner, Senator Levin, and 
the administration as this provision is considered in conference with the House, and in 
efforts to improve it in that conference. 

Mr. BIDEN. Mr. President, lwill vote in favor of the Ensign amendment to this bill, 
relating to the use of riot control agents, and l want to make clear to my colleagues why 
a steadfast supporter of the Chemical Weapons Convention can do so in good 
conscience. Senator Ensign is concerned that current interpretation of U.S. policy and of 
U.S. obligations under international law might be hampering U.S. forces in Iraq. lgather 
that not everybody shares that belief, but I do not doubt that some people have this 
concern, and lappreciate Senator Ensign's desire to make sure that people in the 
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military fully understand what they can and cannot do when it comes to using riot control 
agents in Iraq. 

What is important about the Ensign amendment, in my view, is that it will in no way 
modify either U.S. policy or U.S. international obligations regarding the use of riot control 
agents. The statement, in subsection (a) of the amendment that "· riot control agents 
are not chemical weapons" is fully consistent with the Chemical Weapons Convention, in 
which '' riot control agent" is defined as a chemical, not listed in any of the Convention's 
three lists of chemical weapons or their precursors, • 'which can produce rapidly in 
humans sensory irritation or disabling physical effects which disappear within a short 
ti me following termination of exposure." That definition is quite different from the 
definition of a '' toxic chemical .. in a chemical weapon, ''which through its chemical 
action on life processes can cause death, temporary incapacitation or permanent harm to 
humans or animals." So the Ensign amendment is correct in that a riot control agent, as 
defined in the Chemical Weapons Convention, would not be a chemical weapon as 
defined in that convention. 

Similarly, the Ensign amendment now before this body accurately reflects U.S. policy 
as established by President Gerald Ford in Executive Order 11850 of April 8, 1975. That 
Executive order, signed by a Republican President and implemented by six subsequent 
Presidents of both parties over the last 30 years, states: •• The United States renounces, 
as a matter of national policy ..... first use of riot control agents in war except in 
defensive military modes to save lives ......... It goes on to give four examples of such 
defensive military modes, only two of which relate to combat zones: 

' '(b) ..... in situations in which civilians are used to mask or screen attacks and 
civilian casualties can be reduced or avoided"; and 

'' ( c) ..... in rescue missions in remotely isolated areas, of downed aircrews and 
passengers, and escaping prisoners." 

Executive Order 11850 then orders implementation, as follows: 

' 'Sec. 1. The Secretary of Defense shall take all necessary measures to ensure that 
the use by the Armed Forces of the United States of any riot control agents and chemical 
herbicides in war is prohibited unless such use has Presidential approval, in advance. 

'' Sec. 2. The Secretary of Defense shall prescribe the rules and regulations he deems 
necessary to ensure that the national policy herein announced shall be observed by the 
Armed Forces of the United States." 

As far as I can tell, Senator Ensign does not intend that anything in Executive Order 
11850 be changed, nor that there be any change in the U.S. policy and obligation to fully 
obey the Chemical Weapons Convention, which binds each state party '' not to use riot 
control agents as a method of warfare." It is standing U.S. policy that if somebody is 
using human shields, as occurred in Somalia in the early 1990s, our Armed Forces may 
use riot control agents ' 'in defensive military modes to save lives" without violating our 
obligations as state party to the Chemical Weapons Convention. 

http://thomas.loc.gov/cgi-bin/query/F?r109:3 :./ternp/-rl09egEARs:el50117: 
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In light of my view that the Ensign amendment will not change U.S. policy and will not 
call into question the requirement to comply with our international obligations under the 
Chemical Weapons Convention, lsee no reason to oppose this amendment. l do urge, 
however, that the limited nature of this amendment be made more explicit in conference. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time has been yielded. The question is on agreeing to the 
amendment. The yeas and nays have been ordered, and the clerk will call the roll. 

The legislative clerk called the roll. 

Mr. DURBIN. I announce that the Senator from New Jersey (Mr. CORZINE) is 
necessarily absent. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Are there any other Senators in the Chamber desiring to 
vote? 

The result was announced--yeas 98, nays 1, as follows: 
[Rollcall Vote No. 313 Leg.] 

Akaka 

Alexander 

Allard 

Allen 

Baucus 

Bayh 

Bennett 

Biden 

Bingaman 

Bond 

Boxer 

Brown back 

Bunning 

Burns 

Burr 

YEAS--98 
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FOOO 

TO: Bll. Winkenwerder 

CC. David Chu 

FR01l1. Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Call N:!wt Gingrich on yoor Walter Reed Response 

Please give Newt Gingrich a call, and walk him hn.gl your response on Walter 

IEed. Mis phonenumberis:!(b)(G) J 

Thanks. 

····················~·-·············································••••1 
Please Respond By 12/20/05 

f'OUO 
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THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF. 'DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON,0. C. 20301-1200 

WEALTH AFFAIRS 

FOR: SECRETARYOFDEFENSE 

FROM: ~i.~'~,..,.~ ~,,,..,,.U'-r.&.a 

INFOMEMO 

lASD (Health Affairs) 

SUBJECT: Medical Ideas from Newt Gingrich 

I r'I .• C: #) .. .. ~1 ,J 

JAN 5 2006 
,' .. 

I 

• You asked me to call Newt Gingrich and discuss my response to his inquiry about the 
use of Walter Recd Army Medical Center as a reserve hospital during pan demit or 
terrorist attacks. (TAB A). 

• I spoke with him on December 13,2005. We had a good conversation and he agreed 
with my suggestions. He was especiatly interested in the discussion regarding the 
Departments of Health &Human Services and Homeland Security pursuing initiatives 
to create tempoqry deployable facilities to maintain required beds and trained staff. 

• My earlierinfo memo to you on this subject is included at TABB. 

~\ 

COORDINATION: USD(P'&~tl'~trt./ t,.L>/t._, f~r,111..0·~ .-... : 
Attachments: 
As stated 

Prepared by: Lt Cul Tilson, OASD (HA)J_0>_)(5_.) __ I DOCS Open 96956,98414 
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FOUO 

TO. Bil Winkenwerder 

CC David Chu 

FRCM: Donald Rumsfeld i7Jt 
SUBJECT: Call Newt Gingrich on yOiH' Walter Reed Response 

Please give N:wt Gingrich a call, and walk him through your response on Wilts:' 

leed. His phone number is: !(b )(6) I 

Thanks. 

DHR.ss 
12060$-23 

·······~································································' 
Pkas.e Respond By 12120/05 

POOO 
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HEALnt. AFF'AlRS 

THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

1200 OEF'ENSEPE.NTAGON 
WASHINGTON, DC20301~1200 

INFO MEMO 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE DEC 2 2fJli 

FROM: William Winkenwerder,Jr., MD, ASD (Health Affairs)~~ 

SUBJECT Suggtstion {romNewt Gingrich Concerning Retaining Walter Reed Army 
Medical G:enter 

I t ' I 

• You ask~c1 for my thoughts regarding using Walter Reed Army Medical Centet' a~ ·a 
reserve hospital •that could be expanded during a pm1demic or terrorist attack as 
suggested by Mr. Gingrich (TAB A)., 

• Although at 1nit1al glance, this would appearto be a good idea, it is probably not for 
the followingreasons: 

o Extraordinary resources would be needed to maintain Walter Reed Army 
Medic.al Center in acceptable condition, as well as staff to operate the facility, 

o There arc more effective and affordable alternatives. The Dcp~trtmcnts of 
HeaJth &Human Servkes and Homeland Security are leading initfati ves ro 
create temporary deployable facilities, and they are working with private sector 
hospitals to maintain required beds and trained staff. 

o DoD oould, if needed, support these efforts with deployment of our own field 
hospitals. 

• The most important cff ort now to prepare for and manage a pandemic should be to 
develop and pmcure needed medical countermeasures(antivirals, vaccines, etc) , and 
to have·the .capability to rapidly distribute these materials .. These efforts, now 
ongoing, are far more critical than having a standing hospital to care for the sick. 

• Finally, according to BRAC mles, ifDoD has no specific use for the Walter Recd site, 
it could be then turned overto another government agency, the District of Columbia, 
or the private sector. l expect others will be working hard to pursue their vision for 

how to u~c this potcntially-~~alu~ble pi~ce ~f r~al estate. 

COORDINATION: US~~B)~,7171£..r: (./. L-~;J'-y ,.· ",,~-0r.:~ <~ 

Attachment: 
As. stated 

Prepared by: Clayton Beonecke, OCFOJ,_(b_)(_6) __ __.! DOCS Open 95561 ,96587 
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TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

F'OUO 

Bill Winkenwerder 

David Chu 

Donald Rumsfel{) /.._ 

Gingrich Suggestion 

NOVO 9 2005 

Please take a look at this note from Newt Gingrich on Walter Reed. Any 

thoughts? 

Thanks. 

Attach: 1117/05 E-Mail from Newt Ging,ich 

DHR.~s 
I 1080S-J3 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~.~~~•i1£~~i~---~-~~~~ ••••••••••••••• ~f~~~, ••• , 

Please Respond By 12101/05 

FOUO 
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!(b){6 ) ~IV, OSD 

!(b)(6) !CIV, 0SD tom; 
Sent: Monday, N'ovember07,2005 3:11 PM 

!(b)(6} CIV1 OSD To: 
Subject: Fw: A Hospital Plan for Pard~IT!ics 

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld 

----Original Message-----
Frorn: Thirdwave2 <thirdwave2@speaketgingrich.com> 
To: ahubbard@who.eop.gov <ahl!bbard@who.eop.gov>; mol@hhs.gov <mol@hhs.gov>; 
jbolten@omb.eop.gov <jbolten@omb.eop.gov> 
CC: mmcclellanoa@cms.hhs.gov <mmcclellanoa@ems.hhs.gov>~ jyg2@cdc.gov <jyg2@cdc.gov>; 
cclancy@ahrq.gov <cclancy@ahrq.gov>; crngrath@ovp.eop.gov <cmgrath@ovp.eop.gov> 
Sent: Sun Nov 06 07:06:53 2005 
Subject: FW: A Hospital Plan for Pande'mics 

It may be worth asking an outside panel if waiter reed should be transferred to the publi'c health 
service and maintained as a reserve hospital that could be expanded dudng a pandemic or a terrorist 
attack 

I am not advocating this but the contrast between saying we are worried about a pandemic with too 
few hospital beds while closing a major hospital is striking 

newt 

From: Terry Balderson fmailto:tbalders@tampabay,rr.comJ 
Sent: Sunday, November 06,2005 5:57 AM 
To: Thirdwave2 
Cc: Robert Egge 
Subject: A Hospital Plan for Pandemics 

A Hospital Plan for Pandemics 
D'on't Close Walter Reed and Other 'Obsolete' Facilities 

By Phillip Longman The Washington Post Sunday, November 6, 2005: B07 

Got your Tamiflu yet? How about a home respirator and a live-in nurse? If expert predictions of a 
coming flu pandemic prove right, there's little chance you'll be able to find a hospital bed in which to 

l 
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• 
re~0ver 

Here in Washington, for example, afler a long series of hospital closures, there are only 4.346 
hospital beds left -- a number that will soon go lower with the closing <.f Walter Reed Army Medical 
Center's main facilities. Yet projections show that even a moderately severe strain of a pandemic flu 
virus would require some 5,000 people to be hospitalized in the District alone. Even if we discharged 
every patient in Washington's hospitals -- including all the mental patients in St. Elizabeths. all the 
frail elderly in Hadley Memorial's long-term acute care facility and all the veterans in Veterans Affairs 
Medical Center -- there still would not be enough hospital beds available to care for, or even to 
quarantine, highly infectious flu patients. 

The same is true nationally. Since 1980 the number of hospital beds available per U.S. resident has 
declined by roughly 40 percent. Today the United States has only about 965,000 staffed hospital 
beds. Yet Trust for America's Health, a nonprofit group committed to promoting public health, 
estimates that the emergence of a pandemic flu virus like the one of 1918 would require 
hospitalization of 2.3 million people in this country. 

There are many sound reasons why the number of hospital beds has been declining. New 
technology allows for much greater use of outpatient facilities. Galloping medical inflation demands 
more cost-effective care. But the result is a health care system that is perpetually running at or above 
100 percent capacity, and that wil I be overwhelmed by a pandemic, major terrorism attack or natural 
disaster. 

Fortunately, there is a way to help solve this problem and many others that plague our health care 
system. 

Let's start with the example of Walter Reed. Located just 5 1/2 miles from the White House, 6 1/2 
miles from the Capitol and six miles from the Washington Convention Center, its facilities, including a 
hospital built in 1972, are an integral component of the District's emergency preparedness plan. In 
the event of a mass casualty terrorist attack or other public health emergency, the plan calls for 
Walter Reed to discharge its noncritical patients and begin treating civilian victims within as little as 
three hours. Walter Reed is particularly well equipped and well situated to treat not only victims of a 
flu pandemic but also those wounded by a nuclear or biological attack in downtown Washington. But 
maintaining this capacity is expensive, and right now Congress is poised to accept the 
recommendation of the Base Realignment and Closure Commission that the main hospital and most 
other buildings on the 113-acre campus be razed. 

It may well be appropriate for the military to reorganize and rationalize the way it delivers care in the 
Washington area and many other parts of the country, just as it is for the private sector. Across the 
Northeast and Midwest, for example, many VA hospitals have lost their patient base because so 
many aging veterans have retired elsewhere. The Department of Veterans Affairs has announced 
that it is closing hospitals in Pittsburgh and in Brecksville, Ohio, and it is threatening to close facilities 
in Brooklyn and Manhattan. But ratherthan abandon these and other "obsolete" hospitals -- including 
many shuttered public hospitals such as D.C. General - we should turn at least some of them into 
facilities that will stand ready to serve the public in the event of disasters and that between disasters 
will serve the uninsured and those on Medicaid. 

Private health care providers are under such enormous pressures to contain costs that they cannot 
begin to afford to keep wards open that aren't filled nearly every day. This makes it the proper role of 
government to ensure we have surge capacity that the private sector cannot deliver. Literally every 
American, including those with gold-plated health insurance plans, stands to benefit from a health 
care system built to handle such increasing~ as a flu pandemic, another Katrina, a major 
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earthquake or a terrorist attack. 

Such a plan would also go a long way toward both rationalizing the U.S. health care system and 
making it more equitable. Study after study has shown that Veterans Affairs, by making extensive 
use of electronic medical records, information technology and provider incentives, is providing health 
care of far higher quality, and at less cost, than that received by most insured Americans, let alone 
the uninsured. At the same time, hospitals in the District of Columbia spend nearly 7 percent cf their 
revenue on the uninsured, and the total cost to the local health care system is much higher. 
Meanwhile, nearly a quarter of all patients in Washington hospitals are on Medicaid, and to hear the 
hospitals tell it, they lose money on every one. 

Message to Congress and local decision makers: Why not turn Walter Reed and facilities like it 
across the country into pi lot projects that can point the way toward true reform and improvement cf 
our beleaguered health care system? 

The writer is a senior fellow at the New America Foundation. 

3 
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FOUO 

TO: ._!(b_)(6_) _, 

FROM: Donald Rumsfe]d 

SUBJECT: Note to Tom Delay 

ff I've not sent a thank you note to Tom Delay, let me know. 

Thanks. 

DHR;ss 
123104-20 (ts) 

········~································································ 
Please respond by ________ _ 

Sir; 

lwill double check when we return, bull don't believe we sent a thank you note to Tom 
Delay, if you'd like to dictate one. · 

Thank you. 

V/r, 
j(b)(6) 

FOUO oso 00324-05 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON 

The Honorable Tom DeLay 
United States House of Representatives 
Washington, DC 20515 

Dear Torn, 

JAN 5 2005 

I just want you to know how much I appreciate all 
your help last year, and I look forward to working with 
you in 2005. 

With my best wishes for the New Year, 

OSD 00324-os 

11-L-0559/0SD/46295 



December 16,2004 
6: 15pm 

Mr. Sccrctary-·-

Legislati ve affairs called to say that they learned from a staffer that Mr. 
DeLay is calling to offer you his support. 

VJR 

j(b)(6) 
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/.7~6\~~ 
December 16,2004 (_ .. ~!, ,.} ·; ~ 
s:1spm !'\ r ~:~.. •.. L, 

_ 0( \\v ~ A'lr; 
Mr. Secretary- // / V~ 
House Majority LeaGeLa:y called and would like to speak with you, 

(home: j(b)(6) !cell: !(b)(6) I 

VIR, 

j(b)(6) 
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fOR: OfFICIAL USE OHLY 

July 13,2004 

TO: David Chu 

cc: Gen. Dick Myers Jim Roche 
Paul Wo]fowitz Gen. Pete Schoomaker 
Gen. Pete Pace ADM Vern Clark 
Les Brownlee Gen. John Jumper 
Gordon England Gen. Mike Hagee 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Donald Rumsfel;·_2 ___ _i )j __ ._~.;f(~L:l~ 
2004 Voung ,,,. · /// 

Prior to the Congressional recess at the end of next week, I would like to be 

briefed on the range of activities involving the military absentee voter program. 

As I recall, the Department conducted a study at Secretary Cohen's direction after 

the last election that revealed some shortfalls in our processes. 

I would like to know what progress has been made and what more needs to be 

done to ensure we are discharging our responsibilities in this area. 

Thanks. 

OHRdh 
071304-1 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

FOR OFFICIAL USE OHLY 
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July 23, 2004 
=riday 

8 00 ,~ 8:1Sam-8:45am P&.R Update(3E752) 

Ms. McGnn on Leave 
OR. CHU - VACATION 

1---9-00---1 !9:20am-9:50am SD Military Voting · UCS, Service Chiefs. Service Secretaries 

July 2004 

SMTWTFS 
2 3 

4 5 6 7 8 910 
1112 13 14 15 16 17 
18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
25 26 27 28 29 30 3 1 

August 2004 
SMTWTFS 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
8 9 10 1112 13 14 

lS 16 17 18 1 9 20 21 
22 23 24 25 26 27 28 
29 30 31 

-----~~-------- .. -··· ..... .... __ _[ 

IQOO ISG BRAG Imperatives Meeting- Principals(3D1019) 10:00am· 10:45am SD Future OIF Rotations 

! I 
1100 

Lunch 

100 Hold 

·-------··· ---· .. ----- -----------.. ·---·-·- .. ·-
C:ar to Hill (Marvin) 

-------- ----3 00 SASC/SGAC Staff NSPS Briefing (SR-228 Library) 

1----1-·---.. ---------··--·· ---·--·--· ···-·-·----4 00 car to Pentagon (Marvin) 

·--· ·-,--·-···-· .. ·----·· - -··· ···- ... -- -··--+•-., .--------
POUSD Wrap-up 

500 Leave for the day - Anniversary Dinner in Fairfax 

Abell, Cha S., CIV, OSD·P&R 11/5/2004 
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·\U&.:USt :7. 1004 

'! vc i I Moure 

Co 01... nave .'.IJlV ~:::.:ira 01 ·.vho artc~cea ;ne i:ir.eiin~~: :1a11e 31ve:: n me Senate 

lntei Room Have :<.c:r:-v or Sawaras Jrte?10e::~ ! canno! remember seeing :.hem. 

:uthougn I do recall that Ki:::-::-:_, a11c:mlc:tl on mee1ing Jt .1 Per.ragon ::mc:io~ 

Plc:ise look at both the ones we conducred at the Pentagon m a the ones we 

conaucteo in s~o7 and )et me know . 

... . ... ...... .. .. .... . .. .. . ... .. . . ... .. .. . .. . ~ 
1
1 

Pfease respond by ___ q / ...1 O / o'f ______ _ 

Pau, sut\er 
,~,:, 

11-L-0559/0SD/46300 
oso 00326-05 
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fOFO 

NOV 2 3 2004 

TO: Powell Moore 

FROM: Donald Rumsf eld l},'I\_ 

SUBJECT: Attendance at Op-Intel Briefings 

Did we ever figure out how many of our Op -lY\td briefings Edwards and Kerry 

attended? 

Thanks. 

DHRS$ 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by _-+-'11-~ / 3/ O i 
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THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1300 

LEGISLATIVE 
AFFAIRS December 9 ,2004 3 :00 PM 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Powell A. Moore, Assistant Secretary of Defense 
For Legislative Affairs j (b)(6) j 

SUBJECT:. Response to your questions about Senators- :Kerry and Edwards 

• The information we previous]y gave you about participation of Senators Kerry and 
Edwards in ops/intel briefings is correct We do have, however, records indicating 
that Senator Kerry came to the Pentagon for two meetings with you. 

• On Monday morning, September24,200J at7:45 a.m. you had a one-on-one 
breakfast with Senator Kerry in your office. To the best of my recollection, I was 
the. only other ,,ttendee. The meeting must have materialized at the last minute 
because we have nothing in our archives to indicate that a "read ahead" was 
prepared for you .. 

• He was also one of 56 Senators who came to the Pentagon in late summer and 
early fall of 2002. Our records indicate he was here on September 5. As you 
recall, we conducted a series of breakfast meetings for members of the House and 
the Senate on weapons of mass destruction leading up to the vote on the Iraq 
resolution in October of 2002. Senator Edwards received two invitations to these 
briefings and he did not accept either. 

Attachments : 
SECDEF Snowflake 082604- I 
SECDEF Snowflake 112204-27 

11-L-0559/0SD/46302 OSO 00326-0S 



FOUO 

September 1,2004 

TO: Col Bucci 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld P, 
SUBJECT: Meeting with Ray DuBois re: Corridors 

Please arrange a meeting for me with Ray DuBois to discuss corridors. I think 

there should be one for women, one for Hispanics, and one for Secretaries of 

Defense. I would like to talk to him about how we fix them; reduce the 

duplications. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
090104-9 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ___ q-+-_11 ........... 0 __ _ 

FOUO 
oso 00327-05 
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OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1950 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1950 

9 
ADMINISTRATION AND 

MANAGEMENT 

INFO MEMO 
I' 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE DepSec Action ___ _ 

FROM: Raymond F~, ~~inistration and Management 

SUBJECT: Naming and Dedication of Pentagon Corridors 

J 4t6ke wl i6WU( ff/-.e_ . Js,,.,t,/4-'4-L y•k.? '!j~' r .IUNA•"•1J:Ml4t/4~,,f 
• rl,e following is provided in response to your request for information regarding 
dedicated corridors and exhibits in the Pentagon. 

O/o 
1, 

9 Presidents Corridor - Contains a picture and brief history panel of each U.S. 
President, including the current one. Location: 3Al 0-3C 10. 

9 Corridors and exhibits dedicated to military leaders. 

Arnold Corridor - Dedication date unknown. Location: 4E8. 

Bradley Corridor - Dedicated June 1972. Location: 2E8. 

Eisenhower CotTidor - Dedicated May 1970. Rededicated in June 1985. 
Location: 3E8-9. 

[

MacArthur CotTidor - Dedication date unknown ( 1980s ). Location: 3A4-5. 

Marshall Corridor - Dedicated April 1976. Location: 3E4.5-5. 

9 Corridors/Exhibits dedicated to group~, organizations, and other individuals. 

Kruzel Exhibit - Dedicated in January 1996. Joseph J. Kruzel was a Deputy 
Assistant Secretary of Defense for European and NATO Policy who died in an 
accident while traveling outside Sarajevo in Aug 1995. Location: 4D7-8. 

African Americans in Defense of Our Nation 
ANZUS 
Buffalo Soldiers 
Chiefs of Staff of the Army 
Civil Servants 
Correspondents 

Location: 3A2 - 3E2 
Location: 2A2-3 
Location: 2A5 
Location: 3A5-3E5 
Location: 2A2-3 
Location: 2E5-6 

0 
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Hall of Heroes/Medal of Honor 
Joint Chiefs of Staff 
Marine Corps Commandants 
Military Women 
Native Americans in Defense of Our Nation 
NATO 
POW/MIA 
Secretaries of the Army 
Secretaries of Defense 
Secretaries of the N~tvy 
Secretaries of War 
Soldiers and Signers of th~ Constitution 
USO 

9-1 1 Memorial Quilts 

Location: Pentagon Con.course 
Location: 2A8-2E8 
Location: 4A-ES 
Location: In Storage 
Location: 2Al 
Location: 2A9- lO 
Location: 4E7 -8 
Location: 3A5-3E5 
Location: 2A8-9 
Location: 4A5-4ES 
Loc;ation: 2A4-5 
Location: 2A4-2E4 
Location:· Corridor 2, Ramp to 
Concourse 
Location: 4th Corridor, 1st floor 

• The Federal government already has recognized President Ronald Reagan in a 
number of ways·. 

> There are two major facihties in the Washington D.C. area: The Ronald Reagan 
Building and International Trade Center, Washington, D.C., dedkated in 1998, 
and.the Ronald Reagan Washington National Airport; renamed in 1998. 

)> The Department of Defense has named the aircraft cmrier USS Ronald Reagan,] 
commissioned 20.'03, and Ronald Reagan Ballistic Missile Defense Test Sight, * 
Marshall Islands, dedicated 2000, after the President. 

COORDINATION: None 

Attachments: None 

Prepared by: Ralph Newton, .... l(b_) _(6_) _ ..... 
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Message 

Armstrong, Brett, COL, OSD-ATL 

From: Snow, Howard, CIV, OSD-LA 

Sent: Thursday, June 10, 2004 7:34 AM 

To: Armstrong, Brett, COL, OSD-ATL 

Subject: Warner wishes to keep "bi-partisan nature" of name for Pentagon 
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WamerWeighsin Againstfrist's Proposal to Renamethe PentagonAfter Reagan 
BY JOSEPH(.ANSELMo,CQSTAFF WRITER 

Tht" chairman of the Senate Armed Ser
vices Cominittee cautioned \Vednesday 
that renaming the Pentagon for fonn<"r 
President Ronald Reagan might not be the 
best wav to honor his me.morv. 

Sen. John v,l. \Varner, R-Va., took to 
the Senate floor to emphasize tlieimpor
tance of retaining the "bipartisan nature" 
of tlie headquarters of the U.S. armed 
forces. 

His comments appeared aimed at 
heading off a proposal by Senate Major
ity T .eader Bi1l Frist, R-Tenn., to rename 
the Pentagon the ''Ronald Reagan Na
tional Defense Building." 

On June 7. Frist submitted amend-

Howard Snow 

6/10/2004 

ments to tlie fiscal 200.5 defense author
ization bill (S 2400 - S Rcpt 108-260) 
that would rename the Pentagon m1d the 
Defense Departmenfs M issilc Defense 
Agency in Reagan's honor. 

"~arner diplomatically did not directly 
mention F1ist's amendments. but noted the 
refection of a proposal to rename the build
ing in honor of fonner president and five
star Cen. Dwight D. Eisenhower after he 
died in 1969. One of the main reasons, 
,varnersaid ... isthatthat buildingstands as 
asv111bol of the bipartisanship that must be 
present as we work with the men and 
women of the armed forces." 

"'amer said Congress needed to honor 
Reagan, but cautioned that lawmakers 

11-L-0559/0SD/46306 

"have got to give a lot of careful thought and 
be mindful of how we've recognized other 
<'Ommanders in chte.f ... in terms of their 
contiibutions to the defense ofthecountrv. -But we'll come up with an idea." 

Warner declined to comment further 
after his remarks. 

Frist's aides also nmved to play down the 
amendments, saying they were filed only 
to put ideas on the table. An aide said the 
majority leader was tonning a group of 

senators to review a wide variety of pro
posals to honor Reagan. 

Republican lawmakers also have float
ed vaiious proposals top u t Reagan's like
ncs s on the clime, the $10 bill or tlie 
$20 bill. + 



TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

David Chu 
Ray DuBois 

FOUO 

Paul Wolf owi~ A ' 
Donald Rumsf~l<V"\.t, 

Naval Nuclear Propulsion Director 

September 1,2004 

Attached is some material on the Director of Naval Nuclear propulsion. My 

instinct is that eight years is too long. I would like to get it changed so it is four 

years with the possibility of adding one, two, three or four years. 

Please come back to me with a proposal. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
6/14/04 GC memo to SecDef re: Position of Director. Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program 

DHR:dh 
090104-18 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by / D l I J O i 

( 

FOUO oso 00328-05 
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GENERAL COUNSEL 

FOR: 

GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
1600 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, O.C. 20301-1600 

INFO MEMO 

June 14,2004 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE DEPSEC 

FROM: William J. Haynes 11, General Counsel, 695-3341 ~ 
SUBJECT: Position of Director, Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program 

o At your earlier direction, Dan Dell 'Orto met with the Secretary of the Navy and 
the Chief of Naval Operations to obtain their views about the grade (0-10) and 
term of appointment (8 years) of this position. 

• The Secretary of the Navy believes that any proposed change in either the grade 
level or term of appointment is sensitive. 

o The grade level is significant because of the Navy's outstanding nuclear safety 
record. 

o Were the grade level reduced,-any subsequent safety problems likely would be 
attributed to that reduction. 

o An 8-year term is unduly long and permits the incumbent to outlast at least one 
Administration, and possibly two. 

o The Chief of Naval Operations agreed that any proposed change in either grade 
level or term of appointment would be controversial and possibly particularly 
difficult in an election year because the submarine community would mobilize to 
oppose any change. 

• Having a 4-star officer (although it does not have to be a submariner, it 
historically has been) in this position provides the submarine community with 
an edge over both the surface and aviation community neither of which has a 
Navy uniformed advocate above the two-star level. 

• Interestingly, ADM Clark does not believe that either the Department of 
Energy or the Senate would oppose a change in this position unless the 
submarine community sways them. 

0 
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• The position as currently structured is an anachronism during a period of 
transition from a threat- to. a capabilities-based defense and a platform centric 
system to an information centric system. 

• Consideration should be given to a Senior Executive Service person for this 
position, as the Exec1;1tive Order contemplates, as this would remove the 
position from the operations role and the submarine advocacy role. 

• ADM Clark was very complimentary toward ADM Skip Bowman, the 
incumbent, who has. handled himself ali well as anyone could jn this position. 

COORDINATION: None 

Prepared By: DanielJ, Dell'Ortq_(b_)(_6) __ .... 
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September 1,2004 
I- O~( Ol\l L\5 

E s-o\g.)d-
TO: Doug Feith 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: Salah Shakir Letter 

Please have someone respond to the attached letter from Salah Shalur 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
6/23/04 Letter from Salah Shakir 

DIIR:ss 
0%104-~ 

·························!···-~·········································· 
Please respond by _q J_jJU?tf--

Policy Executive Secretariat Note 

November 9.2004 

Captain Marriott, 

ASD/lSA, Peter Rodman, responded to 
Mr. Shakir on October1 l ,2004. A copy or the 
letter is attached for your records. 

0 ~~ 

Policy Executive Secretariat 

-FOUO oso 00329-05 
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l~TERNATIONAL 
SECURITY 
GJ,'FAIRS 

Mr. Salah Shakir 

ASSISTANT SECRF::TARY OF DEFENSE 
2400 DEFE.'SE PENTAGON 

WASHl'.\GTO'.\. DC 20301-2300 

. ' -·-. 

Vice President of Information Technology(Student Services 

Rend Lake Col lcgc 
Ina, IL 62846 

Dear Mr. Shakir: 

Thank you for your letter on how the United States can take the offensive to 
''diminish and weaken the al-Qaeda ten-or." Your suggestions Jrc vc,y helpful. 

\Ve know that ai Qaeda's rationaii7.ation for terrorism is a distortion of 
lsbm. This point can-ics the most \vcigh1 coming from authorities within the 
Muslim world, some of whom you mention. I hope that thoughtful adherents of 
Islam will speak out more forcefully against the hijacking of this great faith by 
ideological extremists. Moderates like yourself are on the front lines in this 
struggle. 

Once again, thank you for your advice and comments. I encourage you to 
take your message to the broader Muslim community. 

Sincerely, 

/) r;-J , 

()/(tv JfA-rl ~ 
Peter W. Rodman 

f-""!4,, 
t..J 
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6/23/2004 

By: Salah Shakir 
Vice President of Information Technology/Student Services 
Rend Lake College 
Ina, IL 62846 

Salahs(a;rlc.edu 
(618)437-5321 

I an an American/Iraqi who is working in southern Illinois. I got frustrated with being 
on the defensive with \.var against terror. I would like to see the US on the offensive side. 
Want to help and this is my way. 

Diminish and Weaken AL-Qaeda Terror 

The basis of the Al-Qaeda group's recruitment of new members - getting bigger and 
stronger - is based purely on religious motivation. The religious motivation is:"If you kill 
an infidel, you will go to Heaven? Killing infidels (non-believers) is part of a Jihad (holy 
war). Though most of Al-Qaeda's targets are infidels, many of their attacks have caused 
death to believers. Thejustification used for killing believers is that the believers also 
will go to Heaven for their cause. Most of their recruits are young in age and in an early 
stage of their knowledge of the Islam religion. The way to stop the growth of this group 
and to diminish and weaken their organization and its causes is through the use of 
religious motivation and reasoning. 

A little background on the Islam religion - it is based on five pillars: 

• The Profession of Faith 
• The Five Daily Prayers 
• Almsgiving 
• Fasting 
D Pilgrimage to Mecca 

However, some followers have added Jihad as a sixth pillar. Qurnn is the holy book of 
Islam. The Qll3l is a record of the exact words revealed by God through the angel 
Gabriel to the prophet Muhammad (PBUH). Not one word of its l 14chapters (suras) has 
been changed over the centuries, so the Quran i~ in every detai I the unique and 
miraculous text which was revealed to Muhammad (PBUH). When it comes to the Halal 
(pe1missible) and Haraam (forbidden) aspects of life, Muslims depend first on the QlJ:al 
and secondly on the Hadith (saying) of the prophet Muhammad (PBUH). 

Unfortunately,someMuslims such as the Al Qaeda group took the Qltarl as a literal 
explanation and followed it. The fact is that the Quran has a literal explanation but also is 
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dependent on the time in which it was written. All Muslim Shaiiah (Islamic laws) are 
written on the most basic of Jife's issues. When an issue without a relevant Shariah arises 
in Muslim life in any country, the top Sheik (Muslim cleric) in that city, country er 
community will make a Fatwa (legal opinion concerning Islamic law) about the matter. 
01 certain major issues, a group of Sheiks or Muslim organizations - and there are many 
of them - will make the Fatwa. 

To diminish and weaken Al-Qaeda, there must be a Fatwa from one or more of the well
recognized Islamic organizations proclaiming that Al-Qaeda and its actions are against 
what Islam stands for. This Fatwa should be well publicized in the Middle East 
countries. Tm, will discourage young Muslims from joining Al-Qaeda or any similar 
groups, and it will place considerable doubt in new recruits. This might sound simple, 
but I believe this is a way of fighting religion with religion. 

Here ai·e some well-known Islamic groups: 

lat - City of Al-Najaf: Shaii majority which will put Iran in agreement 
Egypt-Alaz.har Mosque 
Saudi Arabia-Should come from the Saudi government 

Here ai·e some Islamic organizations that may help in the process: 

Council on American-Islamic Relations 
1050 l'itilSt. NW, Suite 490 
Washington, DC 20036 
Tel: (202) 659-CAJR (2247) 
Fax: (202) 659-2254 
Email: cairl@ix.netcom.com 
URL: \.\~W.cair-net.orQ 

Islamic Circle of North America (ICNA) 

Islamic Society of North America (1SNA) 
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FOUO 

September 1, 2004 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rurnsfeld v'< 
SUBJECT: Phoenix Spee.ch 

rd like a tape of the Phoenix speech - I have not received ·one yet. 

Thanks .. 

DHR:ss 
090104-.3 
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DoD News: Secretary Rumsfeld Speech to The Greater Phoenix Leadership, Biltmore Ho... Page 1 of 6 

U.S. Department of Defense 
Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Public Affairs) 

News Transcript 

Presenter: Secretary of Defense Donald H. Rumsfeld 

Public contact: 
htq);(fwww.~~eotbtml 
or+1 (703)428-0711 

Thursday,August26,2004 

Secretary Rumsfetd Speech to The Greater Phoenix Leadership, Biltmore Hotel, Phoenix, AZ 

SEC. RUMSFELD: Thank you very much. I thank you very much. I'm not a poet. [Laughter) I'm not even close to 
a poet. There's some character who took my press briefings and tried to turn them into poetry and failed. [Laughter} Thank 
you, folks. It's very nice to be with you. We're in an August afternoon in Phoenix and I'm delighted to see so many folks 
here. And I thank each of you for coming. I appreciate your being here. Bill, thank you for those words. and Mr. Mayor, a 
pleasure to see you. Mr. President, Mr. Speaker and my friends from Congress here. It's always good to see you, and · 
Congressman Flake and Congressman Heintz and Mrs. Heintz. I also was pleased to see Mrs. Stump. I don't know wh.ere 
she's sitting, but - there you are. Good to see you. And so many distinguished guests and public officials and members of 
the armed services. 

I thought what I'd do is to take a few minutes to talk about some of the issues we've been hearing abo~'l and 
readi.l'.19 about and then comment on the global war on terror and then respond to questions, which I look forward to. 

Last week, the president announced that we are making progress In our efforts to reposition U.S. military forces and 
capabilities to meet the challenges of the 21st century. The world has certainly changed markedly since the end of the 
Soviet Union. But military deployments and arrangements really have not changed very much. They've been reduced, but 
they're pretty much in place where they were when the Cold War ended. 

Outing the Cold War. it was assumed that our forces stationed abroad would defend from static positions. This, of 
course, is oo tonger the case. and we know that. Today the enemies we face are fighting form small cells located in almost 
every comer of the wor1d. And the task today is to stay on the offensive against them. We cannot know precisely where our 
forces may have to operate. We used to know. We used to ~ looking for a tank invasion from the Soviet Union across the 
North German plain and that's why we had so many forces in Northern Europe. So our forces today have to be flexible and 
they have to be agile and they have to be light and they have to be rapidly deployable, usable, not fixed, and capable of 
going almost anywhere In the world on short notice. 

If you think about it for a number of years now or even before September 11th the Do0 has been working on 
concepts to guide our security presence around the world. And we know that adjusting our footprint or our force posture is 
an essential component of our strategy. These proposed changes are designed to allow us to deploy capable forces rapidly 
anywhere in the world on short notice, to push more military capability forward while shifting some 60[0001 to 70,000 service 
members and roughly 100,000 of their dependants from foreign bases to U.S. bases, creating a lighter footprint abroad, 
which allows us to focus on speed, precision and technically advanoed capabilities, rather than simply on mass and sheer 
numbers, which are really increasingly fonnulatlons of the last century. 

It's awfully hard for people to change and adjust to that. We've developed over my lifetime the idea that more is 
better and so we talk about numbers of things, ships, guns, tanks, planes, people - Ignoring the reality that if you have, for 
example, a 10 dumb bombs and you have a smart bomb that can do w~t 1.Q dumbs can do and you reduce from t O dumb 
bombs to five smart bombs, you have not reduced your capability. In fact, you've dramatically increased your capabilities. 
But getting people to think that way is not an easy thing. We've also, loo~ing at our posture to help us build new 
relationships in the world, we've developed a number of new relationships, if you think about it, since 9/11 - Pakistan, 
Uzbekistan, Azerbaijan, Yemen - so many countries that we have been working with, this global coalition against terror is 
now something like 85 or 90 nations, probably the largest coalition in the history of mankind. And our adjustments should 
make it easier for the United States to work with our allies and friends on military operations to train, to operate, exercise 
together to complement doctrine and tactics and to exploit the new technologies with them. Our new arrangements also 
have the added advantage of improving the lives of U.S. military families. Deployments in a number of cases will be shorter 
and they'll be rotational for training and exercises often lasting weeks or months, rather than years. MIiitary fammes will find 
somewhat more stability, fewer permanent changes of station, and as a result, less disruption in the lives of spouses and 
children in schools. 

11-L-0559/0SD/46315 
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In a political year, I suppose it's inevitable that these important proposals which we've been working on for some 
three years now, would lead to a discussion and that's a good thing. Some of the concerns expressed, no doubt, are well 
intentioned and useful. We've spent the last two years talking lo our friends and allies and to members of Congress and 
working through these issues, proposals of such magnitude deserve examination and they deserve debate and discussion. 
And let there be no doubt, these are significant changes and they will affect our country's force posture for many decades to 
come. 

At the same time, I think most reasonable observers recognize that our existing force arrangements are relics of a 
time long passed. We still have two heavy divisions in Germany to defend against a Soviet tank attack. Those two 
divisions did not help prevent September 11th. They did not prevent the hijackers from organizing and planning their attacks 
in Hamburg, Germany, for that matter. We've stationed thousands of U.S. troops on the border with North Korea to defend 
South Korea. South Korea today is a nation that Is no longer impoverished. After 50 years, they are not defenseless and 
thanks, in major part, to the stability our alliance has provided, South Korea today is a thriving nation with a robust 
democracy with a vibrant economy and a modern army of some 600,000. Our commitment to that country and to peace on 
that peninsula remains as strong as ever and it will be going forward. In fact, our relationshlp with Korea is, I think, an 
excellent example of what changes to our global posture really can accomplish. 

For some time now, we've been investing in substantial sums, taxpayers' dollars, billions of dollars in improved 
military capabilities that are appropriate for the situation on the Korean Peninsula. We're increasing our naval and airpower 
in the region and we're moving more precision weapons and Increased firepower to South Korea. At the same time, we 
would be relocating our forces away from the demilitarized zone and where they were located in very vulnerable garrisons 
and cities near that zone and we'll be shifting them southward into two hubs - an air hub and a sea hub - well beyond the 
range of North Korean artillery. 

Today we have the means and the intent to strengthen our deterrent power and our defensive capability while 
decreasing our overall footprint, and we're doing so, and it would be unwise not to do so. While current arrangements may 
be comfortable for people and famlllar, both in our country and in foreign countries, our current arrangements are •• let's face 
it, they're obsolete. And we need to deal wit the world as It Is, not the way It used to be, or even the way we'd like it to be. 
We have to deal with it as it is. Changes have to be made. They will not be made precipitously, but they will be made. And 
indeed, it's a plan that will be rolled out over probably as many as four, five, six, seven, eight years. We're in a fortunate 
position that we don't have to be a supplicant. You can go to these countries and work our arrangements and make sure 
that we have the right Status of Forces Agreements and access and cross-servicing agreement, and that the neighboring 
countries are willing to adjust to our needs to move our foroes as required by the United States. As we visit with countries, 
we'll determine which is best by way of new arrangements, and then proceed to work out those details. As a result, there'll 
be no major announcement beyond what the president has announced. Rather, there will be a series of announcements 
that evolve as each piece of this is worked out. And we are certainly continuing to consult with Congress and with our 
friends and allies, as we move forward to meet our responsibility to serve the American people. 

Let me make a couple of comments about missile defense. Meeting the new reality of this century also drives our 
approach to missile defense. In the past few weeks, up In Alaska, the first interceptor was put into the ground. Sy the end of 
this year, we expect to have a limited operational capability against incoming ballistic missiles. This represents, in my view, 
a victory for hope and vision over skepticism. More than 20 years ago, I was in the White House when President Reagan 
gathered a group of individuals and made his announcement and gave his vision for a missile defense system. Now that's 
long time ago. And today, roughly two dozen countries, including some of the world's most dangerous regimes, possess 
ballistic missiles and they are energetically working to increase the range and destructive capability of those missiles. A 
number of these states are estimated by the U.S. intelligence community to have nuclear, biological and chemical 
programs. 

North Korea, for example, is working to develop and deploy missiles capable of reaching not just their neighbors, 
such as Japan, but our country as well. The same can be said of Iran. More countries are developing and sharing 
information, and I think it is notable to think what just recently happened with respect to Libya where they made an 
admission that dramatically demonstrated this point. Fortunately, their announcement was that they wish to just discontinue 
those programs and have been working with the United States and the United Kingdom to do so. 

History has taught us that weakness is provocative. And the longer the delays in deploying even a limited defense 
against these kinds of facts, the greater the likelihood of an attempted or threatened strike. Additionally, without any defense 
against missiles, terrorists and rogue regimes could use the threat of an attack to try to intimidate America and/or our allies. 
As enemies continue to adapt and evolve, so must our capabilities. That's why the president directed us to pursue an 
innovative approach to the development and the deployment of missile defenses. Rather than waiting years, sometimes 
decades for a fixed and final architecture, as has been the nonn with the many weapons systems, we will be deploying an 
initial set of capabilities that will evolve over time as technologies evolve over time. 

The way ahead will have its share of ups and downs - we know that. Any development of a new technology, 
leading-edge technologies, has ups and downs, successes and what people call failures. I was in the pharmaceutical 
business and invested heavily in research and development. And folks did not just simply get up one morning to discover an 
Important new therapy for people. They went out and they tried thing$ that worked and that didn't work. And each thing that 
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didn't work was part of that learning process and so, too, in weapons and defense systems capabilities. All cutting· 
edge endeavors include trial and error, but we will continue to benefit from leadership that combines vision with resolve and 
to simply leam from each of the so-called failures. 

Let me also say a word or two about the national debate taking place with respect to the so•called reforms of the 
intelligence community. The 9/11 Commission has provided a useful service in my view, by surfacing some important issues 
and challenges and some problems. These are the deeisions that the United States Congress and the executive branch, the 
president, are ultimately going to have to decide. Indeed, the president has already implemented a number of the 
commission's recommendations. And I spent Monday with him where he spent the better part of the day reviewing a 
number of additional thoughts and suggestions that have come up. It seems to me that this is the proper approach. 
Whether it's a government and a bureaucracy as large as ours and with the ramifications of change so enormous. It is true, 
you can carefully think about these issues and think them through carefully before implementing things. We are at war, and 
we need to get it right. We need to make the changes we need to make, but the old saying is the truth and that is that, to he 
who tears down what is falls the responsibility of putting in place something better. And it isn't the kind of thing that we want 
to be making many mistakes about. 

Last, let me make a comment a bit on Iraq and Afghanistan. I recently returned from Afghanistan a couple weeks 
ago. I must say that each time I go there, I am just struck by the changes, by the improvements, by the energy you see in 
the streets. the activities. And I know there are some folks there's some folks here who've spent some time in Iraq and 
Afghanistan and the thank·you needless to say, for being willing to do that. But if you drive through portions of Afghanistan, 
you'll see construction is well along on the major highways which connect the major cities of that country, and which are so 
critically important to their economy. 

The Afghan security forces are being trained and equipped and have and have acquitted themselves quite well and 
in several recent activities. I visited an election center on this last trip and saw a room not quite this big filled with computers 
and young folks, Afghans, busily working on the election and the registration process. Here's a country that has suffered 
terribly under Soviet occupation, has had years of drought, had a ghastly cMI war and had suffered under the repression of 
the Taliban regime and has no real experience with democracy as such, as we think of it. And people were estimating they 
might get three or four million people to register for this first election, which is coming up. In fact, there are now over 10 
million that have registered. And I'm told that something in excess of 40 percent of them are women. And needless to say, 
the Taliban didn't even let women walk around unaccompanied by men, and they didn't let them go out uncovered and they 
didn't let them wear colored shoes and they didn't let any of them fly kites and the idea of getting women to - willing to go 
out and register to vote is a striking accomplishment. The Afghans are clearly enthusiastic about these first early steps 
towards democracy. In Iraq, the economy is growing, the currency has been reasonably steady. We all know that people 
are being killed and wounded and many, many are Iraqis are being killed every week. The stock market is open, however. 
They fielded an Olympic soccer team. We've gone from zero to something like 220,000 Iraqi security forces of which 
110,000 are proper1y trained and equipped and functioning. I've spent some time on the phone this morning with Gen. 
Casey and Gen. Abizaid, our senior military commanders there and they are impressed that they have a reasonably large 
number of experienced Iraqi forces that are in the Naiaf area and are attempting to sort through that difficult situation with the 
hOly shrines of the Shia faith. 

Now most of the media attention this week has been on the fighting in Najaf, but it's interesting that this month we 
also had the Constituent Assembly council, a group conference that met elected people to se,ve. And in the words of at 
least one newspaper, it is putting Iraq on the road to a constitutional democracy. Progress is mixed. It's good with the bad. 
And we all recognize that. People have been killed and wounded. And it isn't easy to build a free country when terrorists 
are determined to try to attack every sign of success - every activity. They systematically try and assassinate a government 
leader or a mayor, city council members, police chiefs. They are attempting to dissuade people from joining the Iraqi 
Security forces, that the Iraqi security forces have people standing in line to become policemen. national guard, and regular 
army, border patrol, site protection and facilities protections people. 

Everyone that looks at it and sees this mixture of what's taking place to do it. And clearly, the difficult and the bad 
is struck by just how hard it is to go from where they were - a vicious dictatorship - to something approximating a freer 
economic system, a free political system. And Afghanistan and Iraq are becoming free nations that differ in almost every 
respect from the terror regimes that they replaced. They are countries that will be assisting in the global war on terror. And 
to serve as examples to discredit, it gives credit to extremist ideology. And I would think to the extent they're successful, and 
I believe that each of those countries has a terrific crack at being successful. The effect on that region will be enormous. It 
is a region that needs models, it needs examples. And for all the enemies' cunning and ruthlessness, I think that those of us 
in this country and in the case of Afghanistan, some 26 other nations that are helping - in the case of Iraq, some 32 
countries that are offering assistance - we have an enormous advantage and that is that the great sweep of human desire is 
for freedom. And that is on our side, let there be no doubt. So we pray for their success and for the success of our soldiers 
and men and women, volunteers all, who are risking their lives to help those folks. Fifty million people between the two 
countries, have a crack at being free people. And their noble work of people in uniform will bring a more peaceful planet and 
a more secure nation for those of us here at home. And with that, I thank you and will be happy to respond to questions. 

[Applause] 

Now, do you have microphones? Look at that. Why does somebody stick their hand up and the mic will start 
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wandering over and then we won't have to - look at this- see all kinds of hands. TerrHic. Yes, sir. 

Q: Can you oomment on the stability of the government of Pakistan? 

SEC. RUMSFELD: Yes, sir. We are - those of us in the world engaged in the global struggle against extremists 
are so fortunate that President Musharraf and his team are In power in Pakistan. He has, without question, one of the most 
difficult tasks of any governmental leader that I can think of. And he lives in a tough part of the wortd. He has an element 
within his country that obviously has tried to assassinate him on several occasions recently. 

He's a courageous leader and a thoughtful leader and he is a superb partner in this global war on terror. He had 
troubles along his borders with Afghanistan. The Pakistan government has been aggressive in helping us deal with the al 
Qaeda and put pressure on them. He has tribal areas that run along that border and just as we have in our country special 
rules in tribal areas. So, too, there the pattern has been that the Pakistani military stayed out. And of course, it was being 
used as a haven for both the Taliban and the al Qaeda. And he has changed fast. He's moved forces In there and he has 
been working the problem. And I just am so - all of us in the United States government are so grateful that he's there and 
he is being successful in putting pressure on the terrorists. The more pressure that Is put on the terrorists in countries like 
Afghanistan and others, the more difficult it is for them to recruit, the more difficult It's going to be for them to raise money, 
the more difficult it is for them to move money, the more difficult it is to move from place to place, to communicate with each 
other. Everything's harder if we have the countries that are willing to step up, and it does require people to step up. It 
requires physical courage and political courage. He's got large numbers of people in Pakistan who don't like what he's doing 
and are against it. And sometimes in our country- and Mr. Mayor, you know that- president of the senate·· when 
someone's against you, they run against you, they vote against you or they talk against you - that's one thing. In that part of 
the world, they don't just do that; they go after you. And it is a different circumstanoe. So I have a lot of confidence in him 
and the work they're doing and, as one citizen of this country and I'm grateful that he's a part of the coalition. Question. 

0: What are we doing in our country to protect our borders along Mexico and Canada where most of the terrorists 
have come through? I travel across the southern part of this state and into Texas. I mean, it's scary to see what I see as I'm 
out there and about, visiting and traveling. how easy it is to come into this country without being checked you know. 

SEC. RUMSFELD: It's true all over the wortd that borders are a problem. They're porous - we have trouble in our 
country. We know that all of us can see our borders are relatively porous, not just north and south but so, too, from the 
oceans. And the Department of Defense is not involved in the subject of this - border guards. Now that is the Department 
of Homeland Security and the Coast Guard are the ones responsible or that. So I'm not an expert. I am an expert about the 
problems of borders - the Syrian borders of Iraq and the Iranian border of Iraq. And I know a lot about that - a lot more 
than I do about your borders here. And so, too, in Afghanistan, they border with Pakistan and the border with Iran. And 
everyone - our country and what we're doing in those two countries- we have to do a cost-benefit ratio. To try to seal a 
border Is a monumental task. It's a terribly expensive task. It has - and you are constantly asking yourself are you better off 
trying to do that or something else? And so those calculations are made by the Department of Homeland Security and by 
the state and local government in states that have borders. And of course, they're also made by the Department of Defense 
with respect to our situations around the world. 

The terrorists are smart. They're not dumb. They're dever. And they prefer to stay alive, although there are 
certainly suicide bombers whO don't prefer to stay alive. But to the extent we are successful, and go to school on them and 
arrange ourselves to put maximum pressure on them, they then go to school on us. And it's a dynamic constantly changing 
situation. And to the extent you do a better job on borders, you raise the price, raised the cost of them and then you deal 
with that. On the other hand, the then turn to another direction and take advantage because the terrorists can attack any 
place, using any technique, and It's physically impossible to defend everywhere at every moment against every technique. 

I was President Reagan's Middle East envoy back in the early '80s after the Marines were killed - 241 of them in 
the Beirut Barracks. And of course, it was a truck bomb going into the barracks and killing all the Marines. And very soon, 
you began to see these barricades, the concrete barriers like It's around all buildings. Fair enough, so the terrorists saw that 
and they saw they couldn't get a truck through, so they're started lobblng rocket-propelled-grenades at buildings over the 
barriers. So the next thing, you go down to Corniche in Beirut and you look and they draped wire mesh over buildings to 
bounce these rocket-propelled grenades off. So the terrorists saw that and what did they do? They started hitting soft 
targets. People going to and from work, people at home. And those asymmetrical attacks have an infinite number of 
opportunities and places that they can attack or times they can attack or techniques they getting used to attack. So defense 
really becomes a vastly- a more expensive way to do it and less certain way to do it than offense. And that is why you 
simply have to find those terrorist networks and root them out where they are and deal with the countries that provide the 
haven for the terrorists. And that Is the only way that we can have success. The second part of that equation is that you 
have to do defense, to be sure, or else it's easy for them. But we have to do the offense. 

And the other thing we have to do Is we have to look at the intake. What's going on in this world that people are 
successfully training other people to believe that It's in their interest to go out and kill innocent men, women and children. 
How do we develop a confidence in ourselves that to be sure, we're defending the American people, which is our job and 
we've got to do that, and then take every step to do that, and particularly, as these weapons get more powerful. But we also 
have to reach out and engage the world on this subject and see that we get people within countries like Pakistan, within 
countries like Saudi Arabia, trying to squeeze down the finances that are going into the training schools and training camps. 
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And try to reduce the attractiveness of the people to come into that business of killing Innocent men, women and 
children. It isn't enough simply to be successful In rooting them out because more come in. And so our task is big. This is 
not something that's going to be over in a year or two or three. This is a tot more like the Cold War that took 40 or 50 years 
than it Is the Wortd War II, where there'll be some final signing ceremony on the U.S.S. Missouri. This Is a tough, tough task 
that we have got ahead of us, but we can do it Questions, yes. 

Q: Mr. Secretary, I just want to thank you for the work you're doing and the commitment that you have made public 
service. We really appreciate you being here. [Applause) Thank you. Two quick questions. Would you talk a little bit about 
North Korea and China and the impact that China potentially has on this whole equation, and also talk a little bit about Iran 
and some of the comments that we've read recently about what's going on there? Thank you. 

SEC. RUMSFELO: Yes, sir. North Korea is a - it's a tragedy. If you think about It, here's a country the same size 
as South Korea, same people and so years after the war, South Korea is booming. It's an economic miracle, it's suocessful. 
The people are free. And in North Korea, the - above the demilitarized zone. if you look down from a satellite at night, it's 
black, with a pinprick of light in Pyongyang, the capital, and south of the DMZ, it's just brilliant light. 

They've just lowered their - within the last year or two, they lowered the height to get in the North Korean military 
down to the 4'10" for adults because of starvation. Under 100 pounds and you get In the North Korean military now. 
They've got concentration camps with tens of thousands of people from several locations. People that have tried to get out 
are killed. Not unlike East Germany and when we see people trying to get across the wall in Berlin. 

The government is busy as probably the principal proliferator of ballistic missile technology. They're good at it. 
They have developed long-range ballistic missiles and they've been helping a lot of other countries develop them. They're 
on the terrorist list. They've engaged in terrorist acts. They are involved with the drug trade, basically the prescription drug 
trade •• illegal. They're involved with counterteiting. All in all, not your first choice as a neighbor. The people are terribly 
repressed. They're a danger. They're a danger in two ways. They're a danger to the South Koreans and they're also a 
danger as a proliferator. I do not know of certain knowledge what their nuclear capability is, or their chemieal or biological 
capability. We know they've announced - they claim they have nuclear weapons. We know our intelligence community has 
assessed that they probably have two or three nuclear weapons. And they are now - they change their story periodically 
and therefore are not really reliable as a gauge as to what they've got in mind. We are trying - the United States with Russia 
and Japan, South Korea and China - attempting to engage in talks with them to see if it might not be possible for them to 
adjust their behavior. And begin behaving in a way that is less threatening to the rest of the world. How that will work 
remains to be seen. 

I will say this - the partnership between the United States and South Korea Is solid. The military capability of our 
combined countries in that part of the world Is healthy. This program that we have in place under a superb commander, 
Gen. Leon LaPorte has been looked at by the Joint Chiefs of Staff. It's been looked at by the fonner combatant 
commanders in charge of Korea and to a person, they are convinced that what we are doing is a good thing and it will not 
weaken the deterrent. It will not create an instability and, indeed, it will in fact, Improve our military capabilities to deal with 
any conceivable threats in that part of the world. 

lran - l Just can't believe. When you think of that country - intelligent people, educated people, an interesting 
history and they're being governed by a small handful of clerics in a manner that is notably different from all their neighbors -
most of their neighbors anyway -- and they know it. It isn't like North Korea where they control every single thing. People in 
Iran see television and they hear radio. People can go off the bordeis and come in. People from our country go into Iran 
and see these people. They know that they're being denied the opportunity for that country, because of its behavior With 
respect to nuclear development, they are being denied interaction with the rest of the world to their detriment. And when one 
thinks of how fast that country switched from the Shah of Iran to the Ayatollahs, one has to think that at some point in the 
future it might switch again. And I don't know what their behavior is going to be with respect to the International Atomic 
Energy Commission [sic), but it's been uneven and bumpy thus far. And you have to hope that the lntemational community 
will behave in a responsible way and create sufficient pressure on that government. Again, a terrorist state that's actively 
involved with funding and assisting terrorists, there are al Qaeda leadership in Iran today. Iran is a country that is a principal 
sponsor of Hezbollah, along with Syria, where they send weapons and terrorists down through Damascus Into Beirut and 
then Into Israel. So it's a country that is off to the side with the intematlonal community and the hope is that the international 
community will behave In a way that will persuade them that that is not in their interest. 

The one thing we know is that 1he problem of proliferation is a serious one. In fact, every month that goes by, as 
these weapons get more lethal, more dangerous, it is a more serious problem. We also know that there isn't any way in the 
world that one country can do much about proliferation. It is one of those things that. by definition, requires the cooperation 
of a lot of countries to work together to see that we behave in this planet in a rational way so that we create lots of 
disincentives for people can engage in those kinds of trafficking of weapons of mass destruction or missile technology. Lots 
of disincentives, and a lot of incentives for those countries to behave in a way that they are a part of the civilized wor1d. It is 
- I am hopeful about Iran. And you might see - particularly the young people and women .. whose behavior is particularly 
restricted in Iran, serve as a force over time to help put that country on a path that makes more sense to the civilized world. 
Question - way in back. I'm getting the hook. [Laughter) We'll make It the next to the last question. 

Q: Thank you. In an environment, where every imperfection in the war on terror and the war against Iraq is a major 
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story, in an election environment particularly and in the world's greatest democracy, how do you sustain a long-term political 
will necessary to fight the kind of war on terror that you're talking about where the good news is rarely heard. The progress 
that you've spoken of only comes out in forums like this? How do we do that long-term? 

SEC. RUMSFELD: Well, that is just a critical central oore question for our society. There is absolutely no way in 
the world that we can be military defeated in Afghanistan or Iraq, or even in the global war on terror, and I say militarily 
defeated. The only conceivable way that we could lose and (Inaudible) think of who wins - is because of a calculation over 
time that the cost and the pain in dollars and in human lives is too great and it's not worth It. And if that balance shifted to 
that point, it would say to the world that there isn't a willingness to sustain that level of effort. (Inaudible] you (Inaudible) 
terrorism, were we to do that. 

<Audio Gap> 

Vietnam war, 58,000 dead. Those are large numbers and they're heartbreaking and anyone who goes out to the 
field in Iraq to Afghanistan, or goes to Walter Reid Hospital and Bethesda Hospital as I do. You just cannot help but think of 
the lives not lived, think of the wounded whose lives will be lived totally differently and not ask yourself about the cost. And 
then if you look down from a satellite on Korea and see what's happening today, the cost in human life today in North Korea, 
and the energy and the vitality and the success and the opportunities of the people in South Korea, make It worthwhile. And 
your question goes to democracy - in a dictatorship, the leadership can do what the want. tn a democracy, you have to lead 
not by command, but by persuasion. And we simply have to find the words to make sure that the people in our country and 
the people in our coalition and those countries understand that It Is worth It, that freedom is important and that it is true that 
each generation needs to make that sacrifice that we talk about on Memorial Day and that time - over time and when one 
looks back, you nod and say. well, my goodness, yes, that was worth it. Of course, it was. But at the time, when you see, 
as you point out, day after day after day, the drumbeat of negative stories about this and Afghanistan, that in Iraq and the 
impressions people have which are not balanced. And no historical context. When you think of what went on in Japan, how 
many years that took to build a democracy that became a bulwark for freedom in the Cold War. In Germany, to tum that 
fascist regime into a democracy - amazing accomplishments. 

Thomas Jefferson, I think, said about our country, trying to struggle from where we were to a democratic system 
and it took us how many years? We didn't have a constitution between 1n6 and 1789, I guess. And he said, "One ought 
not expect to be transported towards democracy on a featherbed." And that's true. It is tough. And what's going on in Iraq 
and Afghanistan today is tough. And it's a bumpy road and it is not a smooth path. And what we need Is - and where do I 
come out in your question? I come out with we're going to make it And why do I say that? I say it because our system 
works. The American people have a good center of gravity. They've got $0Me klr'ld of an inner gyroscope that resets itself. 
They can be blown by the wind and all overwhelming amount of bad news and be swayed. But down deep inside, the 
people of this country get it. They know that there are things that are worth fighting for. They know that that the values they 
believe in are worth defending. And they are smart enough and wise enough over time to have the will to sustain that effort. 
I've got a lot of confidence in them myself. We'll make this the last question. Yes, sir. 

a: Thank you. Mr. Secretary, my name is Barry Wong. I just wanted you to know my brother's served in the Navy 
Seabees in Iraq from San Diego. But I just want to make a statement, Mr. Secretary, that. .. 

SEC. AUMSFELD: No, no. This is for questions. 

a: Oh, questions. OK. It's a question, then. 

SEC. RUMSFELD: Just put a question mark there. 

0: OK. I'll put a question mark there. I'm a lawyer. I can do that. But I want to applaud you for the realignment 
and I work with the Luke Air Force Base Fifth and the Sixth fighter wing and I just want to let you know that Luke Air Force 
Base is important to this community, that as you go through the base realignments that you keep the Luke Air Force Base in 
mind, because we love them. The business community loves them, and we want to keep Luke Air Force Base. And we want 
to add another mission to the joint strike fighter. We would love to have him here. 

SEC. AUMSFELD: Give him the hook! [Laughter) 

a: And Mr. Secretary, isn't it true that you're interested in base realignment and interested in saving bases like 
Luke Air Force Base? [Laughter) [Applause] 

SEC. RUMSFELD: Thank you. [Laughter] Folks, if you see somebody, you know, at an airport, or a restaurant or 
somewhere walking around in uniform, tell them "Thank you." [Applause] 

UNKNOWN: Thank you all for being here. Thank you. 
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September 1,2004 

TO: Gen Pete Pace 

FROM: Donald Rumsf eld 1, ~ 
SUBJECT: Numbers 

I'd like to start getting a report for everything since September 11 that combines 

the number who have died -killed in action, as well as non-combat deaths - and 

the number who have been wounded. Please show it by country (or area), and add 

it up. I think it is already over 1100, including Afghanistan. 

It seems to me we ought to start using that number, which is more accurate. 

Thanks. 

DHR:5$ 
090104-2 
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TO: Dr. David Chu 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1t\ 
SUBJECT: Tour Lengths 

!l..@j 

FOUO 

I think we need to do something about tour lengths. 

September 3,2004 

l am convinced one of the problems in this department -- why mistakes are made 

and why antiquated systems are not modernized -- is because people serve in their 

positions too short a time. They simply never get their arms around the 

challenges, problems and tasks that need to be done. 

Please get back to me with some ideas as to how this can be fixed. 

Be bold. 

Thanks, 

DHR:ss 
090304-9 
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TO: Les Brownlee 

cc: Gen. Dick Myers 
Gen. Pete Schoomaker 

FROM: Donald Rumsf elctj).,. fL---t,r' 
SUBJECT: Investigations 

September7 ,2004 

T understand that the Am1y will brief me soon on its investigation of two detainee 
deaths in Bagam. 

I know you share my dissatisfaction that it has taken almost two years to get to this 
point. 

When you brief me on this latest investigation, I'd like, at a minimum, to learn 
such information as: 

• What units were involved, and their training history? 
• The leadership at Bagram at the time. 

• The relevant reporting relationships. 
• What other units were present in the area? 
• Regarding detention facilities in Afghanistan, what policies for detention 

and interrogation were in place then, and what are they ~ow? 
• A history of the investigation 
• What corrective actions have been initiated? 

In addition, I look forward to your recommendations on how to fix the seemingly 
profound systemic problems in the Army identified in the Kern and Mikolashek 
repo1ts. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
090304-10 
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September 7 ,2004 

TO: Col. Bucci 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 9., 
SUBJECT: Meeting with David Chu 

Please arrange a meeting with David Chu regarding longer tours and longer 

service - time and position, particularly. I also want to discuss Standing Joint 

Task Forces. 

I am convinced this is part of the problem we are having in redeployment, Joint 

Staff, Abu Ghraib and management of prisons, as well as in intelligence - people 

are simply not in their jobs long enough. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
090704-5 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Gen. Dick Myers 
Gen. Peter Pace 
Lt. Gen. Skip Sharp 
Col. Will Grimsley 

Donald Rumsfeld 11t 

:fOUO 

SUBJECT: Iraqi Security Force Brief 

September 8, 2004 

We delivered the Iraqi Security Force brief to the President today. I know your 

team worked hard over the past several weeks to sharpen and improve the 

material. It will be a very useful instrument as we go forward. 

Thanks for the good work - now let's focus on monitoring and delivering what we 

promised. 

DHR:ss 
090804·2 
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TOi ' 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Memo on Mongolian Exercise 

'~{ /fV\l ',, : 

November 30, 2005 

T-o~ / O\~·~ \..\\ 

E~-45L\~ 

This memo seems not to answer my question as to what we ought to be doing to 

help Mongolia to have a successful exercise. Any thoughts? 

Thanks. 

Attach: 10125105 SecDef memo to ASD ISA, 11/28/05 ASD ISA Memo to 

SccDcf 

DHRss 
112905-10 
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Ct: 

Peter Rodman 

Frie Edelman 

=fOL'9 

.,~·-...r ... , .' 
£:•t' '.... . 

FRQ\1: Donald Rumsfeld "'/' 

S UitT:E,CT Mongolian Exercise 

.•. jf'\. O' .. , .. 0 oc12~2005 
:r-o5fo, 4;:}. \.\ \ 

ES-\..\54& 

.\Ve ol!~ht Io.think of countries we ·d like to@tl involved in that Mongolian 

conquest exercise. 

Thanks. 

Pll,tJll 
tt•:.a..-~-w, 1s,-.. 
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FROM: Peter W. Rodman. Assistant Secretary of Defense., International Secunty Affi . / nr7 
l (b)(6) I ,u ..... 

SUBJECT: Response to Sec Def Question on How to Attain Participation of Other 
Countries in the Mongolian Multi-lateral Exercise KHAAN QUEST 2006 

• (U) You asked which countries we would like to see participate in l{HAAN QUEST 
2006,(nex.t under). 

• (U) Mongolia will host KHAAN QUEST2006 in August. 1be 2006 exercisewill be· 
the first held under the auspices of the Global Peace Operations Tnitiat'ive (GPOI}. 

o (U) PACOM has invited Japan, Republic of Korea (ROK), Thailand,Fij i, 
Tonga, and Australia. 

o (U) We antici'pateMongolia will request their neighbors, Russia and China, 
attend the exercise as observers. 

o (U) Mongolia will have 500 infantry soldiers take part in the exercise. 
KHAAN QUEST 2006 is designed to support up to 1,000 partic.ipants. 

• (U) Increasing the number of pmticipating countries will help. Mongolia to become a 
hub for regional peacekeeping training and i·s critical to maintaining troop skills and 
i nteroperabi I ity. 

COORDINATION: 
Ms. Mary Beth Long, PDASD/ISA !h-#6l .. \n-· 
Mr. Richard Lawless, DUSD/ AP '4~ ~ .... 
BGenJohnAllen,PD/AP , a.> 
ASD/SOLIC: Mr. Quentin Hodgsllt 11/15/05 
Joint StaffNEA/SEA: COL Little, 11/16/05 
PACOM J5: CAPT Skinner, 11/15/05 
State PM & EAP: Ms. RachelFeatherstone&Mr. Michael Goldman, 11/15{05 

Prepared by; Ms.Su,-,anne Ross, OSDnSA/APJ(b}(6} I 
UNCLASSIFIED 
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UNCLASSIFIED 

COORDINATION: 

Principal Dcpu t y, Asst. Secretary of Defense, International Sccurit y A ff airs: • ~ /ll)L.11 

(Ms. Mary Beth Long!(b)(6) I r~ 
1 

Deputy Under Secretar of Defense, Asian & Pacific Affairs:. _J-/ // ,K'Yt.. 
(~.r. Richard Lawless (b1(6) 1 -,,-) 

'ii,.,,·.: {. 
)_

I ...._ 

'1/J 'Principal Director, Asian & Pacific Affairs: 
~ / (BGen John AUen, USMCJ(b)(6) l 

f '-f ))~e,, ~ 
i 

Asst. Secretary of Defense. S ecial Operatfons & Low Intensity Conflict: 12/23/05 
(Mr. Quentin Hodgson,,_(_b)_(6_) _ __. 

Office of the Secretary of Defense, Comptroller:. Information Provided, 12/22/05 
,· '.·,,',' 

·1·' 
•I, I 

Defense Security CooP.cratidri ~ gcncy: 12/28/05 
(Lt Col Phil Hezeltine,!(b)(6) I 
Joint Staff 12/28/05 
(Lt Col Kyle Garland, 15 Southeast Asia Division, ... !(b_)(_6) __ 

PACOM: 12/28/05 
(LTCTim Dunne, PACOM 57J-~b-)(6_) __ _. 

Department of State: 12/28/05 
(Ms. Rachel Featherstone, Pol/Mil Bureau, .... !(b_)_(6_) ___ ..,_ 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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• i: : 3fJ lNFO MEMO 

FOR SECRETARYOFDEFENSE 

A!DSD 
USDP ~l.-,.,,,-

~ rnN O 9 2006. 
1-05/014241 

ES--4542. 

FROM~ Peter W. Rodman, Assistant Secretary of Defense, International Security~~· · . 
!(b)(6) I u; 

' ,~) bi 
SUBJECT; Memo on Mongolian Exercise { 

• (U) You asked what the U.S. can do to assist MongQJia in having a successful 
KHAAN QUEST in 2006 (next under). 

• (U) Based on the December2005 Tnitial Planning Conference(TPC), planning for this 
event is proceeding at a good pace: 

o (U) During the IPC, persennel from the Mongolian Armed Forces, PACOM, and 
ROK National Defense University's Peacekeeping Operations Center developed 
the scenario of a large-scale. humanitarian disaster for the staff-training exercise. 

o (U) Personnel from USARPAC, Alaska National Guard, and Oregon National 
Guard, and the Mongolian Armed Forces scripted out the scenarios for the field
training exerc1se. 

• (U) One focus of our effort now is to engage additional international partners: 

o (U) Australia~ Japan, the Republic of K{)tea, Si_ngapore, Thailand, Fiji, and Tonga, 
have expressed intcrcstln participating in KHAAN QUEST 2006. We are 
contacting Canada now. 

o (U) We will work with State, PA COM, and Mongolia to provide suggestions to 
these nations as to how they might participate. Sqme initial 1deas include!· 

~ (U) providing strategic lift to bring selected countries to the exercise; 

};> (U} funding the upgrade ofthe Five Hills Training Center in Mongolia where 
KHA AN QUEST will be held~ and, 

), (U) resourcing the observation and participation of international organizations. 
suth as the International Committee of the Red Cross, in the exercise. 

UNCLASSIFIED 
11-L-0559/0SD/46330 c :-- ,:, : -:;g s,g: :Q oi~ 3 ~ ~ 0 6 



UNCLASSIFIED 

Way Ahead: 

• (U) To make future GPOI capstone exercises better, we will work with Combatant 
Commanders to encourage their factoring GPOI activities into their requests for 
Theater Security Cooperation funding. 

o (U) Although PACOM did budget for KHAAN QUEST 2006, the new 
requirements to make the exercise a GPOI capstone peacekeeping exercise have 
resulted in PACOM's having to pull from its O&M funds to support its role in 
KHAAN QUEST 2006. 

• (U) We will suggest defined roles for international partners early on in the planning 
process for GPOI capstone peacekeeping exercises. 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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FOUO 

September 8,2004 

TO: Pete Geren 
Gen. Mike Maples 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 9/L 
SUBJECT: Thank You 

In preparing for my press conferern.~e yesterday, the Geren-Maples group produced 

an excellent information package; which included some very sharp Q & A and a 

well-organized summary up front. It wa') very helpful - please pass along my 

thanks to the folks who worked on it. 

As a general comment, the work of your team has been indispensable to helping 

the Department of Defense through some significant challenges over the past 

months - well done. 

DHR:ss 
090804-4 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ___ -______ _ 

fOUO oso 00337-05 

11-L-0559/0SD/46332 
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FOUO 

September 8, 2004 

TO: Steve Cambone 

CC: Gen. Dick Myers 
Gen. Pete Pace 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Arabs in Chechnya 

Please do all you can to find ground truth on the media reports that there were 

some number of Arab militants among the Chechen forces that took hostages in 

Beslan. 

Thanks. 

'1}HR:ss 
6iJog04.5 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

FOUO oso 00338-05 
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TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Paul Wolfowitz 
Gen. Myers 
Gen. Pace 
Doug Feith 

7 ') ,;;.:~) 
Y" 

FOUO 

Donald Rurnsfel~ 

Our Korean Alli~s 

September 8, 2004 

We should all be looking for ot1~the~rt:lt.rd places to thank the Koreans for their 

contributions in Iraq, particuladfa·E> (~iy t.ire about to become the third largest 

contributor of troops after the U.S. and U.K. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
090804-7 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ___ -_____ _ 

yQUO 

oso 00340-05 
11-L-0559/0SD/46334 
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September 10,2004 

TO: SteveCambone 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld~ 

SUBJECT: Meeting with Chris Cox 

Please talk to Chris Cox. He is going to be very involved with the Intel process 

and he would very much like to talk to you. I told him I would set it up. The 

sooner, the better because once we end up with a bill we are restricted, now we are 

not. And, I think your advice would be helpful to him. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
091004-7 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by---------

oso 00341-05 
11-L-0559/0SD/46335 
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September 15,2004 

TO: Gen. Schoomaker 
Secretary Brownlee 

cc: Gen. Dick Myers 
Gen. Pete Pace 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ?~ 
SUBJECT: Army Restructuring 

As you work to restructure our Army around the Brigade Combat Team concept, I 

understand we are creating light and heavy BCTs from our light and heavy 

divisions. Have we given thought to the interchangeability and interoperability of 

the units so created? 

I would be interested to know how you intend to tackle this task - it is clearly 

central to our efforts to reshape the military in the 21st century. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
091504·1 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by IO J I o J 04 

oso 00342-os 
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DEPARTMENT CF THE ARMY' 
WASHINGTON 

INFO MEMO 

September 23, 2004, 9:30 AM 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE ~ 

FROM: Mr. R. L. Brownlee, Acting Secretary of the~ 
GEN Peter J, Schoornaker, Chief of Sta.fl,.Army-5'-

SUBJECT: SNOWFLAKE - Army Restructuring 

• Interchangeability and interoperability were fuildarrenta1 factors in developing 
our Infantry and B:euy Modular Brigade Combat Teams. 

• Standardized designs for Infanti:y, Heavy and Stryker Brigade Combat Teams 
al low for rapid reconfiguration to support Combatant Com:nandermissions 
across the entire spectrwn of <)perations - they are sc.:akable a·nd. tailorable. 

• Each Brigade Combat Tecln is inherently combined arms and has nwnerous 
capabilities (Signal, Field Artillery, Military Police, Engineer and Sustainment) 
to enable full spectrum operations. These Brigade Combat Teams are 
standing c:ombined arms organi1.ationsthat require minimal augmentation., if 
any. 

, Infantry, Heavy and StrykerBrigadeCombatTeams include receptacles for 
joint plugs to Jeveragecapabilities from our sister services ( e.g,,joint fires) 
whkh enhances joint i'nterdependehcy- central to our efforts in rcshapfng the 
military for the 21st century. 

COORDINATION: U.S. Anny Tl:airtlrg and 1xctrine Command 

Prepared By: COL Wesley McClellanJ.._<b_)(_6) _ _.. 

11-L-0559/0SD/46337 
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-FOUO 

September 16,2004 

TO: Gen. Schoomaker 

c c : Les Brownlee 

FROM: DonaldRumsfel~ 

SUBJECT: Army Tour Lengths 

When we talked about your changes we also discussed the length of current Army 

tours - 12months in Iraq. I believe you were going to come back to me with a 

proposal to shorten it to six or nine months. I would be curious to hear what your 

thinking is. 

When you do come back, be sure you include the effect it will have upon rotations 

over the coming period. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
091604-19 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by---------

--?OUO-

oso 00344-05 
11-L-0559/0SD/46338 
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FOUO 

DEPARTMENT CE 11-IEARMY 
WASHINGTO:,.oc J03t0 

OCT 1 ~ 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARY CF DEFENSE 

SUBJECT: Army Rotation Lengths 

In response to your September 16,2004, memo, while the Army would prefer to 
reduce deployment durations to six or nine months, the increased deployment tempo 
generated by sh::>rter rotation lengths would have a negative impact on the force at this 
time. 

Anny studies and operational experience have shown that in a perfect world, six 
narhs is the optimal deployment Jsg:h, allowing the Anny to balance its operational 
requirements to provide trained and ready forces to the combatant commanders against 
the stresses sepu:aticn generates on air volunteer force. However: 

• There is insufficient depth within theA..,ny's Combat Supprnt and Combat 
Service Support capabilities to reduce ?Xi:atim lengths below 12 months without 
producing significant dwell time and remobilization violations. 

• Shxterrotation lengths would affect the Army's abilityto meetCENTCOM' s 
total requirements for combat forces as well. For i.nstano!!, at current commitment 
levels, reducing the Anny's combat unit deployment length to nine nat:hs could 
generate a 21 brigade combat team shortfall over the next two years. This 
problem would only be exacerbated by shortening unit l'd:at::.ialsto six roonths in 
duration. 

Even under the current 12-monthrotation policy, meeting CENTCOM's 
requirements for Operations Iraqi Freedom and Enduring Freedom 04-06 will require the 
remobilization of 18Reserve 0:J1p::rait units and the premature redeployment of 61 
Active Component units - IIFBSZBS which will impact approximately 4,000 Soldiers. 
1!is number is projected to increase to approximate} y I 0.000 Soldiers 1i:r Operations 
Iraqi Freedom and Enduring Freedom 05-07. 

~~dt. 
PETERJ. SCHOOMAKER 
General, US Almy 
Chief of Staff 

_y ( 
~rownlee 

1ctirg Secretary of the Army 

11-L-0559/0SD/46339 
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TO: Jim Haynes 

FROM: Donald Rumsf eld 

!l..@j 
FOUt,-

SUBJECT: Afghanistan and Counter-Narcotics Activity 

September 17, 2004 

Please get back to me on what we need to do legally to get the Department of 

Justice and everyone in the U.S. Government aboard on the counter-narcotics 

acH.viJy in Afghanistan. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
091704·:l 
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FOUO 

September 20,2004 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsf eld ~ 

SUBJECT: Wall Street Journal Editorial 

With regards to Friday's Wall Street Journal editorial -- I don't recall ever saying 

we have to wait until more Iraqi troops arc trained. In fact, I saidjust the opposite. 

Gen Myers said it at a press briefing where I was present. Please check to see if 

that's right . 

Attach. 
9/ I 7 /04 Wall Street Journal Editorial re: The Enemy in Iraq 

DHR:ss 
092004·14 
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TO: Jim Roche 

cc: 

FROM: 

Gen John Jumper 

Gen Dick Myers 
Gen Pete Pace 
Mike Wynne 
Ken Krieg 
Steve Cambone 

Donald Rumsfeld 

fOUO 

SUBJECT: Predator and other UA V Production 

September 20,2004 

Please get back to me very soon with a plan to increase production of the Predator 

and other UA Vs, consistent with an understanding of limiting factors (industrial 

capacity, C2, training of operators, etc.) 

Clearly, the Combatant Commanders, especially General Abizaid, can fully utilize 

more of them. 

Thanks. 

D11R:S$ 
092004-15 

~-······································································· 
Please respond by I O / 1 i;-/ 0 f 

fOUO 
OSD 00350-0S 
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FOUO 

TO: COL Steve Bucci 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Rep. Thaddeus McCotter 

FROM: 

September 24,2004 

Let's have Thaddeus McCotter in sometime with a group of Congressmen. He's 
. . 
1mpress1ve. 

Thanks. 

Allach. 
9/23/04 Memo from SecDefre: Congressman in Briefing 
Bio for Tha<l<lcus McConcr 

DHR:ss 
092404-2 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••~D·-~~••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ________ _ 

FOUO 
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fOUO 

September 23,2004 

TO: COL Steve Bucci 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Congressman in Yesterday's Briefing 

Please give me the name of the congressman who spoke about anarchy in 

yesterday's House briefing. Please give me his background sheet. He seemed 

like a smart guy. 

Please pass his nan)C to P(lwtH Moore. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
092304·8 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by __ ..;...._ ____ _ 

Sir, 

The individual's name is Thaddeus G. Mccotter, Rep, 11th Dist of 
Mich. Legislative Affairs is getting a full Bio. 

VIR, COL B- · 
/ , 

, 
·-~·/ . 

FOUO 

11-L-0559/0SD/46345 
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Thaddeus Mccotter 
R-MICHIGAN 

Important Issues 

Iraq use of force 
()0/11/02) 

Iraq Supplemental 
(10/17/03) 

Iraq Supp: Grnnl Vs Loan 
(10/16/03) 

Hometown: Livonia 
Born: August 22, 1965; 
Detroit, Mich. 
Religion: Roman Catholic 
Family: Wife, Rita 
McCotter; three children 
Education: U. of Detroit , 
B.A. 1987 (political 
science), J.D. 1990 
Military Service: None 
Career: Lawyer 
Elected: 2002 (First Term) 

Support Oppose 

X 

X 

GWOT Travel Trips Date 

Iraq I I0-11/01 

Afghanistan 

I 
GTMO I 
Bases/ Major Defense Industry 

None 

Issues ~d Concerns 

• Met with Deputy Secretary Wolfowitz in 
Spring 2004. He has many Caldeans in his 
:::)istrict and suggested that they be used as 
1xanslators. 

•Wants the intelligence panels to have more 
;authority over how intelligence is gathered: 
'''Intelligence information is only as credihle as 
the sources. If you have greater access to 
some of the methods and sources for the 
intelligence, you could make better 
assessments." (7/04) 

• Co-sponsored - HR 2797, to improve the 
readiness of State defense forces and to 
increase military coordination for homeland 
security between the States and the 
Department of Defense. (8/18/03) 

• A self-described conservationist. 

• Major Industry in district is auto 
manufacturing. 

* Assistant Majority Whip. 

• Committees: Budget, International 
Relations, Small Business. 

• Won election in 2002 with 57.2% of the 
vote. 

11-L-0559/0SD/46346 
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\. Congressman Thaddeus McCotter - About Thaddeus Page l of l 

Home 

About Thaddeus 

,, Contact 

Constituent 
Services 

Visit DC 

Issues and 
Legislation 

Newsroom 

District 
Resources 

Washington, DC 
415 Cannon House 
Office Building 
Washington DC 
20515 
202. 225. 8171 tel 
202.225.2667 fax 

District 
17197 N. Laurel 
Park Dr. 
Suite 161 
Livonia, MI 48152 
734.632.0314 tel 
734.632.0373 fax 

About Thaddeus 

Enter .Tb.add.e.us'..s....f.b o.tn .. G.aUe.r.y 

A life-long resident of southeast Michigan, U.S. Representative Thaddeus Mccotter 
was elected to the 108th Congress in 2002 to represent the citizens of Western 
Oakland and Western Wayne Counties. 

Despite his status as a Freshman member, Congressman Mccotter received a 
waiver from the Speaker of the House to serve on three key committees: the Budget 
Committee; the International Relations Committee; and the Small Business 
Committee. He was also named an Assistant Majority Whip. 

Congressman Mccotter has focused on preserving and promoting manufacturing and 
small businesses, because he knows they form the back bone of our community's 
economy. He has steadfastly supported Winning the War on Terror and increasing 
our homeland security; tirelessly fought to reduce taxes and the size and scope of 
government; and, most importantly, Congressman Mccotter has dedicated every 
effort to listen to and serve his constituents. 

Congressman Mccotter is a graduate of Catholic Central High School; the University 
of Detroit; and the University of Detroit Law School. He is a bar admitted attorney by 
profession. Thaddeus and Rita Mccotter, a registered nurse, have three young 
children, George, Timothy, and Emilia. The McCotterfamily lives in his home town of 
Livonia. Congressman McCottertravels to and from our nation's capital every week 
to serve our community. 

Home I About Thaddeus I Contact I Constituent Services I Visit DC I Issues and Legislation I Newsroom I District Resources 

11-L-0559/0SD/4634 7 
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fOUO 

September 24,2004 

TO: Powell Moore 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Ops-Intel Session and Testimony 

We had a good couple of days on the Hill. The ops-intel session provided a good 

opportunity to get our message out, and the Global Posture Testimony - while 

covering a variety of topics - was likewise an excellent forum for the Department. 

We all know how hard you and the LA team worked to put together over ten hours 

of time in front of Congress - thanks for all you do. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
092404-5 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please reJpond by 

---------

FOUO oso 00353-05 
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FOUO 

September 24, 2004 

to: Gen Dick Myers 

(!11.0M: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Iraqi Borders 

I would like you to put together a team of people to think about what we can do 

about the borders. I am convinced that ifwe did a curfew, UAVs or some kind of 

focus and imposed a penalty on people who are breaking through the borders there 

would be a deterrent effect. 

Lefs get some folks thinking about it. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
092404·8 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • (f •·;111.aJ.1£· •·'1'·• •:e •· u e .. n • w;:• •. ._., • • • • t 
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FOUO 

September 24, 2004 

TO: Jim Haynes 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld Ji~ 
SUBJECT: Legal Authorities in Afghanistan 

· Please get back to me with the answer on this legal authorities question in 

Afghanistan if we need to go after drug labs. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
092404-9 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by IO / , l O Y, 
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fOUO 

TO: David Chu 
Charlie Abell 

cc: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Gen Dick Myers 
Gen Pete Pace 

Donald Rumsfeld 4Pe~ 
Tapping the Beer Keg 

September 24,2004 

It is very important that we lay out, in a clear and systematic way, how we can 

"lower the spigot" on the various Service '"beer kegs" - in other words, how can 

we fully tap into our available manpower to use it most efficiently. 

We should be able to show where the spigot is located today and how we can 

lower it over what period of time, using metrics to show the progress we have 

made already. 

We need to know the points of friction that will tend to impede our progress and 

the steps.wt~ need to take to accelerate this process for each of the Services. 

I would like to see this brief in about 30 days. Use outside help if you think it 

useful. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
092404-12 

FOUO 

oso 00357-05 
11-L-0559/0SD/46351 
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FOUO 

TO: Gen Dick Myers 
Gen Pete Pace 
David Chu 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld -c_jA. 
SUBJECT: Manning for Staffs in Iraq 

September 27, 2004 

I would like to see us re-do the charts in the Strategic Overview that show the 

status of manning the staffs in Iraq. They are somewhat misleading and should be 

fixed. 

Also, we need to make sure that decisions about the level and timing of manning 

those staffs is managed ftorn here in DC, not by the Services. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
092704-1 

·····································-~--~······························· 
Please respond by __ ._lo--+-l ._t IL..o_f+----

:fi'OUO oso 00358-.05 

11-L-0559/0SD/46352 
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September 27, 2004 

TO: COL Bucci 

CC: l(b )(6) 

Cathy Mainardi 

'Y~ FROM: Donald Rurnsfeld 

SUBJECT: Dates for the Calendar 

Ple.ase put the following k~y dates on my calendar: 

• Oct. 9: Afghan Elections 

• Oct 9: Australia Elections 

• Oct. 31: Ukraine Elections 

• Jan. 2005: Iraq Elections 

It would be helpful for me to have a list of these, and any other important 

international election dates. 

Thanks. 

DHR;ss 
092704-16 

·························~····~········································· ' 
Please respond by IO / J / O Lf= 

fiOUO 
oso 00359-05 

11-L-0559/0SD/46353 
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TO: Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 17'\., 
SUBJECT: Salafist Network 

!l..@j 

FOUG-

September 27 ,2004 

If the center of gravity of the global struggle against extremists is the Salafist 

financial network and the Salafist spiritual network, it is interesting that I have 

never had a briefing by anyone in the interagency process in a PC or an NSC on 

what the USG battle plans are to go against those centt~rs of gravity. 

The Department of Treasury has the finances, and State should have the spiritual 

networks. 

What do you propose? 

Thanks. 

DHR'.SS 
092704-2J 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by __ .......,I o""'l ...... 1 ...... 6+-'/ o ....... ~---

FOUO 
OSD O OJ 6 1 - 0 5 
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p,0 l---------------. 
TO: Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1Jl, 
SUBJECT: Salafist Network 

September 27,2004 

If the center of gravity of the global struggle against extremists is the Sala fist 

financial network and the Salafist spiritual network, it is interesting that I have 

never had a briefing by anyone in the interagency process in a PC or an NSC on 

what the USG battle plans are to go against those centers of gravity. 

;i<' \ 

The Department of Treasury has the finances, and State should have the spiritual A l. 

networks. 

What do you propose? 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
092704-23 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by to/1~/o~ ioj,Jo'-1 

-;SJ) 
• Ul"ON REMOVAL Of ATIACHMENTS 

THIS DOCUMENT BECOMES ,l~. ¥ \ 
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TO: Doug Feith 

cc: Ryan Henry 
Andrew Hoehn 

FOUO 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Global Posture Execution 

September -28, 2004 

How do you think we ought to execute the Global Posture changes? Should we 

try to get a retired four-star and make him a deputy assistant secretary to work the 

problems? 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
092804-15 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ----'1 ...... 0 ..... J ...... el.f-'I O~i--

FOUO OSD 00363-05 

11-L-0559/0SD/46356 
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FOUO 

September 29,2004 

TO: Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld VA 
SUBJECT: Security Service Training 

Please see attached memo. 

What do you think? 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Memo "Security Service Training for Other Countries" 

DHR:ss 
092804-19 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by -----+l.-.a ...... l 1 ... S:_/d.f ___ _ 

FOUO oso 00365-05 

11-L-0559/0SD/46357 
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FOlJO 

September 20,2004 

SUBJECT: Security Service Training for Other Countries 

The U.S. Military needs to organize -- to provide security service training for other 
countries. 

The Marine Corps ought to step up and take that role - but we need a major effort 
on it - to get funded and organized to do it. 

DHR:ss 
092004-32 

-rouo--

11-L-0559/0SD/46358 



TO: David Chu 
Powell Moore 

cc: 

fOUO 

FROM: 

Larry Di Rita 

Dona1d Rumsfe1d <7/l 
SUBJECT: Absentee Ballots 

September 30,2004 

Immediately following the e1ection, p1ease start the process of redirecting the 

absentee ballot responsibility (The Federal Voting Assistance Program or FV AP), 

for everyone except the inilita:i'y, to the Depai1ment of State. 

DoD shou1d handle just the military, since the military is less than half the tota1. 

People think ofthc embassies as the 1ogical place to be helpful on this matte.t, 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
093004-18 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by 10/~1/04 

FOUO 

11-L-0559/0SD/46359 
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~ 
October 18, 2005 ~ 

TO Eric Edelman 

CC: Peter Rodman 
Roger Pardo·Maurer 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Mexico as Major Nu.If;,N;<tTO Ally 

We need to develo1> a position on what we think of the idea of Mexico as a major 

non·NATO aJly. 

DHRbp 
10170S·28 

•••••••..•......•••••••................•..........•......•.•......... , .. , 
Please Respo11d By 11 I 17/fE, 

FOUO 

11-L-0559/0SD/46360 
oso 00386-06 
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TO: 

FROM: Donald Rumsreld <)'1\-, 
SUBJECT: Global WE' on Terrorism Paper 

Newt Gingrich looked ovcryour Global WE:' m Terrorism paper and said he 

thought it was a gar.id start. You may want to talk to him and get some 

suggestions. 

DHR:ss 
123104-22 (IS) 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respo,id by ~i,..:J / o<_ 

FOUO 

0SD 004 60-05 

11-L "70559/0.~D/46361 
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TO: ADM Ed Oiambastiani 

TABA 
f6t18' 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld '9f\. 
SUBJECT: ComparilOD ofDefmse BxpenditureS 

.-

.. 'I: ':> 6 
. . .. \. 

I looked at this paper you scat~ US and Fordgn Def.enac E,ipcndicures. Mj, 

imprcssico is that the numbers you have for Greece, for example_ • a 2.S 

percentage of. GDP is not comet. 'Ihm: may be other eri'Ols as well. 

You migbl want to have someone check it OYa. 

Tbanks. 

AUICh. 
VCJCS ·memo to SD w. Coq,woo oru.s. IDCIF~iga Ddmae ~iluret (OSD 22784-

0S) 

....... , ...............•••....................... ~~····················· 
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S bj Com 
• ...., U 8 ... _ ............... ...._,._ ~. di . ·, .,. . . '· · .. . . u ect: paneon w •• -.uu &"ua-r• ~.l&&e ~· turea:: . . ,: .. / . .: ~·.· .. ·. 

1. A common cmnparison of detenae spending ~ted ~ ~e ~:~ ~~j~;:-: ~.:: :- ... _ 
abeolute terms, the :tJ.S. spends more than 1be nm: T countiiea.~~-- :.:: :. · 
Acconling to tbe most.recent International~ for StrafeF. Sti1cUes (R..,. . . 
•Military BaJanoeW report (October 2P()5), U.S. defense spending-~ $455~9:_. · .. 
billion in 2004, compared with $454.3 billion for the nm fifteeo Jarpt: >-·. · · · 
spendens coJDbined. Attachment l ia a list or the top fifty COUftt:rie$ from the · 
nss delenac expeildimff'dafa (actUal outlays where.available. vicc:budFt: . 
authority). · .. . . . 

2. When compucd .by det'cnec espenditu:n, ~ a percentage of 0J'OIU.~- . 
Product (GDP), thc-U.S. waa tied !or~ in 2004 (up t'rum4701'*1i2002J~· :· ... 
Attachment 2 ia a bit chart lhowing the tOI> fifty COUD~• ranked tJ.y 2()04 · · 
defenee spwdingas a percentage of GDP. 

Attachments: 

Very re8peCtfwly, 
,"' ,,,.,. 

E. P.:-<Dfdll~q 
vice Chairman 

of the Joint Chim of Staff' 

1. Defense Expenditures, Top 50 countries,2004. 
2. Defense Expend.iturN as a Percent fK GDP. Top SO Countries, 2004. 

Copy to: CJCS 

11-L-0559/0SD/46363 
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